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[COUNCIL.l

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

The following answers to questions

Children's Court Bill.

On a previous occasion when a similar
suggestion was raised in the authority, the
Government rejected it as unacceptable to
the public.

on notice were circulated:HOUSING COMMISSION
ACCOMMODATION FOR
PENSIONERS.
(Question No. 436)

M.r. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the Minister of HousingFurther to the question without notice
asked on 23rd October, 1973, regarding
policy directives issued to Housing Commission officers, what are the details of the
policy directive requiring pensioners to
accept smaller accommodation or be proceeded agairnst for the possession of the
larger commission dwelling they already
occupy, indicating-(a) whether it is still
possible for pensioners eligible for rebated
rent to pay full rental and remain in larger
accommodation; and (b) whether considellation will be given to allowing those pensioners in special circumstances to remain
in the larger accommodation?

Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transport) .-The answer supplied by the
Minister of Housing is( a) No.

(b) Where medical evidence is produced
that separate bedroom accommodation is
desirable, the commission would ensure
that such type of accommodation is pro~
vided.

WESTERNPORT REGIONAL
PLANNING AUTHORITY REPORT.
(Question No. 448)

Mr. KIRKWOOD (Preston) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister for Local GovernmentWhether the Minister had studied the
report of the Westernport Regional Planning Authority outlining advantages and
recommending a 1toll gate system on the
Mornington Peninsula and Phillip Island; if
so, what decision has been reached on these
recommendations and what were the fiactors
on which the decision was based?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Local Government
isNo copy of the report has yet been made
available to the Government.
The authorilty resolution was to circulate
its proposal to member councils before considering any approach to the Government.

1Ltgialntint C!tnuuril.
Tuesday, Octob.er 30, 1973.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.58 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
(LAND TAX REBATES) INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister
for State Development and Decentralization), was read a first time.
CHILDREN'S COURT BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for Local
Government), was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (HOUSE
BUILDERS' LIABILITY) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government), by leave, moved
for leave to bring in a Bill to make
provision requiring certain guarantees
or indemnities to be given in relation
to the construction of certain buildings and for that purpose to amend
Part XLIX. of the Local Government
Act 1958 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
AMALGAMATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES.
REPORT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ADVISORY BOARD.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT {Minister for
Local Government) .-By leave, I
moveThat there be laid before this House the
report of the Local Government Advisory
Board in the matter of an inquiry into the
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proposal for the union of the municipalities
of the City of Melbourne, the City of Fitzroy, the City of Port Melbourne, and lthe
City of South Melbourne.

It is by no means obligatory to lay
a report of the Local Government
Advisory Board before this House.
However, I think all honorable members will agree that the matter to
which this report relates is of vital
importance to many people and that
it ought properly to be brought before
the House. I therefore adopt that
course.

This afternoon at my office I met
with the Lord Mayor of Melbourne
and the mayors of the three cities
affected. I gave them advance notice
of the contents of the report and
supplied each of them with a copy
and summary of it. I have copies
of the summary for honorable members representing the areas affected
although copies of the full report are
not readily available and for the
moment honorable members will have
to peruse the copy which I have laid
before the House.
The report recommends that the
four municipalities referred to should
be united and that the municipal
district of the united municipality
should be subdivided into seven
wards each with three members upon
the basis and in a manner which will
not give a predominant interest in the
council of the united municipality to
the central business district of the
present City of Melbourne.
Honorable members will appreciate
that the inquiry was lengthy and protracted and that much of the evidence
was given a considerable time ago. I
have therefore invited the leaders of
the four municipalities to submit to
me, before the Government makes
any decision, any further submissions
that they may desire to make in the
light of the findings of the board.
I have assured them that I have a
completely open mind which I will
not close in advance of considering the further submissions. I have
indicated that submissions may relate to fresh matters, including
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changes in community opinion, or to
any matter the leaders of the municipalities desire to bring forward in
rebuttal of any findings of the board
or in the light of any comments in the
report.
I have assured the mayors that full
weight and consideration will be
given to their further submissions.
With a view to ensuring that the
present prolonged uncertainty is
concluded as soon as possible, I
had proposed that the further submissions should be in my hands
by the end of November, and on
that basis I indicated that I was
prepared to give an undertaking that
the Government would determine the
matter during the first week in
December.
Three of the four mayors present
indicated that they considered one
clear month was not long enough to
complete submissions on a matter of
such importance to the mu·nicipalities that they represented. Discussion
took place and ultimately it was
agreed that the date for the completion of submissions should be
18th January, 1974. If allowance is
made for holiday periods, this will
allow something like an effective
period of two months for the preparation of submissions. I thereupon
undertook that in or by the first week
in February next the Government
would make an announcement resulting from consideration of the submissions. I have indicated to the Lord
Mayor and the mayors of the three
other municipalities that submissions
may be as wide ranging as desired.
I hope no municipality will put
prime emphasis on protest meetings
and public action. The Government
will be influenced most by factual
material which provides evidence of
changes in circumstance or opinion.
I commend the motion to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for Local Government) presented the
report in compliance with the foregoing order, and it w·as ordered that
the report be laid on the table.
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[COUNCIL.] Small Claims Tribunals Bill.
Shire of Kilmore Planning Scheme,
with maps (two papers).
Town and Country Planning Regulations
1962, Amending Regulation No. 15
(S.R. No. 297).

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Mel-

bourne North Province) .-1 moveThat the Council take note of the report
on the next day of meeting.

The motion was agreed to.

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNALS BILL.

PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the table
by the Clerk:Dried Fruits Act 19~Dried Fruits
(Amendment) Regulations 1973 (S.R.
No. 298).
Education Act 1958-Resumption of land
at Nunawading-Certificate of the Minister of Education.
Films Act 1971-Films (National Film
Theatre of Australia) Regulations 1973
( S.R. No. 301).
Forests Commission-Repo11t for the year
1972-73.
Melbourne
Underground
Rail
Loop
Authority-Report for the year 1972-73.
Mental Health Act 1959-Mental Health
(Travelling Expenses) Regulations 1973
(S.R. No. 299).
Monash University-Report .of the Council,
together with Statutes approved by rthe
Governor in Council, for the year 1972
(nine papers).
Motor Boating Act 1961-Motor Boating
(Port of Mallacoota Speed Restrictions)
Regulations 1973 (S.R. No. 296).
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations ·amended (Nos. 554 to 567)
(.fourteen papers).
Second-hand Dealers Act 19~Second
hand Dealers (Exemption No. 10)
Regulations 1973 (S.R. No. 300).
Seeds Act 1971-Seeds Regulations 1973
(S.R. No. 295).
Teaching Service Act 1958-Regulations
·amendedTeaching Service (Classification, Sralaries,
and Allowances) Regulations (seven
pape11s).
Teaching Service (Teachers Tribunal)
Regulations (six papers)
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Planning SchemesCity of Horsham Planning Scheme
1965-Amendment No. 14, 1972.
City of Knox Pl·anning Scheme 196·5Amendments No. 73, 1970, No. 117,
1972, and No. 120, 1973 (three
papers).
Seymour Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 9.

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

provides for a small claims
tribunal which will deal with disputes
arising between consumers and suppliers of goods and services where
the claim for payment of money or
performance of work does not exceed
$500. Detailed summaries of complaints received by the Consumer
Protection Bureau are contained in
the annual reports of the Consumer
Affairs Council of Victoria. By far
the greater proportion of these complaints relate to matters which could
be considered to be "small "-that
is, the value of the transactions is
well below $500, the proposed limit
of transactions to be covered by the
Bill.
One of the functions of the Consumer Protection Bureau under the
provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1972 is to receive complaints
from persons as to fraudulent or other
illegal or unfair practices. Having
received a complaint, the bureau
refers it to the trader seeking some
settlement of the matter on behalf
of the consumer and asks for his
explanation. In many cases, a satisfactory settlement is reached. This
is particularly so where the trader
is anxious to preserve his business
reputation.
There are, of course, many other
cases where the supplier either
ignores the approach from the Consumer Protection Bureau or refuses
to correct the cause of complaint. In
these circumstances, the advice given
by the bureau is that the only course
open to the consumer is to take civil
proceedings. The thought of taking
legal action deters most consumers
from continuing with their complaints. Civil proceedings are likely to
be costly, especially when compared
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with the amount involved in the
claim. The uncertainty of the final
result and the possibility of having
costs awarded against the complainant are added deterrents. Many
people, particularly the elderly, have
a fear of courts or a dislike of the
court atmosphere. They are unwilling
to prosecute their claim by appearing
to give sworn evidence from the witness box. The result is that when
the consumer decides not t~ take
action through the courts, he is not
receiving the justice which his case
possibly merits.
The Government has several times
expressed its clear intention to introduce further measures aimed at
assisting the consumer to obtain a
fa~r deal in his transactions with suppliers of goods and services. It sees
the disadvantages of the court system
as being sufficiently serious to warrant an alternative method of dealing
with the small claims of consumers.
It is convinced that these claims can
be dealt with cheaply and speedily
by the use of informal proceedings.
Small claims tribunals will not be
courts of •law, although they will
have the same effect and their orders
can be enforced through the courts.
The proceedings will not be governed
by the normal rules of evidence. The
aii? of the proceedings will be to
br.mg about a settlement by negotiat~on and compromise.
The referee
wil'l act as a conciliator and arbitrat~r. Cases will be heard in private,
not In a court room but in an office
or meeting room. Both the complai~ant and supplier will, except in
special circumstances, present their
sides of the case personaUy.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Will
offices be provided in country towns?
The Hon F. J. GRANTER.-! hope
~o. I have stated in my second-readmg notes that this should be done.
I be-lieve it is the practice in Queensland where the conciliator or the
person in charge visits country areas
and this is what I advocate. The cost~
will be kept to a minimum; a fee of
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$2 will be payable at the time of
filing the complaint with the registrar.
This concept of a small claims
tribunal has been discussed with
Ministers in some other States of
Austra'lia and, indeed, Queensland
has already in operation its Small
Claims Tribunal Act 1973. This Bill
follows C'losely the provisions of that
Act. i[ have been advised that the
Queens·land tribunals are operating
successful'ly.
This Bill is the first instalment of
consumer •legislation which the Victorian Government will introduce
this session. The Government believes it will materially safeguard the
interests of consumers of goods and
services. Often the Government has
been accused of not putting enough
" teeth " into consumer legislation.
I assure the House that the Bill, and
other measures to be introduced
shortly, will not on'ly provide the
teeth, but will also ensure that they
bite-and bite mighty hard-the
people who defraud or cheat our consumers in any way.
The Government believes the Small
will go a long way
1n rectifying the innumerable complaints received from consumers
about the quality of goods and services. Last month the bureau received a rather amazing number of·
401 complaints from consumers. It
is estimated that about 200 of these
would be Hkely candidates for hearing by the tribunal. On this basis
t~e tribunal will have a ·mighty busy
time.
Clause 2 of the Bill contains the
definitions. It will be seen that
" consumer " is defined to exclude
co~orations and business partnerships. Part I. sets out the constitution and establishment of tribunals.
Clauses 4 to 8 rel·ate to the appointment of referees, and clause 6 gives
the required qualifications for appointees. Clauses 9 ito 12 relate to
the functions of referees, the venue
of sittings-this is where I hope the
country areas will come in-the
~laims . T~ibunal
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(Land Tax Rebates)

establishment of a registry, including
the appointment of a registrar, and
the keeping of records.

claim may be re-heard. No costs are
to be allowed to or against any party
in clause 33.

Part II. relates to the jurisdiction
and powers of tribunals. Clause 14
gives the extent ·of jurisdiction and
clause 15 excludes other jurisdictions. Clause 16 proposes that settlements or orders of the tribunal shall
be final without 'appeal, and clause 17
limits the issue of writs or judgments
in relation to the proceedings or
orders of the tribunal.

Part V. contains a group of miscellaneous provisions. Clause 34
gives the tribunal control over its
own procedures with the accent on
natural justice. Clause 35 fixes
penalties for contempt, and clause 36
prohibits contracting out to annul,
vary or exclude any provisions of
the proposed Act.

Clauses 18 to 21 relate to orders
of the tribunal. Clause 19 proposes
to limit the orders of the tribunal for
the payment of ·money or for performance of work to $500 or work to
the value of $500.
Part III. relates to claims. Clause
22 l'ays down the proposed procedure
for the lodgment of claims and clause
23 provides for notice of claims and
proceedings to he given by the
registrar. Clause 24 defines the
parties to the proceedings and clause
25 refers to the withdrawal of claims.
.Part IV. relates to he·arings. Clause
26 defines " tribunal " and clause 27
provides that the hearing of a case
shall be by the same referee.
Clauses 28 'and 29 relate to amendment of dai'ms and the adjournment
of proceedings.
Clause 30 relates to the presentation of cases by parties to the
proceedings.
Each person is to
present his own case except where
the tribunal approves otherwise.
Practising barristers, solicitors or
professional advocates are specificany excluded from acting as agents
except by agreement of the parties
and to the satisfaction of the tribunal.
Clause 31 relates to the taking of
evidence and proposes that the
tribunal is not to be bound by rules
or practice as to evidence. Clause
32 proposes that the tribunal shall
act on the evidence available even
when the case of any of the parties
to the dispute is not presented. If
there is sufficient reason for the
absence of one of the parties, the
The Hon. F. J. Granter.

Clause 37 enables the registrar to
send notices by certified mail to
effect sufficient service. Provision is
made in clause 38 for the publication
of particulars of references to tribunals. Clause 39 gives protection for
things done under the proposed Act;
and clause 40 relates to the regulaI
tion-making power in the Act.
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
Knight, for the Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province),
the debate was adjourned.

It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
6.
DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRY
(LAND TAX REBATES) INCENTIVE
PAYMENTS BILL.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 move1

That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill implements the Government's election undertaking to
remove land tax from all approved
decentralized secondary industries.
Last year this Parliament passed
the Decentralized Industry Incentives
(Pay-roll Tax Rebates) Act 1972,
which marked a significant step
forward in the promotion of industrial growth and development in
country areas. The Bill now before
the House provides for a system of
incentive payments based on land tax
which follows the existing system of
incentive payments based on pay-roll
tax. It changes the title of the principal Act to the " Decentralized
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Industry Incentive Payments Act
1972 " and restructures the Act to
include payments based on pay-roll
tax under the heading "Pay-roll Tax
Rebates" and payments based on
land tax under the heading " Land
Tax Rebates ".
An employer carrying on an approved decentralized secondary industry, within the meaning of section
5 of the Commercial Goods Vehicles
Act, and who has paid land tax, as
owner, in respect of the land on
which the decentralized industry is
situated, wil1 be eligible to apply for
an incentive payment equal to the
amount of land tax.

total land tax paid by the owner that
the unimproved capita'! value of the
land on which the decentralized establishment is situated bears to the
unimproved capital value of the
total land on which land tqx was
assessed. As with pay-roll tax rebates, land tax paid is calculated net
of ·any refunds received. It is estimated that the annual cost of the
incentive payments will be some
$250,000.
Clauses 2, 4 and 7 provide for
changing the title of and restructuring the principal Act to include
the new scheme of incentive payments by way of land tax rebates.

As honorable members will be
aware, approved decentralized secondary industries under the Commercial
Goods Vehides Act are industries
approved by the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization,
and which are located beyond a
radius of 50 miles of the Melbourne
General Post Office, or within a
radius of 5 mi'les from the principal
post office at Bacchus Marsh, Broadford, Gisborne, Kilmore, Kyneton or
Woodend.

Clause 10 amends the Land Tax
Act 1958 to enable the Secretary for
State Development to obtain the
necessary information for the operation of the scheme from the Commissioner for Land Tax. Clause 3 provides for the addition of the necessary definitions and dauses 5, 8 and
9 contain amendments to the principal Act of a consequential or drafting
nature. I commend the Bill to the
House.

In addition to providing for incentive payments to approved decentralized secondary industries, the Bill
follows the policy contained · in the
pay-roll tax rebates legislation of
also providing for incentive payments
equal to 50 per cent of the land tax
paid in respect of specia1 establishments declared by the Governor in
Council which are within a radius of
50 miles of the · Melbourne General
Post Office but outside the metropolitan area.
Incentive payments
may be claimed for the first time for
land tax paid in respect of the year
ending on 31st December, 1974.
1

Clause 6 of the Bill contains the
provisions relating to applications for
and ca'lculation of incentive payments
based on land tax. Because land tax
is assessed on the total land owned
by a person, the Bill contains a formula for calculating the land tax paid
in respect of the decentralized industry, namely, the proportion of the

On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
13.

CHILDREN'S COURT BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to re-enact
with minor amendments the law
relating to Children's Courts. These
courts were first established in Victoria under the Children's Court Act
1906. This Act was consolidated in
1915 but without amendment. The
first substantial amendment was
made in 1917 and only minor amendments were made until 1956 when the
whole Act was re-en·acted so as to
give effect to a large number of reforms proposed by various persons
and bodies concerned with Children's
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It is thought desirable that parity
Courts and in particular the recommendations of the Delinquency should be maintained for all staff magAdvisory Com·mittee presided ·over by istrates, and the retirement age
the late Sir John Barry. This Act adopted in the Bill is therefore 65
was incorporated without amend- years. There is a saving clause to
ment in the 1958 consolidation of provide that all persons currently
statutes and since then has not been holding office as honorary Children's
Court magistrates may continue in
amended to any significant extent.
that office until the age of 72 years,
The present Bill is the result of subject
to the power of the Governor
much painstaking work by va·rious in Council
to revoke any appointpeople and bodies. The first steps ment. In another place some queries
towards it were taken by Mr. A. K. were raised about the desirability of
Brown, Stipendiary Magistrate of the
policy, and the Attorney-General
Children's Court, who produced a this
undertook
have the matter further
draft Bill. As many honorable mem- examined. toHe
has done so. Those
bers who have been justices or who appointed as honorary Children's
are lawyers will recall, Mr. Brown Court magistrates are all justices of
was a much-loved Children's Court
magistrate until his retirement. He the peace.
The Han. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Do you
had unparaUelled experience of
Children's Court work in Victoria, not think age has a bearing on
and the Government and State are the degree of tolerance which may
indebted to him not only for his or may not be shown in the Children's
service ·concerning the work and Court?
procedures of the Children's Court
Han. A. J. HUNT.-Perhaps
but also ·fior his assistance in the so,The
but
the Attorney-General expreparation of this measure.
amined the matter and, in doing so,
Mr. Brown's draft Bill was. con- he paid particular attention to the
sidered 'by the Law Department and needs of country areas to ascertain
the Social ·welfare Department and, whether it would be possible to amend
by agreement, further suggestions the Bill to exclude the use of
were incorporated. Other suggestions honorary magistrates altogether, or
by various interested persons were alternatively to dispense with the use
taken into account and a further draft of those who had attained the age
Bill was prepared and referred to the of 65 years. He came to the conStatute Law Revision Committee. The clusion that it was essential to retain
Statute Law Revision Committee sub- the use of the honorary justice, who
sequently invited the Chief Justice's had also been appointed as an
Law Reform Committee to exa- honorary Children's Court magistrate,
mine the Bill and report on it.
in ·order to avoid unnecessary delay in
Both of these committees recom- children's cases.
mended a number of improvements
In the interests of the children
which have been included in the Bill. affected, it was thought the
In fact, all the recommendations have services of these magistrates ought
been followed with the exception of to be readily available. Frequently
two relating to a retiring age for urgent cases arise where children
magistrates, and their training.
are arrested and the only alternaThe Statute Law Revision Commit- tive is to send them somewhere
tee recommended that all Children's in custody for quite a period. It
Court magistrates should retire at 60 would be better to convene the court
years but this would create difficul- readily.
ties. Firstly, honorary magistrates
Another urgent matter arises in
can under the present practice continue until 72 years, whereas stipen- relation to care and protection
diary magistrates, being members of matters. I am told that the statistics
the Public Service, retire at 65 years. from the Children's Courts for the
The Han. A. J. Hunt.
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year just concluded, to 30th June, the course proposed in the recom1973, indicate that cou·ntry Children's mendation. However, at present pracCourts dealt with more than one- tical difficulties could arise if manthird of the total cases in the State, datory requirements were placed in
including one-third of the total care the Bill. In any event, the matter can
and protection applications, in all of be dealt with administratively and
which Children's Courts were con- the Attotney-General has assured me
vened urgently to deal with the that attention will be given to it on
matters to avoid having to hold the a phase-in basis, quite apart from
children in custody. It is for this the provisions of this measure.
reason that the age of honorary
I specifically mentioned that not
Children's Court magistrates is kept
only
the interests of the children
in line with the age of justices of the
coming before the court have
peace.
been given detailed consideration in
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.- drafting the Bill but also the interests
The Minister is applying what is of their families and the community.
necessary for the country to what The measure is accompanied by a
happens in the city, and these are detailed and comprehensive explanatwo different issues. Could he not tory memorandum and comparative
give consideration to that?
table. I could not hope to improve
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mr. Tripo- on those comments. Therefore, I do
vich has raised an interesting point not propose to explain the clauses
which I will discuss fully with the in detail; nor do I believe it is
Attorney-General before this debate necessary for me to ask for leave to
incorporate the explanatory memois concluded.
randum in Hansard. The Bill has
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.- been circulated to members of this
He said that he would have a look at Parliament and to other persons outit.
side and the attached explanatory
memorandum
explains the clauses.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-With respect,· I have indicated to the House I should be happy, if honorable
the undertaking given by the members so desire, to explain any
Attorney-General. Mr. Tripovich has specific clause.
raised a further issue, and I will, in
I should like to refer briefly to
turn, have further discussions with some of the more significant
the Attorney-General on it.
clauses, and the most important
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.- one is that relating to the raising
I accept the logic of the Government of the age from seventeen years
to eighteen years of those who
in relation to the country.
can be dealt with by Children's
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond Courts. This was done as a matter
Garrett).-Order! This matter would of policy. A number of amendments
be better debated when the second- have recently been adopted, including the amendment to the Electoral
reading debate is resumed.
Act, reducing the age of responsiThe Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.- bility for many purposes from 21
I am entitled to have it elucidated. years to eighteen years. For many
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The purposes, people over the age of
matter mentioned by Mr. Tripovich eighteen years are regarded as
adults and below that age
The mature
will be further examined.
they
are
regarded as children.
Statute Law Revision Committee
made a further recommendation reI have always believed it to be
lating to the training and qualifica- anomalous that young people should
tions of magistrates, and the Govern- be treated as children for the purment recognizes the desirability of poses of the law up to seventeen
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years of age, and yet, for other purMONEY LENDERS
(ADVERTISEMENTS) BILL.
poses, up to 21 years of age. With a
view of creating some rationalizaThe debate (adjourned from Oction of the age of responsibility, it tober 24) on t'he motion of the Hon.
is now proposed to raise the age of A. J. Hunt (Minister for Local Govthose with whom Children's Courts ernment) for the second reading of
can deal to eighteen years. No case this Brl'l was resumed.
before a Children's Court may be
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Meladjourned beyond the eightee·nth
birthday nor can any probation bourne Province) .-A person who
period extend beyond the eighteenth talks about money lenders is talking
birthday. This is a major change of about members of a very old profesprinciple and one which ought sion. I daresay there i'S only one prospecifically to be brought to the fession in history that is older than
money lending-and that is illegal.
attention of the House.
The purpose of this Bill is to ease the
I have said enough to indicate advertising restrictions presently
that the Bill is a significant measure placed on money lenders and to set
directed to the improvement of jus- a new scale of fees for the licensing
tice and to social welfare in Victoria. of money lenders. The present fees
I have indicated that it is the com- have been unchanged since 1938.
bined work of many people and that The
Bill also provides that such
the recommendations of two most advertising as now will be permitted
important law reform committees in should not be misleading or dishonest.
the community have been adopted. Penalties are provided for this.
On behalf of the Government I That is an excellent provision. Comthank all of those who have mercial advertising is frequently
made contributions at ·any stage to used to entice a consumer to buy
the preparation of this measure. I a product by claiming in the adverinclude in my comment the Chief tisement that the product is
Justice's Law Reform Committee, something more than it really
the Statute Law Revision Committee, is.
It is deceptive advertising to
and various individua'ls and organiz- snare the unfortunate prey, who has
ations. This Parliament has fre- always been only too willing to grab
quently had cause to· be grateful to something in times of urgent need.
one or other of the Chief Justice's
The Bill a'lso provides that the
Law Reform Committee and the
Statute Law Revision Committee; on advertising of interest rates be made
this occasion it has reas·on to be quite clear and unambiguous. As
part of this, the money lender .will
grateful to both.
need
to advertise interest rates at a
It is a worth-while Bill and even
now the time for further improve- per-annum rate. That is to ensure that
ments 'has not passed. If, during the people understand precisely what
period of the adjournment of the de- interest charges they will pay.
bate, any organization or honorable
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The effecmember can make further contri- tive interest.
butions towards its improvement,
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-That
they will be gratefully considered by
the Government. I commend the Bill is so. Honorable members know
that a person, in an effort to extricate
to the House.
himself or his family from unOn the motion of the Hon. J. M. fortunate present circumstances, freTripovich, for the Hon. J. W. GAL- quently wiU not closely study the
BALLY (Me'lbourne North Province), small print of a contract or agreethe debate was adjourned.
ment, to his later detriment. To the
It was ordered that the debate be extent that this provision endeavours
adjourned until Tuesday, November to make as clear as possible the situ6.
.
ation in which a person is involved,
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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it is good. For the first time the lenders, and ~to set the maximum rate
Bill provides the opportunity for a of interest at 48 per cent. That figure
money lender, in some circumstances, appears generous, but the risks
to invite peop'le to borrow money. involved in money lending apparently
AlIt does not mean that money lenders warrant such a high return.
wiU be able to circulate thousands of though I personally find this figure
letters to people soliciting them to difficult to accept we do not intend to
borrow money, but it does mean that oppose the interest rate.
where they have 'had a prior establishAt present in Victoria there are
ment with people and other bodies, 814 registered money lenders, 776 of
they will be able to communicate whom are corporations.
As I
with them and invite them to borrow calculate the new rate, in a full year,
money.
this will bring to the Government
Penalties ranging up to $500 are also $159,000 from licence fees.
Unprovided for various. forms of mislead- doubtedly, because of the more
ing communications. Although that is liberalized approach to advertising,
a fairly large amount of money, it is there will be an increase in the
not much for misleading advertise- number of money lenders, partiments and misleading communi- cularly 'Corporate money lenders. I
cations of any sort, and another zero should be surprised if that revenue
could perhaps be added to the pro- did not increase significantly in the
posed maximum.
Things have period ahead. One could argue about
changed since the days when the money lending generally and its dismerchants of Venice operated with criminatory nature in contemporary
more freedom than is possible society. One could argue philosonow.
The first legislation on phically that a time may come when
the
subject
was
introduced there will not be such an enormous
in Great Britain in 1900 be- proliferation of different types of
cause misfortune was frequently lending institutions accommodating
suffered by borrowers owing to the all the demands within the market,
terms and conditions imposed on the terms and conditions of which
them and penalties exacted from favour those who are already fortunthem by money lenders in the past. ate and not those who are less fortunSimilar legislation was introduced in ate. However, society today accepts
Australia in 1906. Major legislation that philosophy and it will probably
was introduced in 1938 following remain unchanged for some time.
the depression, when, because of The Labor Party does not oppose the
hard times, people were in difficult Bill.
circumstances and sought to borrow
The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
money to feed their families, to try
to survive in small businesses, and Province) .-This Bill deals with
so on. During those times money m·oney lending, and its first part relenders did not have a good reputa- lates t!o the lilbe~alization of the law
tion. ·Many of them were merciless, on advertisements which money
hard and unrelenting in their at- lenders are allowed to use. It also
tempts to grind into the ground controls this advertising. Although
people to whom they had lent money I deplore the liberalization of the
advertising I commend the controls
at high rates of interest.
which the Government intends to
It is little wonder that it has taken impose. Therefore, I view the BHl
so long to bring in a Bill of this kind with mixed feelings.
to liberalize the law relating to
In m'odern society there is a great
money lenders to enable them to
operate more freely in the present deal of lending and borrowing of
market. In 1941 an amendment was .money. Statistics reveal that the
introduced to tighten the legislation amounts of money lent on hire purconcerning advertising by money chase, personal loans and bank loans
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are out of kilter with and an unhealthy part of the economy. The
Minister stated that in the old days
usury, which merely referred to
interest-not excessive interestwas illegal.
Originally in England the only
people who were allowed to lend
money were the Jews. Under the
Mosaic law of the Bible, the Jews
were allowed to lend money only to
strangers, so in coming over to
England to lend money to the British,
they were 'Carrying out the Mosaic
law. However, Christians could not
lend money, even to Jews. From
1154 to 1189 during the reign of
Henry II. the ordinary rate of interest
which the Jews were permitted to
charge was two-pence in the pound a
week, or 43-1/3 per cent a year.
Compound interest was forbidden
then, as it is now.
Under the Magna Carta-which
effected some magnificent reformsno interest was payable on debts
owing to the Jews for money lent
during the minority of the heir of
the debtor. A widow's dower was free
from exaction of the debt. Jewish
creditors had a substantial insurable
interest in the health and long life
of the person to whom they had lent
money, because if that person died
and left a young heir, the Jew would
not collect any interest for a long
time and would not collect any
interest while the widow had her
dower.
The activities of the money lenders
became notorious, and under the later
Edwards-Edward I. and Edward III.
-the Jews were expelled from England. Under the Statute of Jewry
they had been forbidden to deduct
any interest for their loans, but
evaded the statute by binding the
borrower to a contract for the
periodical delivery of so much
merchandise, with a pecuniary
penalty for every default. When this
was discovered, they were expelled
from England and usury becam,e
illegal because not even the Jews
could lend money. The Tudors
brought back usury and a maximum
The Hon. M. A. Clarke.

(Advertisements) Bill.

interest rate of 10 per cent was
allowed. King James 1., the first of
the Stuarts, reduced the rate to
8 per cent; Charles II. reduced it
to 6 per cent, and Queen Anne
reduced the maximum rate to 5
per cent. For a long period the rates
of interest in England were very low,
and that was commendable. It
might have been a brake on commerce but nobody suffered from it.
The Hon. H. M. HAMILTON.-We
could do with Queen Anne again
today!
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-I
should also welcome her back, in
her younger years. There were laws
against usury in England, but unfortunately in the early days of the
Colonies such as New South Wales
and Van Diemen's land, because of
a curious interpretation of the statute,
the law against usury did not apply
to the Colonies. In 1854 the laws
against usury were repealed and
soon after, interest rates of 20
per cent and 30 per cent were common. Unfortunately, the stage has
been reached again today where 20
per cent or 30 per cent is a common
rate of interest on loans. As I said
earlier, I deplore that trend.
Over the years, one of the objectives of the various Governments has
been to protect the poor person, the
working man, who needs money, has
not much security and wants to
borrow at a reasonable rate of
interest. For a long time pawnbrokers provided loans for poorer
people. The symbol of the pawnbroker was the three golden balls,
which originated from the sign which
the Lombard merchants used in
London. They were the first recognized money lenders in England
during the reign of the Tudors. The
emblem of the three balls was taken
from the emblem of St. Nicholas of
Bari, who gave three purses of gold
to three virgin sisters to enable them
to marry. The Lombard merchants
did not give money away; they lent
it and required it back. The pawnbroker has almost disappeared from
society and there are now very few
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registered pawnbrokers. With them protection it is giving to money
a service to the community has dis- lenders in this State? I leave that
appeared, and the place of the pawn- question with the Minister.
brokers has been taken by corporaThe motion was agreed to.
tions.
The Bill was read a second time,
Mr. Trayling stated that there are and
committed.
776 corporations amongst the 814
Clause
1 was agreed to.
registered money lenders in Victoria
and that they are going to pay inClause 2, relating to advertising.
creased fees. I do not believe the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
fees are high enough, considering that
they are corporations. In the ·early Local Government) .-1 thank honordays one of the reasons why Jews able members who contributed to the
were the only persons in England second-reading debate for their rewho were allowed, under Royal marks, particularly Mr. Trayling for
licence, to lend money was that his cornments on social policy and
when a practising usurer died the Mr. Clarke for his interesting hiswhole of his estate reverted to the torical appreciation of the backCrown. Naturally, the kings encour- ground of money lending. I do not
aged usurers to become wealthy, propose to traverse the issues of
because they could suck up, like a social policy behind the measure besponge, all the wealth that the Jews cause I covered these in the secondreading speech, but I want to make
had sucked from the people.
it quite clear that the purpose of this
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Was the measure is not to encourage money
gift duty rate high in those days?
lending; it is to put the activities of
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-There money lenders upon a basis similar to
was no gift duty then. The king that which applies to other lending
treated the whole of the estate of the authorities and institutions-in other
usurer as a gift to him when the words, to rationalize the law, to
usurer died. A usurer had to be remove some outmoded and overcareful to cease practising usury harsh restrictions, to make it easier
before he died, because an inquiry in the advertising field and yet at the
was held to determine whether he same time prescribe conditions dewas a practising usurer at the date signed to protect the public.
of his death.
Although I have said that the policy
Money lending is to be encouraged of the Government is certainly not
by the Government, and I regard the to encourage money lending, I
advertising provisions in this Bill as must make it clear that the Governan encouragement. Certainly, the ment recognizes that the activity is
Government has never discouraged a necessary one which serves a great
money lending. It will-like the many people. The Government has
ancient kings of England-take seen its role as a regulatory one to
ensure that the public is protectedmore cream from the cake.
not to outlaw an activity
The last time fees for money len- no more;
not to encourage it, but simply to
ders' licences were increased was in and
1938. I have made a rapid calculation protect the public.
If one examines the history of the
that the fees proposed in the Bill will
be an increase of 100 per cent. I ask present Government in this field, one
the Minister whether that is correct. will see that it has sought on a
Does the honorable gentleman con- number of occasions to remove old,
sider that, in view of the fact that of over-harsh and outmoded restrictions
the 814 money lenders, 776 are cor- and yet always to ensure that the
porations of which 350 are sub- public is protected. We seek no more
sidiaries of Esanda Ltd., the Treasury than to ensure fair conditions, and
is receiving a fair recoupment on the that is all we have done in the Bill.
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The suggestion that fees should be
raised higher again of course has
some attractions to the Treasury, but
it is only fair to point out that these
fees are always passed on. The effect
of Mr. Clarke's suggestion would be
to further raise interest rates to those
persons who have to utilize the
services of money lenders. It is true
that in economic theory the higher
the interest rate the less the amount
of borrowing. However, people who
for good reason desire to borrow may
be discouraged, and I would prefer
cheaper interest rates. The most
recent rise in interest rates is in no
way attributable to private enterprise
in this State or in this country.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended at 6.22
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
TOMATO PROCESSING INDUSTRY
(UNIFORM AGREEMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 24) on the motion of the Hon.
W. V. Houghton (Minister for Social
Welfare) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-This Bill
not only has a unique background but
is one with which I completely agree
and upon which I congratulate the
Government. The procedures adopted
by the Government to stabilize the
tomato growing and processing industries are correct and the Labor
Party heartily supports the motion.

In 1964 there was a consent agreement between growers and processors. In secondary industry a consent
agreement means that the union and
employers have got together, bargained an agreement and, having
recorded all the points on which
they can find agreement, applied to
a court for registration of the docuUp until 1964 the tomato
ment.
growers and processors were at loggerheads. There was considerable

dissatisfaction with the prices being
paid and following this unfortunate
history-! have some sympathy with
the tomato growers in their fight to
get what they consider to be an equitable return for their produce-a consent agreement was reached and it
was ratified by the 1964 Bill.
At this stage I pay tribute to the
former Minister of Agriculture. Sir
Gilbert Chandler, who played no
mean part in bringing both sides
together to establish a reasonable
agreement between the growers and
the processors. The agreement was
reached and the Bill was introduced
into the House and passed, with the
universal support of all parties. The
Country Party and the Labor Party
were in agreement with the Government on the issue. As a result of
the experience gained in the 1964
season, amendments which were required by both sides, again by agreement, were made to the legislation
in 1965. It applied again in 1968 and
was again amended in 1970.
As the Minister explained in his
second-reading speech, there have
been other developments in the industry. I refer to the new tomato
products; the processing and canning
of whole tomatoes and of sliced
tomatoes. Tomatoes are also being
harvested mechanically. This method
of harvesting has applied to peas and
beans for some years and is now
being applied to tomatoes. I pay
tribute to the officers of the Department of Agriculture for developing
suitable types of tomatoes for
machine harvesting and bulk handling.
In addition, the Government
has made provision in the Bill for
the metric conversion of quantities.
There is now further agreement
in the industry between the proThe
cessors and the growers.
growers have agreed to the terms
and conditions laid down by the processors on the types of tomatoes to
be planted and the methods by which
the plants are to be nurtured. The
growers have ·also agreed to ~ertain
conditions re'lating to the recording
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of chemicals used in spraying the
tomatoes. The Bill incorporates the
points on which agreement has been
·
reached.
Clause 2 of the Bill contains the
definitions and provides that, with
respect to tomatoes, processing
means the canning of whole, peeled
or sliced fruit. Paragraph (a) of
sub-clause ( 1) of clause 3 provides
that the contract now shall be in
writing and paragraph (b) states that
the contract " shall be in or to the
effect of the form of the agreement".
This means the agreement that has
been written into the schedules. The
First Schedule sets out the agreement in accordance with paragraphs
(a) and (b) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 3.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-That is
not new.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-No,
but it is an improvement. I have
said that agreement was first reached
in 1964.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Mr.
Tripovich is suggesting that this is
a new measure.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-I am
not suggesting this is a new measure;
1 am suggesting that the provisions
for the canning and processing of
whole fruit and for the canning of
sliced tom a toes are new.
Inherent in clause 5 is a tribute to
the inspectors of the Department of
Agriculture. Sub-clause (2) provides-

Clause 3 of the First Schedule
makes provision for the tomatoes to
be delivered at the grower's road gate
or nominated loading point. As the
Minister has explained, this relates
to the picking up of tomatoes in
bins. The pick-up need not take
place at the grower's gate as it did
when the tomatoes were delivered
in cases or other containers. They
can now be loaded in bins and the
bins may be picked up in the
paddock. Paragraph (f) of clause
3 of the First Schedule makes provision for sampling arrangements. This
again concerns bulk handling. Subparagraph (i) of paragraph (f) provides that the weight of tomatoes
in every bin of a co·nsignment shall
be the net weight of tomatoes
delivered or shall be taken to be the
average net weight of a sample of
bins of tomatoes taken at random
from the consignment.
In the old agreement there was a
reference to the buyer's inspectors
and in the present agreement they
are referred to as buyer's representatives. I think the new term is more
correct and I offer no objection to it
because previously the inspectors of
the department could be confused
with the buyer's inspectors.

Under the old legislation when a
was
consignment
of tomatoes
rejected, th.e buyer had to notify the
grower and the Department of Agriculture. That is rather a broad term
and it was considered, I think quite
wisely, that an officer from the
Department of Agriculture should be
A departmental inspector whose opinion involved and therefore there is prois sought pursuant to par.agraph (g) of vision in the First Schedule, where
clause 3 of the agreement may make ·such
inspections and take all such other steps a consignment has bee·n rejected, that
as he deems necessary to enable him to the buyer shall notify the grower
determine the matter in respect of which and the Director of Agriculture.
his opinion was sought.
That is more direct, and the Labor
This means that the departmental
Party
supports the provision. Clause
officers have been accepted as
referees in cases of dispute and this 14 of the First Schedule leaves open
shows the great respect that both the the question of delivery. The grower
growers and the processors have will notify the buyer when the
for the departmental officers. Both tomatoes will be available. That is
One matter about
parties have confidence in the officers common sense.
and are prepared to accept their which there has been some controversy is when the responsibility
decisions.
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for the tomatoes passes from the
grower to the buyer. Clause 16 of
the First Schedule now provides that
the property and the risk in the tomatoes shall pass to the buyer when he
takes delivery.
This provision
is
to
be
commended.
The
First Schedule, which provides the
form of agreement, results from
negotiations between the growers and
the processors, and sets out fair and
reasonable terms for growing tomatoes for processing.
The Second Schedule sets out
amendments which may be made in
the agreement subject to the consent
of both parties. Again, this is common sense. Clause 1 of the Second
Schedule would give the processor
power to cause the grower to maintain records of such crop protection
measures to be taken at the direction
of the buyer. That means that the
buyer can lay down the recording of
what chemical sprays have been used
against insects and disease, and so
on. That is a worth-while provision.
Another clause in the Second
Schedule relates to the introduction
of the collection of tomatoes in bulk.
The Minister has told the House that
there will be twelve to fifteen picking
machines in operation this year and
the schedule provides for their use
with up-to-date provisions. Canning
tomatoes now are a recognized type
of tomato in the industry and paragraph (b) of clause 3 of the Second
Schedule relates to canning grade
tomatoes, and so does clause 4.
What commends the Bill to me is
that the growers and the processors,
with the department acting as
referee, have argued their cases for
and against the conditions under
which they will grow and take delivery of tomatoes. The processors have
reserved the rights to say what_ types
of tomatoes will be planted, the
recording of sprays used, and the
standard of tomatoes to be delivered.
We are moving into an organized
economy and this sort of thing has
happened in the production of other
vegetables. The arrangements of
yesterday have gone;· this is a new
method.
The Hon. J. M. Tripovich.

I conclude with a tribute to the
previous Minister of Agriculture, Sir
Gilbert Chandler, because, in anything he did, he always attempted to
bring about justice for all concerned.
I believe that, with this type of arrangement, justice is obtained.

I have experience in the industrial
field, and I know that only 28 per cent
of industrial awards are determined
by compulsory arbitration. Seventytwo per cent of awards result from
consent agreements. This is the best
type of agreement for anybody, when
both sides can argue their cases. This
agreement follows on those lines in
setting out what one side is prepared
to pay and what the other side is prepared to do. The Opposition wishes
the Bill well. It trusts that the
arrangements may work satisfactorily and beneficially to both
parties to the agreement.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-The main point in favour
of the Bill is that the complete
schedule is printed and honorable
members are not faced with a series
of amendments, as with so many Bills.
The schedule and the agreement have
been amplified to a great extent but
the biggest change is the conversion
of measures to the metric system
from the Imperial system.
Mr. Tripovich painted a delightful
picture of an agreement being made
between the growers and the processors with the Department of Agriculture as an impartial ump-ire so that
everyone is fully satisfieq. _all the
time. I pay tribute to Sir Gilbert
Chandler for what he did in bringing
the parties together. Before 1964
there were a number of disputes
between growers and processors.
Over the past two or three years,
the growers have not been completely
satisfied with the state of the industry. I represent many growers
located in the Northern Province.
Last year they were disappointed
that there was no rise in price. Costs
went up-nobody disputed that-but
because there was an ample supply
of tomatoes in the previous year the
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The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Yes.
processors were in a strong position
and they kept the price to what it was The Minister knows about this because he wrote a long comprehensive
in the previous year.
reply. However, the answer was
Owing to the floods last year, there that
rights go with the land.
was a cut in production and the pro- That water
was
a
old-fashioned
cessors were faced with a shortage State Rivers traditional
and Water Supply Comof tomatoes. There was a disastrous
reply-that the water right
winter in northern Victoria. Much mission
is
allocated
the land and is unground is still so waterlogged that alienable. Intomany
cases in the past,
tomatoes cannot be planted. Gener- the water right has not entirely gone
ally, the planting of tomatoes is only with the land. In horticultural purjust beginning. Some growers are two suits there have been exceptions. In
months behind and others are six every district, after the irrigation
weeks behind. None of them is up to
is concluded, some water
date. The. crop will be light and it season
rights
are
left unused. This applied
will be late. The processors must even last year
when northern Viccome to the party and that is why toria suffered from drought. I emthere is a good relationship at the phasize that these were water
present time. As Mr. Elliot suggests, rights,
not entitlements to water
it is a question of supply and deI know of one property
mand. If there had been a surplus sales.
which
had
a water right of 500 acreof tomatoes last year and an impen- feet on which
not 1 acre-foot of
ding surplus this year, the boot would
water
was
used.
The owner did not
have been on the other foot.
work at aU. On another property,
I pay tribute to those mainly con- 250 acre-feet of water right were
cerned with the negotiations of the not used. In one case, the owner
agreement. Mr. John Clifford, of the was an invalid who did not live on
Victorian Farmers Union, attended all his property, which was badly nemeetings of tomato growers. Many glected. Under a more authoritarian
of them were difficult because of Government, the place might be taken
language troubles. It is not easy to out of his hands. In England the
explain to Italian and Yugoslav agricultural authorities of the local
growers just what the position is. council would be on his wheel tel'ling
Mr. Eric Merrigan, who is the head of him to do something about his land
that section of the Victorian Farmers and to clear up the noxious weeds.
Union, made an outstanding contriIt should be possible to take up
bution to bringing the parties tothis
pool of unused water rights
gether.
which exist in every district each
I am concerned with the area of year. In a composite district such as
ground available to tomato growers. the Murray~Goulburn district, each
The trouble is not just that the sea- year some quantity of water rights
son is late because of weather. A would not be used. It might be
smaller area of ground is being put 1,500 acre-feet. That should be put
into tomatoes. I wrote to the Minis- at the discretion of the dister of Water Supply suggesting that trict engineer, who could say that
tomato growers should be given part of it could be used by a person
water rights which would be allo- who was a regular tomato grower.
cated by the district engineer of the
Land can be used for tomatoes for
State Rivers and Water Supply Comtwo
years only; it must then be rested
mission so that they could take that
water right to a property belonging for seven years before they are again
to someone else which was not being planted. That avoids the risk of
disease, anmal pests, and so on. Tomused to grow tomatoes.
ato-growng operations must be
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-On a rotated. It is difficult for a profesyearly basis?
sional grower to do that on his own
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land, so he leases land and farms on
shares. It would be practicable for
the district engineer to make an
annual allocation to registered tomato growers-not to fly-by-nights.
In some years the professional
grower would use his own land and
in others he would use the land of
others. A scheme could be worked
out. Tomato growing is not undertaken on an enormous scale and a
vast scheme would not be needed.
There have been two bad years.
I do not want to be pessimistic, but
prospects for this year are gloomy
because there is so much water
around northern Victoria, as the Minister is aware. The other day we
'heard the story of the European carp
found in an oat crop. Farmers are
finding conditions devilishly difficult.
I put this proposa·l to the Minister of
Water Supply as a practical proposition. I hope it sinks into the heads
of the members of the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, who
say, again and again, that rights go
with land. If there is a poor crop of
tomatoes this year, many more tomatoes will be needed next year.
Tomatoes must be irrigated and both
land and water must be available.
I tum to the question of machine
picking. Mr. Tripovich referred to the
fifteen machines in operation but
I remind the honorable member that
all those machines are not fully
mechanized. They are very heavy
and take off the whole crop in one
hit.
It is necessary to grow a variety
of tomatoes which will ripen at the
same time so that the machine can
go through the paddock, take the
plants out and then strip the tomatoes
off the plants. Under the present
systern, some tomatoes are fully ripe,
and others are not. That is why the
contract provides that 50 per cent of
the fruit shall be fully ripe. To
achieve this, a variety of tomatoes
must be planted and each variety
will flower and ripen in its tum. ·
The Hon. M. A. Clarke.

Nothing can be more dangerous
to the future of the grower than
planting a single variety of tomatoes
which all flower at the same time.
In those circumstances, during flowering the grower could strike bad
weather such as a heatwave, flood
or heavy rain, in which event the
flowers would come off and he
would lose the crop. Moreover, even
if the crop does ripen, heavy rain
could prevent a machine getting on
to the property.
Everyone is talking optimistically
about machines at present. Pickers
cannot be obtained and it is
suggested that the growers should
get machines to
harvest the
crops.
Any grower who does
that is taking an enormous risk,
and more so if he grows only one
variety of tomatoes. On my own
property, we plant eleven and sometimes twelve different varieties of
tomatoes, so that the entire crop
will not be ruined by bad weather
conditions. Sometimes, 10 per cent
might be damaged during flowering,
but the others will not be flowering
at that particular time. The Department of Agriculture should continue
to encourage the growing of different
varieties. I do not want the department to say that machine harvesting
is the "in" thing, that all growers
should plant the same variety of
tom a to and then the machines can
harvest the fruit. Enormous losses
could be incurred under this system.
My chief adviser on tomato growing is Mr. Peter Slotegraaf, the Department of Agriculture officer at
Rochester. Mr. McDonald will agree
with me that this officer's advice
to tomato growers in northern Victoria has . been of enormous assistance. I am not sure whether it is
binding, but the contract includes a
provision that the buyer has some
right to dictate the type of chemicals
to be used by the grower. I do not
interpret the contract as binding
although Mr. Tripovich referred to it
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in this way. If the Minister reads
the provision in that way, then I do
not agree with it.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Why not?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The
person who should advise on the type
of chemicals to be used is the local
agricultural officer. Mr. Slotegraaf
is constantly in the area and if he
detects eel worm in one crop, he then
suggests to other local growers that
they should check their crops. When
this officer knows of a disease approaching the district he advises the
growers and aerial spraying is undertaken with the appropriate pesticide
for the disease.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-How
much does it cost for that service?
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-The
Department of Agriculture service is
free. Aerial spraying has become
very important. Growers like myself
make a paddock available, the plane
flies in, the chemicals are delivered,
and six or eight growers collaborate
in hiring the plane for a day or two.
The pesticide sprayed by the plane
is the one recommended by Mr. Slotegraaf and not by the processor.
H. J. Heinz and Co. process tomatoes from my area and the company's
local representatives are experts on
tomato processing. They efficiently
handle the picking up and cartage
and I have the highest praise for
them but their job is not to recommend which pesticide or weedicide
should be used. The contract is a
little vague on this point and it should
remain that way. Moreover it is
vague in many other respects in referring to fairly firm fruit, flavouring,
colour, and so on. In these matters,
the contracts should remain vague.
One matter which became a major
point for debate in another place related to pick-up points for the bins.
It is now provided that the pick-up
points can be wherever nominated.
For some years, the pick-up points
have been the subject of negotiation
between the grower and the buyer.
Sometimes the point has been on

a property and at other times alongside the road. The contract provides
for specific pick-up points to be nominated for the season. This is impossible because the tomatoes in one
area of the property may be cleared
out and it is therefore necessary to
move the pick-up point to another
area. I am not particularly concerned
about that aspect.
The important point is that tomatoes should not be picked up on the
side of a busy road. Any nominated
point should be inside a property or
at least on the side of a back road.
Normally, tomatoes are picked up at
night or early morning, during hours
of darkness, and a traffic hazard can
be created.
The contract may have gone into
too great detail on this point but I
do not see any objection. Many
people who will sign a contract cannot read English very well and will
have to rely upon an explanation
through an interpreter as to what
they are signing. I do not desire the
Government to go into too much
legal detail and so tie these growers
up with things that they do not
understand.
I have studied the contracts over
a number of years. The present one
is reasonable and fair to both sides
and undoubtedly its interpretation
will vary according to whether there
are too many tomatoes, too few
or a fair average quantity. If there are
too many tomatoes, the Government
will have to watch the processors; if
there are too few-The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-We have
to watch the " cockies ".
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-As Mr.
Knight says, we have to watch the
" cockies " because instead of tomatoes going to the processors they
may well be sent to the market to
obtain higher prices.
The important point which I make
for the benefit of the Minister of
Water Supply is the question of revolving water rights from centra.l
funds to growers who cannot grow
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on their own land. If this year's season is poor, probably an amending
Bill will be introduced to expand the
industry. There is no over-production
of tomatoes at present, only underproduction, and the industry needs
promotion.

remainder go to arbitration. In the
case of a stabilised primary industry
like the tomato industry, if agreement is not reached on the negotiated price then there is no
arbitrator or arbitration system.
The Government may well consider
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD whether it may be necessary or desir(Northern Province) .-1 support Mr. able to appoint an independent
arbitrator or to institute some
Clarke in his remarks. We have the independent
means of arriving at a
privilege and honour of representing fair and reasonable
price.
the major tomato-growing area in
Victoria. The House has had the
The second point that I want to
advantage of Mr. Clarke's expert make relates to the provisions regardadvice because he has had years of ing inspection and the rights of the
experience as one of the leading buyers and growers in the event of
growers in northern Victoria. The a dispute. My researches reveal that
Government would be well advised in the tomato industry in the United
States of America the graders or the
to take note of his comments.
persons responsible for deciding the
I do not intend to go into indivi- quality and standard of tomatoes are
dual matters mentioned in the Bill entirely independent of the processors
but merely to make two points which and the growers; they are employed
are important to the industry. Mr. by the responsible Government
Tripovich was enthusiastic about the department. This matter should be
progress that has been made in get- examined by the Minister of Agriculting a uniform contract system and ture and the Government.
all honorable members will agree
I am not suggesting that a marketwith that. He also mentioned that the
Bill results from a unanimous agree- ing board should be set up, but merely
ment
between
processors
and that there should be some means of
growers, and again this is true. How- independently assessing the quality of
ever, there are areas of disagreement tomatoes rather than having the qualwhich are not covered in the Bill ity and standards set by the proand which I suggest the Government cessors. Because of the volatile nature
must examine in the future.
of some of the· growers in the
industry, many of Whom are
On the subject of the negotiated not entirely conversant with the
price, it would be fair to say that in English
language,
quite
often
most areas it is not a true negotia- areas :of disagreement arise over gration. I have noted the system of ding and a satisfactory method of
the processors working out a price overcoming this disagreement would
and telling the growers what it is be the appointment of independent inand that they can take it or leave it. spectors. Quite obviously, because of
They may not put it quite so bluntly, the expertise and independence of the
but that is the effect of the offer. Department of Agriculture, officers
The situation is similar to that ex- of that department would be the best
perienced in the poultry or broiler persons to carry out this task.
industry where they have not the
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-Like the
advantage of a contract system. A
negotiated price is talked about but system in the dried fruits industry.
in practice it is not a negotiated price;
Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-That
generally speaking, it is dictated by is The
so. As has been stated, the Bill
the processors.
is a step forward. It has been agreed
Mr. Tripovich mentioned that to by the processors and growers.
about 72 per cent of industrial awards I suggest that there are some areas
are arrived at by consent and that the in which unanimous agreement has
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not yet been reached, and therefore
honorable members should not be
deluded into thinking that everything
is satisfactory in the industry.
This year the price has increased by
17 per cent. As pointed out by
Mr. Clarke, the increase was
brought about by the supply and
demand situation and the fact that
the processors finally realized that
if they did not give the growers an
increase in price they would end
up with insufficient tomatoes for
processing.
The Hon. H. R. W ARD.-Are better
prices being obtained interstate?
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-!
think interstate growers are rather
envious of the Victorian system. I
support the Bill but some areas of
the industry require further investigation and improvement.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretations).
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
thank honorable members who have
made interesting contributions to the
debate. I suppose the necessity to
make an agreement in the tomato
growing industry is promoted by the
fact that many tomato growers are
small farmers-they may be share
farmers-who do ·not have the protection in their marketing organization that is available in many big
industries. Therefore, the provisions
contained in the Bill, including the
schedules and the agreement, and
other matters referred to by ho·norable members, are particularly
important to a primary producing
industry in which most of the
·growers are small and not particularly united.
The supply and demand system
largely influences the price of a
product, notwithstanding any agreements that may be made. However,
agreements provide the necessary
stability in any industry, if not from
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season to season, at least during a
season, which helps an industry to
produce efficiently. The Minister of
Water Supply assures me that the
suggestion regarding the provision
of water rights to those people who
do not necessarily own the land will
be examined and that he will consider the suggestions made by Mr.
Clarke in the course of the debate.
The objections which Mr. Clarke
made to machine harvesting of
tomatoes are common to all industries, particularly vegetable industries, which use machines for the
harvesting of crops. Similar problems
arise in various industries. However,
economics are important in industry.
Is it more economical to save time
and labour by the use of machines,
at the risk of picking fruits which
are not top quality grades, and perhaps having to sell part of the crop
at a lower price; or is it preferable
to employ a considerable amount of
labour, hand pick the fruit and be
able to select those parts of the crop
which are ready for market and of
a high quality? It is a peren·nial
problem.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.Machines vary with every crop.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.The point is well taken that varieties
of plants should be used to cushion
the effects of seasonal variations
which m·ay be sudden and can be
devastating.
Mr. Tripovich referred to chemicals. I do not quite agree with his
interpretation. I am more inclined
to agree with Mr. Clarke that it is
a little more vague than interpreted
by Mr. Tripovich, that the buyer
does not really have control of the
chemicals used by the grower but
he has a right to reject them where
those chemicals are, I think, of the
order of 1 per cent.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Something in that order.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-In
effect, a buyer may reject a grower's
crop because an excessive amount of
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chemicals has been used, but a fair
amount of flexibility is allowed. The
advice of the adviser of the Department of Agricuture on the chemical
that should be used will obviously
be within the limits set in the agreement so that no problems will be
encountered in this respect.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
buyer has the right to express a
view on what he would like.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.-!
agree that the buyer has that right,
but it is a flexible arrangement. I
expect that in relation to a tomato
growing arrangement the grower, the
buyer rand the adviser will be able
to decide the best chemical treatment for a particular crop.
If
growers are not sensible in this regard they are likely to run into all
sorts of trouble.
Mr. McDonald made several points
on the negotiated prices not being
true prices.
The Hon. S. R. McDoNALD.-Not
a true negotiation.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON.Mr. McDonald said the prices were
not really negotiated; that the law of
supply and demand ·was the overriding factor in the deter·mination of
prices. Doubtless that is true, but
as I said earlier, the stability which
the agreement wiU give t;o growers
through a season is worth something. The honorable member referred to a system of arbitration which
is not contained in the schedules. I
agree that this is worth examining
and I have no doubt it will be taken
up by the Minister of Agriculture and
his department. The fact that honorable memlbers have indicated that
the Bill is wen reeeived and worth
while is received gratefully by the
Government.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause· 3 (Contracts for sale and
purchase of tomatoes for processing
to be in writing :and in or to the like
effect of the form of the agreement) .
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-Clause 3 refers to a
contract between a grower and a

buyer. I omitted to say earlier, and
I think it is relevant, that it should
be borne in mind that tomato paste
can be readily imported from overseas. In past years, if the processors
in the State did not want to meet the
growers' price they were able to
threaten to import tomato paste.
Fortunately for the growers, there is
such a shortage of tom·ato paste
throughout the world that the processors could not ·make that threat
and I hope the price will not be
depressed in the future when there
is a good crop.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the Temaining clauses and the
schedules.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
throughout its remaining stages.
THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT(EXECUTWE
COUNCIL) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. V. 0. Dickie (Minister of Housing) , for the Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization), was read a first
time.
LAND (METRIC CONVERSION)
BHJL.
This Bill was returned from the
Assembly with a message relating to
amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this
day.
POISONS (FEES) ·BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 23) on the motion of the Hon.
V. 0. nickie (Minister of Housing)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-If you, Mr.
President, will allow me, I shall express ~my thoughts on this Bill in
poetic languageThe march of time it does appear,
Makes everything a bit more dear.
To some, of course, this smallish
Bill,
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Would be a somewhat bitter pill ..
But alas, Sir 'Pres, that's how it
goes,
With all the world in inflation
throes.
Therefore, Sir, we see no reason,
To oppose this ·measure in the
springtime season.
Having said my piece, I now
retreat,
As I slowly but surely resume my
seat.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern
Province). - Mr.
President, I find it extremely difficult
to follow my friend, Mr. Elliot. Unfortunately, I am not able to phrase
my words in such poetic language as
that used by the honorable member.
. The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-The sentiment in Mr.
Elliot's last line was very commendable, ·Mr. Bradbury.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.This simple Bill proposes to increase
the fees to manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers who dispense
poisons and deleterious substances.
The Govern·ment can be commended
on the introduction of the Bill.
On this occasion the Government is
reversing the order and is taking
away from the Governor in Council
the pow·er to fix these fees and
returning it to Parliament. I am sure
that Mr. Nicol, who is a champion of
the rights of Parliament, is most
pleased. This is what should be
done. The fixing of fees should be
a matter for Parliament.
Clause 3 of the measure contains
a schedule which indicates the maximum amounts which will be charged
for particular licences, and if in
future it is desired to increase the
fees it will be a matter for Parliament.
My party supports the proposed
and
commends
the
legislation
Government for introducing it. We
hope other Bills which are introduced
during the sessional period will
embody the same principle in relation
to fees.
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The Hon. G. J. NICOL (Monash
agree
with
Mr.
Province) .-I
Bradbury's remarks.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No.
6889 s. 10).
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-When Mr. Elliot rises
on another occasion I have no doubt
that he will say" The time has come," the walrus said,
" To talk of many things:
' Of shoes-and ships-and sealing waxof cabbages-and kings-".

The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
CAMPERDOWN (PUBLIC PARK)
LAND BILL.
(adjourned from
The debate
October 23) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of
Water Supply) for the seco·nd
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) .-The purpose of the Bill
is to make additional land available
for recreational purpos·es within the
Town of Camperdown. Any municipality which endeavours to improve
its recreational facilities in the
interests of its citizens deserves to be
complimented. The area of the land
which is to· be made available is 43
hectares. In the past, land has been
available for golf, cricket and hockey
clubs, and the additional land is to be
used for further sporting activities
such as bowling, tennis and croquet.
Green fees will be charged by the
golf club. I believe this to be a welcome innovation, because it will permit people to travel to Camp:erdown,
which is not far from the metropolitan area, and play golf there.
They will also be able to participate
in other sports. As I have said, the
town council des·erves commendation. The Labor Party supports the
measure.
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The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The Camperdown (Public Park) Land Bill seeks
to give Camperdown Town Council
approval to lease 43 hectaresapproximately 100 acres-of Camperdown public park for the purposes of
sport, recreation and social activities
inc'luding amenities and buildings.
In an article headed " Park lease
for sports complex," the Camperdown Chronicle of 2nd October of
this year stated, inte;r aliaA Bill before State Parliament will, if
passed, give the Camperdown Town Council
authority to grant leases of the land known
as the Camperdown public park.
The Bill was brought into the Legislative
Assembly last week by the Minister of
Lands, Mr. Borthwick, and the Minister of
'Mines, Fuel and Power, Mr. Balfour.
The Bill proposes the Camperdown
(Public Park) Land Act 1973 and will come
into operation as soon as it receives Royal
asseQt if passed by Parliament.
The Act states that the corporation of the
Town of Camperdown· " may from time to
time grant a lease of the whole or ·any part
of the . . . (public park) ... for the
purposes of sport or recreation, or social
purposes connected therewith, including the
provision of amenities and the erection of
buildings."
The town council is also granted the
power to make covenants, conditions, exceptions and reservations as it thinks fit
to approval by the Governor in Council.
The Act specifies that any such lease will
contain a condition that " members of the
public who are of good character " will have
the right to use any golfing facilities provided on the land at " reasonable times and
upon payment of any reasonable charge."
It specifies that moneys received through
rent will be used by the Town Council on
maintenance and improvement of any part
of the public park.
The second reading of the Bill and resumption of debate will occur in Parli·ament
next Tuesday, October 9.
The introduction of the Bill is seen as an
important step in developments to establish
a sporting complex at the park.
It is exactly a year since the Camperdown
Golf Club completed tentative plans for
$168,500 proposals.
The plans had been prepared over a
period of two years ·after consultation with
other district sporting bodies.
The plans also include lawn tennis courts,
bowling greens and a coursing track, conversion of the existing golf club house into
a manager's residence, improvements to the
golf course, cricket and hockey ground.
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Late in April this year, the then Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation, Mr. Ian
Smith, promised a $1 for $1 subsidy for
development of the area.

This would seem to be an opportunity for the establishment of
country-club type motel units in the
area, either by the community itself
or by a private company. Experience
of these projects has shown that if it
is done by a private company, ground
rent is paid by the company annually
which helps to offset running expenses. The company is expected to
contribute to the capital cost of dining
rooms, kitchens and lounges. Profits
are ploughed back into improvements
and amenities. Examples of this are
to be found in similar projects which
have been carried out in Mildura
and Renmark and I understand
that a similar project is being
carried out at Robinvale, which is
within
North-Western
Province.
I am sure that an astute business man
such as Mr. Elliot will see the merit.
of my suggestion. He is listening
closely.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-It is good
to be a capitalistic Socialist.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-There is
another aspect of the Bill to which
I should refer.
The Australian
Hotels Association considers that
there is a licence of some kind inherent in the Bill. The association
is concerned about the future of
the three hotels in Camperdown.
In the Vigilante of 18th October,
1973, an article entitled "Licensed
Country Clubs WlH Be Detrimental to
Hotels" stated, inter alia$168,000

PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AT CAMPERTO INCLUDE A LICENCED CLUB.
A.H.A. HAS LoDGED A PROTEST TO THE
STATE GOVERNMENT.
DOWN

A move earlier this year to form a combined sporting club, incorporating golf,
tennis. cricket, football and other sporting
facilities proposes to include ·a $70,000
licensed club house at Camperdown in the
Western District.
It was said in the local Oaniperdown
press some months ago that the State Government, (as promised by the local member
and, at that time, Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation, Mr. Ian Smith), would give
a $1 for $1 subsidy towards the development of the 130 acre, $168,000 complex ·at
Camperdown public park.
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Gurney Errey, Mr. Jack Walls, a relative of the town clerk of Box Hill.
Mr. William Chappel and Mr. 'Fordham who, I believe, were also trustees at the time the request
Notwithstanding the views expressed was made. M'r. Chetty Manifold,
in that article, I believe a country as he was affectionately known
club or a licensed golf club would in the district before he was
draw people to the town and that knighted, joined forces with Alec
can only be good for the hotels there. Robertson and Peter Law Smith and
Their interests must be watched, of they engaged a professional golf
course, and if there is any indication course architect named Morcom to
that this development is to their set out the golf course in the area
detriment something will have to be adjacent to that land which is shown
done to alleviate the position. hatched in the schedule to the Bill.
The Country Party supports the Bill,
This is one of those instances
as do the people of Camperdown.
in which people with foresight
The Hon. W. G. FRY (Higin- have gone to great pains to
botham Province) .-I have pleas- set aside lands for public purposes.
ure in supporting this measure This area was set aside in 1879 as a
which
will
give
some
104 permanent reservation. However, no
acres of extra land to the moneys were provided to allow the
people of Camperdown on which to area to be properly maintained, and
construct their sporting facilities. I the approach by the golf club was
am interested in the history of this welcomed by the trustees who
club which may be worth recording desired the area to be improved.
because events such as these tend Even this did not provide suffito be forgotten. The golf club occu- cient money and the trustees had to
pies a major portion of the public lease part of the land for cattle and
land between Lake Gnotuk and Lake grazing purposes. Of course, this only
Bullen Merri. The golf club com- added to the fun of the games and
menced its activities on lands which golfers had to hit over or around
are associated with the early history animals or through flocks of sheep.
of Victoria, namely, the land of
The club, of which I had the pleaJames Chester Manifold at Talindert sure of being a member for many
in Camperdown. James, the grand- years, worked on improving the golf
father of the present Sir Chester- course. I learned for the first time
who is well-known as a former mem- just how hard it was to remove the
ber of Parliament and for his connec- stump of a giant red gum tree. Evention with racing activities in this tually, after many years of work like
State-allowed the golf club to set this, the club had a golf course and
out its course and to pay an annual planted native shrubs until the whole
fee of 10 shillings. Moneys still had course was developed.
to be found to maintain the golf
I am pleased to have had an opporcourse and several members of the
tunity
to recall my association with
club, including Mr. F. A. Robertson
of Camperdown, decided that the Camperdown which I regard as a forManifold family had borne the ward-looking town of approximately
expenses of running the club for too 3,500 to 4,000 people which needs
long and that they should approach land on which to expand its sporting
the trustees of the land under dis- activities. The town has been raising
finance in various ways and I hope it
cussion.
will receive support from the Minister
These gentlemen went to see the for Youth, Sport and Recreation. I
four trustees, who are well-known have pleasure in supporting the Bill.
and respected men, some of whom I know that the people of Camperwere living when I resided in the down have the know-how and necesdistrict. They were Mr. Gilbert sary professional competence to
With a population of 4,000 in Camperdown there are already five liquor licences,
including the three hotels, which are
regarded by hotel-keepers as being adequate
for the needs of the community.
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ensure that these projects will be
completed and provide a most attractive facility for the people of Victoria.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melrise
not
bourne
Province) .-1
only to support the previous
speakers but to pay a compliment to the people of Camperdown for their forward thinking and
courage in accepting responsibility
for quite a sizeable financial outlay.
The proposed sporting complex will
bring comfort to the people in the
immediate environments and for
many miles around Camperdown.
Instead of golf, cricket and hockey
enthusiasts being the only sporting
interests to utilize the facilities, other
sports such as bow ling, tennis and
croquet will be indulged in.
The Hon. H. R. WARD.-What
about the bikies?
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-It does
not matter, because they will have
common usage of the club-house
which will be licensed premises. I do
not agree with the comments of Mr.
Wright concerning the possibilities of
erecting a motel-type complex in such
an area as this. One has to go into
feasibilities very carefully when considering the erection of these types
of facilities,. Not only town population but also climatic conditions are
important
because
a
52-week
a year potential would be required
of a motel attached to the sporting
complex proposed for Camperdown.
At Mildura, where Mr. Wright resides,
there is a 52-week potential
The same applies to Renmark and
would, no doubt, apply in Robinvale.
Being
a
tourist
supporter,
I
do
not
want
tourist
money
to go outside Victoria.
I sincerely hope that the town of Camperdown will concentrate more on the
sporting complex as one concept than
engage in the hazardous undertaking
of a motel not situated on the Princes
Highway. A motel project would,
in my opinion, add to the financial
problems attached to establishing the
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sporting complex. In the meantime, I join with my confrere Mr.
Eddy, in wishing them all the best
at Camperdown.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Commencement).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-1 thank those
honorable members who have contributed to the debate. When I knew
this Bill was to be introduced, I was
sure there would be little comment
but those honorable members who
have spoken have taken an interest
in the town of Camperdown. I agree
with them that it is a lovely Western
District town and that the sporting
complex proposed for Camperdown
will add to its beauty.
I thank Mr. Eddy and Mr. Wright
for their remarks. Mr. Wright suggested establishing a motel complex.
No doubt the people or the councillors in the town of Camperdown
will take note of what he said but
they will also remember Mr. Elliot's
wise remarks on this subject. The
honorable member has had wide experience in the hotel and motel industry. He is also very well versed
in tourism and no doubt his remarks
will be read with interest.
I also thank Mr. Fry for his remarks
as an old resident of the town. It
was most interesting to hear him
detail the history of the golf club,
of which he was a member, and his
association with the Manifold family
and many other Western District
notables. This no doubt took him
back many years. I hope when the
complex is completed Mr. Fry will
go back and see the wonderful work
that the people of Camperdown are
doing. I am sure they will continue
to do this work in the future. I
join the honorable members who have
spoken in wishing the complex and
the town of Camperdown well in its
new venture.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the
schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
STATE FORESTS WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Forests), was read a first time.
MAIDSTONE LAND BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 23) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter ('Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) .-This Bill
proposes to regularize the occupancy
of the Rosamond Bowling Club, which
is situated on the Rosamond Road
Recreation Reserve. It also proposes
to empower the Sunshine City
Council to make a grant of $15,000
for the building of the bowling club
·club-house.
In 1926, the Braybrook Shire Council, as the council was then known,
approached the Lands Department
for an area of land in the
district for recreation purposes.
This was agreed to in 1929 with
a grant of an area of 12 acres. The
land was set aside as a temporary
reserve for recreation purposes, and
the Shire of Braybrook was made the
committee of management. The reserve was called Rosamond Road
Recreation Reserve. As development
continued, in the following years the
council saw the need for a further
area to be added to the reserve and
approached the Lands Department for
a further grant. This was acceded to
by the Government of the day and in
October, 1946, another 10 acres was
granted.
In 1947 the Rosamond Tennis Club
was formed. The first president was
Councillor Barrett, and a later president was Mr. Ern Naughton who held
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that position for many years, with
M'f. Keith Stone as the secretary.
Mr. Stone was active in community
affairs, especially the Legacy Club,
and with his committee he conducted
a very active and successful club. In
1945, the Maribyrnong Trotting and
Social Club was given access to the
reserve and later, in 1955, people interested in bowling met and formed
the Rosamond Bowling Club. With
the assistance of the council and
much voluntary work, the first green
was laid in 1956 and the club-house
was built in 1957.
The first president of this club was
Mr. Barrett who was also interested
in municipal affairs and the secretary
was Mr. Ern. Naughton, who is now
president. The club continued quite
successfullyuntil1971 with a membership of 95 members and 100 associates. In that year disaster struck and
the club-house was burnt out. The
members then set about a rebuilding
programme.
Although the original
building was insured for only $8,000,
the rebuilding valuation was $15,000.
The Sunshine City Council desired to
grant $15,000 towards the building of
the club-house, but legal problems
arose from a judgment given in the
Hislop case in the Camberwell municipality which questioned the right of
a lessee to be granted a lease of
Crown land for exclusive sporting
club use. The bowling club and the
Sunshine City Council desire that
occupancy be given to the bowlit;g
club and that the council be permitted to grant $15,000 for the building
of the club-rooms. Therefore, members of my party do not oppose the
Bill and they wish the club every
success in the future.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-Members of the
Country Party support this Bill, which
relates to the occupation of an area
of Crown land at Maidstone. Mr.
Thomas has adequately outlined the
circumstances that led to the introduction of this measure.
I understand that the Rosamond Bowling Club, the City
of Sunshine and the people in
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that city are united in favour
of the Bill. As Mr. Thomas stated,
the club-rooms were burnt out, but
they were under-insured by approximately $7,000. The Sunshine City
Council is adding a grant to make
the $8,000 insurance money up to
the $15,000 estimated value at the
time of the fire.
I commend the
council for its action in making a loan
of $15,000 to this club as well and I
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-I commend the action of the Government
in regularizing the problem associated
with the rebuilding of the new clubhouse for the Rosamond Bowling
Club. It is a sister club of my own
club, Ascot Vale, and its building
was burnt down whilst I was president of my club. Ascot Vale was
sympathetic to Rosamond, as were
many other bowling clubs. Because of
the legal technicalities associated
with the granting of the lease of land
and because there was one objector
to the making of the grant by the
council, it was necessary to introduce this Bill.
With all the goodwill of the
council, one can never be certain
that a challenge will not be made
unless the position is regularized. I
am pleased that honorable members
do not oppose this Bill. Rosamond
Bowling Club was in a position to
rebuild its club-house about three
years ago but could not go ahead
because the right of occupancy had
not been regularized. I am grateful
that the Sunshine City Council has
taken action on behalf of this club
and rendered this assistance.
Bowling clubs in the northern
suburban areas-the position may
be different in some other areas
-are making a wonderful contribution
to
society,
particularly
to older people. The membership of
my own club, Ascot Vale Bowling
Club, consists of 50 per cent of people
who are either retired or pensioners.
Bowling clubs make a
great contribution towards the physical and mental well-being of

Land Bill.

those people and they should be
encouraged, just as sport is encouraged for the younger people. I
should like more to be done in the
provision of sporting activities for
people of all ages, including those
who are old. I welcome the Bill; I
wish Rosamond Bowling Club well in
its restoration work; and I look forward to the opening of its new clubhouse.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-Once again, I
have pleasure in thanking honorable
members for their contributions to
this debate. Mr. Thomas had a
wea'lth of knowledge of the area and
gave honorable members the history
of events that took place in this
area over many years. Mr. Wright
also made contributions to the debate.
Mr. Tripovich, who is well known
as a bowler, told honorable members
what bowling does for the community, and I agree with him. The
Government commends the Sunshine
City Council and the Rosamond
Bowling Club in this joint venture.
It is important that councils and
bowling clubs should get together
and work readily for a project such
as this. It has the support of Parliam·ent.
As Mr. Tripovic'h said, bowling
clubs make a great contribution to the
well-being of the aged and the pensioners of Victoria. The clubs are well
administered by their members; they
ought to be congratulated and encouraged in the way that this Bill
encourages the Rosamond Bowling
Club. I join with other honorable
members in wishing the club and the
counci'l well in this venture. I hope
it will do a lot for the people of the
district and that it will give them
much pleasure.
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The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses and the
schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 24) on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. Granter (Minister of
Water Supply) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING
(Melboutne Province) .-This small
Bill-to which the Labor Party
raises no objection-provides mainly
for a new scale of fees for shops and
factories referred to in the 1958 Act.
There has been no increase in the
fees since 1958, and it is appropriate
that after fifteen years they should
be increased. The level of increase
is acceptable.
The measure also provides for the
appointment of deputy members of
wages boards, and that is reasonable, because delays can occur
through illness and other reasons. If
deputy members are available, these
delays can be obviated. A further
minor amendment is to delete the
words " a Court of General Sessions " a·nd insert the words " the
County Court".
A small conflict exists between the
actual number of shops and factories
which are registered and those which
exist. As this involves revenue, the
Government should ensure that all
shops and factories are registered.
The Act at present provides that
shops or factories employing up to
two persons are in a particular
category in determining fees. That
category is now being expanded to
include factories and shops employing up to four persons. The Labor
Party has no objection to the Bill.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) .-The Cou·ntry
Party supports the Bill. It fixes a new
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scale of fees for shops and factories
and makes other minor amendments
to the Labour and Industry Act 1958.
One of the proposed amendments
relates to the appointment of
deputy members of wages boards.
Some of the increases in fees are
steep. The fee for a cotner store
will be increased by 150 per cent,
from $4 to $10. Some honorable
members may argue that a $6 increase is not much, but it is only
one of many expenses which have to
be met by the owners of small
businesses. They work 70 or 80 hours
a week and render a valuable service
to the community. Most small shops
are open at odd hours when other
stores are closed. They have to
battle against competitio·n from large
supermarkets, and some proprietors
barely make a living. Therefore, a
nominal charge such as $1 a year
would be am pie in these cases to
give the shopkeepers a fair go.
Some of my colleagues have mentioned that possibly at least five
inspectors from the Department of
Labour and Industry could be withdrawn from some country centres,
including Swan Hill and Mildura in
my province. I hope this is incorrect.
If it is correct it would be detrimental to the areas concerned, to
the inspectors, a·nd to the department in relation to the collection of
the relevant fees, because inspections
cannot be carried out adequately
from a distance. The Minister for
State Development and Decentralization will appreciate that this will
also be a blow to decentralization.
Members of the Country Party believe
that,
wherever
possible,
departmental employees who work
outside the metropolitan area should
be domiciled where they work. This
practice results in a considerable
saving in working time, expenditure
and increases efficiency. If the trend
of withdrawing departmental employees from country areas continues, it is to be deprecated. Apart
from those reservations, the Country
Party supports the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to appointment
of deputy members of wages boards.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER
(Minister of Water Supply) .-I
thank Mr. Trayling and Mr. Wright
for their contributio·ns to the debate.
Mr. Trayling offered the support of
the Labor Party, but referred to the
number of factories that are registered. If there are some factories
which miss out on registration at
times, they are probably in remote
areas of the State. Most factories
are registered for their own good and
that of their employees. I agree that
they should be registered because
they must be supervised.

(Amendment) Bill.

administer his department better if
he is a resident of a town such as
Mildura, Castlemaine or Maryborough, than if he must travel to
those centres from Melbourne. I shall
also direct comments on that matter
to the attention of the Minister of
Labour and Industry in another place.
With those few remarks, I thank honorable members who contributed to
the debate.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT (EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I move-

Mr. Wright spoke about corner
stores. Small businesses are dear to
That this Bill be now read a second time.
my heart, and they have made a
valuable contribution for many years It will make provision for the exto Victoria. The corner store can still penses of the Clerk of the Executive
play a significant part in the com- Council and of the Executive Council
mercial world, and should be itself. The last amending Bill was
encouraged, because it faces terrific passed last year, when the total
competition from the large super- allowable expenditure was increased
markets. Governments of all shades to $13,000. That amendment folshould endeavour to maintain small lowed the raising of the salary of the
businesses for the good of the com- Clerk of the Executive Council to a
munity. As Mr. Wright pointed out, little under $11,000. The expenditure
most of them are open at odd hours of the Executive Council above the
and remain open for long periods, so salary of the Clerk was approximately
that they can serve the public without $500. Therefore a margin of approxifighting the huge competition from mately $1,500 has been left. The
the supermarkets. The rise in their salary of the Clerk, following incifees from $4 to $10 seems rather dental increases, has risen to just
steep, and I shall pass Mr. Wright's below $13,500. The expenditure is
comments on the matter on to the now estimated to be about $850; in
Minister. I do not say that there will other words, the total allowance is
be any reduction in fees, but the $14,000.
honorable gentleman should consider
Rather than bringing in Bills
the remarks of honorable members
every time there is a salary increase,
in this House.
the Government has provided a
Mr. Wright also referred to the margin above the current increase
labour and industry inspectors who to allow for future changes in
may be withdrawn from country dis- salary scales and expenses. The total
tricts. It would be a shame if this allowance now proposed by this Bill
happened-! do not say it will hap- is $20,000, which allows a reasonable
pen-because a resident inspector is margin for change without the necesmuch better than one who must travel sity of burdening Parliament further.
350 miles from Melbourne to a place This is a sensible approach and I ask
such as Mildura. An inspector can the House for its support.

,..
..
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On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
Knight, for the Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta Galla Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.

STATE FORESTS WORKS AND
SERVICES BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Forests) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It provides authority for the expenditure of $5 · 97 million on works and
services. An amount of $4 · 45 million

has been approved for expenditure on
prol?osed works for the financial year
endmg June, 1974. The additional
amount authorized by the Bill is to
provide Parliamentary authority to
continue works until the passing of
further legislation relative to the
works programme to be approved
for the financial year 1974--75.
Clause 1 of the Bill comprises the
short title and citation. Clause 2
provides for the expenditure of
moneys for the purposes set out in
the table in that clause. Clause 3
provides that. no moneys shall be
expended except under this measure,
and has the effect of cancelling
unexpended authorities remaining
under the State Forests Works and
Services Act 1972.
ITEM 1: Fire protection, $1·05
million.-The Forests Commission is
responsible for the protection from
fire of more than 14 million acres of
State forest and for the control of fire
suppression in national parks and
approximately 3 million acres of
private property located within a mile
of State forests and national parks.
This territorial responsibility covers
almost one-third of the State.
The combination of climate and
flammable eucalypt fuel makes
Victorian forests one of the most
dangerous fire areas in the world and
the history of damaging forest 'fires
in this State makes it essential to
maintain expenditure on forest fire
protection at a high level.

l547

· The
commission's fire-fighting
organization is geared to pre-season
prevention work, early aggressive
initial attack and determined follow
up. Accordingly, provision has been
made for the construction of 14 miles
of roads, 209 miles of fire access
tracks, and 84 miles of bulldozed
firelines. In this dry continent, water
for fire fighting is often in short
supply; nineteen new dams will
be constructed in areas where
water supplies are not normally
available in summer.
The commission will continue to
undertake an extensive programme
of fuel reduction burning. Procedures,
including aerial ignition using both
fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters,
have been developed to enable prescribed burning to be carried out with
minimal damage. The current year's
target is 500,000 acres. The commission again will retain a helicopter
on immediate call during the height
of the summer for fire observation,
transport of crews and for aerial
ignition of fire breaks to control the
spread of major fires.
Seven fire-bombing bases are
strategically located around the
State. These are equipped with
facilities for loading fire retardant
into aircraft for fast attack on fires
in m·ountain areas when weather conditions make use of this modern
technique necessary.
The commission's basic force of fire fighters
will be augmented during January
and February hy the employment of
mobile, self-·contained fire-fighting
crews. Similar crews have proved
most valuable in previous fire
seasons.
The Government has made special
provision for fire protection in the
Dandenongs where the major work
will be consolidation of the " buffer
zone " above The Basin by removal
of fire-hazardous material.
Increases in international usage of
available channels have forced
changes in the field of radio communications.
Accordingly, special
provision has been made to implement the second stage of a six-year
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Operations by forest licensees reprogramme of converting the commission's field radio network from moving such produce as sawlogs,
a high frequency system to a very poles, pulpwood and fence po~ts will
continue to be C'losely supervised by
high frequency system.
commission staff with the aim of
Equipment.-Additional
weather maintaining and increasing the prostations will be set up in strategic ductivity of native forests.
locations, principally in the •mountain
Provision has been made under
forest area, to improve accuracy in
item 2 for increased expenditure on
assessing fire danger.
forest recreation facilities and enFire research.-Work continues on vironmental conservation. Works will
projects designed to give basic data be carried out in the 107 forest
on fire behaviour and on new parks, scenic reserves and various
techniques, in an •attempt to increase types of special purpose reserves
fire suppression efficiency in the field. totalling 120,000 acres which have
These include quick and p·ractical been set aside by the commission in
methods for determining fuel quanti- the interest of environmental foresties, moisture contents and evalua- try for scientific~ aesthetic, education of the effectiveness of various tional and recreational purposes.
fire retardants. Work is continuing
Forest works in these reserves will
on the preparation of prescriptions
for controlled burning and on evalua- provide facilities for recreationists
tion of the results of large-scale fuel such as parking-picnic areas, toi'lets,
reductiota burns. Investigations con- walking tracks, and interpretative
tinue into the effects of fire on flora aids. Protective works will be undertaken to protect areas of archaeoloand fauna within the forest.
gical and historic value from
ITEM 2: Indigenous State forests, vandalism; and in other instances to
$750,000.-The main types of oper- protect intensively-us·ed sections of
ations under this item wiU be re- forest from over-use by people. The
foresting blank areas, regenerating increasing use of forests by campers
recently-logged areas and the removal will require provision of facilities
of defective trees in order to permit which include toilets and fireplaces in
the growth of better stems.
a number of new localities.
The major activities will be in the
ITEM 3: Extraction roads, $600,000.
forests in the higher rainfall areas -Under this item new roads will be
which have high potential for valu- constructed and improvements made
able timber production. About 5,000 to existing forest roads and bridges.
acres of cut-over mountain forests Additional roads are necessary to
will be treated to ensure the estab- permit the further ·extension of
lishment of a new forest crop. Large timber harvesting activities into
quantities of eucalypt seed will be remote forest areas,
increased
collected for either hand or aerial utilization in the older softwood
sowing in these regeneration ope- plantations, and the expansion of
rations. Agricultural aircraft will harvesting in the eucalypt regrowth
continue to be used to sow specially stands resulting from the 1939 fires.
prepared seed on the larger areas.
Some of this new roading will be
Regeneration operations
using required to ensure suppHes of timber
natural seeding, the thinning of es- to wood-using companies with whom
tablished young stands and the re- the commission has entered into longmoval of useless trees wiU be term timber supply agreements.
continued in the forests in the lower
Existing roads will need to be
rainfall areas of the State. Forest improved, including surfacing, to
types to be treated include mixed cater for the generally larger log
species, river red-gum, box and iron- trucks now used and also to cater
bark.
for the increasing use of forest roads
The Hon. F. J. Granter.
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by the general public for tourism and
recreation. In addition to providing
for timber extraction and tourism,
these additional and improved roads
will assist the commission's fire protection organization.
ITEM 4: Plantations establishment
-softwoods and hardwoods-including softwood planting undertaken in
accordance with the agreements between the Commonwealth and the
State, $3 million.-The planting of
new softwood areas under the agreement between the State and the
Commonwealth will continue with
the aim of achieving the target area
of approximately 58,000 acres over
the five years of the agreement.
These plantings will be in the eight
established plantation development
zones-Central,
Benalla-Mansfield,
Ovens, Upper Murray, Latrobe, Portland, Ballarat and Otways. Development of plantations in this way is
creating large concentrations of wood
which will be available as raw
material for major decentralized
industries. Within these zones plantings are confined to areas suitable for
the economic growth of softwood
species.
Planning for the commission's softwood planting programme makes
provision for aesthetic and recreational requirem·ents, and for the
retention of representative wildlife
and plant habitats within the projects.
Plantations occupy a relatively small
area in comparison with the very
extensive area of native forests.
Within the limits of finance, suitable freehold properties will continue
to be purchased for inclusion in the
softwood programme as they become
available at economic prices, with the
aim of having a substantial part of
each year's programme planted on
purchased farmland.
Some 6,000
acres has been purchased over the
past two years for this purpose.
Works to be carried out under the
softwood planting programme include
clearing and site preparation, raising
nursery stock, planting, tending
Session 1973.-61
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planted areas and roading. The clearing programme will use both departmental and contractor resources and
is designed to give a reasonable
reserve of cleared land in advance
of immediate planting requirements.
This enables ploughing to be carried
out in the summer prior to planting
which not only gives a more suitable
site for planting but it kills or retards
a lot of the competing weed species
so lowering later tending costs.
The seedlings required for the
planting programme will be raised
at nurseries located at Benalla,
Trentham, Rennick, Koetong and
Narbethong, the main species used
being Pinus radiata. A total of 2,000
lb. of seed will be sown to raise
softwood nursery stock. Some seed
has been collected from existing
mature plantations in this State but
purchase from interstate sources will
be necessary to make up the deficiency. However, it is expected that
by the late 1970s sufficient seed will
be available from the seed orchards
which the commission has established.
Tending works will be carried out
over some 24,000 acres of plantation. Tending includes cleaning of
lately-planted areas to reduce competition from scrub species, firming
of plants after planting and spraying
of areas to overcome nutrient deficiencies where this is deemed to be
necessary.
With the increasing demands by
large decentralized industries for
softwood timber, substantial areas of
the older plantations are being clearfelled. Extraction of the timber will
necessitate extensions and improvement of existing road systems. The
clearfelled areas will be prepared for
replanting with suitable species, and
some 800 acres will be prepared in
1973-74.
Hardwood plantings will continue
in a number of areas of the State. The
major plantings will be in the South
Gippsland hills, where some 900 acres
of purchased scrub-covered marginal
farmland will be replanted with
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eucalypts. The main species to be
used is mountain ash raised at the
Olsen's Bridge nursery, south of
Boolarra. Prison labour, provided by
the Social Welfare Department and
supervised by Forests Commission
staff, will be used in the nursery and
at all stages of planting. Clearing and
other site preparation for this reforestation programme will be carried out largely by the Forests Commission.
Other hardwood plantings will be
made to fill blank areas in forests and
to reclaim worked-out gravel pits in
various parts of the State. Further
developmental and planting work will
also be undertaken in the Olinda
Arboretum.
ITEM 5: Forest officers' quarters,
workshops and other buildings,
$200,000.-In accordance with departmental policy of providing accommodation for its permanent staff in
country locations, two new residences will be provided for district
foresters, and improvements will be
made to some of the older existing
residences.
New district offices are planned for
Macedon and Forrest, and extensions
will be added to several offices in
locations where commission activities
have increased. A divisional plant
repair ·workshop will be built at
Traralgon. The new buildings will be
of modern design and will display
Victorian timbers. Other building
proposals include additional and replacement garages and stores.

and Services Bill. . . ·.

ITEM 7: Purchase of plant, other
than under items 1-5 inclusive,
$180,000.-Provision is made in this
item for the purchase, design and
fabrication of vehicles, plant and
equipment not financed from the Plant
and Machinery Replacement Fund.
Fourteen
4-wheel-drive
tankers
which have reached the end of their
economic life will be replaced. Purchase is proposed of additional rotary
slashers and mowers, and of tools and
general equipment for plant repair
centres.

ITEM 8: Farm forestry, $120,000.This item provides for loans to landowners under the farm forestry loan
scheme to assist them in establishing
plantations of commercial softwoods.
The maximum amount which can be
advanced is $5,000 and loans are
interest free for the first twelve years.
At 30th June, 1973, the amount committed for advances to agreement
holders was almost $300,000. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
Knight, for the Hon. D. E. KENT
(Gippsland Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November

6.

LAND (METRIC CONVERSION)
BILL.

The message from the Assembly
relating to the amendments in this
Bill was taken into consideration.

ITEM 6: Purchase of land, $70,000.
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
-Private property will be purchased (Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
by negotiation to improve areas be- amendments made by the Legislative
ing developed for forest recreation, Assembly are in the main to correct
to provide access for fire protection inaccurate readings or notings of
and timber extraction and to consoli- the provisions to which they refer.
date the forest estate. The purchase The first amendment inserts the exof properties in the Dandenong pression " ( 1) " after " 43 " in clause
Ranges is continuing in pursuance of 43. The second amendment adds the
the Government's policy for the pre- following new sub-clause to clause
servation of the area and its protec- . 43:, (2) In paragraph (d) of section 239
tion from fire. This item does not
the Principal Act for the word " acres "
include land acquisition for softwood of
there shall be substituted the word
plantation purposes.
" hectares ".'
The Hon. F. J. Granter.
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The third amendment omits the expression " (e) " and inserts the expression " (b) " in clause 50. The
fourth amendment inserts the following new clause to follow clause 1:' AA. In sub-section (6) of section 2 of
the Principal Act for the words " twenty
acres" there shall be substituted the words
"nine hectares".'

I moveThat the amendments be agreed to.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-On behalf
of Mr. Kent, who is handling this Bill
for the Labor Party, I inform the
House that the Labor Party agrees to
the amendments.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-When this
Bill was · considered by the House
previously I made the point that it
contained 246 separate amendments.
In view of the large number of
amendments and the fact that they
were technical, honorable members
had to accept the assurance of the
Minister .that everything in the Bill
was in order. Obviously it has now
been found that the Bill needs to be
amended and, like Mr. Tripovich, I
must support the amendments. I
reiterate the hope that what the
Minister has said this time is the end
of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
HAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from
October 24) on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. Houghton (Minister for
Social Welfare) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING (Melbourne Province) .-Members of the
Labor Party are not entirely pleased
with the Bill. We have gone through
it with a fine tooth comb ·and we
believe that subject to some evidence
being provided, which is not yet
forthcoming, there is a risk that hairdressers might be· being scalped over
the fee increases provided for in the
Bill. We do not want to fall out
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with the Government over any
opposition to the Bill but we would
certainly like to see the conflict which
appears to exist resolved. The Bill
provides that the present fees of
$8. 50 a year· for employers or selfemployed hairdressers and $2 a year
for employed hairdressers will be
increased and the fees proposed
are $10.50 a year for principals and
$3 a year for employees. The existing Act provides for maximum payments of $10 and $2 respectively,
and this Bill provides for maximum
payments of $15 and $5 respectively.
The basis of the proposed increases
and maximum fees will make it
unnecessary for another amending
Bill to be introduced in the near
future.
The activities of hairdressers in
Victoria are controlled by the Hairdressers Registration Board and there
appears to be a distinct difference in
the figures of the number of registered hairdressers in Victoria as
given by the Government and by
others and the amount of income
which the board receives from
this uncertain number of hairdressers.
We do not want to
see the board in a position
where it cannot properly administer
the hairdressing industry, where it
cannot properly attend to the
inspection of the hygiene conditions in hairdressing salons and so
on, but if the board has sufficient
money at present, we would not
be pleased if additional registration
fees were imposed on hairdressers.
I understand that the Government is
prepared to have a look at this consequent upon the findings of an investigation
being
carried
out
at
present by the Auditor-General
and I am sure that any additional
amendments which may be made
as a result of his findings will
be undertaken by the Government.
I understand that the· records of the
board have not been subject to audit
for at least two or three years. That
is probably why the figures relating
to income and the number of hairdressers are not consistent.
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-Are you
not
suggesting that they do
correspond?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-The
figures submitted as the basis for increases in registration fees are not
consistent with figures which the
Opposition has obtained from very
good sources. The Opposition has
confidence in the good faith of the
Government to make any changes
subject to the findings of the audit
presently under way. That is our
proviso in not opposing the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) .-Mr. Trayling's
suggestion that the income of the
Hairdressers Registration Board does
not correspond with the number of
hairdressers is an interesting allegation. If the honorable member has
the figures, perhaps they could be
presented to the House or made
known to honorable members.
I am not happy with a measure
which fixes maximum fees but allows
the Governor in Council to set the
actual fees by regulation. In some
cases, not even maximum fees are
set by the Act-the fees are subject
to regulation only.
If the House accepts the Bill it
accepts the maximum fee. The next
opportunity of discussing the subject
will be when it is proposed to further
increase the maximum fee. By passing
the Bill, honorable members accept a
registration fee of $15 for a proprietor
and $5 for a hairdresser. A fee should
not be set by regulation. Although
the Hairdressers Registration Board
intends only to increase the registration fee for proprietors to $10.50 and
for ·employees to $3, as I have said,
the acceptance of the Bill means that
honorable members accept the maximum fees.

The House has been given a few
broad figures to justify the increased
maximums but no detail. The Government is taking money from all and
sundry. It takes an expert to keep
up with its actions in collecting a few

(Amendment) Bill.

extra dollars from everyone it can
tax. More justification should have
been given for these increases.
The Minister suggested that in 1974
the Hairdressers Registration Board
would have a deficit of $8,000 but no
details were given. The Country
Party will not oppose the Bill but it
offers a word of caution on the
principle of setting high maximums
for fees which will be set by regulation.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Maximum fee).
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-Mr.
Trayling has indicated that, after
treating it with a fine tooth comb, he
could find only a few flaws in the
Bill. I am glad that he was not prepared to take the scissors to it in
this salon.
Mr. nu·nn suggested that there
was no justification for making
it possible for the Hairdressers
Registration Board to increase fees,
but I suggest that the projected
deficit of $8,000 next year is
reasonable justification. Mr. Dunn
said that he disagreed with setting
maximum fees and allowing the fees
to be raised to the maximum by
regulation. There are others who disagree with the setting of fees by
regulation, particularly when the
Governor in Council may set fees
without any maximum laid down in
the Act. The Government has tried
to go along with this view by suggesting reasonable maximums which
mean that Bills need not be introduced every time a fee is altered.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister of
Water Supply), was read a first time.

Adjournment.
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ADJOURNMENT.
SWAN HILL PIONEER SETTLEMENT.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-This evening it
came to my notice that the
finance committee of the Swan
Hill council has appointed as chief
executive officer of the Swan Hill
Pioneer Settleme·nt a Mr. W. I.
Cleghorn. I have had a long association with the settlement, and
I am full of admiration for the
man who has been responsible for its
growth over the years, Mr. Ross
Mellor. He is as well known to the
Leader of the House as he is to me.
Mr. Mellor is also well known to
other honorable members including
Mr. Ward, who allows me to say that
he is full of commendation for the
work Mr. Mellor has done over the
years. I have spoken about Mr.
Mellor to members of the Country
Party who are also aware of his work.

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-He
stood as a Country Party candidate
in one election.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-Apart
from that, honorable members will
be aware of his sterling service to
Swan Hill. The Swan Hill Pioneer
Settlement is unique. It has features
which not even Sovereign Hill at
Ballarat has. It is as good as any
place of its type that I have seen.
I have been impressed by the enthusiasm of Mr. Mellor, not only in
getting things done for the pioneer
settlement but in his work for the
youth hostel at Swan Hill, which can
house up to 100 young people at a
nominal fee. The youth hostel is a
credit to M·r. Mellor and his fellow
workers.
A lot of little people in Swan Hill
have set themselves out to " get "
Ross Mellor. I make no apologies
for saying this as the results of my
inquiries suggest that that is so. I
am duty bound to say that some two
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months ago I brought this matter to
the attention of the Leader of the
House. I was afraid that something
would happen to this wonderful
servant of our Victorian community.
The Leader of the House promised
that Mr. Mellor would be looked after
and I was advised to tell him " to
play it cool " for the time being. I
have no doubt that the Leader .fully
intends to look after Mr. Mellor, but
what has happened is unfortunate.
I stand to be corrected about the
person who has been appointed, and
hope I am, but if I am not, I want to
know why he was appointed. Mr.
Cleghorn is not an accountant
although a permanent accountant is
sorely needed by the Pioneer Settlement in the opinion of Robin Poole
and Associates who have been consulting accountants for the s·ettlement
for some years. Mr. Cleghorn's skill
as manager or entrepeneur has been
gained only in his association with
Sarah Coventry Jewellery, an American-based firm with a branch at
Wodonga, a direct selling organization, and from his association with
mini-golf operations in Melbourne.
That does not m·ean that this
gentleman is not accomplished •and
would not be capable of running the
undertaking, but I want to know why
Mr. Ross Mellor has been by-passed.
MY opinion, based on extensive investigations by myself and by Mr.
Alan Lind, who sits in another place,
is that he is being "got at" and is the
victim of little people. I have read
reports of the finance committee of
the Swan Hill council and I know the
whole sorry story.
This man's
history speaks for itself. On a
meagre salary and an even more
meagre allowance to ·entertain
visitors to the settlement, his services
have been outstanding. Because of
my love for it, I have been personally
responsible for 600 or 700 people
visiting the pioneer settlement. It is
one of the finest settlements of its
kind in Australia. From my intimate
know ledge of the man, I firmly
believe that the inspiration and
dedication of Ross Mellor has
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resulted in the Swan Hill Pioneer
Settlement achieving its· present
unique position.
The settlement, which is a $1·5
million asset, is operating on an
overdraft of $170,000 or $180,000.
In the opinion of the consulting
accountants,
Robin
Poole
and
Associates, this is quite a good percentage of overdraft for such an
undertaking. It must also be remembered that the hostel complex
accounts for part of the overdraft.
I should like ·some explanation
from the Leader of the House and an
assurance, if possible tonight or
otherwise as soon as possible in the
House, that Mr. Mellor will receive
the dignity and security that he richly deserves.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-Mr. Elliot has
aired publicly a number of matters
concerning the Swan Hill Pioneer
Settlement. I cannot confirm the
truth or otherwise of some of his
statements for reasons which I
will endeavour to elaborate. I agree
with Mr. Elliot on a number of the
matters that have been mentioned.
The Swan Hill Pione·er Settlement is
a great tourist success story in
Victoria and in Australia. From the
figures that have been presented to
me, the total revenue brought into
Swan Hill from this tourist project is
greater than the revenue of the shire
council.
Mr. Elliot has justifiably praised
Mr. Mellor who has been a keen and
motivating spirit, and the initiator of
the project. From my own knowledge
and information I agree with the
praise but I should like to tell the rest
of the story. The Swan Hill Pioneer
Settlement vests in the local council,
which initiated the project, borrowed
the money and still manages and controls the project. It is true that
the council approached the State
Government which was the first
Government in Australia to grant
financial assistance for this type of
project. The Government assisted
·the local community in the project.
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Although Mr. Elliot had a right to
do so, it is regrettable that he has
raised many matters which are .unrelated to Government administration. The Government does not
employ Mr. Mellor, it has no say
about him and does not determine
his conditions of employment. That
matter is one for the local people who
have elected a committee of management.
As a result of matters which were
brought to my attention some two
months ago, I took the opportunity,
upon becoming Minister for Tourism,
of examining the various tourist projects in Victoria. I satisfied mys·elf
that the projects had outgrown their
early beginnings when they were
receiving substantial Governm·ent
assistance. They had become important not only as local tourist
attractions but as State and national
tourist attractions. Therefore, there
was a good case for the setting up
of ,a statutory body, which would
have representation from the local
level, to bring some degree of expertise to these things which have now
become big business.
Mr. Elliot knows that the Government is investigating the possibility
of forming corporations and indeed
discussions have been held with responsible people in Swan Hill. I suppose I am not disclosing any secrets
by saying that the Government has
drafted a Bill along those lines. The
whole venture vests in the shire
council, and I am sending, if it has
not already been posted, a copy of a
suggested Bill and s·eeking the council's support in setting up a corporation.
I cannot confirm the other statements of Mr. Elliot because they have
nothing to do with the Government.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT.-You know
all about them, Mr. Minister.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-I do
not know about them, but I am concerned. The only information that I
can give to the House is that the Government has put before the local
municipality the possibility of establishing a statutory authorty which
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will introduce representatives other
than local people. Currently, the
local municipality runs and controls
its own local tourist project even
though it may be a great State and
national attraction.
. The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-Perhaps I should advise
honorable members that on the
motion for the adjournment of the
sitting, the only matters which may
be brought up are those which relate
to Government administration. Until
the Minister spoke, I did not know
that the matter raised by Mr. Elliot
was not one of Government administration and therefore I did not prevent him from bringing the matter
forward. Because I had not stopped
Mr. Elliot, I allowed the Minister to
continue even though his remarks
did not relate to a matter of Government administration.
I am quite
sure that the Minister and Mr. Elliot
can get together and come to some
agreement.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.52 p.m.
Location of facility

Subsidy
approved

Carrington Park family leisure centre, City of 107,000
Knox
Greensborough sporting complex, civic 256,000
centre, Shire of Diamond Valley
Nunawading community youth proiect, City 170,000
of Nunawading
Outer eastern women's sports centre, City of 50,000
Waverley
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SPORTING COMPLEXES.
(Question No. 112)

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
for Youth, Sport and RecreationHas the Government considered and approved the erection or development of any
sporting complex in the metropolitan area;
if so-(i) where will each be located; (ii)
what subsidy has been offered; (iii) what
bodies will receive the subsidy and what
will be their respective responsibilities, both
in money (to be provided), and administration?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation is statistical in nature
and I seek leave for its incorporation
in Hansard without my reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:-

Local contribution

Body receiving
subsidy

Body administering
complex

$

$

Westlands sporting comple", Sun Crescent, 161,160
Sunshine
Olympic Park synthetic track, Melbourne. . 184,000

1973.]

Nil

Sunshine City Council Sunshine City Counc'

Olympic Park
Committee of
Management
Y.M.C.A. 14,000. City of Knox
council 111,000,
local committee,
50,000
Shire of Diamond
256,000
Valley
City of Nunawading
170,000

(Question No. 115)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister of
Housing, for the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation( a) What subsidies have been paid to
sporting complexes to date?
(b) To whom and for what sporting
activities have ·these subsidies been paid?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied

Nil

BJ.ooo

City of Waverley

Olympic Park
Committee of
Management
Y.M.C.A.

Committee of
management
Y.M.C.A.
Committee of
management
appointed by
council

by the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation isWith one exception no subsidies have
been paid to sporting complexes to date by
the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation. The department has purchased the
Westlands Sporting Centre, Sunshine, and
payments to date amount to $45,100 of the
total of approximately $200,000 for this
complex. This centre has been purchased
outright by the Public Works Department
on behalf of my department and with funds
made available from my department. The
City of Sunshine has accepted responsibility
for the operation and maintenance of this
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centre on behalf of its local community and
an interim committee to consider the use
of the centre was established at a public
meeting recently. This committee has met
a number of times and will report to the
City of Sunshine on the activities it considers the centre could be utilized for.
The honorable member will be aware that
the Local Government Department had operated the Country Sporting Centres Fund
since 1969 and that this fund has now been
transferred to my department and incorporated in our over-all policies. Any commitments entered into by the Local Government
Department have been accepted by my
department and will be honoured as first
priority. Details of subsidies paid by the
Local Government Department could be
made available to the honorable member if
he so desires.

TEACHERS.
(Question No. 121)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) Can teachers join the permanent
staff of the Education Department before
they have become naturalized citizens?
(b) What plans has the Minister of Education to enable eminently qualified teachers
from overseas to join the permanent staff
of the department within the two years
required prior to applying for naturalization?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) No.

(b) The matter
consideration.

is

currently

under

NORTHERN HIGHWAY.
(Question No. 127)

The Hon. M.A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) asked the Minister for
Local Government, for the Chief
Secretary\Vith regard to the flashing light crossroad on the Northern Highway, 90 miles
from Melbourne(a) How many persons have been killed
and injured, respectively, since the flashing
light was installed?
(b) How many persons have been killed
and injured, respectively, in each of the
past three years, and this year to date?
(c) Which Government instrumentality is
responsible for safety measures?

on Notice.

(d) What plans does such instrumentality
have for improving safety and reducing the
road toll?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary is
lengthy and detailed, and I seek leave
to have it incorporated in Hansard
without my reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:(a) and (b) The flashing signals were
installed on 26th April, 1957. Precise
details of numbers of persons killed and
injured at this location prior to 1968 are
not readily available. The numbers killed
and injured since 1968 are1968-one person killed; four persons
injured.
1969-nil.
1970-one person injured.
1971-one person killed.
1972-one person injured.
1973-four persons killed-data re
number of persons injured not yet
available.
(c) The police are responsible for enforcing the law. The Country Roads Board is
responsible for implementation of traffic
engineering measures on the Northern Highway. The Waranga Shire Council and the
Country Roads Board are responsible for
the implementation of traffic engineering
measures on the Goornong-Murchison road.
The Road Safety and Traffic Authority is
responsible for establishing policy guidelines within which appropriate safety
measures should be applied throughout the
State.
In addition, the identification of
high accident locations and the development
of measures for the reduction of the
accident situation is a function of the
authority.
(d) On 4th October, 1973, the Country
Roads Board replaced the flashing signals
with new larger sized flashing signals. The
Road Safety and Traffic Authority and the
Country Roads Board are jointly investigating the need for further improvements
at this location.

LICENCE FOR SAND-BLASTING
UNIT.
(Question No. 129)

The Hon. H. A. THOMAS (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
for ConservationHas the Clean Air Branch approved of a
full licence to Deer Park Engineering Pty.
Ltd. to operate a sand-blasting unit; if not,
what is the present situation of the licence,
and the workings of the sand-blasting unit?
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The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Conservation isDeer Park Engineering Pty. Ltd. is currently exempt from the licensing provisions
of the Environment Protection Act 1970.
However, under the Clean Air Act 1958
there is provision to require organizations
to install, maintain and operate air pollution equipment and consideration is currently being given to such a requirement
in the case of this company.

SUNSHINE HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 131)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for
the Chief SecretaryWhen is it proposed to build a pedestrian
overpass opposite the Sunshine High
School?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary isSunshine City Council has applied for a
subsidy towards the cost of installing a
pedestrian overpass at Sunshine High
School.
The Country Roads Board and the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority have examined
the proposal but the priority of the location is low compared to other locations in
the metropolitan area.
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and to evaluate, report and make recommendations on the factors which contributed to the flooding of property in northern Victoria having regard to the recommendations of the Joint Select Committee on
Drainage contained in its final report of 25th
March, 1970, and in particular( a) ( 1) The nature and extent of the
flooding in 1973 from the Goulburi1 1
Campaspe, Loddon, Avoca and Murray
rivers and their tributaries and the frequency of floodings of this magnitude.
(2) The effect of
works on the flow
flooding of lands,
remedial measures
taken.

public and private
of water, and the
and whether any
should be under-

(3) The nature and extent of flood
warning systems and the adeq_uacy
thereof.
(b) ( 1) The adequacy of existing
powers of authorities and persons in
respect of flood mitigation and control.
(2) Any legislative changes additional to those recommended by the
Joint Select Committee on Drainage
which are necessary to achieve a
greater efficiency in the control of
major floods.
(c) Any other matters which appear
relevant to the inquiry.
(ii) The inquiry will commence as soon
as practicable.

CHARGE AGAINST POLICEMAN.
(Question No. 136)

Applications for subsidies are reassessed
from time to time in view of changing
circumstances.

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister for
Local Government, for the Chief
Secretary-

FLOOD PREVENTION.

( a) Will a former sergeant of the Victoria
Police Force, who was acquitted last week
of a charge in the County Court, be reinstated?

(Question No. 133)

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister of Water SupplyHas a decision been made to refer the
matter of flooding and flood prevention in
northern Victoria to the Public Works Committee for investigation and report ; if so(i) what are the terms of reference of the
inquiry; and ( ii) when will the inquiry
commence?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer is(i) The Premier has advised me that the
Public
Works
Committee
will
be
asked to conduct an inquiry into

(b) Will there be an inquiry or action
taken against other members of the force
whose evidence was not accepted by the
jury?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-The answers
supplied by the Chief Secretary are( a) No.
The member submitted his
resignation and this was accepted.
(b) No. No reasons were given by the
jury in relation to its finding and there is
no indication that the evidence of police
was rejected.
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ROAD ACCIDENTS.

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister for
Local Government, for the Chief
SecretaryHow many accidents have there been at
intersections where rocket signs have been
placed or installed within metropolitan
municipalities?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) . - The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary isThe information sought cannot be provided as accident records for 1973 are not
yet available for every intersection.
However, if the honorable member has
particular municipalities and intersections in
mind, and advises me accordingly, I will
endeavour to have the information obtained.

PROBATE AND GIFT DUTIES.
(Question No. 139')

The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) asked the Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the TreasurerWhat revenue has been received from
probate duty and gift duty, respectively,
in each of the past five years?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Premier and Treasurer
isThe revenue received from probate duty
and gift duty in each of the past five years
is as follows:!. Probate duty
Actual collection
$
46,801,133
1968-69
1969~70
44,4'22,887
1970-71
49,926,736
1971-72
44,540,830
1972-73
48,872,551
2. Gift duty
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972~73

* Gift

Nil*
Nil*

Nil*
91,588
1,444,689

Duty Act 1971-No.. 8176-was
proclaimed to .come into opera~ion on 1st
January, 1972.
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SALINITY OF RIVER MURRAY.
(Question No. 140)

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (N9rthWestern Province) asked the Minister
of Water SupplyIn view of the urgent problem of salinity
in the River Murray, has the working party
of senior officers of the Federal and State
Governments reported to the steering committee comprising the Minister for the
Environment and Conservation and the
State Ministers of Water Supply; if so,
has the steering committee made any recommendations; if not, when are these expected
to be available?

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-The answer isThe working party of senior officers of
the Australian and State Governments
established· to consider problems of management on the River Murray has submitted
an interim report to the steering committee.
The steering committee will meet in Canberra on 7th November, 1973, to consider
the recommendations contained in this
report.

SUNSHINE NORTH TECHNICAL
SCHOOL.
(Question No. 143)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for State Development and
Decentralization, for the Minister of
Education( a) How many hours per day are the
class-rooms of the east section of the Sunshine North Technical School used, and
what subjects are taught therein?
(b) Have any proposals been suggested
for better utilization of the class-rooms; if
so, for what purposes?
{c) In view of the problems associated
with the removal of the trades section from
the Footscray Institute of Technology, has
any consideration been given to the use
of this school area for a selected trade
school; if so, what was the decision?

The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE
(Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-The answer supplied by the Minister of Education
is( a) Approximately 5·4 hours per day.
Business studies, needlework, home economics, music, graphics, science, humanities.
(b) In 1974 a reduction of students from
the Sunshine region will increase the enrolment at Sunshine North Technical School
to a level that will necessitate full utlization
of these class-rooms.
(c) No.
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(b) How soon will finance be made avail~
able for the construction of the new police
station at Lalor? ·

POLICE STATIONS IN DOUTTA
GALLA PROVINCE.
(Question No. 141)

The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta Galla
Province) asked the Minister for
Local Government, for the Chief
Secretary( a) How many police officers are now
stationed at Thomastown and Epping police
stations, respectively, stating the hours
worked by the officers at each station?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government).-The answer
supplied by the Chief Secretary is
lengthy and detailed, and I seek leave
of the House for its incorporation in
Hansard without my reading it.
Leave was granted, and the answer
was as follows:-

Number of members
Station

Thomastown

Uniform Branch Criminal Investigation Branch

7

3

Normal hours worked

Uniform Branch Sunday to Fr:day, inclusive-? .30 a.m. to
11 )J.m.
Saturday, 7. 30 a.m. to 1 a.m. on Sunday.
Criminal .Investigation Branch .
8. 30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Saturday,
inclusive.

Epping

2

9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
There is a resident member at this station.

Government that a total ban should
be placed on the sale of fireworks in
Victoria; if so, when does the Minister intend to do this?
Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fu~l
and Power) .-The control of fire(b) Having regard to over-all commitworks has been under review for
ments, it is unlikely that the necessary some years. Th~ Government has
finance will be available to commence construction of the new police station before always said that at the end of the
the 197'5-76 financial year.
period when fireworks may be sold a
review of what has taken place during the period will be undertaken.
The present period for the sale and
use of fireworks ends on 15th
November next, following which
happenings during the period will be
Tuesday, October 30, 1973.
examined.
Following the experience last year
, The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H. with the sale and use of fire crackers,
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.55 p.m., ft was decided to reduce the period
this year by one month and to permit
and read the prayer.
the sale of fireworks from 1st June
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE . . until 15th November instead of from
the 1st May. The new ·dates avoided
the May school holidays, which in
FIREWORKS.
previous years has been a worrying
Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-In the time. Also, people in the trade were
light of publicity in recent days, is it told that after 15th November
the intention of the Minister for Fuel this_ year the .permissible size of firean.d Power to recommend· to the works would be reduced. : They were.
In addition, the Thomastown-LalorEpping area is patrolled by a Crime Cat
Squad vehicle during the 24 hours of each
day. A divisional van patrols the area
from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. daily and a C.I.B.
night patrol car also patrols the area from
9 p.m. to 5 a.m. daily.
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given this advice then to enable them
to sell present stocks and not to place
orders for further supplies of that
type of fire cracker in the future.
After 15th November, the situation will again come under review.
DISTANCE POSTS ON HIGHWAYS.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).
-As the Country Roads Board is
replacing the old mile posts with new
kilometre posts on highways, will
the Minister of Transport instruct the
board to indicate the distance to the
next major town instead of the distance to Melbourne as is the current
practice, because, in many cases, particularly in more remote areas, the
distance from Melbourne is of relatively minor itnportance whereas the
distance to the next major town can
be quite significant?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport) .-1 will be happy to discuss
the suggestion with the Country
Roads Board.
DRY -DOCKING FACILITIES.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-In asking a question
without notice of the Minister of
Public Works, I refer the Minister
to a Ministerial statement by that
honorable gentleman on 23rd October
last concerning dry-docking facilities
for the Port of Melbourne, in which
the honorable gentleman saidRepresentations for financial assistance
from the Commonwealth for a new dry
dock in Melbourne were made by the
Premier to the then Prime Minister in
October last year, but a decision was not
made before the defeat of the Government
in December.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! There is an item
on this subject on the Notice Paper
and I take it that the Leader of the
Opposition is anticipating a debate
that may be held.
Mr. HOLDING.-! am not anticipating anything; I am asking a question about an omission in the Ministerial statement. I ask the Minister:
ls it not a fact that the first letter
from the then Premier of Victoria
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was sent to the Commonwealth on
6th January, 1972, and is it not
equally a fact that in a written reply
from the then Prime Minister, the
Honorable William McMahon, on
15th August, 1972, it was stated that
it was the intention of the Commonwealth Government to provide a dock
in New South Wales and1 regret to inform you that the Commonwealth is unable to provide you with
financial assistance for the construction of
a new graving dock at Melbourne.

Was the Minister aware of the existence of this correspondence, which
was on the file, and if so, why did
he not ·refer to it in the House?
Does he agree that his omission to
refer to it in his Ministerial statement may have had the effect of
misleading the 'House?
Mr. DUNSTAN '('Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer to the second
portion of :the honorable member's
question would be a matter of ~my
opinion. As to the first part of ithe
question, I do not dispute any dates
menNoned by the Leader of the Opposition.
Before
I answer the
question, 'honorable members should
·clearly understand the difference between a graving dock and a floating
dock, both of whi~h are termed
"dry" docks. Rather than use the
word " dry " dock, I shal'l use the
expressions graving dock and floating
dock.
It is true that the then Premier,
Sir Henry Bolte, made representations to the Federal ·Liberal Party
Government for financial assistance
towards the ·cost of a grav•ing dock.
A grav·ing dock 'is a dock which
is a fixture-not a floating dock.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-uike Duke and
Orr's dock?
·Mr. ~DUNSTAN.-'fhat is correct;
Duke and Orr's dock, which is ·currently operating 'in tthe Yarra, is a
graving dock?
Mr. HOLDING.-Is it also a dry
do·ck?
Mr. DUNS'J1AN.-I pointed out
that .both a graving dock and a floating dock were " dry " docks. I am
1
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avoiding the use of the e2q>ression
" dry " dock to prevent any ·confusion in my reply.
It is true that the tthen .Premier,
Sir Henry Bolte, made .representations to the then Federal Government during 1972 f.or financial assistance towards the construction of
a graving dock to replace nuke and
Orr's graving dock, which will be
closed once the Johnson Street
bridge is constructed over the Yarra.
In view of .the poor conditions prevailing in the ship building industry
in AustraHa twelve months ago-rhey 'have i·mproved somewhat since
then-the Federal :Minister for 1Shipping and Transport, the ·Honorable
Peter Nixon, and the Prime Minister
replied to the Premier and to the
Mtinister of Public Works that a subsidy of 45 per cent :would be ava:i'lable if Victoria went ahead and constructed, in Australia through the
ship-building industry, a floating
dock. Representations were ·renewed
on the basis of a floating dock wh'ich
would attract the 45 per ·cent subsidy.
·Mr. CURNOW.-I wish you would
float out of here.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Leader of the
Opposition asked the 1Minister of
Public Works a rather lengthy and
complicated question, and I dare say
that .the ans~wer requi·res a lot of
concentration by the M·inister. Therefore, I request and demand that the
Minister not be interrupted in his
attempt to answer the question.
Mr. DUNSTA:N.-No one regrets
the interruption m·ore than does the
Leader of the ·Opposition. No decision
was made by tthe ,Prime Minister
before 2nd December, 1972, about the
45 per cent subsidy towards the cost
of a floating dock. 11he 'Liberal Party
Government was defeated, and representations were renewed 'by the current Premier to the current Prime
Minister immediately afterwards-!
think on 19th December--on tthe
basis of a 45 per cent s·ubsidy for
a floating dock.
1
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I cannot answer the remainder of
the honorable member's question because it would be a matter of my
opinion whether the omission mentioned thy the honorable member
could ha'Ve the effe·ct of misleading
the H·ouse. After aU, my Ministerial
statement last week was based on
the latest development regarding the
future of dry-docking faciltities :following the i·m·minent closure of Duke
and Orr's dry dock.
VICTORIA PROMOTION
COMMITTEE.
Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds).1 direct a quest1on to t!he Pre·m:ier
and Treasurer. In view of the new
initiatives ·adopted by -the Austr:al~an
Government to over.sea~s trade, does
the State Government •in1tend Ito enooUJI'Iage the Victoria P.I'Iomotion Commutte'e to .set up an office and •to
have a represenrtJrutive in either Tokyo
or P~eking, following the e~te!Illsion of
trade by Australia 1to China, part!icularly, and 'a'lso ·tlo Japan?
Mr. HAMER '(Premier and Treasurer) .-The Vict:Iorian Govemmen1t is
considering ~he estabHshmeillt of
some representaltion ·in J,apan, because of the ttrem1endous change 'in
directt0111 .of our trade :and iOUr 'r.el:a·~ion·ship industrially wi't!h ·t!he SouthEast Asi1an and Asian oountr.ies. No
decision !has been m1ade on itJhe
ma'tlter, but I be~ieve ~t would ~reflect
a oonsider.abl'e shift in our intletrest
away f.rom Europe to the Far East.
QUADRELLA BETTING.
Mr. SKEGGS Ovanhoe)._;In view
of 1t!he f.act that two pre-post faVIOUJrites have re:cenJtly been wi'thdrtawn
fii'Iom night tn<rtting ~rac!es, causing
extensive losses ·to quadrel1a p\mtel'ls,
wjll t!he Min!iister .for Youtll, SpoJ.'Tt
and Recreation consider ·alltering lt'he
regulations covering quadrella betting
to provide for substitutes for withdrawn horses? Will he also ascertain
the cost of . programming the
computer at the Totalizator Agency
Board to provide the service?
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Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-In view of
the importance of ~the matrter, I !Shall
be pleased ito ·refer i.t to the To,tJallizator Agency Board and ask fto,r ilts
comments.

POWER DISPUTE.
Mr. AMOS {Morwell).-ln view of
the 1appwent ·concern of speaial d:ass
electricians working in 'the Latrobe
Valley over ilie decis11on of Mr.
Justice Ai~d 1to gr:ant ,a $4 'inc.rease
only :1Jo bas e grade electridans, can
the Mini,Sltler f\o~ Fuel 1and Powe~r
infonn the House wheltlher !he, the
State oo""ordina'ting oommirttee, or hi's
colleague, tihe Ministler of La:bou~
and Industry, have instructed or
negotiated with the State Electricity
Commission in order to prevent the
State Electricity Commission from
further negotiating the wage claim
with the union involved?
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-Thi,s matte~ is one for
arbitration, and no ·recommendrutilons
oro dnstlruotions !h:ave been given ·to
the State Eledtddty Comm,iss~ioo that
it must not be a paJrty ito arbitration.
Origitnally, ,thr:ough a m·etal trodes
award, .special grade el.eotridans
were given an ·exltra $9. Following
Vhat, .oltheii' people received incr.eased
amounts unVil 01n 20tlh September,
after a work study by Mr. Justic:e
Ai.rd, he aW·airded the base grade
el'ectlriaims, $4 - $2 .for 1the firslt
tw~o years' ,seTVIice and $2 ·f,or the
next year: In :that deterrnin:ation Mr.
Justice Aird sa:id that he believed 1the
$5 difference between !t!he base
g~rade eleotridan was ·sufficient :and
that ·the $4 sh1ould not flow on. Since
then the s:pe·cial dass electricians
have demanded 'the $4.
I believe this matte·r is still one
for ~arbitration. No p!!o.hi:bition would
be imposed by myself o:r by ithe
Government 1to prevenrt the StJate
Electricilty Oomm,iJss~IQn from arbitrating. I beHeve it is up to ;the Electrical
Trades u·nion of Australia to lodge an
appeal against Mr. Justice Aird's
decision ·a:nd I beHeve Mr. Justice
Alird W10uld be av:ai1:abJe if· an appeal
1
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were lodged. Thalt is the p~oper actliiOn to take and would poss•i:bly be
lthe easiest way of resolving this
difficult situation.
SPECIAL GRANTS.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gip:psland
West).-Is the Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation in a position to
indicate the role his department will
play in co-ordinating projects which
involve municipal councils, the Education Department, the Ministry for
the Arts and perhaps the Local Government Department in respect to
public hall grants and his own department in respect to special grants;
and to indicate whether all of those
matters may be involved in a single
approach?
Mr. DIXON {Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-My department has already taken two initiatives in this matter. Firstly, there
was the formation of the community school. projects committee on
which the Public Works Department,
the Education Department and the
Department of Youth, Sport and
Recreation are rep:resented. Where
the Municipalities Assistance Fund
is involved, we have established coordination with the Local Government Department; and where the
Ministry for the Arts is concerned,
we· have established some co-ordimition for recreational activities to be
included in community projects ..
However, the problem is much
wider .than that, becaus·e we, as the
Government, are interested in enabling communities to act as communities in which people are able
to be involved with one another in
the process of improving the quality
of life. In providing multi-purpose
facilities which could involve the
Ministry for the Arts, the Local
Government Department, the Department of Health through preschool centres or elderly citizens'
clubs, the Social Welfare Department through community w·elfare
groups, the Education ·. Department
through adult education matters and
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even before-and-after school education for boys and girls, and the
Housing Commission through new
development. Certainly, it would
involve my own department in terms
of recreation.
There is a need for co-ordination
to take place at a level which has
not yet been achieved. The Premier
has asked me to bring together representatives of the various departments I have mentioned in the form
of a standing committee to which
representation from other departments can be co-opted to ensure
that when major community developments take place within a local
community there is an opportunity
for a single body to concentrate its
attention on the most desirable form
of development within the community.

Victoria requesting that he receive
a deputation from that association
in connection with alleged shortcomings in rate rebates which were
promised to pensioners by the Government? If so, what action does
he propose to take in the matter; if
not, will he receive a deputation
from the pensioners?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-To my knowledge I have
not received any request for a ·deputation from the Combined Pensioners
Association of Victoria. However,
at all times I am prepared to see a
representative group of people on
this matter. In any event, the policy
of the Government wiH be sufficiently
disclosed when legislation is introduced into this House on the subject,
which I hope will be this week.

This concept is, in fact, the antithesis of the concept which is being
developed by the Australian Government by its talk of regionalization.
The Victorian Government understands that the most important way
of ·improving the quality of life of
people is through their involvement
in community decisions. Essentially,
communities are fairly small places.
They do not extend over many
thousands of ·square miles or involve
a large number of different people
and different regions. There are
many associations of groups within
small local communities, and there
are many small local communities
within existing municipalities. For
economic reasons, the different communities have been brought together.
One would not se·ek to alter this
situation. In terms of quality of
life it is important that local community efforts can be co-ordinated ;
and · the committee which will be
drawn together from my department
will ensure that this is done.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the
Country
Party).--Can
the
Premier inform the House when
Parli-ament is likely to rise at the
end of this sessional period in view
of the fact that many honorable
members have to accept many electoral commitments in the near
future?
Mr. HAMER 1CPremier and Treasurer).-This is always a difficult
question to answer at this stage of
the sessional period. · Somehow it
seems to happen that in the middle
of the session there is a tremendous
rush of legislation and this session
promises to be no exception.
Another unknown factor is how
promptly the Parliament will deal
with the legislation. It is the objective of the Government, if it possibly can, to complete the sessional
period at the ·end of the first week
in December.

PENSION REBATES.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong. North).Can the Premier inform the House
whether, approximately six weeks
ago, he received a letter from the
Combined Pensioners Association of

CEMENT PRICES.
Mr. LIND {Dandenong).-In view
of the fact that Adelaide cement is
quoted ·in ·Bairnsdale, a· distance of
640 miles from Adelaide, at ·$38 a
ton and Traralgon cement is quoted
at $40.30 a ton, .will the Premier
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investigate the method whereby Mr.
Dunstan, the Premier of South
Australia, is able to give such
obvious advantages to home builders
and people who use cement in l·arge
quantities?
Mr. HAMER ('Premier and Treasurer).-! do not imagine this has
an)llthing to do with Mr. Dunstan.
For example, this sort of thing
happens in Victoria-it 'is not confined to imports from South Australia-as there are 'local metropolitan firms which do the same
thing at times. They accept some
kind of loss or, anyhow, a lack of
profit, in order to build up a business. If the honorable member will
give me the details of what he is
talking about I shall have investigations made into this case.
DRY-DOCKING FACILITIES.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition).-Is the Premier aware
that in a letter signed by the then
Acting Premier ·to the Prime Minister
relating to ~the proposed Yarra River
replacement dry-docking facilities,
the honorable gentleman indicated
that an overseas study had recently
been ·conducted by State offi,cers and,
following consideration of that
report, his Government would prepare a det•ailed submission to the
Federal Government requesting finandal assistance ~or the ·Construction of the new dry dock? In view
of the fact that the report has been
completed, will the Premier inform
the House ~if such detailed submissions have been prepared by the
Government for submission to the
Federal Government and, if they
have, will the honorable genNernan
lay a copy of 'the detailed submissions on the table of the Library
before debate is resumed on the
Ministerial statement by the Minister
of Public Works?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-The Leader of the OpposiNon has had the whole file, whkh I
handed to him last week and from
which he is now quoting. The Leader
of .the Opposition is well aware,
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therefore, that what happened was
that after the officers went abroad to
study dry-docking facilities around
the world-incidentaUy, they were
accompanied by a Commonwealth
officer-on their return a report was
made. The report was made available to the Federal Minister for
Transport and the ·Victorian Minister
of Public Works. The letter referred
to by the Leader of the Opposi~ion
was written about that same ttme
by the Acting Premier. A reply came
from the Federal Minister for Transport to the Minister of Public Works
indicating 'that he had read the report and asking for further particulars from the Viotorian Government
as to our ideas on the new drydocking facilities for Melbourne, and
proposing a conference between the
two Ministers.
Mr. HOLDING.-That ·was not on
the file.
Mr. HAlMER.-I will lend the
Leader of the Opposition the file
again so he can refresh 'his memory.
The matter I ·was referring 'to was a
request from the ,federal ·Minister for
Transport to 1the State Minister of
Public Works for a conference on
the whole concept of the dry dock.
That conference was arranged three
times and three times it was cancelled by the Federal Minister and
that 'is what has led to the present
situation. As the Leader of the
Opposition is aware, I have written
to the Prime Minister setting out
these facts and I have rece'ived a
letter in which the !Prime ·Minister
indicated that there should now be no
delay in the Ministers meeting and
conferring on the matter and it was
his expressed wish ·las1t week in the
Federal Parliament that this conference should take place as soon as
possible.
I understand that the
Minister of Public Works is anxious
to have this conference and that he
will take the initiative.
WHEAT SALES TO EGYPT.
Mr. TREWIN 'CBenaUa).-Can the
Minister of Agriculture 'inform me
whether he is aware of the reported
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sale of wheat to Egypt and, if so,
can he inform the House of the
circumstances of this sale? If not,
can he obtain the information and
inform the House at a later date?
Mr. I. W. SMITH {Minister of
Agriculture).-Like other honorable
members, I only know of a press
report which has indicated that,
under some powers that the Australian Government has relating to
the Australian Wheat Board, it proposes to force that board to make
a sale of wheat to Egypt, against its
com·mercial judgment, over a threeyear term, involving an amount of
money to the order of $125 million
or $126 million, of which the wheat
industry will be forced to bear 25
per cent of the risk.
The Australian Wheat Board has
apparently expressed its strong
objections to the Australian Government, because the proposal is aga·inst
the better commercial judgment of
the board, and there is widespread
concern in the wheat industry that,
if . extended, this policy could
jeopardize wheat growers' money.
The proposal involves extended
terms and conditions which otherwise would not have been agreed to
if the trade had acted as an independent industry.
I personally have no objection to
the Australian Government's selling
wheat to Egypt, but if it wishes to
do so it should be on terms and
conditions that that Government
fixes with its own money and not
with wheat growers' money. I shall
be raising this matter with my colleagues from interstate at a special
meeting to be held at the end of
this week in Canberra.
1

DRY-DOCKING FACILITIES.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition).-The Premier failed to
answer my previous question. I ask
the honorable gentleman : In view of
the fact that the Acting Premier
indicated that detailed submissions
would be prepared by this Government and submitted to the Federal
Government, does the Premier's
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answer mean that these submissions
have not been prepared, have not
been submitted, and therefore will
not be available to this House?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer).-! did answer the honorable
member's question. I indicated quite
plainly that the letter from the
Acting Premier to the Prime Minister
was overtaken by events. The
Federal Government asked for a conference on the subject. If this had
been held there ·would not have been
any question of independent submissions. That is the position and as
soon as this discussion takes place,
if there is any need for further submissions, of course 'they will be prepared.
FLINDERS LANE POLICE
STATION.
Mr. JONES
(Mebourne).-Last
week I asked the Chief Secretary
whether he would investigate the
proposed closure of the police station
in Flinders Lane near Degraves
Street. The honorable gentleman
undertook to advise me this week.
Since it is intended to close that
police station on Wednesdaytomorrow-can the Chief Secretary
inform the House whether he has now
investigated it as he said he would?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The answer is, " Yes ".
NORTH WING OF PARLIAMENT
HOUSE.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West).-Following the announced
intention to ·construct the no:r.th ·wing
of Parliament House, will the Minister of Public Works arr·ange for
the plans to be displayed in Parliament House so that honorable members w~o do not have the privilege
of servmg on the House Committee
will have some idea of what is proposed?
Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works).-If you are agreeable, Mr.
Speaker, perhaps we could confer
later on th'is matter. I should· be
pleased to make these plans available
for one week or for whatever period
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you think .fit, to be inspected in
either the Library or Queen's Hall.
I should like your opinion on this, Mr.
Speaker.
ELWOOD CANAL AND
COWDEROY STREET DRAIN.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-1 ask
the Minister for COil!ServaUon whether the Melboume and Metropolitan
Board of Works currently holds a
licence to discharge ,fue offensive
contents of ·the Elwood Canal and
the Cowderoy Street drain into :P.or!t
Phillip Bay? If so, what are the
terms and conditions of the licence
and what body gronted ti't?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-1
should
have
thought the honorable member w'ho
posed the question would be familiar
with the Environment P·roteotli:on
A.ct. If he were, he would know thaJt
the MilllLster is compleltely excluded
from direct involvem·enrt: fu these
matters and Wtould reaHze !tllat lthis
question is typical of those which
should be placed on the Notice Paper.

Papers .

Teaching Service Act 1958Teaching Service-Primary Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries and
Allowances) Regulations.
Teaching Service-Primary Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries and
Allowances) Regulations - Amendment No. 265.
Teaching Service-Professional (Classification, Salaries, and Allowances)
Regulations.
Teaching Service-Professional ( Classification, Salaries, and Allowances)
Regulations-Amendment No. 259.
Teaching Service-Secondary Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries, and
Allowances) Regulations.
Teaching Service-Secondary Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries and
Allowances)
Regulations-Amendments Nos. 258 and 262 (two papers).
Teaching Service-Technical Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries, and
Allowances) Regulations.
Teaching Service-Technical Schools
Division (Classification, Salaries, and
Allowances)
Regulations-Amendments No. 261.
Teaching Service (Technical Tribunal)
Regulations-Amendments Nos. 260,
263, 264, 266, 268 (six papers).

PAPERS.
The f.oUowing papers, pursuant ·oo
the directions of s·evera:l Acts of
Parliament, were laid upon the
table by 1!he Clerk:-

Town and Country Planning Act 1961City of Horsham Planning Scheme 1965,
Amendment No. 14, 1972.
City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965,
Amendments Nos. 73, 1970; 117, 1972;
and 120 (three papers).
Seymore Planning Scheme, Amendment
No.9.
Shire of Kilmore Planning Scheme.

Education Act 1958-Resumption of land
~t Nunawading-Certificate of the Minister of Education.
Forests Commission-Report for the year
1972-73.-0rdered to be printed.
Melbourne Underground Rail
Loop
Authority -Report and Statement of
accounts for the year 1972-73.-0rdered
to be printed.
Monash University-Report of the Council
for the year 1972; together with
statutes approved by the Governor in
Council during 1972.
Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended-Nos. 554 to 567
(fourteen papers).
Statutory Rules under the following
Acts:Dried Fruits Act 1958-No. 298.
Films Act 1971-No. 301.
Mental Health Act 1959-No. 299.
Motor Boating Act 1961-No. 296.
Second-hand Dealers Act 1958-No. 300.
Seeds Act 1971-No. 295.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961No. 297.
·

STAMPING OF FURNITURE
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-!
wish to m:ove the adjoum·ment of
·the House for the purpose of discussing a defin'ilte matter of urgent
public importance, nam.ely, the failure of the Milnistler of Consumer
Affa:iTs to enforce the provisions of
the Consum.er Protection Act 1972
in respect to the stamping of furniture.
Approval of the proposed discussi1on was indicated. by the required
number of members rising in their
places, as specified in Standing Order
No. Sa.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).Legilslation providing for the stamping of furniture has been on the
statute-book of this State since 1897,
and as recently as l~ast year, ttlle
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Government saw fit to re-enact 'it.
Furniture standards in Victotria have
deteriorated, and the public 1LS currently being sold high-priced junk
without ·any possibility of ascertaining the .source of its manufacture.
Through the various centres of furniture distribution, resellers and
d~rect selle~s of furniture are. chaJrging high prices for inferior products.
The provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1972, requiring the manufacturer to stamp his name and
address clearly so that the customer
can ascertain the source of the
material, are not being compNed
with. The reason for Jth~s is obvious.
If a manufacturer is required to
identify himself wi'th a product, he
must justify the method of its production.
I have ·received fr<om lt!he Furniture
Tirades Society a great deal of
material which 'indicates that the
society has been forced to pl·ay •the
role which the Consumelf Prote.clt1on
Bureau should play in this respect.
The most recent report of the Department of L:abour and Industry cootains no evidence that any pros:ecut~on alleging a breach of the :relevant
p1rov1sions has been launched in
~ecent yea1rs. A question addressed
to the Minlister of Gonsum·er Affairs
has been standing in my nam·e on
the Notice Paper for a considerable
time. The honorable genrtle·man h:as
not been ·able or :has not seen fit to
~nswer that quest~on, w.hich re1a.tes
to prosecutiOIIlJS fior bre:ac'hes of the
Consumer P11otectiloo Act.
It 1i·s not s'imply a quest~on of value
but of sa£ety, and in some respects
a matter of life and death. R·eoen t
changes in 'the ma1tedal used foro the
m·anufacture of lounge suites and
othe'r furniture have resulted in
s€1l'li·ous fire 'risks being caused. 'I'hi's
has be.en p~oved in Austr-alia and
over-seas. In .the. United States of
A:merica, . 118 fires ·in Lounge ·suites
and other sim:ilar ra\liticles of furnilture
have resulted ;in .the death of 33 person·s.- If oon.sumel'IS knew wha:t was
under ~he lining of materials used by
certa'in fUimitture m1anufacturers, they
would doubtless 1think twice about
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purchasing the commodH;ies. 11here 'is
no way of lmo·wing what the fmniture irs made of unl'ess the source of
manufacture ·can he raiSce,fltailn.ed.
Legislation requiring that the name of
rthe manu£acturer should be stamped
legibly on the furniture ·should .be
complied with. The evidence ·its overwhelming thatt 'in many pl:aces itn
Victoria whe,re fumiltUJre is sold,
there is no means of identifying the
place of manufaoture.
The Furnilture Tl'lades Sodi ety;
which has a file on this matte:r, has
ascel'lta:ined the n1a.mes ·of some of
the worst offende~s. In many cases
the source of manufactUII'Ie of material complained of has been ·tmced.
I h:ave available some ph!oltJog,r:aphs
sen:t to me by the Gippsland . OOIIlsum·er protection body. I know ithat
Hansard cannot ·record photognaphs.
This protection body has oonduoted
a ·survey in ·vhe area. The photogrrap!h
which I now show 'to t:he House
shows a stool whtlh a hes:s:i1an undercover. Hole's a~e vis-ible whe,re nails
f.l'lom a packing case have been rem-oved. The combination of packilng
case and hessian is then covered
with material, ·the legs are sta!ined
and the a1rticle i·s sold as a ,sltool. The
fi:ni·sh'ed product may be almost
pre.sootable, but if a 1housew1ife .stood
on such a stool to 'try Ito reach for
sometlling in the home, it would be
entirely unsafe, quite apart from
being poor value. The stool is held
together wilth naiLs from a packing
case and lined underneath with
hessian.
Mrr. BILLING.-Who made ~t?
Mr. SIMMONDS.-! sha:ll deal
lateT wtth ·that subJect. A large
numbe,r of oa,ses - not all in fui,s
category - have been referred to
~he FumitUII'le Trades Society. Complaints are often made about covering
m1aterial Whidh has been imported
and subsequently :fround to be defective. The consumer can ascertain
from where 't!he material came only
if he can identify the manufaoture,r.
The legislation-poor and miserable
though it is-is the ·only method on
the statute-book at present
by Which
.
.
1
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the pwrohaser of household furniture
can ascer.tain the identity of tJhe
manuf.aoturer.
On 25th SeptembeT, the Furniture
Trades Society was advised of the
purchase for $397 of a Flere:na
lounge suute ~r10m Mye1r (M:elboume) Ltd., Bourke Street, Melbourne. Abowt eighteen mornt!hs later
the purchasers noticed that the
materia:! ·in :fu.e sutte, which is twotone brown, was cracking. They
~ote .to Fler Co. Ltd. on l.st M,ay,
1972, and received a reply dated 24th
May asking fio:r !in~ormation about
the suite. On 1st June, 1972, the
purdhaJseflS again wrort:e tJO Fler Co.
I.Jtd. giving full information abowt the
suite. On 6th June they received a
reply from Fler Oo. Ltd., quoting a
price ·of $163 for the recovering of
the suite.

The. situation is entirely different
when a suite is purchased from Weihilt Pty. Ltd, which is notorious
for selling unbranded suites throughout the metropolitan area and
in country centres.
Again and
again the name of this firm
crops up. I have a copy of a letter
from a person living in West Ivanhoe. It is dated 28th Sep1tember and
addressed to the secretary of :the
Furniture Trades SoCiety because
people have long given up writing to
the Consumer Protection Bureau with
their problems concerning the quality
of furniture. The writer states-

The purchasers had already paid
$397 f.or 'the lounge suite 'tJo Myer
(Melbourne) Ltd. on 1st August,
1969, and by 6t!h June, 1972, would
have had to pay almost half the
onginal price Ito •restore :the suilre 1Jo
a usable oonditi!On. They complained
that t!hei:r finances would not allow
them to accept this quotation. Because the manufacturer of t:he furniture was abl'e to be rt:ra·ced, the
Furniture T~ades Society w:~ote to
Fler Co. Ltd. on behalf of t'he consumers, and Wla!S assured by the
company that ·it would restore the
suite. The Furniture Trades Society
was aoting in the role in wh~oh 11Jhe
Consum·er :A110'tectJion Bwreau ought
to have been acting. This is not an
isolated case; there have been many
other complaints.

The one we had ordered was a different
pattern to the one we got. We were so fed
up with this crowd and their promises we
just took it, much to our sorrow. The vinyl
split on the corners in three wee~s. The sof.a
base is so loose when anyone Sits down It
sounds like a grand piano. All it needs is a
music conductor. It has more squeaks than
Billy Snedden in Parliament. The woodwork
appears to be reclaimed packing-case special,
the vinyl is so thin it looks as transparent
as glass. I rang their office three weeks
after taking delivery.

1

Another case concerns a person
from Kinglake West who bought a
lounge
suite
manufactured
by
Wrightbilt. One complaint related to
insufficient back support. The design
of the product was criticized by the
purchaser and again, because it was
a reputable firm, the organization
was able to obtain satisfaction and
have adjustments made.
Mr. Simmonds.

we bought a "Carolina" from Welbilt
Limited last December and it arrived six
weeks later after much " chasing up " of the
shop salesman and the factory itself. It
seems ,as though the advertisements were
false. Immediate delivery, as promised in
the advertisement, was a lie, to get the
" mugs in " fast, and the money too.

Apparently the writer was dealt with
by a person who is experienced at
fobbing off callers.
I have many similar letters on file.
I also have a further one from a pensioner at WeS!t Ivanhoe. Th1is matter
was brought to my attention by Mr.
Carr, secretary of the Furniture
Trades Society, who had had so many
complaints that he thought I should
examine this case so thart I could
clearly understand the situation in
the industry. In this matter, a
woman had purchased a suite from
an organization which advertised
sales direct to rthe public. These advertisements appear in the Melbourne 'Herald every Saturday night
and perhaps that is one of the reasons why little publicity is given to
the problem.
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The woman had purchased a suite
from United Stocks of Australia,
High Street, Northcote. The suite
was priced at $270 but she was told
she could have it for $200 because
they liked to help pensioners. She
paid $20 deposit. The suite was delivered on a Friday night, she signed
the delivery docket and paid the
balance of $180. The following
morning she noticed that the suite
was not the same as the one she
had purchased and that the number
on the su1ite did not match that on
the docket. She returned to the shop
and was abused by the manager. She
went to the local police station for
advice and was advised to stop payment of the cheque. On the Monday
morning she went to the bank and
stopped payment of the cheque.
Mr. Ross-EowARDS.-That was not
very good advice.
Mr. SrMM'ONDS.-I agree, and
this may well be a lesson to other
people as to where they should go
for advice. Subsequently the woman
was summonsed for a dishonoured
cheque. The processes of law took
place regardless of whether the person was a pensioner and could afford
to pay. She engaged a solicitor at a
cost of $60. The case finally came
before the court. The case was adjourned but it would cost her a
further $69 for ithe legal costs of the
other party.
This pensioner had bought a suite
but the one delivered was not the
one she had purchased. She went to
a place where she thought she would
get good advtice and she ended up in
court and was loaded with court
costs. The only reason that it was possible to obtain natural justice for this
woman was that the furniture was
unbranded and when this fact was
drawn to the attention of the solicitors appearing for the company, they
were happy to drop the case. The
suite was returned and the money
refunded.
Mr. WILKEs.-What was the name
of the firm?
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Mr. SIMMONDS.-United Stocks
of Australia, High Street, Northcote.
It advertises in the Herald newspaper
every Saturday night. I am advised
that officers of the Depar.tment of
Labour and Industry have visited the
establishment on many occasions but
have been so threatened by the management that .they are now reluctant
to continue to visit it.
Members of the Guild of Furniture
Manufacturers Limited are concerned
that legislative standards should be
laid down so that manufacturers who
are prepared to produce a decent
product and give value for money
will be protected from unfair competition by manufacturers who are
prepared to use packing-case timber,
cheap imported vinyl and other unscrupulous means to decrease the
cost of production. Incidentally,
often the highest-priced furniture
conta1ins the greatest amount of junk.
Accordingly, the consumer has to be
particularly careful in purchasing
furniture.
I do not know what has to be
done, but it is necessary to protect
the consumer against some of the
practices which are indulged in by
private enterprise. The basic problem with the consumer protection
legislation is that it is administered
by a Government which does not interfere with business because its
philosophy prevents it from actively
participating .to the benefit of the
consumer.
On 27th June, 1973, the following
letter was written to the Consumer
Protection Bureau : For more than .twelve months we have
been on the look-out for a good quality
lounge suite of our choice ; one having a
two-seater lounge and two swivel base
rocker chairs with a plinth case. Almost to
the stage of frustration we called into J. G.
Guest's show-rooms at 1402 Dandenong
Road Oakleigh, on .the evening of Friday,
April 13th.
After explaining our requirements and
emphasising that we wanted a good sui.te,
the salesman said that Wrightbilt make
such a suite, however they had only one
chair in stock. We inspected this, and although rather nondescript, .this was similar
to what we had in mind.
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We then inspected covering materials,
and chose one of Dupont material in Centurian Bronze velvet.
According to the salesman, .the cost of the
suite, together with an additional 1! yards
material for head-pieces and armrest covers
would cost Six hundred and Forty Dollars
$640.00 .. (Actual cost $647.00). We were
quite shocked at this figure and suggested
that we would think about it, particularly
as there was no sample suite available to
assess the finished article. Never-the-less,
they said nothing would be lost by taking
down particulars so that if we did decide,
it would simply be a matter of confirming
the order and paying a percentage of the
value as deposit.
We agreed, then after consideration overnight, gave them a cheque for $147.00 on
the Saturday morning, April 14th., with the
arrangement that we could cancel if we
were not entirely satisfied ; as the suite was
of standard design.
On Friday, May 4th., .the salesman rang
to tell us that the suite was finished and
was ' absolutely beautiful '. That evening we
entered their showrooms and were ushered
to their shipping bay ' where we would see
it in its worst surroundings '.
It was, to my mind, the worst piece of
upholstering and mis-shapen piece of _furniture I had ever seen. The manager, Mr. B.
Thompson stated that he had not inspected
the suite as .thoroughly as we had, and that
he would insist that the whole thing be remade.
On Thursday, June 14th., the salesman
rang to say that the suite was now finished
to perfection. We. inspected the suite in the
evening of June 15th. My wife found what
the squab bolster of one chair was not properly finished, and required some further reworking.
On Friday, June 22nd., we again inspected
the suite and all appeared satisfactory, and
arrangements were made for delivery. They
gave us the additional 1! yards of material-to take home. When we opened the roll in
our lounge we were quite surprised at the
colour and immediately returned to the store
to re-check it against the suite. Still unhappy
about the match, we finally agreed that the
velvet pile was responsible for the difference
in appearance; however the salesman convinced us that it was from the same roll as
the suite.
When delivered, I checked to- ensure that
no handling damage had occurred and endorsed the receiving slip accordingly.

Still unhappy about the colour match a~d
its suitability in our own decor, we discussed the matter with a friend who pointed
out that the materials appeared to be of a
different ' dye· lot ' and were not from the
same' loom'. He also pointed out that there
Mr. Simmonds.
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were no manufacturer's labels and a loose
spring was inside the chair- this later fell
out when the chair was up-turned. He considered that the suite was second-hand and
had been re-covered. He estimated its value
at approximately two hundred dollars.

Expert adv.ice wa1s that t!he sui1te was
seoond-hand and Vlalued at $200, but
M'r. Jolliffe wa:s :Charged $647 for ~t.
M1r. BURGIN.-Was tbe workman·Sh!ip faulty?
Mt. SIMMONDS.-! ·can as~sure
the honor:able member tt:halt wherever
union labour- is used 1in the furni,s:hing
industry:these pll'loblems do not occur.
The secretary of the Furniture
Trades Sodety :na,s been 1refe~ring to
t!hose areas in whkh he 'is not able
to exercise maximum pressure because a shop 'is ntolt un'ion-organ~zed.
The letter continues- · ·
On Monday, June 25th., I rang Mr. Thompson, advising him that we were not happy
with the colour and insisted he have it removed from our home and refund our
money. He advised that he would investigate
the matter and r.ing me back. I have not
heard from him at this stage.
I would be pleased if you would follow
up this matter on my behalf as there appear
to be many unsatisfactory aspects in the
whole deal.

Thlis letJte~r was written to 'the
Consumer Plrotection BUJreau on 27th
June, 1973, by R .. JoHiffe, 8 Oakleig'h
Street, Oakleigh, 3166. On lOt!h July
he wrote to Mr. Carr, of the Furniture
Trades Society-a copy · of ~he
letter to the ConsumeT Protection
Bur-eau was encLosed - dmwing a.ttentiiOnto h1s in:terview on A Current
Affair and giving 1some of tJhe details
of lt'he case as described ·to the
Consumer P.rotect~on Bureau. On 4th
August M.r. Jo:l,l'iff'e agra'in wr.olte to
the Gonsumelf Proltec:t~on Bureau •in
these terrns This refers to my previous letter of June
27th. in which I .asked your assistance in investigating my complaint against J. G. Guest
Pty. Ltd. following my purchase of a lounge
suite.
Since writing you, I contacted Furnishers
Trade Society of Victoria, who immediately
investigated the matter on my behalf. As the
result of their investigations the suite was
returned to J. G. Guest's and my deposit
refunded.
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Subsequently, when no action was
taken by the Oonsumer Protection
Bureau, the secretary of the Furniture Trades Society was able to have
the matter adjusted in the ooosumer's favour.
At that stage
there had been no acknowledgment
from !the Consume~ P.OOite·ctionJ Bureau
that any action was being !taken
to ~reoQiver !the money. I would suggest that w'h~ a ltlmde union, which
'is :rendering an unpalid 'service :to :tJhe
oommun~ty outside dts no~mal ~ole,
is able :tlo periorm .thi1s !task fo~ peop,le
in Viiot:oria, rtJhe body whlich has been
se!t up by thi1s Government, ~aUegedly
to deal wi!tJh :th~s service ·~s not fulfilling its funoti1ons, especially in
view of the am,ount of miQiney inVIolved. 'Phi's :Ls a'lso a grave reflection
on the abHilty of the Government 'and
the Min1ster to admini,ster !the Consumer p,l'lotectilon Aot.
It Wlou1d werury the House if I
went ·tlwough case aflter oase and
read correspondence on lth!is subject.
The evidence 1is that the legisl,altion
i's ncrt being enforced, and tthat the
MiniiSiter is eilther unaW!are or not
ooncern·ed abolllt that. I shall leave 'it
to the Minilster to inform rthe House
which Ls correct.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDs.-Is the Act
being oof.QII'Iced aJt all?
Mr. SIMMONDS.-! have no evidence of the l1aunching of any p.rosecutioos f,or breaches of ttlhe Act and
if the Minister oan p·rovide ·some, I
shall be happy rt:JO :hear :them. There
are ·also hosts of areas where no
prosecllltdons aTe made under rt:!he
Labour and Industry Act, but I ~s'hould
be· out 'Of order if I mirsed 'them ~n
thi'S debate. On anOither rocoas~oo I
shall in<Hoate :to tlh.e House just how
general tJhis is wi't!h~n t!he adminlitsitflation of the M'inisltiry of LaboUJr and
Industry dn Vd<C~t:rori:a. The debalte :t!hi's
aftern!Qioo is abolllt consumer protection and honomble mem:bel'lS have
herard a great deal of nroi,se by the
Minti:slte.r of Consumer Affadrs on the
ooncem of the community, and tha!t
the GovernmenJt has raJt l•ast taken •a
decision under whic'h tthe needs of
the ocmsumer will be met.
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The eVtidence is overwhelm·ing 'in
fu:mishing trade furoughowt Victoria tlhalt m~anuf.actureTs are ooncemed about t!he tamount of ~Shoddy
ffi alterJal being used, tha!t consumers
are being fleeced beoau'S'e of ·t:!he
ma:terial,s being used 1in lounge ~suirtes
and other furn~~ture, and !that they
a;J}e rtaking a vecy gvave fire ;risk rint!o
ttheilr home,s. On three occasions in
'this Howse I have mentioned my
concern at the use of polyurethane
foam. ~his pl,as·tlic foam is a major
material used ;in !the upholste~ing rof
lounge suites. 'I'he effect of fire on
this foam is tt'hat ilt bu:ms at 1000
degrees Celsius and the fire tt.avels
at 120 to 150 feett a mlinwte. lit em·its
fumes which are toxic and wh'ich
will cause dearth with!in 2 or 3 minutes of the outbreak of the fire.
Vlisi'bi1ity, 10 or 12 meitJres worn tt!he
~source of lt:Jhe fire, is limited to 2 or
3 metres. Some soft fumi,sh!ings ,aJre
made a:Imostt completely f~om polyetJhy;lene foam and the p'roblem i·s
pa.fiticul:arly s~erious with these furnishmgs. Wherever firers occur and
furn'i·shings m1ade of :this material are
in the vidnlilty the ooly thing .for
people to do is rtJo get ourt quickly.
The SPEA,KER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member 'is getting a birt wide
of the provisions of his motion. I
do nrot want rto stop him.
My policy is to allow the movers
of adjournment motions to elaborate
on the subject-matter.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-! was making
the point on the basis that it is
necessary for a consumer to be able
to contact the manufacturer to ascertain what is being used in furniture. The retailer cannot provide
the information because the product
is covered with plastic or other
material which completely hides
what is underneath.
Mr. HOLDING.-Division 3 of Part
III. of the Consumer Protection Act
relates to furniture regulation.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-Regulations under the Act would certainly cover
the material used in the furniture.
This legislation should be updated,
~e

1
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and I will have something to say
on that subject on a future occasion.
On the subject of fires in homes,
I reiterate that fire brigades and
manufacturers are gravely concerned
because it is impossible to produce
a non-flammable foam plastic. This
real problem is part of the technological change that is occurring.
Legislation dealing with furniture
must be revised. I hope the Minister
of Labour and Industry is concerned
to remedy the situation. I do not expect him to tell me that he has
authorized prosecutions because I do
not believe that has happened, but I
am concerned that the public of Victoria should be protected from
shoddy furniture and fire risk in
homes and all the other hazards to
which I have referred arising from
the production of shoddy furniture ..
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-The speech made
by the honorable member for
Reservoir must be the most pathetic
ever heard in the House in support
of an adjournment motion. The honorable member read out material and
struggled with a few wild assertions
without producing any real evidence.
I think the honorable member was
urged into moving the adjournment
motion by his friend, Mr. Carr, a
self-proclaimed leader of the trade
union movement in Victoria.
Mr. WI~LKES (Northcote).-On a
point of order, Mr. Carr's name was
not mentioned in the motion or by
the honorable member for Reservoir.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-lt was mentioned.
Mr. WILKES.-Whether Mr. Carr
is· the leader of a group of unions
has nothing to do with the motion.
The Minister should confine his remarks to the ·motion.
The SPEAKER (the. Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Earlier in the
debate I asked the mover of the
motion to confine his remarks to the
motion. I must now ask the Minister to do so, but I must correct the
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statement of the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition with respect to the
name Carr. I am almost certain that
I heard the name Carr referred to.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I appreciate what you have
said. I, too, heard the name Carr
and I referred to it because the
honorable member for Reservoir introduced the eminent gentleman's
name into the debate. The motion
of the honorable member for Reservoir refers tothe failure of the Minister of Consumer
Affairs to enforce the provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1972 in respect to the
stamping of furniture.

As I understand the motion, it deals
with nothing · but the stamping of
furniture and the requirement placed
on the Minister or the department
relating to the stamping of furniture.
Division 3 . of Part III. of the Consumer Protection Act 1972 is headed,
" Furniture Regulation ". Section 50
providesIn this Division " Furniture " means furniture of which wood forms a part and such
as is usually made by cabinet-makers, chair
and couch makers, upholsterers, woodcarvers or wood turners.

I emphasize that this section provides that it must be furniture of
which wood forms a part.
Section 51, which is important,
statesAll furniture manufactured in or sent out
of or removed from any factory shall be
legibly and permanently stamped.

Section 52 providesAll furniture manufactured or prepared
either wholly or partly in Victoria shall as
soon as it has been practically completed so
as to permit the stamp being placed on it
and before it is sent out or removed from the
building premises or place in which It is so
manufactured or prepared be stamped with
a stamp of an indelible permanent ink or
stain or impression.

Sub-section ( 1) of section 53 prescribes how this is to be done and
statesSuch stamp shall set forth in legible type
the manufacturer's true name and the
address of the place in which such furniture
was manufactured or prepared.
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The Act clearly makes a prescription,
and if that prescription is not followed there is a breach of the Act.
The Government accepts that fact
and will act accordingly.
These
provisions, which were taken from
the Labour and Industry Act, have
a long history.
I understand
that they were put into the Act
many years ago when there were
discriminatory provisions against
Chinese makers of furniture. Apparently at that tim·e it was thought
that the Chinese were placing European labour at a disadvantage and
the discriminatory provisions were
included in the legislation. About
ten years ago those provisions were
removed: There is a point of view
that the present restrictions in the
Act may not be necessary today, but
they are in the Act and should be
treated in the normal way. The provisions were transferred when the
original Consumer Protection Bill
was prepared.
It is clear that the honorable member for Reservoir is bent on frustrating the business of the House
and the amending Consumer Protection Bill which is on the Notice
Paper.

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I rise to a point of
order. I suggest that the Minister
should be ruled out of order on two
bases. Firstly, he is clearly anticipating the debate. Secondly, he is
casting an improper reflection on
the motive of an honorable member
in using the forms of this House to
move an adjournment motion. The
forms clearly indicate what is necessary for a member to move such
a motion. You, Mr; Speaker, have
ruled the motion in order. In my
view, an imputation of other motives
is clearly unparliamentary and
should be ruled out of order. However, presumably the honorable
gentleman
is
also
anticipating
another debate and I suggest his
remarks should be ruled out of order
on that ground as well.
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The SPEAKER· (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have to uphold
the point of order. I realize :that
the Minister has the right to answer
some of the statements made by the
mover of the motion but it does not
alter the fact that the debate must
keep within the confines of the motion.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-Thank you for your
ruling, Mr. Speaker ; that is precisely
what I was doing. The honorable
member referred to a Mr. Jolliffe
and the recovery of money. The
honorable member is well aware that
the Consumer Protection Bill will
give the necessary power on this
subject. The honorable member
raised the question, not I. I am
merely answering the proposition he
put. The honorable member knows
that as the law is at present there
is no power for legal action to be
taken with respect to moneys
claimed. The Bill to which I have
referred provides for that, and the
honorable gentleman is frustrating
the passage of the Bill. That is my
last comment on that matter.
I also refer to another matter
which the honorable member raised,
and on which you, Mr. Speaker,
gave a clear ruling.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The Min ister is
entitled to answer some of the allegations made. I do not have to be
reminded.
1

Mr. RAFFERTY.-Thank you for
your confidence, Mr. Speaker. The
honorable member mentioned polyethylene and said that he had referred
to it many times. The Government
is well aware of his observations and
regards the matter seriously, but I
remind the House, that the honorable
member merely stated his opinion,
and put forward nothing to support it.
Questions concerning polyethylene
have been referred to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and to the
Depat'ltment of Health for expert
opinion and advice.
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On an odd occasion perhaps the
statements of the honorable member
for Reservoir are accurate, but in this
case it has been thought desirable to
refer the matter for proper investigation. If the honorable member's
opinion is found to be correct, action
will be taken.
Mr. Ross-EowARDs.-lf a tragedy
occurs, your department will be open
to criticism.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-What action
would the Leader of the Country
Party take if a m~tter of this type
were referred to him? Surely he
would refer it to qualified people for
investigation. We cannot simply say
that something is wrong because the
honorable member for Reservoir has
said so. That is not sufficient. It is
necessary that technical information
should be obtained.

Concerning action taken in connection with unbranded furniture, I shall
inform the House of the department's
record. During the past twelve months
one shop was visited twice regarding the branding of wooden furniture.
The visits related to a complaint regarding the failure of the shopkeeper
to repair or replace shoddy lining to
upholstered furniture. During the investigation, inspectors from the department found that items of furniD
ture in the shop were not branded
with the name and address of the
manufacturer. A breach report is being prepared in relation to the offence.
One other complaint received during the year was from a furniture
.manufacturer against a shopkeeper
selling upholstered steel furniture
which was not branded in accordance
with the provisions of section 34. A
breach report is being prepared. The
only other complaint was a country
one. No breach was found. Of the
3,000-odd written complaints received by the Consumer Protection
Bureau in the past twelve months,
160 or more related to furniture of
which three related to branding. Only
one of these was lodged by a conii:Umer and he did not complain about
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a breach of the law on branding. He
was concerned only to get redress for
faul1ty merchandise.
The same picture appears for earlier
years-fewer than 150 furniiture complaints were received and of these
fewer than three related to the branding of furniture.
During last year approximately
18,000 telephoned complaints were.
received by the Consumer Protection
Bureau as well as approximately 3,000
written or verbal complaints. Of the
total of 21,000 complaints, approximately 160. concerned furniture. Included in the 160 complaints, were
three relating tto the branding of that
furniture, which is the subject of the
motion. Only one complaint was
lodged by a consumer, and he did
not complain about branding. He
sought redress because he had received faulty merchandise. That is
not dealt witth in this Act, but will
be the subject of another Act which
I cannot mention.
I ask the House to consider what
task the Consumer Protection Bureau
should carry out. Is it better for the
department to have officers on call to
answer the huge number of inquiries
which come forward, or is it better
that the men who are doing that
job should be sent out tto look ·at
possible cases of non-branding of
furniture? How many people who
have a faulty item go back to the
manufacturer? In every case I suggest that the. person concerned goes
back to the person from whom he
purchased the af1ticle .
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The honor8 ble
gentleman's time has expired.
On the motion of Mr. ROSSITER
(Chief Secretary), Standing Order
No. 8B was suspended to allow the
Minister of Consumer Affairs to continue his speech for fifteen minutes.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-During the Budget
debate I said that I was disappointed
that insufficient funds had been allocated to permit the development of
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the full programme in the field of
consumer protection. As the House
knows, .the position of Director of
Consumer Affairs was recently advertised, and when that position has
been filled-and there will be legislation concerning this, but I cannot refer to it-additional staff will be
appointed.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-I rise to a point of
order, Mr. Speaker. The honorable
gentleman is clearly infringing your
earlier ruling. He should not be anticipating a debate in this House and
proposed legislation which is on the
Notice Paper.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! uphold the point of

order.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-As I have said, it is
a matter of what task should be performed by the staff which is presently
available in the department. As Minister in charge of the department, I
will decide what task is the most important. In my view, it is better that
staff should be available to answer
the large number of inquiries which
are being received. Along with complaints on other matters, complaints
about unbranded furniture will be examined. There are not sufficient
inspectors to permit premises being
constantly visited in an effort to find
unbranded articles. I think it is
better for specific complaints to be
"investigated and, where necesary, for
action to be taken. That has always
been done.
I have already indicated that over
the years few ~compla ints have been
received about unbranded furniture.
The number of ·complaints received
last year was pra,ctically identical
with the number received for many
years. 'Mention was made of a prosecution but I do not desi·re to g~ive
the name of the firm concerned because full lega'l proceedings have not
been finalized. I suggest that the
honorable ·member for Reservoir has
proved absolutely nothing and has
1
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moved one of the ~most stupid and
useless motions for the adjournment
of the House ·that I ~can ·recall.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party) .-I had no intention of joining in this debate because at first sight it seemed an
innocuous adjournment motion. However, I have just 'heard one of the
most extraordinary spee·ches ever
made in this House :by the 'Minister
of Consumer Affairs. I find it hard
to understand how the honorable
gentleman ·Can ·continue to hold his
portfo'lio, ·when he has a s~tutory
obligation to ·carry out ·certain functions. The obligation whi1ch has
existed under the· ·Act for some years,
·was renewed when an amendment
to the Act was ·considered in 1972.
I ·could understand the position if
the · Minister of Consumer Affairs
said that :be!cause of a lack of staff
his department is not enforcing the
law as weN as 1it would Hke. An
e~planation of that type would be
understandable and acceptable to me;
However, the ·Minister endeavoured
to rubbish the statutory obligation
in the A·ct and stated that because
not ~many complaints had been received, there was no need f.or the
department to enfor.ce the legisla,tion.
If Parliament provides statutory requirements-honorable ·members wil'l
recall that the Minister was responsible for having them restated last
year-the Minister must take full
responsibiHty for what 'he has failed
to do. The honorable gentleman has
given no indication that his department takes a1ction ~in this matter or
whether offi·cers visit factories or
shops ; he made no mention of them
visiting factories and gave no evidence of any general routine inspection of shops selling furniture. I
·could understand some furniture
shops never being visited but I also
expect the Minister to say that five
days or ten days a year the depa~t
ment ·makes normal routine visits .to
certain factories and shops.
Mr. WILKES.-'Officers from the
Weights and Measures Branch do it.
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M·r. ROSS-'EDWA~DS.-Yes, and
although health 1inspectors do not
visit every shop, at some stage they
visit butcher shops, delicatessens
and si·mHar P'laces. The ·Minister of
Oonsumer Affairs gave no details
of any shops or factories 'Vlis'ited 1in
a normal ~routine manner. It is a
serious state of affairs because if
the honorable gentleman believes
such visits are unnecessary, :the provision should· be removed f.rom the
statute-book. So long as it remains
on the statute-book, ~honorable members are entitled to expect the Minister to ac·cept the respons~i!b'illity for
having it poHced. Apparently 'it has
never :been policed in the past unless
a specific ,complaint was receirved.
From the way the ~Minister treated
the whole subject it appears that in
the .future he has no intention of
directing that routine inspections
should take place.
1

The ·case put by the Minister of
Consumer Affairs must have worried supporters o.f the Government.
The debate started as a minor matter
but it has developed into one involving a serious principle, and that
is what disturbs me. The ·Min'ister
has an obligation, but he states that
because of a lack of staff he ~s not
interested in the matter.
·Mr. RAFFERTY.-! did not say that.
Mr. ROSS-EDWAR:DS.-I do not
want to be unfair to the honorable
gentleman but he has given no intention of ensuring that there are
routine inspections of shops and factories. Honorable members ihave no
idea whether any shop or factory
wiN be inspected 1in future. The Minister said that all procedures are
carried out but only on :the assumption that a complaint is received. Factories ·which manufacture .furniture
should be inspected in the same way
as are butcher shops.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-They are.
Mr. ROSS-E.OWARDS.--With due
respect to the Minister no mention
was ~made of that.
1
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Mr. RAFFERTY-You asked a question and ~the answer is, "Yes, they
are".
·Mr. ROSS-EDWAR:DS.-I am disappointed that the Minister of Consumer Affairs in answering the
charges made by :the Oppos'ition,
·made no ;mention of this aspect. I
hope the honorable gentleman or
some other Government supporter
will supply details of the inspecHons
which are 1Carried out, and the
names of the factories and shops
that are· inspected.
Mr. STIRLING (WilHamstown).In relation to the Minister's ~refer
ence to polyethylene, I point out
that if the honorable gentleman
makes an inquiry from his department he wHl find that the two substances :that are most commonly
used as fillers in modern-day furniture are polyurethane and polystyrene and not polyethylene-that ~is
probably why the honorable gentleman has had no rep·ly fro·m his
department. In reply to the points
made by :the honorable member for
Reservoir concem'ing the use of
modem-day fillers, such as polyurethane and polystyrene, the M1inister
claimed that no evidence has
emerged from resea~ch that such
tmaterials are ·fire hazards. However,
I refer the honorable gentleman to
information which has come from
the United Kingdom as late as 'last
year following research into the use
of modem-day fillers in furniture.
It was reasonable for the Minister
to say that the actual stamping of
furniture was a procedure which was
introduced before the tum of the
·century and that perhaps these days
it is not so important. However,
what is i mportant is the amount of
p.Jastic material being used in furniture making. This material is used
in 'lounge suites, scatter ,cushions and
the l1ike and this is an area which
concerns the Opposition. The c·ommunity was not so ·concerned in the
1
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old days when furniture manufacturers used fillers consisting of horse
hair, kapok, coconut fibre and other
fibres. But there ~is ervidence that
polystyrene and polyurethane, which
are used today, ·can easily ignite.
Within minutes of these ~materials
cat~ching alight, toxic gases are generated whi·ch render peop le unconscious in a short period of time.
In the House of Commons a statement on these fire hazards was made
by 'Mr. Michael Alison, Under-Secretary of State for Social Services.
A report in the journal Fire, which
is the ·official publi-cation of the !fire
Protection Association of the United
Kingdom, states1

Government investigations into the potential fire risk of furniture containing rubber
or plastic foam are continuing, it was announced in the House of Commons by Mr.
Michael Alison, Under-Secretary of State for
Social Services.
He was replying to a question by .Mr. Alec
Jones (Rhondda) who said that there was
evidence to suggest that fires involving the
use of these foam and rubber compounds
presented serious smoke and fume hazards,
and that such smoke and fumes present in
considerable volume in a hospital fire could
well prevent the escape of patients.

·Reference was ·made to hospitals
where this type of bedding would
·create a greater hazard to a large
number of people. It was then said
that a new type of fabric was being
developed for mattress covers which
would be more flame resistant, that
these developments were being
pressed ahead as ·rapidly as possible
and that the balance of advantage
in both directions had to be considered. 'fihe honorable me·mber for
Reservoir stated that the addition
of flame retardents to plastic materials now in use does not do the job.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren).-Order! The honorable
member should indicate how this
can be re'lated to the motion.
Mr. STIRLING.-It is relevant to
the reply of the Minister of Consumer
Affairs to the honorable member for Reservoir, who pointed out,
as I a'm endeavour·ing to do, that
hazards are involved in modern fur-
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niture, and that this .furniture should
conform to the relevant provisions of
the Consumer Protection ,Aict.
A large proportion of modern ,f.urni ture consists of lounge and bed
settees, on which upholsterers work.
I am ·concerned at the type of
·material used. Section 50 providesIn this Division " Furniture " means furniture of which wood forms a part and such
as is usually made by cabinet-makers, chair
and couch makers, upholsterers, woodcarvers or wood turners.

It will be noted that upholsterers are

included in the provision. In former
years horse hair was used in much
of this furniture, and it presented
no problem. The :honorable member
for Reservoir stated that a number
of complaints had been forwarded to
the Consumer Protection Bureau, but
the Minister did not agree that the
number was as large as that stated
by the honorable member. :I have had
some experience of complaints referred to the Consumer Prote.ction
Bureau, as a result of which no
results have been obtained and it has
been necessary to obtain redress elsewhere. The people concerned were
happy to speak to Mr. Carr and he
was able 1to get ·results.
I refer to a complaint of Mrs.
Broughton, of Brennan Street, Melton
South, who purchased a Durham
suite from Waltons Ltd. at ~sunshine
for $129. The suite became brooken
at the -chair arm and worn at the
seat. It was returned to the shop and
she was adv·ised that the suite would
be repaired. The customer refused
to take :the suite back and she was
offered $62 ,cred:it on ac-count. The
customer then p'icked out a new
·suite the cost of which w·as subsequently added to the ac-count, and
on 24th May, after seven weeks, this
suite had not arrived. The customer
went ba,ck and selected a third suite,
delivery of which was promised in
seven days-on 21st June. It has
not yet arrived.
Mr. BURGIN {Polwarth).-I rise to
a point of order, Mr. !Speaker. I
have not hea·rd the honorable member for WHliamstown once menNon
1
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furniture in the terms of the motion
-that 'is, the failure of the 1M'inister
of Consumer Affairs to enfor·ce the
provisions of the Consumer Protection Act of 1972 in respect to the
stamping of furniture. I have not
heard the honorable member mention
stamping.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren).-Order! I must take note
of the point of order. I have ·rem·inded the honorable member for Williamstown that the motion relates
to the stamping of furniture. He has
quoted at some :Jeng.th from a document, but it should relate to the
motion before the Ohair.
. Mr. STIRLING {Williamstown).As I understand 'it, a problem arose
concerning the stamping initially,
from which this matter was raised.
· M·r. RAFFERTY.-Read out the part
that relates to stamping.
·Mr. STIR:LING.-I said "I understand". Finally, through Mr. Carr,
the matter was resolved. I have endeavoured to relate my remarks rto
certain aspects of the motion.
Mr. · BIRRELL (Geelong).-My
remarks will not be lengthy because
there is Httle on which I can comment. The honorable membe·r for
Polwarth raised a point o:f order
wh'i~ch ·covered most of the case, rthat
not much has been said about the
stamping of furniture, which •is the
basis of the debate. The honorable
member for Reservoir oc·cupied himself almost e~clusi:vely with ·matters
totaUy unrelated to the subject of
the motion. The matter to whi.ch the
honorable member for Williamstown
referred could have been directed to
the Minister's attention on the motion
for the adjournment of the sitting.
If the debate had covered the
range of prices, and the sale and
disposal of furniture, it would have
been in or-der for honorable membe·rs
to speak as they did. Al'l I hear-d
was a tirade against the construcHon
and prices of furniture, the paying
for a second suite in the p·lace of a
previous one and the non-arrival of
an order. It was a matter of the
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quality of the furniture and not the
stamping. Therefore, not a great deal
has been said on whi1ch I could comment. The trend inherent in the community today is for new products
continually to rea·ch the market. 'Dhe
amount of chrome-steel furnitur~
reaching .the market today is quite
substantial.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order!
The honorable
member for Geelong is quite wide of
the motion. He should speak basically about the stamping of furniture.
Mr. BIRRELL.-1 cannot :talk about
the stamping of furniture without
knowing how furniture is defined.

1

The SPEA·KER.-It is laid down in
the Consumer Protection A1ct.
;Mr. BIRRELL.-The honorable
member for Williamstown did not
confine himself to the motion ; 90
per cent of his remarks were irre'levan t and should be condemned out
of hand. 'f1he Leader of the Country
Party ra'ised certain matters concerning inspectorial duties under the provisions of the principal Act. It could
be said that spot and routine checks
are carried out in this sphere of
activity.
Mr. WHITING.-The spots are too
far apart.
M·r. BIRREIJL.-An inspector can
work only within the confines of his
hours. 1f there are to be wider inspectorial duties so that shops and factories ·can be visited every .two
months, obviously an army of inspectors will be required. There must be
a limit to inspections. Spot and
routine checking ·is carried out under
the principal :A:ct. There 'is nothing
·more to be said.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader ·of the
·Opposition) .-I did not intend to
enter the debate but ~ do so because
of the remarks of the Minister of
Consumer Affairs, who is responsible .for enforcing the provisions of
the Consumer Protection Act. The
honorable gentleman was fortunate
that 't'he Prem•ier was not present to
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hear this reply :because any selfrespecting Premier in any self-respecting Gove·mment-indeed, this House
-would have called for his resignation. It is aH very well for the Minister of Consumer Affairs to make
funny internal noises. This Government holds !itself out to be a Govem·ment of law and order. When a
·Minister takes office he takes an
oath to uphold and administer the
law. The prov'ision to which the
motion refers is section 50, whkh
providesIn this Division " Furniture " means furniture of which wood forms a part and such
as is usually made by cabinet-makers, chair
and couch makers, upholsterers, woodcarvers, or wood turners.

In order to escape hi:s responslibililties,
tjhe Minister tried .to suggest thaJt the
definition was narrow. As has been
poin~ted out, i·t is true tha't a great
deal of furniture i·s made of stainles1s
steel, but that type of furniture was
not included in the subject of the
mot.iJon m:oved by the hon1or1able
membe~ for Reservoir. This sootion
of the Aot clearrly deals with the
type of fumitUire ·in the structure of
which wood ha:s traditionally been a
component.
There are rigorous standard provisi<ms which require that fumitUJre be
stamped. The penalty for not stamping it is $500. The penalty f01r any
retailer who displays or offers f.or
sale any furniture manufactured
wholly or partly :in Victoria which i.s
not stamped ~~ Which he knows rtJo be
falsely stamped, ~s also $500. These
matters are not light and should nort
be treated in ·1fue cavalier manner in
which they have been treated by lthe
Minister of Gcmsurner Affairs. Wthat
was the Minister's comment on the
Act that he administers? I was staggered to hear it. The honorable
gentleman suggested that, although it
was true that the Act was part of the
law, many people in the community
doubted whether it should be. This
was an incredible explanation by the
Minister.
The Minister showed some of
his amateur ~now·ledge of industrial
affairs by saying tllat for yea~s ·in
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V:ictoria there was di.sorimination
against furniture which was made by
non-European labour. The Minister
refe:rred to a completely irreleVJant
situation. He was part of a Gove·mment which, to ilts c:red'it, removed
that disc·riminatory provi·sion f.rom
the 1aw, up-dated and rerramoo the
legislation, and eighteen months ago
transferred it from its traditional
place for many years in the Labour
and Industry Act to the Consumer
Protection Act. How can the Minister
now argue that many people b:eHeve 'this requirement should not
even be in the law?
I invi'te the House :to consider the
case made out by the honorable
member f,~ Reservoir and supported
by the honooable member fOil' Williamstown. His first point was that
a great deal of shoddy furniture is
being manufactu~ed and sold to 1the
general public, which 1s defenceless
against thi.s type of ·activity. The
honorable mem)?er's second po!int
was that muah of the fumitwre apart from its shoddy nature - is a
threat to the health and well-being
of ·the people of V!ictor~a. Having
made those allegations, the honorable member produced from a file in
hi:s posses1sion evidence of a series
of oa·ses and gave deiaJHs of lthree
oases involving complaints about
furniture; other honorable m·embers
will speak about other cases. Infonnation contained in tJhe file referred 1Jo
by the honooable me·mber fo~ Reservdir showed that between June and
Oc-tober, 1973, it became the dutty
of the secretary of a voluntary oll'gani~ation to do what the M:in~ster is
itncapable of doing.
Mr. BURGIN.-What ~oluntary organization?
Mr. HOLDING.-The Fum·iiture
Trades Society. The backwoodsman
in the comer knows nothing about
trade unions, and reflects the attitude
of hi·s Minister tha!t "ignorance is
bliss". The secretary of the Furniture Trades Society took 1i1t upon l}l'imself to go to mra:nufacturers and
retailers to point out what has occurred in a series of transactions.
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Some of the people to whom :t;h•e
hoool'lable member f.or Reservoir referred - and he was not ·OOIIlltmdieted - are ·SO ·ruthless that 'they
stand over ·inspectors from the Depar.tment of Labour and Industry.
Does ooy honoroble member believe
that ,fue ~secretary of the Furniture
T~r.ades Sodety can say to \these
people, " I waDJt you to change your
ruthless Wla)1ls, change your habits,
and hand the money back"? Nobody
believes that. The secretary says,
" y;ou had better hand t'he m1oney
back and do ithe ll'lightt ·thing, because
you are 1in breach of the law ". That
is the motiv.e upon wh'ich those
people are fiorced Ito ~act.
There ·is a file in existence Which
li:sts details of more t!han ltwo dozen
cases ilil ,a martlter of monlthls. W.hat
is the record ,of this pr-oud Minlister,
this champion of privattJe ent~~1s1e,
tms mealy-mowthed exponenrt: of law
and order when he .i;s speaking
against the tmde union movemenlt:?
It is a record to be proud "Of! After
all its investigations, the M'in~srt:er's
depa:I"tment has one oaiSe in w.hlioh 1ilt
considered .proseculti•on was justified.
Of oour,se, the department hlas not
actually tannched a prosecut!iJoo., bult
it is thiMing of doing so. If tlhe
Mini1ster doubles his efforts, by it:lhi·s
tim·e next year he will have two
oases that he has actually thougihrt:
about prosecuting.
What is the Minister's answer in
terms of his own Act? Have honorable memhens ever heard such 1an
expl1anation from a M·inistter? The
honorable gentleman has said that the
C'Onsumer PI'Iolteotion Bureau is busy ;
it receives m1any telephone oaJlls 1and
staff oannot be senlt out to •inv:esJtigate every.thing. The Ministe~ 'indicated that he was :responsibl:e, ISO
the bureau would n01t bo!the~ a:bout
enforcing this se·dtion of thie law. If
the Chief Secretary adorp1ted the
Standards of this laissez-faire Minister, this pr01tector of -crook·s and
gangstens who 1aJre preying on the
com·munity - that i1s all 1tbey a:re
doing - what would the S1iJtua11Ji1on
be?
Mr. Holding.
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The Minister is prepared, as
was his colleague, to use all
sorts of terms to describe the
secretary of a trade union, but who
is preying on the public in th'i:s instance? Does fue Mini1ster say, "We
must do soone!t:hing about this?". No,
be says that there a:re 1:!010 many
telephone calls. If one adoplted \the
standards of ·the Minister of Oonsumer Affairs ~and applied them 11n
other Govemm·en!t departments, one
can imagine the w.onderful :scene
whkh would rtJake place in Jthe Police
Depantmen<t. For example, a person
could go itJO Nor.thoote poHce station
to report ~hat tthe lady next door !had
been r.ap:ed. The poli·ce !Sergeant
would say, "There have been lten
telephon'e oans today.,
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! In referring to the
P~oUce Departmenlt, the Leader of lthe
Opposition is wide of the mark. I
ask him to return :to the confines of
~he mo!tion.
Mr. HOLDING.-The motion is
directed ito t:he fia:ilure of the Min~!ter
to adm·iJnister hi:s ·Own Act, and 11:10
his stJa.tement in the House that lt)he
Act will 001: be admini'SiteTed because
officers of 1the Consumer ProteCJbion
Bureau are ·too busy Ito do ;so. If
those standards were arppHed to ~other
GoV1ernment depal'ltments, such as
tJhe Police Department, they would
be laughed at. Imagine that you,
Mr. Speaker, in your previous capaci!ty a:s the hononahle m:ember tior
ES'sendon, made ·flle sort of comp1aint
I m1enti10ned, of a lady having ibeen
indecently assaulted. Whart: would
you have thoughlt if the pol~ceman
on duty a:t the ·station said, "There
have been ten telephone calls today.
We m'ight get .around to attending ltJo
your complaint in t!he fu!ture, but
other maltter.s take up more of our
itim-e "? If such an attitude by a
poHceman on the beat were t!he
subject of oondemnat1on a~s it
would be by yourself, Mr. Speaker,
and ~any other honorable member what should be done when lthaJt ds
the attitude and philosophy of t!he
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Minister of Consumer Affairs? In
essence, that ~s what has emerged in
this debate.
The honorable member who spoke
shontly in a somewha;t belated attempt to defend the Minis,te:r suggested that ·the honorable memheT
for Reservoir could have raised this
matter in another way, but that does
not meet lbhe point at issue. 'Dhe enforce~ment of the l·aw 'i's 1~he resp<OcrliSibility of the Minister of Consumer
Affairs. The Minister does not deny
that breaches of this section of the
law are continually occurring. The
allegations made by the honorable
member for Reservoir have been left
unanswered and unchallenged. The
examples given by the hono,rable
member, on their face, dearly indicate not only gross and :reprehensible
business P'raotice, but breaches o.f the
law. Did the Mini:s:tJer assure the
House t!ha!t the breaches would now
be 1the subject of investigation and
action? Ce,rtainly, he did not do so.
The Leader of the Country Party
frankly admiltted that it was the
Mini,ster's aJbtitude that stirred him
to enter the deba!te. The honorable
member was quite right, and irt: was
what stirred m~e to enter the debate.
The laws of Victoria cannot be ap ·
plied selectively. Unless honorable
m'embers vote in favour of the moNon moved by the honorable member
for Reservoir, they will be suppo,r.ting
the selective enf,orcement of the law.
That is precisely the is~sue whi·ch has
emerged because of :the Min•i,ste;r's
handling of •this section of the Act.
If a person breaks ~tJhe l1aw while
driving his car, he can :expect to be
prosecuted. But if a manufacturer of
cheap, shoddy furn~i'ture makes it
difficult to :trace the soUJrce of manufacture of ·the furni1ture by not
putting a stamp on it, he has nothing
to worry about ~n Victoria because
the Minister of Consumer Affai1rs believes in sel,ective enforcement of itJhe
law.
For that reason I believe all honorable members have no alternative
but to support the motion. I condemn
the attitude of the M·ini.ste,r. I prni,se
Session 1973.-62
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the responsibility of the honorable
member for Reservoir in raising tfuis
m·atJter, and the ac1iions of the Furniture Trades Society in performing
the task which the Government and
the Minister are too lazy and incompetent to do. I condemn the Minister who, in the course of this
debate, not once raised his voice in
protest against the P'eople who are
not only damaging this 'impo~rtant
trade but are engaged in reprehensible practices. The Minister was not
once prepared to condemn them as
he w·as prepared, by snide rem,ar~s,
to take up the cudgels againSit the
trade unions which aTe ~acting on behalf of Victoll"i:a's exploited citizens.
Mr. REESE (Moorabbin).-I have
listened for the pas:t hour and a half
to the most pathetic speeches in
support of an adjournment motion
that I have ever heard in the time
I have been a member of ·this House.
The honorable members for Reservorr and Williamstown gave some
examples of quality of furniture, but
in a numbe·r of ins:tances lthe furni·ture did not come within the definition of this Act which :i;s be1ng
thrown a:t1ound today ; stamping of
fumiiture provisions did not apply lto
it. The honorable member for Reservoir spoke about the flammable
nature of materials unde,r tJhe ·covetf·~ngs of lounge suittes, but ~at no time
du:ring hi·s oontl"ibution or thaJt of lthe
honorable member for Williamstown
was I m·oved to consider that the
honorable m.embers had pr,oduced
eVlidence of widespTead non-s:tamping
of wooden furniture.
'f.he Leaderr of the Oppositi-on
obviously agrees with me 1tha:t lt'he
oontJribution of hi's colleagues was
pathetic, because he endeaV1oured to
rescue t!hi1s adjournment mort:1von by
saying that there was widespread
neglect of this provision, which
was not policed by the department, but no evidence to that
effecJt was given. The Leade.r of the
Opposition spoke with his usual
fluency, but. m no way justified ·the
delay to the business :of the
House caused by this motion,
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which calls on the House to
recognize the failure of the Minister
of Consumer Affairs in this area.
The motion ·must fail. All 'it has
done is to impede the progress of
the House and I, for one, could not
have a bar of tt.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).The honorable member for Reservoir moved what members of the
Opposition consider to be a responsible motion to bring to the notice
of the House the shocking situation
which exists in an industry which
comes under the jurisdiction of the
Minister of Consumer Affairs. In
presenting his reply the Minister had
no answer to the strong case put
by the honorable member for Reservoir, so he embarked on a 'long rigmarole of quoting from the Act and
attempted to bring extraneous matter into the argument. The honorable gentleman failed to answer the
charges, and in fact made a shocking
indictment against himself and his
department. 'fohe honorable member
for Moorabbin attempted to extract
the Government from its difficult
situation by implying that this debate is delaying the House. Obviously, the Government is not in
the least concerned about the dreadful situation which exists in the furniture industry. I support the motion.
Mr. WILKES '(Northcote).-I, like
the Leader of the Opposition, the
honorable
member
for
Broadmeadows and the Leader of the
Country Party, did not intend to
enter this debate until I heard the
reply by the Minister of Consumer
Affairs. Perhaps it was a sorry day
when Parliament allowed the provisions relating to furniture, which are
now contained in the Consumer Protection Act, to be taken out of the
Labour and Industry Act. I:t is a
distinct disadvantage for these provisions to be contained in the Consumer Protection Act because of the
inactivity of the persons responsible
for the administration of that Act.
Of course, that indicts the Minister.
In recent years Victoria has become
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the mecca of shoddy furniture ;
crooks who purport to be experts
are now making furniture in this
State, and selling it on the open
market without any interference
from the Minister or his department.
Until this situation is remedied, the
public of Victoria can expect to buy
shoddy furniture. Fortunately, furniture of this type is manufactured
by a minority in the furniture trade,
and it is sold by a minority of
retailers. The Guild of Furniture
Manufacturers Ltd., of which many
retailers are members, goes out of
its way to ensure that shoddy furniture is not allowed on shop floors,
but the Minister takes no action
against the unscrupulous persons
to whom I have referred.
The honorable member for Reservoir cited cases involving persons
who would sooner sell shoddy unbranded furniture than furniture
constructed by reputable manufacturers and branded in accordance
with the regulations and the Act.
Unless the Minister is prepared to
take action against the manufacturers of shoddy furniture, people
will be disadvantaged, as has been
pointed out by the honorable member for Reservoir. The cases referred to bv the honorable member
are astounding, but it is not the
first occasion on which this situation has been drawn to the
attention of the Minister. The
definition
contained
in
the
Consumer Protection Act should
have been amended in 1963.
The existing definition protects the
Minister ; it protects the shoddy
manufacturer because it refers only
to furniture constructed of wood
although furniture is now constructed of many materials other
than wood. As a result of his stupidity and inability to amend the
definition it does not cover any furniture other than furniture constructed of wood. The definition is
simple, and states" Furniture" means furniture of which
wood forms a part and such as is usually
made by cabinet-makers, chair and couch
makers, upholsterers, woodcarvers or wood
turners.
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That provision has existed for 25
years. If he were sincere in his
endeavours to stamp out shoddy furniture the Minister would give his
inspectors
or
the " crummy "
Consumer Protection Bureau some
better means of controlling shoddy
furniture than has been mentioned
by my colleagues this afternoon.
I have been associated with the
furniture industry for more than 30
years. I appealed on 14th November,
1963. to the then Minister of Labour
and Industry to consiqer an alteration to the definition. My remarks
are recorded at page 2116 of volume
272 of Hansard. The Labour and
Industry Act was then being
amended to remove the obnoxious
provision relating to European labour
only, which contained some racist
connotation. I then advised the Minister that loopholes existed in the
Act, as did the Furniture Trades
Society.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
The
Deputy
Leader of the Opposition is referring to the provisions of the Act
and quoting from one of his own
speeches in which he put certain
suggestions to the Minister. The
motion moved by the honorable
member for Reservoir refers to the
failure of the Minister of Consumer
Affairs to enforce the provisions of
the Consumer Protection Act 1972
in respect to the stamping of furniture. It does not relate to other
matters.
Mr. WILKES.-My point is that
the Minister is unable to administer
the provision even as it stands in
the Act. If it were adequate to
cover the present demands the definition would be much wider than it is
and of course the Minister would
not be able to control the situation at all. Firstly, the honorable
gentleman should consider the definition contained in the Act; and
secondly, the least he should ensure
is that the existing antiquated pravisions are enforced.
It is now
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enforced only by reputable manufacturers in Victoria which State, as
I said, is the mecca of shoddy furniture in Australia. In other States
where the federated furnishing trades
have branches the provisions of the
Acts are policed with the result that
there is much less shoddy furniture
sold in those States and it is almost
impossible to purchase furniture
legitimately if it is not stamped.
In Victoria many people are unaware of the provisions of the· Act,
and the Minister does not want them
to learn because that would indict
him and disclose his inability to take
action. It is a public disgrace that
inspectors should visit the retailer
mentioned by the honorable member
for Reservoir and not to be able to
P-nforce the provisions of the Act.
The Minister stated that he would
send inspectors out tomorrow morning to ascertain whether furniture
was unbranded and to check the
validity of the complaint, which
members of the Opposition do not
doubt is valid. It is useless for the
Mini·ster or the honorable members
for Geelong and Moorabbin to assert
that t·he motion is not specific
enough. The motion is quite specific : it asserts that the Minister has
failed to take action.
I intend to cite one more case to
add to those already mentioned by
previous speakers in which the Minister failed to take action. The following letter is from the Gippsland
Consumer Association, Post Office
Box 238, Moe, 3825, and is addressed
to Mr. Ken Carr, General Secretary,
Furniture Trades Society, Victorian
Branch. It statesWe thank vou for letter 31.8.73, also enclosures which are very helpful.
We have been in touch with a Shops and
Factory Inspector and put the complaints
from Welbilt in his hands (Mr. Baret,
vVarragul).
None of our retailers around seem to be
taking any notice of the law " that the name
of manufacturer etc .... indelibly stamped ".
What can we do now?
Many complaints are still coming in and
we feel that something must be done here
locally. We as a consumer association are
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quite prepared to make a concerted move
from Warragul and Traralgon; our best
weapon here is letters to the local papers to
make consumers aware of their rights but
we must put positive facts not just our own
conclusions.
Mr. Balfour, Mr. Amos and Mr. Long have
all helped us along the way and are all convinced we should have better standards.

The only person who is not convinced is the Minister. The letter
continuesOne small item I would like to bring to
your attention is the influx of small stools
(n~ standards at all for these) which are
bemg used very often for standing on and
usually collapse as only nails are used in
the legs and the carcass made of inferior
timber.

The usual procedure is for an article
of furniture to be dowelled and glued
-not nailed-and in some cases
tongued and grooved. The letter
goes on1 am enclosing an example from Welbilt
who assured us the suite had been made
by Rose Manufacturer Company, North Melbourne, but no name was anywhere marked
on this suite or any other suite in this show~oom belonging to \Velbilt in Traralgon.
We feel we are being taken more notice
of here in Gippsland and since our complaints are at point of sale we think legislation in the Consumer Act 1972 must be
better implemented but how?

It further states that the Gippsland

Consumer Association will also prepare · submissions to the National
Safety Council in regard to polyurethane stuffing and other matters
raised by previous speakers.
Voluntary organizations are making the Minister aware of the situation, doing what they consider to
be correct, and they are supported
by members of the Liberal Party
as well as ·members of the Labor
Party. However, they are not moving this Minister and his department.
Was it a correct move to transfer
the provisions to which I referred
from the Labour and Industry Act?
If they had remained in that Act
at least honorable members could
ask why inspectors of the Department of Labour and Industry were
not enforcing them. Inspectors of
the Weights and Measures Branch
Mr. Wilkes.
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and local health inspectors carry
out inspections to guard the health
of the .community. What is wrong
with inspectors of the Consumer
Protection Bureau, or indeed anybody whom the Minister likes to
scrape up, making inspections to ensure that inferior articles are not
manufactured and sold to the public?
I have the highest regard for reputable manufacturers and retailers
who have been concerned about
shoddy furniture over a long period.
The only person who is not concerned is the Min~ster and, apparently, officers of the Consumer Protection Bureau who, because of their
inactivity in this field, appear to
have their hands tied behind their
backs. It is useless for the Minister
to announce that one firm has been
prosecuted. The penalty of $500 is
insufficient as a deterrent. The honorable gentleman should examine
tr.at situation if he desires to stop
the manufacture and sale of shoddy
furniture. Furthermore, one prosecution .in any one year will not do anything to stamp out the practice
which has devefoped in Victoria over
the past 7, 8 or 9 years. This is
not something of which the Minister is not aware because a similar
practice relating to bedding and the
use of certain materials was stamped
out years ago.
The Minister stands indicted for
his inability to· take action although
the situation has been brought to
his attention and that of his department
by
voluntary
bodies
throughout the State. Until the
honorable gentleman is prepared to
take appropriate action the people
of Victoria can expect to be fleeced,
not by reputable manufacturers or
retailers, but my manufacturers of
shoddy, badly-constructed unbranded
furniture which is made in some
instances by persons who are inexperienced in the trade.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).1 had not intended to speak in this
debate until I heard the amazing remarks of the Minister of Consumer
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Affairs. If the honorable gentleman
had told members of the Opposition
that there was no need for this motion
because he was moving firmly against
anyone infringing any parts of the
Act, we would probably have been
satisfied. However, the honorable
gentleman said that the provisions of
the Aot were not very important and
therefore he would not force his
over-worked staff to enforce them.
When one looks at the Act, one
sees very clearly set out in minute
detail the requirement for the inspection and stamping of furniture. If
this is such an unimportant matter,
why did the Minister, only last year,
specifically include in a Bill which
came before this House eight clauses
relating to this particular activity?
The provisions are not as all-embracing as those formerly in the
Labour and Industry Act, but nonetheless under them the Minister has
a distinct duty to enforce them. The
M-inister is unprepared to do this and
many other of his functions as well,
but I shall not go into those.
The main argument used by the
Minister against this adjournment
motion was that he did not have
sufficient staff to enforce the provisions of the Act. If that is not an
indictment of .the Minister, I do not
know what else could be used
against him! If one looks at the Budget Papers one finds that sufficient
funds have not been made available
to finance any one of a wide range
of consumer protection activities let
alone control over the manufacture
of furniture. Last year $64,000 was
spent on officers for consumer protection and this year the allocation is
$134,000.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I repeat that the
motion moved by the honorable
member for Reservoir does not entitle the honorable member for
Brunswick West to refer to the Budget Papers and so on. I ask the honorable member to return to the confines of .the motion.
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Mr. ROPER.-The motion deals
with the failure of the Minister of
Consumer Affairs to enforce the provisions of the Consumer Protection
Act 1972. One of the methods by
which a 'Minister enforces an Act is
by having adequa.te staff. A Minister who has to administer a very
complex Act must ask the Treasurer
for sufficient funds with which to
carry out the provisions of that Act.
That is why I raised the matter.
The SPEAKER.-Order! If the honorable member reads the motion further, he will see that it refers to the
stamping of furniture.
Mr. ROPER.-In regard to the
stamping of furniture, it is clearly
laid down in the Act that the cruc'-al
part of the Minister's respons1ibility
apart from laying charges, is having
sufficient inspectors to do the job.
I will leave it at that.
Many people in my electorate have
complained to me about shoddy furniture. On several occasions I have
been able to refer these complaints
to the Furniture Trades Society. I
did th1is wi:th much regret because
my first reaction was to look at the
protection that was available under
various Acts. I consulted persons
who were knowledgeable about consumer affairs and I discovered that
there was virttually no redress under
the Consumer Protection Act for
people who purchased furniture because there is no enforcement staff.
In other words, there was no point in
anyone going to the Consumer Protection Bureau. The members of this
Parliament and the members of the
public were forced to try to remedy
defects in their purchases, because of
maladministration of this Act by the
Minister in the stamping of furniture,
by using their own private means or
by contacting ~the trade union involved. It is a severe dereliction of
duty by the Minister that members
of this House are forced, reluctantly,
to take their own action when a
remedy should be available under the
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Act. That is the main point that
annoys me. When one receives complaints about these matters, one
knows that it is virtually impossible
to expeot the requirements of any
part of the Consumer Protection Act,
and particularly those relating to the
stamping of furniture, to be used
effectively.
I can now understand that, whereas I could not before ; the Minister
clearly said that these provisions of
the Act would not be enforced because they were not important. That
is sufficient reason for honorable
members to agree to the motion for
the adjournment of the House.
Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North).I support the motion moved by my
colleague and in doing so I point out
that the case in reply put by the
Minister has been supported only by
the honorable members for Geelong
and Moorabbin. It is disappointing
that the honorable gentleman does
not have the support of one of his
colleagues on the front bench. Tt is
irresponsible that young couples
today, who are finding it hard in
this inflationary period to set up house
and to buy furniture for homes, are
unprotected owing to the laxity of the
Min'ister in carrying out the specific
purpose of the Act, to force furniture
manufacturers to brand their goods.
Last week I went through a large
store in Geelong and I was informed
by one of the managers that they
had unbranded chairs there which
were not assembled and which had
been imported. These chairs were
selling for approximately $8 each
unassembled. I presume they were
imported for approximately $3 or $4
each. Similar chairs which I saw in
another furniture store in Geelong1 shall not refer to specific namesand
which
I
presume
were
also
imported,
had been assembled and coated with varnish,
and were being sold for $39 each.
This price differential shows the
laxity of the Minister. I do not know
whether this is the responsibility of
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the State Government or that of the
Federal Government but this is typical of what is occurring in Victoria
at present. Furniture is not branded
and the people can be exploited, and
it seems that they can obtain no redress when they lodge complaints.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-These provisions
deal with the manufacture of furniture.
Mr. TREZISE.-Because of the present attitude of the Minister there is
nothing to stop any manufacturer in
Victoria from making chairs or any
type of furniture and not branding
them. The Minister has admitted
that the furniture should be branded,
and the fact that U is not shows that
the Minister is failing in his
responsibility. That has been the
bas is of the argument and the complaints in the past and that is why
there will be more complaints from
people who have bought unbranded
furniture.
They find too often
that it is made from shoddy
material. Any manufacturer who
does not brand his product must
have something to ·hide. He is merely
trying to run away from the consequences of his actions and the Minister should be deemed to be guilty
for allowing this to happen.
1

I support my colleagues and repeat
that the Minister has failed in his
duty. I trust that he will take steps
in the immediate future to overcome
the unsatisfactory situation referred
to in the motion.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).The motion that the House is debating is whether the Minister of Consumer Affairs has enforced the provisions of the Consumer Protection
Act in respect of the stamping of
furniture. He has not done so ; the
matter is as simple as that. I
listened to the Min ister give a halfhearted defence of his reasons for
not carrying out the Ministerial responsibility that the Act clearly states
he has, and I was most disappointed.
The history of the stamping
of furniture goes back to the time
1
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when Victoria was a Colony. The
present legislation gives adequate
protection to the industry and it advises the public how they can seek
redress against the manufacturer.
As a former tradesman I take a
paf!ticular interest in many of these
legislative provisions and when I buy
furniture I always have a look to see
whether it is stamped. Years ago in
my mother's house, I was always intrigued to see furniture with the
words "Made by non-European
labour" stamped indelibly on the underside of the furniture. When I buy
furniture today, I find that it has
stuck on it a small plastic or durex
tag which carries some definition relating to its manufacture and the
name of the manufacturer. That tag
can easily be removed and this
means that the Act is not being complied with in its true spirit. I suggest
that the reason for this is that the
Minister is weak in the administration of the Act. He could direct his
officers to investigate these matters,
or he could issue a Ministerial statement to the industry warning manufacturers that he is going to enforce
the provisions of the Act because a
lot of shoddy material is being
offered to the public and they are
complaining. He should also inform
the manufacturers that he cannot get
from the conservative caucus in the
Parliament any tightening up of the
provisions of the Consumer Protection Act and that he wants the manufacturers, as responsible businessmen in the community, to tighten up
their normal manufacturing procedures.
However, the honorable
gentleman does not do that.
I have given some of the reasons
why the Opposition considers that it
is necessary to bring forward examples of the shoddy manufacture of
furniture to the attention of the
House, and to take the unusual step
of moving the adjournment of the
House to stress to the Minister and
the public the importance of the relevant sections of the Act as a protection for the public.
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When the average person goes into
Myer's or one of the other big emporia, he expects that what is being
offered has been made according to
certain standards and according to
certain laid-down principles associated with safety and a number of
other factors. That normally does
happen. However, the honorable
member for Reservoir clearly produced enough evidence for the Minister to act upon tomorrow. He
should tell one of his more senior
departmental officers that this matter
is embarrassing and should be
remedied as soon as possible. He
should tell him to go around to some
of these places and see whether
shoddy, unstamped furniture is in
fact being manufactured and then
make a statement to the industry.
Quite of.ten he goes to functions
attended by leaders of industry and he
is asked to make some general comment about the state of the industry.
As he is the Minister of Labour and
Industry as well as Minister of Consumer Affairs he has a wonderful
oportunity to show some initiative
and to give a lead to the community. I believe he would be
a better Minister for that, but to
date he has been most reluGtant to
act and to give a lead in any
way. The former Minister of Labo~r
and Industry was more energetic.
All that the Minister of Consumer
Affairs wishes to do is to act under
a set of circumstances which provoke
confrontation.
If the honorable
gentleman would listen to what members of the Opposition say I believe
the manufacturers of furniture would
appreciate his trying to cut out the
fly-by-night manufacturers, the manufacturers of shoddy furniture, those
who use shoddy materials and those
who attempt to cut back the high
standards
existing
within
the
industry.
All organizations connected with
the furniture industry, from the trade
union movement to the manufacturers, the wholesalers and the retailers, would be appreciative if the
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Minister of Consumer Affairs refrained from blocking propositions
advanced from the community with
the objective of stiffening the Consumer Protection Act. As honorable
members are aware, the Act is a
toothless tiger and if ever legislation
needed tightening it is that Act.
The worst that can happen to a
manufacturer or a firm is to be named
in the annual report of the Consumer
Affairs Council; but what usually
happens? In the short time in which
I have been a member of this House,
the name of one firm has appeared in
the annual report on at least half a
dozen occasions and yet nothing has
happened.
The reason why the Opposition has
moved the motion for the adjournment of the House is that the subjectmatter is important for the community. The average person buys a
large piece of furniture once or twice
in a lifetime and expects protection
under the Act. If he is not given
protection under the Act-it is useless asking the Minister of Consumer
Affairs for protection-there is
nowhere else that he can turn. The
House should support the motion.
The House divided on the
for the adjournment of the
(the Hon. K. H. Wheeler
chair)Ayes
Noes

motion
House
in the
24
43

Majority against the
motion . .
Amos
Baxter
Bomstein
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Evans

(Gippsland East)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Fogarty
Ginifer
Holding
Jones
Kirkwood

Mr. Edmunds.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lind
Mutton
Ross-Edwards
Simmonds
Stirling
Trewin
Trezise
Whiting
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Hann
Mr. Roper.

NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin
Balfour
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dixon
Dunstan
Evans

(Ballaarat North)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hayes
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLaren
Mr. Maclellan
Mr. Meagher

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
( Bellarine)

Mr. Smith

( Warrnambool)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Vale
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire
Wood.
Tellers:

Mr. Ebery
Mr. McClure.
PAIR.

Mr. Fordham

Mr. Chamberlain.

LAND TAX BILL.
{Premier
and
Mr.
HAMER
Treasurer) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Land Tax Act
1958 and the Local Government Act
1958, to declare the rates of Land
Tax for year ending on the 31st day
of December, 1974 and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
YOUTH, SPORT AND RECREATION
(STATE SCHOOL PREMISES) BILL.
Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

19

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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The main purpose of the Bill is to
provide appropriate legislative machinery to further advance the Government's desire to encourage the
community use of school facilities,
and to enable the expenditure of
money on school premises to this
end. It had been thought that existing legislative provisions were appropriate for this purpose. However,
recent ooinions have cast doubt on
this understanding and the Bill has
been prepared accordingly.
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The Government not only has
drawn the Bill to correct this situation but also has taken the opportunity of furthering its intention of
offering both school and municipal
authorities greater responsibilities
and the means of putting them into
effect. The Government is not advancing these provisions with a view
to encouraging community involvement on school premises only. Quite
the contrary. They are being advanced to ensure that this involvement can take place. But it is, and
has always been, the intention of the
Government, my department and
I to encourage the involvement
of schools in the community as well
as the community in schools. In
these endeavours it is our aim to encourage the existence of " community'' in the true sense of the
word.
With the help of existing legislation and the added assistance of the
measures now before the House, the
Government is providing the lubrication for the machinery which will
enable effective co-operation between
schools, municipalities and other organizations. This co-operation already exists in many areas where
there is the joint use of. facilities,
particularly of sporting facilities.
The Government wishes to give clear
legislative sanction to enable these
organizations to positively foster and
extend this co-operation.
In the promotion of after-hours,
week-end and holiday activities, the
Government sees schools and municipalities co-operating in two ways.
The first is by enabling the community to come into the schools-not
simply by providing opportunities for
school children to be involved in
activities after normal school hours;
but by providing opportunities for
people of all ages and interests to
pursue those interests in activities
using school facilities when they are
not in demand for normal school
purposes.
The second is by ensuring that
school children have the opportunity
of using municipal facilities where-
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ever practicable. By these ways
they will enable the barriers which
could or do exist between schools,
other organizations, municipal councils and individuals to be broken
down. My department will, by a
number of means, seek to foster this
co-operation with the aid of the
measures before the House. The
department will be providing the
services of its recreation officers and
youth workers to assist and advise on
projects and programmes. It Will
subsidize the sessional employment
of people to conduct after-hours,
week-end and holiday activities. It
will also be assisting financially with
the provision of capital facilities
which will provide recreationa'l opportunities for all sections of the
community.
This assistance is, along with
other services, spelt out in detail in
the department's policy guidelines,
which are now being circulated. I
take this opportunity of thanking
honorable members for the interest
they have shown in providing constructive criticism and comment on
the original draft of the guidelines.
The policies have been substantially
revised; taking into account the comments the department has received.
They will be periodically reviewed in
the light of experience and changing
needs.
The Bill has two basic provisions.
Clause 2 substitutes a new section
for section 16 of the Youth, Sport
and Recreation Act 1973. Clause
3 amends section BOOB of the Local
Government Act 1958: Sub-section
(I) of the proposed new section 16
of the Youth, Sport and Rec·reation
Act wHl enable school councils to
authorize persons or organ·izations
to use school premises and facilities
for any purposes ·related to the objectives of the Act. Honorable members wUl be aware that these objectives are widely drawn. School councils could thus authorize the use,
including the provision of new •improvements, of s·chool premises for
a wide variety of youth, sporting and
recreational activities. Pending legislat·ion developing the powers of school
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councils, their authority to enter ·into
contractual arrangements ·with municipaHties and voluntary organizations
will be provided through regulations
drawn under the Education A·ct.
Sub-section (2) of the proposed
new section has been drawn
specifically to provide enabling
machinery for the involvement
of unincorporated bodies in the c~m
munity use of s~chool. properties.
There are many such organizations
providing important services for
many people. This measure will enable a suitable person specified by
the school ·oounc'il to enter into
agreements and otherwise act ~s the
responsible .party for such unm·corporated bodies.
Sub-section (3) is a machinery
measure to give effect to the aforementioned provisions. Sub-section
(4) sanctions the aforementioned
provisions being effected by the
school council on behalf of the
Crown. . Sub-section (5)
is a
·machinery measure defining " coun·cH" of a State s·chool and "State
school".
The proposed new section 800B
of the Loca·l Govem·ment Act will
enable the ~council of a State s·chool
and the council of a municipality to
enter into agreements or arrangements for a wide variety of purposes
relating to the provision and use of
fa·cilities · on school properties·. Section 800A of the Act already enables
the use iby schools of municipal
lands. The· new provision will enable
the reciprocity of arrangements.
Specific- .mention ·is made, among
other things, of such facilities being
used in relation. to the obje·ctives of
t'he Youth, "Sport and Re~creation Act.
. Sub-section ( 1) of the proposed new
section 800B sets OUt the provisions
just referred to. Sub-sections _(2) ,
(3) and (4) are machinery provisions identical to :those numbered
(3), (4) and (5) in the proposed
new section 16 of the Youth, Sport
and Recreation Act ·and already referred to. I commend the BiU to the
House ..
Ur. Dixon.

Amendment

On the motion of Mr. TREZISE
(Geelong North), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
13.
THE CONSTITUTION ACT
AMENDMENT (EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL) BILL.

The motion of !Mr. Wilcox (Attorney-General) for the second reading
of this BiU was ca·rried by an absolute majority of the whole number
of the members of the House.
The Bill was read a se·cond tiome
and ·committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Increase in sum for
Clerk and expenses of Exe·cutive
Council).
Mr. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The honorable m-ember for Albert
Park raised a question on this Bill
during the se,cond-read:ing debate.
The BiB belongs to the Treasurer,
but I introduced it for the honorable
gentleman. However, the explanation
I am about to make should satisfy
the honorable member's requirements.
The tables shown ·in the Estimates
under the heading Special Appropriations are submitted for the
information of members and do
not form part of the Appropriation
Bill wh:i.ch, honorable members will
recall, was considered ·recently,
The purpose of the special appropriations is· to ensure that certain
arms of the Govem·ment service are
able to continue quite 'independently
of the passage of the annual Appropriation BHI. Section 66 of The Constitution A·ct Amendment · Act provides that the Consol'idated Fund iis
pey,manently appropriated to the ex.tent of $13,000 for the Clerk and
expenses of the Executive Council.
As I pointed out in my secondreading speech, the need to increase
the special appropriations has arisen
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through sa•lary increases for the Clerk
of the Executive Council arising both
from the reclassification of that office
and from the revision of salary rates
for officers of the Public Service.
The salary of the Clerk, who is
also Official Secretary to the Governor, increased from $10,224 to
$10,859 in August, 1972, when the
office was reclassified on the basis
of additional duties involving the
transfer of the responsibility of staff
and maintenance of Government
House from the Public Works Department to the Premier's Department. In May, 1973, the salary was
again reviewed when all Administrative Division salaries were increased
and the Clerk's salary became
$12,488. The application of the nationa•l wage case increase in June,
1973, further increased the salary
for this purpose to $12,868. On 1st
July, 1973, the Publ:ic Service Board
reviewed the salary structure of all
officers classified in class " AI ",
Administrative Div·ision, and the
salary of the Clerk of the Executive
Council and Official Secretary to the
Govemor---~the same gentleman-was
increased to $13,395. As the Clerk of
the Executive Council is an officer of
the Public Service, the salary increases, which I have just outlined,
were decis-ions of the Public Servke
Board.
The expenses of the Executrive
Council are not constant and vary
from year to year depending on increases in ·costs, particularly for
printing and stationery, and depending on the nature and extent of the
business of the Executive Council in
any particular year.
All honorable members will agree
that it ·is essential that the activitries
of the Executive Council should not
be prejudiced by the lack of finance,
and, naturally, this is a charge on the
revenue of the State.
There has always been an unexpended margin between the total
amount of the special appropriation
and the actual expenditure for any
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financial year, and it is the Government's view that this margin should
be maintained to reduce the ne·cessity
for presenting too many of these
BiHs for the consideration of the
Parliament.
As I have ·mentioned, .the need for
the Bill at present before the House
arose from salary movements which,
it ·could hardly have been argued,
should have been anticipated by the
Government when this special
appropriation was previously reviewed. Only $9,121 was expended on
salary last year-1972-73--Jbecause
of a vacancy in office.
All I can say to the honorable
member for Albert Park and the
Leader of the Country Party, who
was also interested in this matter,
is that the total amount provided in
the Estimates is $12,360 and the
limit under the special appropriation
in the existing legislation is $13,000.
If the recent salary increases had
been ·induded in the amounts shown
against these items in the special
appropriations, they would have
exceeded the limit set in the legislation which •is now dealt with by this
amending legis·lation.
Mr. DOUBE (Albert Park).-1
thank the 'Minister for his e.JCI)lanation. It highlights a matter of considerable importance, that any Minister dealing with a Bill ·ought to be
able to answer any questions which
can be asked about it. There is a
tendency for a Ministry which has
been so :long in office to become
accustomed just to accept Bills, present them in the House, and expect
an honorable members to accept
them. The Minister said that he
hoped the explanation he gave would
be sufficient gu1dance for honorable
members. I ·thank him for 'it, but I
suggest that it also gave the honorable gentleman some guidance.
Mr. WILcox.-! understand exactly
what H is about.
·
Mr. DOUBE.-•.Jf each Minister
took full responsibility for the Bills
he -introduced, this Bill would have
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been passed some weeks ago. It is the old Anglo-Saxon terms with its many
duty of the Opposition and, in fact, four letter words such as acre, inch
of aU honorable members, to be and foot, may have difficulty with
precisely aware of What a Bill entails. the new terminology. The converTo avoid such inconvenience in sion to metric measurements for
future, Ministers should apply them- land will particularly affect estate
selves to the areas which honorable agents and the old terminologies will
members may query so that the be used for a number of years in the
Ministers may provide the necessary description of land tenures.
answers. This procedure will exI notice that a hectare equals
pedite the business of the House
2·47104
acres and undoubtedly anyand I recommend its adoption by
body trying to convert those sorts
Ministers.
of figures by n1ental arithmetic will
The clause was agreed .to.
experience difficulty. Presumably,
The Bill was reported to the House the passage of time will enable an
without amendment, and the report inch to be referred to as approximately 2 centimetres and 2 ·4 acres
was adopted.
to a hectare will become the acThe motion for the third reading cepted conversion rather than the
of the Bill was agreed to by an official definition contained in the
absolute majority of the whole num- Bill.
ber of the members of the House,
The Country Party does not opand the Bill was read a third time.
pose the Bill, which contains approximately 246 amendments to the
·LAND (METRIC CONVERSION)
Land Act. It accepts the fact that
BILL.
the Minister and his departmental
The debate (adjourned from Oc- officers have checked the accuracy
tober 17) on the motion of Mr. of
the
conversions.
Possibly,
Borthwick (Minister of Lands) for amending Bills will be introduced on
the second reading of this Bill was occasions to correct slight errors in
resumed.
this measure. Ultimately, metric
Mr. GINJ.FER {Deer Park).-The conversion will be for the good of
Opposition does not oppose the the community and we trust that the
measure which is .basically enabling birth of the new system will be as
legislation. 'fohe Lands Department painless as possible.
thought that metric conversion may
Mr. AUREL SMITH {Bellarine).have been possible by regulation but Although there will be some conbecause some doubts have been cast fusion with the terminology in the
upon that procedure the Bill has measure, in this day of computers and
been presented to the Parliament.
mechanized office systems the metric
Although honorable members may system will be of great benefit to
have certain views on the implica- future generations. It · is a pity, as
tions of metric conversion, it is now the Deputy Leader of the Country
a fact of life. Although the Opposi- Party has said, that some of the old
tion does not oppose the Bill, I can- terms will disappear from our
not bind its members to the accuracy vocabulary. However, it will be only
of the conversions contained in the a matter of time before we will beBill.
come used to the new terminology.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-This Therefore, in the interest of this promeasure will have far-reaching gressive State this sort of measure
effects on Victoria for all time. must be passed.
The younger generation will be
The motion was agreed :to.
fortunate to commence with the
The Bill was read a second time
new terminology, whereas those of
us who have grown up under the and committed.
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Clauses 1 to 42 were agreed to.
Clause 43In paragraph (a) of section 239 of the
Principal Act(a) for the words "five miles" (wherever
occurring) there shall be substituted the expression " nine kilometres";

Mr. BORTHWICK ·CMinister of
Lands) .-As was mentioned by the
honorable member for Deer Park
and the Deputy Leader of the Country Party, the intricacy of so many
amendments to the principal Act can
leave room for error. Apparently,
certain errors that another place
failed to pick up have been found so
that on this occasion this Chamber is
acting as a House of review. I
moveThat the following sub-clause be added:, ( ) In paragraph (d) of section 239 of
the Princioal Act for the word " acres "
there shall be substituted the word
" hectares ". '
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Clause 50 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as
were the remaining clauses.
Mr. BORTHWICK '(Minister of
Lands) .-I propose the following
new clause to foB ow clause 1:' AA. In sub-section (6) of section 2 of
the Principal Act for the words " twenty
acres" there shall be substituted the words
"nine hectares".'

Sub-section (6) of section 2 of the
principal Act states, inter alia.... yearly licences whether the total
amount thereof be in excess of twenty acres
or not-

The wisdom of the remarks of the
honorable members for Deer Park
and Mildura has been borne out.
It is obvious that one or two references in the Act to " acres " have
been overlooked. I hope all the
amendments necessary for the conversion of the Act to the new ·measurements have now been made.
The new clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the
House with amendments, and passed
through its remaining stages.

Obviously, the amendment will correct an oversight in the Bill.
Mr. WHITING {Mildura).-As the
Minister agreed, possibly some
STATE FORESTS WORKS AND
amendments will be necessary to a
SERVICES BILL.
Bill such as this. I have not had
the :time to check section 239 of .the
The debate (adjourned from Sepprincipal Act and I hope the Minis- tember 26) on the motion of Mr.
ter is satisfied that the proposed Meagher (Minister of Transport) for
sub-clause is necessary because a the second reading of this Bill was
further proposed amendment seems resumed.
to have the same effect.
Mr. WILTON ('Broadmeadows).Mr. BORTHWICK ·CMinister of The purpose of the Bill is to give
Lands) .-Paragraph (d) of section Parliamentary approval to the ex'239 refers to tree planting on land penditure of money that has been
·held under perpetual leasehold. It allocated to the Forests Commission
provides that :the number of acres for the carrying out of a variety of
to be planted and the kind and num- works programmes listed in the
ber of trees shall be prescribed by memorandum provided by the Minregulation. With the many refer- ister with his second-reading notes.
ences to " acre " in the principal
I shall make one or two com·ments
Act, this individual reference was on the operations of the Forests
overlooked and the amendment now Commission. In its annual repor.t
proposes to substitute the word for the year 1971-72 the commission
" hectares " for the word " acres ". stated that it was still breaking
The amendment was agreed to, as records in the production of sawn
was a consequential amendment, and timber and referred to the potential
the clause, as amended, was adopted, it offers for rural employment. This
is interesting because recently, with
as were clauses 44 to 49.
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other parts of Australia, Victoria experienced a serious recession in rural
employment, and this affected primary industry and large rural communities. As on other similar occasions, the Government was able to
use the resources and structure of
the Forests Commission to provide
relief work for a large number of
people. The annual report of the
commission statedThe potential of forestry and the commission's organization to provide gainful
employment in decentralized areas was amply demonstrated by the employment of
some hundreds of men on rural relief works
to the ex;tent of some three-auarters of a
million dollars during the year.

This illustrates the important role
that ~his authority plays, in addition
to its traditional task of protecting,
preserving and developing the natural
forestry resources of the State. When
an emergency occurs the commission
is able to expand its programme as
funds are made available.
The annual report also toucb_ed
on the role of the commission in
environmental matters. The commission is becoming more actively
engaged in forest park development.
The report indicates that forest park
acreage has been doubled. The commission is now playing what could
be termed a dual role in that its
prime responsibility is the development of State's forests on a commercial basis, which involves a variety
of programmes - silviculture replanting, and so on.
The Forests Commission is undertaking the responsibility of establishing services which the community expects in a park, whether a
forest park or a national park, such
as camping areas with public toilets
and other facilities. The National
Parks Service will develop a close
liaison with the Forests Commission
in this field. A real problem in the
future will be the pressure of the
demands of the community that will
be applied not only to national parks
but also to forest parks. ·It. will be
a problem of ·sheer weight of n'umbers. This pressure has already been
Mr. Wilton.

and Services Bill.

experienced in other countries. It
will become a serious matter in Australia unless the problems that have
developed in other countries are
studied.
Australia is fortunate in being able
to observe the mistakes of other
countries and benefit from a study
of the programmes they have implemented. In common with other
authorities in the State, the commission is continually observing
what is occurring overseas by sending senior officers there. Visitors
come to Victoria from other parts of
the world and much interchange of
ideas takes place.
The table provided by the Minister shows that for fire protection the
sum of $1 · 05 million has been allocated. For the year ended 30th June,
1973, the commission spent $878,735
on this work, but the proposed expenditure during the year ending
30th June, 1974, will be $425,000.
Parliament is being asked to approve
a vote of $1·05 million, which is a
large sum of money.
By way of interjection, the Minister
of Transpor.t has said that it ts for
eighteen m!Qnths. Does that mean
that ilt wiLl take the honorable genltlem~an eighteen months to replace this
provision? As I unde~stand the
pt10cedures, this happens every year.
Mr. MEAGHER.-Thalt is .so. There
is ·an annual ·review which cancels
the unexpired portion of the pr-ovision but rthere js always an. .overlapping period.
M.r. WILTON.-Does that not
mean ·that tt!his time next year the
House will deal with exactly the
same legislation?
M'r. MEAGHER.-Thalt ·is so, but it
must be carried through to avoid a
lack of conltinuity.
M•r. WILTON.-! unde~rstand that,
but a provi·stion ·Of the same kind is
cnnsidered each year-.
· The sitting was suspended at 6.32
p.m. until 8:4 p;m.
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Mr. WILTON .-Prior to the sus- with the emergency. Specialized
pension of the sitting I referred to equipment belonging to the armed
the fire-protection work which the services has been used in particular
Forests Commission must under- crises but I should like it to be
take as part of its responsibilities. avaHable every year for use when
The Bill provides $1·05 million for required. Officers of the Forests
this purpose. The :MiniSJter's second- Com·mission have indicated to me
reading speech makes the point that that one of the greatest problems is
the Forests Commission again will that a fire usually starts ·in an inretain a helicopter on immediate call accessible area. I understand the
during the height of the summer for outbreak is usually caused by what
fire observation, the transport of is called a lightning strike, which I
crews, and aerial ignition of fire- suppose is an act of Nature. The
breaks ~to control the spread of difficuUy confronting the commismajor fires. There is no denying that sion is the inaccessibility of the area
fire protection is an important part where the seat of the fire is located.
of the operations of the commission.
This has led the commission to
The history of forest fkes .in Victoria over the past 60 years is very conduct research into what is termed
grim. In Australia loss of life and water bombing. Experiments have
widespread damage to Crown and been carried out and a certain
private property have been caused degree of expertise has been
developed. The commission expends
by fires and floods.
large sums of money on 'this techI have held the view for some nique, and it has made agreements
time that the Commonwealth Gov- with owners of private aircraft preernment should become 'involved in pared to enter into a standby
this work. This has no't been the arrangement under which their sercase up to date. I understand that vices can be availed of very quickly
Ministerial discussions !have been held if necessary.
on the role that the Commonwealth
Australia has an Air Force and an
Government could play. The ComArmy
in which there are specialized
monwealth Government is obliged to
maintain a defence apparatus. I aircraft and ·a large reserve of manfeel in this area arrangements could power. The Federal and· State
be entered into between the State authorities could enter into an
Governments and the Commonwealth arrangement under which these a'irGovernments for the use of this craft could be ·located in areas
apparatus for fire protection. For where they could be quickly called
example, the Forests Commission on to undertake fire-protection work.
requires funds to hire specialized . It could even be extended to organaircraf.t, ·and the defence forces. have izations l'ike the Commonwea'lth Airsimilar aircraft purchased by the craft Corporation. Honorable memOommonwealth Government on behalf bers have heard a lot in recent
of the nation. 1t seems to me that months ·about the new. Nomad airspecialized se.cNons of the defence craft which has been developed. H
mechanis-m could be incorporated ~in has certain characteristics which
fire-protection programmes in which seem to lend itself to · this type of
State fire-fighting authorities are 'in- work. In the · annual report of the
Forests Commission reference is
volved.
made to the number of airstrips
The principle could be extended to which have been construoted to
the use of defence personnel. When accommodate aircraft. If aircraft
Victoria has experienced disastrous were strategically located around the
fires or floods the Commonwealth State for use when it was necessary
Government has co-operated by pro- to use the water bombing technique
viding sections of the defence forces to cope with ·a fire problem, much
to ass'ist a State authority· to cope loss of property could be prevented.
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I believe the Commonwealth Government has as big a stake in preserving the forestry reserves of any
State of Australia as the State itself.'
I hope the Minister will be able to
bring the discussions to a successful
conclusion and a comprehensive plan
which involves the Commonwealth
Government to a greater extent than
it has been involved up to date will
be produced.

I refer now to the reforestation
programme in which the commission
is involved. This covers two areas.
Reforestation of our indigenous
forests is necessary where replanting
has to take place in cut-out areas,
and also in other areas where certain trees have to be removed in
the interest of achieving a better
rate of production.
The Forests Commission has large
softwood plantations, and as a result
of a Commonwealth-State agreement
they are expanding at a fairly steady
rate. This Parliament has enacted
legislation under which the commission contracts with private organizations to continue its plantation
programme to ensure· a steady flow
of softwoods at a regular, controlled
rate over a long period. In Ballarat
an industry which will use softwood
forest products has been developed.
It will use forest products over a long
period of time. I question the policy
of the Forests Commission in carrying out its softwood programme and
removing the indigenous forests. I
instance the Blackwood forest in
recent years, which commences at the
foot of Mount Macedon and extends
in a southerly direction to Trentham.
The commission has embarked on a
planning programme of clearing large
areas of indigenous forests and has
left a completely unbroken area
which has destroyed the ecology of
the land. The same objective could
have been achieved if the commission
had cleared a certain number of
acres for softwoods, left small areas
of indigenous forests and again
planted softwoods. It would have
given the ecology of the region a
Mr. Wilton.

and Services Bill.

chance to recover rather than completely clearing the land and replanting with pines.
I hope the commission ~ill reexamine this policy and retam more
indigenous forests without restricting
the softwood plantations. It ~vou!d
not necessarily mean a reduction m
softwood plantations. I have con1mented on the role played by the
commission in parks reserves and I
hope the amount of money provid~d
in this Bill will enable the commission to carry on with that work. I also
mention the role that it has played
in fire protection and suppression
works in national parks and State
forests. Some honorable members
may not be aware that it is the ~e
soonsibility of the Forests Commission to extend its fire-protection
works into private land within a
radius of one mile of State forests.
That area would be considerable and
would be in excess of one-third of
the area of the State. I am not writing
down the importance of fire-protection work, but better use could be
made of the total resources of this
country by bringing the Commonwealth Government into this area.
The Opposition does not oppose the
Bill.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland
East) .-This measure is of great significance to the electorate of Gippsland East. Fortunately, the annual
report of the Forests Commission was
tabled in the House today, and although this did not give honorable
members much time to study it, the
report is a valuable document setting
out. the work of the commission for
the past twelve months. At page
7 of the report the commission
states thatThe sawn timber to meet the State's
traditional import requirements of about
one-third of its needs has become difficult
and cost1v to obtain. There are no indications of an improved import availabi1ity at
reasonable cost.

In a nutshell, there is urgent need
f0r greater activity by the Forests

Commission to ensure that, in future,
the timber requirements of Victoria
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will be met from its own resources.
It is apparent that it will be difficult
to get timber supplies from elsewhere.
The report went on to sayFar-sighted legislators framed the Forests
Act to charge the commission with the responsibility of undertaking multiple use
management of forested land so that,
wherever it is possible, yields of wood products should be obtained in conjunction with
maintenance of other forest values such as
water catchments, forage, wild-life habitat
and public recreation, all of which are
specifically mentioned in the Act.

That reference should be underlined
because the commission does a tremendous job in all of those respects,
and its work is often ignored by socalled conservationists who say that
the only. way the land can be preserved is by the establishment of
national parks. The Forests Commission makes a far better fist of looking after forest parks and reserved
areas within its control than does the
National Parks Service. That may be
because of the availability of finance
between the two bodies rather than
the management policies, although
I believe the management policies
of the Forests Commission are most
important. At page nine of its report
the commission states thatThe commission relied heavily upon manpower made available through rural relief
and drought relief schemes for both the
execution of scheduled works and for fire
suppression. The retrenchment of 67 regular
employees was avoided only through the
availability of finance from these sources.

That indicates clearly how the Government is failing to provide· adequate finance for the Forests Commission to carry out the responsibility
with what it is charged. On previous
occasions I have endeavoured to
demonstrate that the Government is
ever ready to provide jobs in the
metropolitan area, but it is not so
anxious to find the necessary finance
to create work in the country.
· The general work of the commission is in the interests of the State,
not merely in the electorate of Gippsland East or in other electorates in
which there are Jarge forest areas. It
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is the responsibility of the Government to ensure that these areas are
properly managed. At the drop of a
hat the Government will conduct an
inquiry to ensure that adequate
works are provided in the metropolitan area, but it will fall short of the
mark where country areas are concerned. The report further statesSubstantial additional facilities have been
provided for visitors to forests, in particular
from funds for rural relief grants.

These grants, which were made with
Commonwealth money, have been discontinued. I wonder what will be the
situation now that the funds have
dried up. Will the State Government
carry the responsibility of ensuring
that these works will go on in the
future? It is important that it does so,
not only from the point of view of
the Forests Commission and the electorate of Gippsland East, but of the
State as a whole. Low pruning of
1,053 acres as a fire precaution was
facilitated by rural relief funds. One
wonders how the commission will
finance its activities in the coming
year from within its own resources
and cope with the amount of work
that is necessary. On Wednesday,
25th September of this year, as reported at page 542 of Hansard, I
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister of Forests1. What amount was received by way of
revenue from rents, royalties in respect of
the sale of forest produce, etc., from the
electoral district of Gippsland East during
the financial year 1972-73?
2. What total amount was paid by the
Forests Commission for salaries, wages,
operating expenses, etc., in the electoral
district in 1972-73?

I received the following answer: 1. Revenue from rents and royalties for
1972-73 was $1,590,350.
2. Payments for salaries, wages, operating
expenses etc. in 1972-73 amounted to
$1 '775,841.

Although the amount spent in the
electoral district exceeded
the
amount received from royalties and
so on, it included money from rural
relief and drought relief funds. To the
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best of my knowledge 1 04 rural relief
workers and 52 drought .relief employees were employed providing a
pay-roll of approximately $700,000,
which would mean that the Forests
Commission would have made a profit
of approximately $500,000 out of the
electoral district. Not many avenues
of Government activities exist that
makes a profit out of the area in
which they operate. The rest of the
State is achieving a benefit from the
use of forests within the Gippsland
East electorate.

and Services Bill.

Mr. B. J. EVANS.-The interjection
of the honorable ·member for Gippsland West is typical of the Liberal
Party's attitude. T:he Country Party
asks si1mply that the revenue obtained
from the sale of timber S'hould be
used to support employment in the
district where it was obtained, in the
same way as the revenue from the
work of other people comes into
their own hands. It is strange that
many Government supporters are
keen to argue that Victoria is a State
and that honorable members should
not adopt parochial views on various
areas. The natural advantage of -the
metropolitan area of Melbourne is
geographi·cal because of :its establishment on a port. Surely, therefore,
one should be entitled to capitalize
on the natural advantages in one's
own ele-ctorate, one of which is
bountiful supplies of timber. More
of the revenue obtained by the
Forests Com·miss-ion should be spent
in the area. The report of the
Forests Commission stated, in ·relation to the roads used in the area for
timber extraction-

It is on this basis that I logically
argue that the Government ought to
be spending more of its revenue from
the Forests Commission in the area
from which it has obtained the funds.
The commission is not able to regenerate the areas that are at present
being logged. A total of 45 per ce-nt
of the State's hardwood timber
comes from the electoral district
of Gippsland East and something like
20,000 acres of forest are logged
each year, with 5,500 acres being
regenerated in the previous year.
Under normal conditions, less than
Applications from municipalities for
5.0 per cent of the area logged is being financial assistance from the Municipalities
regenerated. Fortunate·ly, with the Forest Roads Improvement ·Fund, for the
advent of the rural unemployment improvement of roads leading to forest
areas carrying large volumes of forest prorelief scheme and the drought relief duce,
continue at a rate many times in exscheme, the extent of regeneration cess of the funds available.
this year was increased. In effect,
The fund was established to provide asthe Government is .mining the area sistance to municipalities on unclassified
of its resources. lt is removing tim- roads subject to heavy log traffic. Unforinsufficient funds have been prober without replacing it, and :in future tunately,
vided to meet shire needs where large quanyears the area wiU not have re- tities of forest traffic exist.
sources to sustain the populaNon.
The Forests Commission is on re~cord
Timber is only one of the natural in the .minutes of a meeting of the
resources which are being taken Orhost Shire Council as expressing
from the distrkt-1 could speak that viewpoint and agreeing with the
about the water which is being re- council that more funds should !be
moved. I do not know how voters ·made available for the munkipalities
can believe the Government is s·incere in areas where ratepayers are un·in its talk about decentralization fa·irly ~loaded with the cost of mainwhen it takes from one part .of the ta'ining roads which are damaged
State for the benefit of others ~the substantially by timber traffic, t·he
resources upon which future popula- revenue from which goes mainly to
the Government, through the Forests
tions wiH depend.
Com·miss·ion. The local municipalities
Mr. MACLELLAN .-Does the bon~ receive re'lati'Vely small returns from
arable member be'lieve aU the timber :the industry .in relation to the exshould remain. where it is?
penditure involved. This year the
Mr. B. J. Evans.
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Government has increased the rate of
royalties, so there will be an even
greater amount of revenue coming
from the ele·ctorate district of Gippsland East in the forthcoming period.
On page 23 of the report, again
emphasizing the lack of finance available to it, t'he Forests Commission,
statedHowever, nearly one-third of the commission's road network received no maintenance during the year due to lack of funds.
Lack of adequate finance to mount resurfacing projects on essential forest roads
is of serious concern.

It is futile for the honorable member

for Broadmeadows or any other honorable me·mher to make speeches
about the importance of getting the
Army in to help fight forest fires,
and about the development of forest
areas for recreational purposes and
similar projects with which everyone
agrees, unless the Forests Commission obtains sufficient finance to
maintain adequate roads in the area
so that access is readHy available
when fire occurs.
One of the major avenues which
the Forests Commission should
pursue to obtain further revenue
from the electorate of Gippsland
East is the development of softwood
plantations.
The report contains
a table setting out the staff of the
commission in various divisions. It is
significant that the most favourably
situated divisions are in the northeast and the south-west. That 'is
because there are extensive softwood
plantations in those areas. To facilitate the avai'lability of men for firefighting purposes, they should be
employed relatively close to the
areas where fires are likely to occur.
Unfortunately, Gippsland East :is
subject to bad fire conditions and it is
essentia·l for the future program·me of
the Forests Commission to include
the development of extensive pine
plantation areas in Gippsland East.
This would have the dual effect of
increasing employment--because pine
plantations sustain ·a large and consistent work force-and having the
work force · readily available for
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emergency duty 'in case of fire. This
is an important aspe·ct of the Forests
Com·mission's activities. It is the only
way to meet the "increasing demand
for timber which will be needed in
future years.
There are in Gipps'land East extensive areas of poor quality eucalypt
forests which would be better suited
to pine plantations.
I hope in
the future the Forests Commission
will extend its softwood plantations
into that area. Whenever I have
raised this issue in the past the usual
rep·ly has been that these types of
forests are planted closest to where
they are likely to be utHized. Once
extensive areas of pine forest are
established, the ·means of utilization
comes to those areas. In Myrtleford,
in north-eastern Victoria, where
extensive areas of pine forest plantations have been established, a utilization programme has begun.
The importance of forestry to the
electorate of Gipps'land East cannot
be under-rated. Additional funds for
the benefit of the area should be
made available to the Forests Comm·lSSion. I hope the 'M·in'ister can
indicate what funds will be made
available to rep'lace the rural unemployment relief scheme and
drought relief fund, because in the
absence of any further funds the
commission's silvicultural programme
·qtust fall by the wayside or revert
to the low level at which it has been
operating in re·cent years.
In remote areas such as Omeo,
munidpaliNes are finding it impossible to employ the existing work
force for the full period of a financial
year, and therefore are losing even
more manpower. The ·com·miss'ion's
aim is to have people available for
fire-fighting operations when emergency conditions arise, as they surely
will. With all the goodw-ill in the
world bush fires cannot be prevented.
One needs only to examine the statistics set out in the report on the
causes of bush fires to see that a
·large proportion of them are caused
by lightning. Lightning will always
occur and nothing can be done about
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that. One can only have the man- wiU be a reserve catchment area, and
power to meet the situation as it the Umber value of its mountain ash,
which :is approaching utilization size,
arises.
wHI be ·lost to Victoria. The Land
Because of the gradual decline in Conservation Council is examining
the populations of remote areas, the the use of public lands from a too
Government should st·imulate em- narrow point of view and overlookplo)mllent by the means to which I ing the •charter of the Forests Comhave been referring, such as the ·mission to use lands for multiple
application of more money to the purposes.
Forests Commission, and the •COm·misI am a firm believer in the
sion ·carrying out more w.orks in
those areas to provide employment. multiple use of catchment areas, of
The Country Party supports the forests and of all lands within the
motion, although its members would S'tate. As population pressures inhave liked more time to ·consider the crease it will become moTe necesreport of the Forests Commission in sary to engage in multiple use. At
detaH. However, the report gives a this s1tage I content myself with
clear picture of the comission's sounding a note of warning in
regard to the activities of the Land
activities.
Conservation Council because it
Another aspect Which the Govern- over-emphasizes landscape preservament should examine is the possi- tion rather than the proper managebility of establishing facilit·ies to ment and utilization of the produce
carry out research int·o forest man- of the countryside in the best interagement techniques. 'f.his should be ests of all the people of Victoria.
done .in country areas, and I cannot
The motion was agreed to.
think of a better place than Gippsland East because it has a wide
The BiH was read a second time
variety of terrain and a good range and committed.
of forest species. It would be a
Clause 1 ·was agreed to.
suitable place to establish that type
of activity.
Clause 2 {'Issue and application
Mr. CuR~ow.-Who is being paro- of money from Works and Services
Account for forest ·works, etc.)
chial now?
Mr. WILTON '(Broadmeadows).Mr. B. J. EVANS.-! would never
argue against being parochial, Item ·4 of the table contained
because ·if anyone is entitled to be in this clause makes provision for
parochial it is I, and I ·make no $3 million to be spent on plantations
of softwoods and hardwoods, includapology for that statement.
ing softwood planting undertaken in
I wish to •make passing Teference accordance with ·agreements beto another aspect, be.cause subse- tween the Commonwealth and the
quent events may prove t'hat it will State. Can the Minister advise me
be given ;more consideration ·in this how much of the $3 million is proHouse. I refer to the future of the vided by the Commonwealth?
operations o.f the Forests OommisMr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transsion in the light of recommendations
in reports brought down by the Land port).-The item relates to plantaConservaNon Counci'l. A report has tions of both softwoods and hardbeen presented on the Thomson woods. All of these activities are
River catchment area. ~ suspect that conducted under a series of different
the Land Conservation Council will arrangements. The softwood agreein due course recommend that that ment, which provides for 1the plant
part of the ·catchment of the Thom- ing of about 58,000 acres of softson River upst·rea·m from the pro- woods ov,er the next five years,
posed storage to supply the ·metro- naturally comes under that propolitan area of •Melbourne w·ith water vision of $3 million, but the exact
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amount expended depends on how
much is planted in any one year.
The quantity planted varies to some
extent according to seasonal conditions and for other reasons. I have
not at my fingertips the exact
figures, but I shall be happy to obtain
them for the honorable member if
he is interested. The simple answer
is that portion of the $3 ·million is
provided by the Commonwealth.
The clause was agreed to, as was
the remaining clause.
The Bill was reported to the
House without amendment, and
passed through its remaining stages.
LAND TAX BILL.
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of the Land Tax Bill.
CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 23) was resumed on the
motion of Mr. Rafferty (Minister of
Consumer Affairs)That this Bill be now read a second time.

and on
ment-.

Mr.

Simmonds's

amend-

That all the words after " That " be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof the words, " this Bill be withdrawn and
a new Bill introduced to bring the recruitment of persons for payment within the
definition of ' pyramid selling scheme '. "

Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs).-! shall direct my
remarks main·ly to the amendment
moved by the honorable member for
Reservo'ir. At the outset I should say
that since the Bill ·was last debated
I had an opportunity of discussing
the provisions of the Bill privately
with the honorable member for
Reservoir and the 'honorable mem:.
ber for Gippsland South who had
raised certain questions. The B'ill is
fairly complex, and they agreed to
discuss those ·matters with me. I
thank both honorable members for
the time they devoted to going
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through the Bill with ·members of
the staff of my department and myself in an effort to clarify the problems which they saw in the measure. 'It seemed to me to be pretty
clear that members of all parties
were aiming to achieve the same objective but that the way 'in ·which
the Government proposed to do it
had left some doubts in the minds
of some honorable members. I do
not know whether I have been able
to resolve those doubts sufficiently,
but the honorable members wiU
probably speak for themselves. The
Leader of the Country Party has indicated to me, also privately, that I
have been able to resolve the problems of the Country Party, although
no doubt members of that party will
explain the situation.
The questions raised previously
related mainly to the effect of the
definition of "Pyram'ind selling
scheme "-whether it would be wide
enough to cover sufficiently those
persons who were engaging in pyramid selling and whether it would
also drag in persons who might be
described as " legitimate " or t•raders
who
would
be
unwarrantedly
brought under the provision. Discussions were held on this point. At a
later stage I propose to move two
minor
amendments,
which
are
not the result of our discussions
but
which
I
consider
strengthen the application of the definition which the Government has
already proposed.
The honorable member for Reser·
voir has movedThat all the words after " That " be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof the words, " this Bill be withdrawn and
a new Bill introduced to bring the recruitment of persons for payment within the
definition of " pyramid selling scheme ".

The Government is not prepared
to accept the amendment, and I
shall state the reasons. In the first
place, I consider that the definition
as drafted· in the Bill already does
what
the
honorable
precisely
member for Reservoir suggested.
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Another reason why the Government could not accept the amendment moved by the honorable member for Reservoir is that it would negate the whole Bill. I remind honorable members that the BiU deals
not only with pyramid selling but
also with four important matters.
The first is the reconstitution of
the Consumer Affairs Council. I do
not propose to go into details, but
honorable members are aware of the
announcement which I made in thjs
It is of interest to note that the regard. From the debate thus far,
jefinition of "Pyramid selling I have gained the impression that
scheme" included in the Bill has the reconstitution of the council has
been copied almost word for word the general support of honorable
in the South Australian legis- members, and for that reason I conlation ;
it
has
been
copied sider that the amendment cannot be
almost word for word by the accepted.
Commonwealth Government in its
Another important matter-about
Trade Practices Bill. I noticed
in the press yesterday an announce- which some reference was made toment by the Minister for the Aus- day-is that provision is made
tralian Capital Territory that he is in the Bill for proceedings to
proposing to outlaw pyramid selling, be instituted on behalf of conand I have no doubt that for the sumers by the newly-appointed
of
Consumer
Affairs.
legislation proposed in Canberra he Director
also will copy the definition included The Bill provides for the Director of
in this Bill.
Coosumer Affa'.irs to be appointed,
for s:taff to be appointed and for the
The Government considers that it director to instiltute oourt proceedhas made a serious and solid at- ings in celit:ain ci-rcumstances on betempt to get rid of pyramid selling half of consumers for ~redress. The
in Victoria because it believes the Government would meet the costs
community has demanded it, as ·involved. That iJS another rea·son why
have members on all sides of the the Bill as a w.hole -should not be
House. The Government, therefore, rejected.
has made a genuine attempt to
I now come to the conrtent·ious
achieve that end in the Bill.
area of pyramid selling. I COOJsider
As has been said about the Small t!hat I have dealtt wirth this question
Claims Tribunals Bill, this is experi- suffic·iently. The defitllition and the
mental legislation. If at some future penaLties provided in the Bill wil-l
date there appear to be loopholes- achieve the results which the Governsome of the people concerned are ment desires, and with which I bepretty clever at getting around the lieve the whole House agrees. I also
law, although the Government be- gleaned from the observations of
lieves it has made it as difficult as honorable members that there is no
possible-the Government will be opposition to the clause regarding
marking in the Bill and that
prepared to re-examine the legisla- garment
honorable
members want that
tion. The Government considers clause passed. If the passage of
that the Bill as drafted will the Bill is delayed, its provisions
genuinely, honestly and effectively wiU not come into force soon enough.
achieve the objectives which, I re- Therefore the Government will not
peat. are supported by all members accept the amendment moved bv the
honorable member for· Reservoir.
of this Parliament.

When I explained the Bill, I
stated
that
the
Government's
object was to ban or outlaw if possible pyramid selling in this State.
I realize that in some parts of the
world attempts have been made to
control or deal with pyramid selling.
The Government is attempting in
this Bill to ban or outlaw i't. From
discussions we have had with our
legal advisers we believe the Bill
will do this.

Mr. Rafferty.
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I wish to make two further short saw me and oflicem of 1the departreferences.
Many representations ment. What -they asked, in effect,
have been made to the · Gove,mmenrt: was: " WiU you please alteT your
about this Bill. As I 'indicated plfe- legislation to fit our opemtion?" Our
viously, one representation was made all!swer was, "On the conJtracy, we
by Mr. Miller. An amendment was bel'ieve you must m~ake a change in
made in a previous measure as a y.owr ope/fation to fit the legislation
result orf his observations. All o.f the pa~ssed by Parliament. " The same
matters ra;ised by him on this Bill p~ocedure would obtain here. I behave been examined and no pa,I'1ticu- lieve everybody recognizes that tllere
1ar amendmenlt arising fTtom them a:re m:any legitimate orgalllwa!tions
will be made. Strong ~epresen.taltlions and pe!rsons engaged in door-to-door
have been made to the Govemmeilllt selling in th~s State, and I am sure
on behalf of direct-,seUing agencies. :tlhat any one who falls w:ithin the
Eaoh one of :the Tepresentat:ions ha~s definitlion in the BiU, wh~dh I believe
been examined by the Government in has been oopied by rthe other S\tates,
minute detail, and after due and full will have little difficulty in altering
consideration the Gove~nment will his procedures to comply with the
not at this stage accept the law.
proposals. The Govem·ment ooo,sid~s
I should I~ike to make ·on·e .referthat tile definri,tlion which it i,s desired ence :tJo :the representaJttion,s .fuat w&e
to alter is more saJti.s.fa·ctOJry as made to the Government about alterdrafted.
ing the definition. It is a quotation
M1r. Ross-Enw ARDS.-Do you think from an article in the London Times
the ordillla:ry legitimate door-Ito-door of Wednesday, 27th June, 1973, headed " Ending the Misery of Pyramid
selle~r will be p~oteoted?
Selling ". It is a lengthv article but I
Mr. RAFFERTY.-"f.hrut is a fair will read only the following two short
and good que.stion. I have outlined paragraphs:what 'the Government ·has sought to
The Fair Trading Bill was considered in
do. We have defined pyramid seUing, Committee in the House of Lords on Monand, if an org,anization c.urrenJtly day night
adopts p;ractices which fall wtthtin
Some of the companies trading in this
the definiiti'on of pyliamlid ~seU:ing, ·tt way promptly dropped their practice of paywill be outside· the law. The definu- ing fees to participants for new recruits or
tion of " Pyramid selling scheme ", requiring the recruit to pay a fee to the
which i~s contained in .sub-secti,on ( 1) person who recruited him.
of pii"oposed new seCiti.on 32A, .as cooIt has been ·sugge~sted ito t!he Govta!ined in clause 6, i's failfly extensive. emmetllt that the lfeference to tJhis
Judging by 't!he e~amples wh!kh subject should be deleted from the
have been given by honor-able mem- Bill but in retaining it I take great
bers, all the drcumsta:nces wh~ch account of this observation. In movmust obltain to bring a pe~soo wi1t!hin ing to insert five new sections in the
the definition would rarely if ever English Act, Lord Drumalbyn, Minapply to what I would ;te·rm ttJhe ister without Portfolio, said"legiltimate operator". However,
Instead, the new. participant's initial inthey would apply ito . pernons who vestment was represented as being payment
have been op~a;ting py.ramid selHng for an inventory of goods and, in some
cases, for training. Recruiting methods conschemes.
tinued unchanged. Those aspects of the comoperations concerned with profiting
A simiLar :situa!tlion a~ose when lthe panies'
from the sales of franchises had been abanGovernment :intr10duced legislaltion doned and they now purported to have
rel,aWng to unordered goods. Some adopted a system of direct selling of goods
rather than the selling of franchises.
organi~at:ions reU t!hat th:e legi,sl:ation
which was passed by PaTliament im- That indicates that 1some of the
pinged upon their operations. On a firm·s ope.rating unde1r the British
number of occasions they came a:nd legisl·ation would he similar to those
1
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in Australia and if •the
is reduced, in
doorways for
pyramid selling in t:h'is S'ta1te which
we are seeking to close would be
opened.
ope~ating

~of the definition
anothe~r guise poss1ble

value

·

Bill.

Christmas, we conside>r that ilt would
be be-tter if the whole appi"oach weTe
reoornside.red.

Pyramid selling has been wit!h us
f<o>r a considerable time and I have
taken a close interest· in it
I 1repeat that 1the Govemm·ent has because of t!he ruin and havoc ilt has
made a genum•e and honest attempt caused in home.s and the Hfel·ong
to deal wit!h t!bis inslidious pvactice and friendsihi ps it has broken up. It has
I believe honor.able me·mbers f!rom even resulted in fi,stt:Jicuffs and on
all parties want the proposals occasions law ·suits, but it has been
to be brought into being. I have a dreadful thing and the Ministe>r has
done my best to allay the fears known about this for a long time. In
of honorable members who raised ApTil, 1971, an advertisem~ent in the
these questions. The Government guise of an ar.tlicle appeared 1in the
has given deep consideration to Australian edition of the Reader's
what they have pr10posed but I Digest. Honorable members know the
believe the legislation as drafted will type of S'tO['Iies ·the Reader's Digest
be effective and in the best intere,S!Us pubHshes. It ·Contains a tremendous
of the community. I repeat thart: the ·amount of American ballyhoo, a good
Gove~rnment
oannJOit •acceprt ·the deal about religion .and animals and
amendment moved by the !honorable ~included every month is an article
member for R•eservoir.
on the " greatest character I have
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-1 have met" or words to that effect. The
listened with intere•srt: to t!he speech adverti.semeiillt rto which I refer •is
he•aded, " The G:reatest Character I
of the M1inister, both on lt!he OI"ig1inal Know " and it would bring tea~s tJO
Bill and on tJhe ~amendment, but the the eyes to read about t!hi1s wonderOpposit'1on in.tends to persi•st with its ful Ash Ma[ls!hall and Larry Huff
amendment to the second-reading pr-ai•s•ing each other and :one rte.Uing
motion. Membe,rs of the Oppos,i!tJion rt:he other What a wonde!ffu:l asset
reaHze that ·there 'i:s a good deal of Golden Product•s was going to be to
me·r,it in the Bill. A number of •the Austral~a. They were going tJo . ~save
items dealt wilth are of the utmost AustraHa f,rom all the pollution rthalt
imp()l'ltan.ce but we can take no it had ever ·koown.
responsibility for this poor attempt to
stop pyramid selling. The· Min'ister
The honorable member for Geelong
stated in his second-reading speech told the House that there are
that he was· making an appeal to all always ·suckeJ'Is waiting to be sucked
parties in the Parltiamenrt: .to hasten in. The suckers are in the community
the passage of lthiis legislation be- and t!hey ~rure duped by rurlticles such
cause he wri!Shed 'to p~otect people as :this. T!he word " Adverti•semen:t ,,
from the " sharks " in thi•s particular appears in very smaJI print at the top
calling. A:t page 584 of Hansard the of the page. People read it and believe
honorable genrt:leman is Teported as it to be something great and true,
having saidand before 1!hey know where they
1 repeat again that these pyramid sellers
are they find themselves enmeshed
are completely without ethics or pity. They in this scheme, and instead of being
are a dark blot on our business and comenriched they are made much poorer.
munity life.
All honorable membe~rs ag:ree with
that but we believe the Bill as it
stands will not sltamp out .t!hese
practices and, although the Minister
i.s deSiirous of doing this before

I have s:aid that :the M'intster and
tjhe Government have known 'about
pyramid selling for a Jong time. The
honorable gentleman is reported at
page 581 of Hansard as having s·aid
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tha:t tlhe Bill will outlaw pyramid
-s•ellers in Viotori!a. The honorable
gentleman also saidPyramid sellers are unscrupulous and dangerous men. They deliberately crawl into
the lives of their unsuspecting victims to
trap, cheat and rob them of their savings.

In ,an artide in :t!he Age of 11th
Ootober, 1971, two years ago to the
month, the Mini,ster described pyvamid seUing as an 'insid!ious practice
which -cannot be allowed to oonltinue
unabated. He urged firms ·engaged in
.these marketing practkes to r-ationalize ,t!heir sales methods and then
saidIf they don't, then I shall not hesitate to

advise the Government to introduce legislation for the control of pyramid selling.

That was two years ago and now he
has brought in a Bill. However,
within a few weeks of Christmas he
cannot wait long enough to allow the
Bill ,to be amended so that the ins'idious practice of pymmid selling
can be properly killed off.
These people who came tlo ·our
counJtry and who were desct1ibed by
the Minister as h:aving itlleti~ 1ast
crack at the f.olks to get a;ll their
money out of them bef.o,re Ohrilstm>as
have wonderful ways of winning
people over to sign their agreements. One W!Ould need to be a
PhHadelp!hlia lawyer to unde,rstand
the agreemenrts. One could think they
were documents to buy the ~town
hall or somert:hing !flo ithat effect. They
set out in great delta·il what Golden
PI"~oduot·s will do but do nl()lt say whaJt
Golden Products will do .to lthe
people who com•e 1in:t:o ltJhe scheme.
I have photo·stats of their actual
agreement documents and they •are
worfu reading.
When pyram:id selling was at 1its
height, all ·sorrtts of people fell f.or the
"three-card trick" and in my area a
school mothers' club, afteT a talk,
decided t!h~s would be a good way to
raise ·some money. They we•re ttlo put
$270 into 'the scheme. One of :them
Telephoned me about ,it. I told he'r to
wai.t until I had a look at the documents. She wen:t back !flo the
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mothers' club and was able to dissuade the othe:r members from j.oining the scheme. There are many
of -these people and one cannot say
all the mothws in t!he mothers' club
were sucket"~s wai•ting to be sucked
in. They see headlilllgs about getting
rich, and they see advertisements
which a:re qui;te misleading in :the
papetr. The following advertisement
appeared in the Age on Tuesday 25th
Septemb-er, 1971:Part time men, women and married
couples to earn up to $500 a month with
Golden Products International in door-todoor sales.

Another pamphlet distributed by
these people sets out how much the
dealer can earn. It says that he will
make 30 per cent profit on one line,
42 per cent on another, and 50 per
cent on another.
The honorable member for Reservoir pointed out that, for one scheme
in the United States . of America,
when the thirteenth level of the pyramid was reached, the whole population of the country would be employed. I thought of the story about
the chess board from The Magic of
Numbers by Robert Tocquet, translated by Dennis Weaver. According
to the legend, Sessa invented the
game of chess and the King of Persia
asked him what he wanted as a reward. Sessa said he wanted one grain
of corn on the first square of the
board with double the number on
each succeeding square. The total
number of grains could only be expressed in a 20-figure number. To
make the concept tangible, it is
pointed out that the total production
of the earth through several centuries would not be enough to produce such a number of grains and,
further, to count them at the rate of
five per second, would take 1, 170
million centuries.
That is the effect of a pyramid
and that is what people who become
involved in pyramid selling do not
realize. It is the old story of the tenshillings club, or the chain letter
which asks people to send the letter
on to so many of their friends and
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ten shillings to the person named at
the top of the list. But only those at
the top of the list receive anything.
This happens with pyramid selling.
I know people who were dancing with
joy because they thought they were
becoming rich quickly. They got
many of their friends to enter the
scheme but then the bubble burst.
From the same source as the story
of the grains of corn comes the story
about the four horseshoes. If a blacksmith fixed a price of one penny for
the first naii, twopence for the
second, fourpence for the third, and
so on, with each shoe requiring eight
nails, by the time he shod a horse and
used 32 nails his price would be
4,294,967,295 pennies, or some 17
million pounds. These stories indicate
the insidious nature of pyramid selling.
Another pamphlet uses the heading, "New Product for AustraliaAustralia will be the first ". It is a
colourful pamphlet introducing a new
Golden Products product. People
thought it would be good to be in
a first venture, but then came the
fall. Wonderfully-worded letters were
sent out by these people and I have
a copy of one in which they offered
to buy back the goods one man had
bought. They blamed the people
who ~old the goods at cheap rates to
stores which, in turn, sold them at
great discounts, for the collapse of
their. organization. What they said did
not matter very much because these
people had no intention of going on
with the proposal to buy back the
goods. When the heat was really on,
they sent out a heart-rending letter
pointing out how good Golden Products was and how bad everybody
else was. They said that really bad
people had come into the movem~nt
and that the trouble was caused by
these parasites who sold their products to retail stores. They blamed
everyone else and praised themselves to the sky. People took this as
a beautifully-written letter pointing
out the facts and explaining how the
collapse occurred.
Mr. Lind.

Bill.

But then Golden Products and
others made the mistake of writing
to all members of Parliament saying that Golden Products was not
a pyramid-sel~ing_ organization but a
multi-level d1stnbutor. The letter
pointed out that the Australian Association of Multi Level Distributors
had been formed. The honorable
member for Reservoir referred to this
letter but I direct further attention
to it. It was dated 20th December,
1971. It states, inter aliaIt is therefore the association's intention
to prepare a fully-documented submission
which will be presented to the Federal
Attorney-General before the end of Decomber, 1971.

I saw nothing of that submission and

I later wrote to a Labor senator ask-

ing whether he could obtain it for me.
After some time had elapsed, he sent
the submission to me. I am amazed
that anyone would have the impudence to put such a submission to an
Attorney-General. The people who
made the submission pointed out that
they wished to expel people who
engaged in what they called "this
nefarious practice " and that they did
not want to have anything to do
with it. They said that they were
multi-level distributors and not pyramid sellers. They referred to the criticism that pyramid selling was like a
chain letter with everyone eventually
becoming a distributor. They stated
that the criticism could not apply to
them and that it exemplified the difference between multi-level and
pyramid selling · as the members of
the Australian Association of Multi
Level Distributors relied for their
continued success on the sale of products rather than the unlimited proliferation of distributorships. That
statement must have been made
tongue in cheek. These people did
not sell their products. They did not
even try to sell them. I know of no
home in which these products were
used. Yet these people spoke of the
tremendous growth of their business.
They suggested to the Federal
Attorney-General that he bring in a
Bill and, in an appendix to the submission, set out what the Bill should
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do and suggested penalties not exceeding $100 for offences against one
provision and a penalty not exceeding
$500 for offences against another.
They also had the audacity to sayIt is thought that penalties against the
company ought more appropriately exceed
those against individuals.

At the same time thev were issuing
glamorous advertisements and pamphlets in many colours. One was entitled, " Operation Expansion ", and
spoke of such things as "Your expansion year ", " A dream come
true ", " Everything is beautiful ",
"Leadership expansion-Second Australian general school". Another pamphlet referred to the second annual
international general school in Chicago, United States of America, in
September, 1971, and invited people
to enter a competition to win a
~' fabulous trip to Chicago ", with all
expenses paid, and a brand new,
custom-built, air-conditioned company car in the " exciting " contest.
It is not much use talking about
suckers because these people took in
more than suckers. They also put out
an " Extra special bulletin " to announce more promotion, and re-produced photographs of these smiling
men who were ruining people all the
time. A " Special announcement " at
the bottom of one pamphlet states1 per cent retirement plan doubled.
Because of the growth of Golden throughout the world the company has decided to
share its increasing profits with you-our
distributors. The 1 per cent retirement
plan has now been increased to 2 per cent
retrospective to 1st September, 1971.

Another pamphlet is headed " Golden
Expands Its Corporate Team". It expanded its corporate team, all right.
It built up its get-rich-quick activities
and then sent people off to other lands.
The two-year wait for this Bill means
that many of these rogues will escape
the net. Somebody suggested that
they would next try to sell, to black
people in Africa, soap that would
whiten them. I know that some of
these people went to Japan and
Canada.

Bill.
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One part of the propaganda of
these people was directed to the part
they said they would play in protecting the environment. I am amazed
that the Government did not appoint
some of these great men to the Environment Protection Council. One
pamphlet states that the overwhelming proportion of detergents and
cleansers pose a dreadful threat to
the waterways but, that overnight,
the picture changed. It statesHere is the story of how and why it
changed, in Lee Drake's words :
" Larry Huff and I founded Golden Products on April 1, 1970. With the help of
Ash Marshall and a few other men we began
the job of building what was virtually a
brand-new industry.

Another pamphlet contains a pledge
which should appear on every Environment Protection Authority letterLast, but certainly not least, there's the
Golden Pledge. In the midst of our success
we have not forgotten our fine objectives.
For, by always standing by them, we can't
help but attain everything we seek.
In the name of our children and our
children's
children,
we are solemnly

pledged:-

To combat the water pollution by hard
detergents with every means within our
power.
To manufacture, distribute and sell only
those products which will not harm the environment.
To make available, as widely as possible,
satisfactory, safe alternatives to those products which tend to threaten our country's
ecology and fauna.
To care for the well-being of mankind,
his home and his environment, and to build
our business and its policy on that care.
To provide the opportunity for people who
share our concern to join in our endeavours.
To generously reward, through our system
of free enterprise, those who through their
dedication and hard work he'p us promote
the Go·lden cause.

That's the Golden Pledge. Let's always
keep it in mind.
The corporate staff have all asked me to
extend their thanks and very best wishes
to everyone concerned. Needless to say, my
heart-felt thanks and admiration are also
with you, and may you continue to see your
dreams fulfilled.
God bless you allLEE DRAKE
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It has been known for a long time

that these people were in our midst.
The Opposition has brought this matter up time and time again. The Labor
Party knows that the Minister wants
this Bill to go through so that the
legislation will be in effect by Christmas. However, it does not believe that
this Bill will close the net ; some will
escape. Then there will be all sorts
of inquiries to find out who is who
and what is what. The amendment
moved by the Opposition should be
accepted by the House. The Government could then bring in a Bill which
would completely outlaw pyramid
selling or multi-level distributionwhatever it is called. This type of
organization should not be allowed to
exist. It still flourishes in other countries despite having been banned. The
Opposition believes that there is much
good in other provisions of the Bill
but it is disappointed with the provisions relating to pyramid selling.
I have mentioned only Golden Products but there are other similar
organizations. Many decent young
people I know, who mortgaged their
homes and lost their all in this
scheme, have suffered miserably.
They were not fools, they were
ordinary people who were duped
by this colourful literature. The
publication of what appeared to
be a true story in the Reader's
Digest
must
have
caused
a
tremendous amount of heartache.
I appeal to the Government to reconsider its attitude on this matter so
that, unlike the quote from Shakespeare, "We have scotched the
snake, not killed it", we will kill it
outright.

Bill.

need for legislation was evident
two years ago and yet the Government has waited until the end of 1973
before making a move.
The
Country Party is in something of a
dilemma.

Mr. WILcox.-You have been in a
dilemma before.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-The Country Party has been in a dilemma
in the past, and at times it has been
the conscience of the Government.
Through being in a dilemma the party
has saved the Government from making tremendous mistakes, and if its
numbers had been greater it might
have saved the Government from
even more.
If the amendment moved by
the Opposition is agreed to, the
delay in passing the legislation
will be even longer. The honorable
member for Dandenong sa1d earlier
that a two years' delay was far too
long, and now he says that the Government should wait a little longer.
The amendment merely suggests that
the Bill should be withdrawn. Perhaps other parts of the measure
could wait but I disagree that those
provisions relating to pyramid selling should be further delayed because they are a vital part of the
Bill. Accordingly, the Country Party
has decided to oppose the amendment.
Naturally, like members of the
Opposition and of the Government
party, members of the Country
Party have had many submissions made to them by genuine
direct-selling organizations. It would
be very serious if people who conMr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of ducted a legitimate business were
the Country Party) .-Obviously all penalized by this all-embracing net.
honorable members are desperately At a conference which was attended
keen to outlaw pyramid selling in by members of my party, the MinVictoria as soon as possible because ister gave an undertaking that direct
it is a cancer which has grown and sellers who carried on a legitimate
had tragic effects on many people. business would have nothing to fear
The main tragedy is that it has from the measure and would be able
taken so long for legislation to to carry on their businesses. Time
be introduced. As the honorable will tell, and I ask the Minister to
member for Dandenong said, the keep a close eye on this provision.
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Firstly, the Country Party wants
to ensure that the genuine direct
seller is not unduly affected and that
he can continue with his present
operations.
Secondly, the party
wants to ensure that the pyramid
seller is caught in the net. I hope
the Minister will have sufficient staff
to police the legislation. Earlier today the honorable gentleman spoke
at some length on how badly he had
been treated in the Budget and referred to the shortage of staff. In
this case, it is essential that the provisions of the Bill must be policed.
Even if legislation has not been
policed in the past, this measure
must be policed.
The Country Party asks the Minister to give those undertakings, and
I am confident that he will give
them. The Country Party will oppose
the amendment and will watch the
implementation of the Bill with the
greatest of interest. It is important
to the business community that the
measure should be effective and that
its provisions are properly policed.
Mr. GINIFER {Deer Park).-The
Government seeks to prohibit pyramid selling but unfortunately the
cumulative effects of the provisions
in the Bill will allow loopholes to
exist. A better approach would be accurately to define pyramid selling and
apply the penalties. The presence of
loopholes will leave room for legal
argument, and when offences have
been reported and appeals are in process pyramid selling will continue
until the appeals are decided.

Bill.
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I also direct attention to correspondence received by the honorable
member for Reservoir from Mr. King,
the South Australian AttorneyGeneral. The Minister appeared to
take some comfort from the South
Australian legislation and led honorable members to believe the provisions of that legislation were included in the Bill before the House.
In a letter dated 27th October, 1973,
the South Australian Attorney-General states! enclose herewith a copy of the South
Australian Pyramid Sales Bill. You will see
that it differs from the Victorian Bill in
certain respects.

The principal difference is that we have
endeavoured to isolate the conduct which is
objectionable and to prohibit it outright. We
hope that this prohibition, coupled with the
'fegulation making power which will enable
us to catch variants on the theme, will be
effective to stamp out pyramid selling practices.

The purpose of the amendment to
the motion is to enable the Government to reintroduce a Bill which is
based on the South Australian legislation and in which the position will
be made clear. To give honorable
members some idea of the sort of
provision that is required, sub-clause
( 1) of clause 7 of the South Australian Bill provides-

A corporation shall not obtain a benefit
or seek to obtain a benefit from a pyramid
selling scheme.

If a person resident in the State who is
or intends to be a participant in a pyramid
selling scheme(a) makes any payment to or for the
benefit of the promoter or any of
the promoters of the pyramid selling scheme or to or for the benefit
of any participant in the pyramid
selling scheme ;
and
(b) is induced to make that payment or
any part of that payment by reason
that the prospects is held out to
him of receiving payments or other
benefits in respect of the introduction or participation of other persons who become participants in the
pyramid selling scheme,
any person to whom or for whose benefit
that payment is made shall be guilty of an
offence.

Something as purposeful as that provision is required in this Bill. There
should be no ambiguity or room for
legal argument.

Those are the principles which the
Opposition believes should be included in this measure. The problem is not so much that of persons

The Minister took some satisfaction from what was inherent in the
Commonwealth and the South Australian legislation. Sub-section (I) of
section 61 of the Commonwealth
Trade Practices Act states-
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going from door to door or of the entrepreneur who has a genuine business. The problem in pyramid selling
is that people are induced to invest
in a scheme with the object of making a profit and when the goods on
offer are supplied they are rarely
used by the purchaser. Sub-clause
(3) of clause 7 of the South Australian Bill providesIf the promoter or any of the promoters
of a pyramid selling scheme or any other
person acting in accordance with the pyramid selling scheme, by holding out any such
prospect as is referred to in paragraph (b)
of subsection (1) of this section, induces or
attempts to induce a person resident in the
State( a) if he is already a participant in the
pyramid selling scheme, to make
any payment to or for the benefit
of the promoter or any of the promoters or to or for the benefit of a
participant in the pyramid selling
scheme;
or
(b) if he is not already a participant in
the pyramid selling scheme, to become such a participant and to
make any such payment as is referred to in subsection ( 1) of this
section,
the oerson inducing or attempting to induce
that- person to make such a payment is
guilty of an offence.

The omission of these provisions is
the weakness in the measure before
the House. On this basis, the Opposition would like the Bill to be
withdrawn and the Government to
give serious consideration to the introduction of a new Bill incorporating those aspects which will do a lot
more to get rid of pyramid selling
than the present Bill.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-The
Opposition should reconsider its suggestion about bringing the recruitment of persons for payment within
the definition of "pyramid-selling
scheme ". In the definition of a
" pyramid selling scheme " in subsection ( 1) of proposed section 32A
of the principal Act, as contained in
clause 6, paragraph (d) refers to the
recruiting of persons for payment on
the basis that the prospect is held
out to a participant in the trading
scheme of receiving payment for the

Bill.

introduction of other persons to become participants in the trading
scheme. To put that into another
form of English, one could say the
prospect is held out to a participant
in the trading scheme for the recruitment of persons for payment. I do not
know whether my interpretation of
English is any different from that of
members of the Opposition but I
should think that this definition is
virtually, in formal language, what
the Opposition is talking about.
Mr. GINIFER (Deer P.ark).-Mr.
Speaker, on a point of order, I direct
your attention to the fact that the
honorable member for Geelong has
spoken during the second-reading debate s'ince the honorable member for
Reservoir moved his amendment.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-That is correct and the
point of order is upheld.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr. Simmonds to be omitted stand part of
the motion (the Hon. K. H. Wheeler
in the chair)Ayes
48
19
Noes
Majority against the
amendment
29
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Austin

Balfour
Baxter
Billing
Birrell
Borthwick
Burgin
Crellin
Dunstan
Ebery
Evans
(Ballaarat North)
Mr. Evans
(Gippsland East)

Mrs. Goble
Mr. Guy
Mr. Hamer
Mr. Hann
Mr. Jona
Mr. Lacy
Mr. Loxton
Mr. McCabe
Mr. McClure
Mr. MacDonald
Mr. McKellar
Mr. McLareri
Mr. Maclellan

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Meagher
Plowman
Rafferty
Ramsay
Reese
Ross-Edwards
Rossiter
Scanlan
Skeggs
Smith
(Bellarine)

Mr. Smith
(Warrnambool)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Stephen
Suggett
Templeton
Thompson
Trewin
Vale
Whiting
Wilcox
Williams
Wiltshire.
Tellers:

Mr. Chamberlain
Mr. Wood.
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NOES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Amos
Bornstein
Curnow
Doube
Edmunds
Fordham
Ginifer
Holding
Jones
Lind

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mutton
Roper
Simmonds
Stirling
Trezise
Wilkes
Wilton.
Tellers:

Mr. Fogarty
Mr. Kirkwood.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Act to be divided into
Parts and Divisions) .
Mr.
RAFFERTY
(Minister of
Consumer Affairs) .-I have taken
careful note of the observations
made by all honorable members who
spoke during the second-reading
debate. I am fully conscious of the
concern expressed by members of
the Opposition and of the Country
Party, and their observations will be
kept under close scrutiny.
. The Leader of the Country Party
asked questions relating to two matters. Firstly, he asked whether I
would give an undertaking that when
the proposed legislation was promulated and took effect it would be kept
under close observation and scrutiny.
The answer is, " Yes " because the
Government is anxious that the proposed legislation should work effectively. Secondly, the honorable member asked whether the legislation
would be policed. I am glad that the
Premier and Treasurer is present because he is aware, as are other honorable members, that to police the
measure and keep it under observation will require the necessary staff.
An application will be made to the
Treasurer for that purpose.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
Clause 4 (Consumer Affairs Council.)
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).1 raise with the Minister a matter
which has been raised in the past by
the Opposition when similar proposed
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legislation has been before Parliament. Clause 4 amends section 5 of
the principal Act by providing for the
establishment of a new council.
Proposed sub-section ( 1) of section 5
states, inteT aliaThere shall be a council appointed by the
Minister to be called the Consumer Affairs
Council consisting of a person appointed as
Chairman of the Council and at least seven
and not more than nine other members of
whom( a) at least one shall be a person experienced in the manufacture of
consumer goods;
(b) at least one shall be a person experienced in retail trading in consumer goods.

Therefore, the manufacturing section
of industry will be represented. The
Chamber of Commerce will also be
represented. Paragraph (c) of the
proposed sub-section provides thatat least one shall be a person experienced
iJ! advertising or sales promotion activities . . .

Therefore, the public relations aspect
is covered. Paragraph (d) statesat least four (including at least two women)
shall be persons representing the interests of
consumers.

consider that the best single
authoritative body in the State that
represents consumers is the Victorian
Trades Hall Council. The council,
because of its structure and representation, covers every field of the
consuming public.

I

Mr.
WHITING.-The
member means Bourke's.

honorable

Mr. WILTON.-No. The Trades
Hall Council-through its affiliated
trades and labour councils, which are
domiciled in various parts of the
State, such as Bendigo, Ballarat and
t~e Latrobe Valley-is the largest
smgle consumer representative group
in
the
State.
It would
be
reasonable for the Minister to invite
that body to submit a name to him
as one of the four referred to in
proposed paragraph (d).
I am sure that the Trades Hall
Council could provide a suitable female to represent women on the
Consumer Affairs Council. I ask the
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Minister to give this suggestion
serious consideration. There is nothing new about it, for the Trades
Hall Council is. represented on a
variety of bodies; indeed, many statutes provide that the Trades Hall
Council shall nominate a representative for various organizations.

Bill.

sociation of Victoria. The magazine
Choice often issues warnings to the
public
concerning certain
products and certain trade practices.
the
editions
of
Unfortunately,
Choice for May and August, 1967,
are not available from the Library,
but I have obtained an extract of
an article which appeared in Choice
of September, 1968. It is entirtled
"True or False?", and states-

In this way the Minister can make
a direct contribution towards involving the trade union movement
The "Rena "-ware salesmen have just left.
in consumer affairs. It is involved
were told that the use of aluminium
in consumer affairs to some extent We
cookware is forbidden in seven countries,
already through particular unions which include Germany, Belgium, France
which have taken an interest as a and Russia. In Russia, the use of aluminium
result of representations from their cookware has been forbidden for 25 years.
members, and within the operations
Furthermore, they stated that doctors adof the Trades Hall Council itself vise the patients with arthritis, stomach
various matters concerning consumer ulcers, indigestion and a few other complaints not to use aluminium cookware. They
affairs have arisen. It is a responsible gave
several names of doctors and patients,
organization, which is properly con- and said that complaints had actually disstituted, and which, through the appeared after starting to use the stainless
Australian
Council
of
Trade steel cookware.
Unions, has national affiliations. If
Could you tell me, and probable other
the Minister were to agree to my Choice readers, how far these statements
suggestion, the Consumer Affairs are true?
Council would reap the benefit of The articles which appeared in the
having the whole of the trade union publication in 1967 stated, in effect,
movement working with it at not that if a Rena-ware salesman came to
only State level but also national a person's door he should tell the
level.
salesman to go away and, if he
would not do so, the police should be
The honorable gentleman would called because the salesmen were
bring about a closer liaison between crooked. Can the Minister inform
manufacturers, retailers and the the Committee whether an organizaTrades Hall Council. The council has tion such as the Australian Cona very close relationship with them sumers Association can bring a case
through unions, wages 'boards, and on behalf of consumers?
so on. Responsible organizations in
Mr. JONES (Melbourne).-The
Victoria would become totally involved, and I am sure they would Minister did not comment upon
be prepared to play a serious role what I said about the right of the
in the affairs of the Consumer Director of Consumer Affairs to take
collective action in the case of a
Affairs Council.
number of people who have been
The clause was agreed to.
defrauded of a small sum.
Clause 5, relating to proceedings
It seems that under sub-sections
on behalf of ·consumers.
(1) and (2) of proposed section 9B
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-I do not the BiU contemplates that the direcknow whether this clause permits tor shall take action on behalf of
organizations which act in the in- perhaps one or two specifically
terests of consumers to lodge com- named defrauded consumers where
plaints with the Consumer Protec- perhaps the total amount involved
tion Bureau. I am th'inking, in par- is a matter of $1,000 or up to
ticular, of the Austral'ian Consumers $2,500. My point, however, is that
there m'ight be a collective action in
A~sociation and the Consumers As-
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which the total sum involved might
be well in advance of $2,500-perhaps $10,000 or $15,000-but in
which the individual ·amounts involved were only, say, $5 or $10, although a large number of consumers
were concerned. This could happen
as a result of a mail fraud.
Mr. WHITING.---:How do you spell
that?
Mr. JONES.-Either way; the
Deputy Leader of the Country Par-ty
can choose his option. Because of
the small amount involved, the person defr·auded normally would not
go to a solicitor. I believe the director should be able to take this action as a nominal plaintiff, although
I concede that difficulty would be
experienced in distributing whatever
money is recovered.
Can the Minister inform the
House whether he has an effective
deterrent in his sights ·which, if not
incorporated in this Bill, would be
included in the next amending BiU
brought before the Parliament.
Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-One
difficulty is that, in the past, with
organizations such as Reid Murray,
the directors of the company have
not been readily traceable. I think
the . Director of Consumer Affairs
should be empowered to take action
to locate the people responsible as
well as being empowered to launch
prosecutions.
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs).-In reply to the honorable minister for Dandenong, I
think it is spelt out quite clearly
that if the director is satisfied, he
may institute proceedings. For that
reason, I think the association referred to by the honorable member
could bring any matter to the attention of the director for consideration
a_nd decision as to what, if any, action should be taken.
I am not able to ans·wer the honorable member for Reservoir positively, but I will have the matter
he raised exam'ined before this
measure reaches another place.
The · cl~use was· ·agreed to.
Session 1973.-63
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After Division 4 of Part II. of the Principal
Act there shall be inserted the following
Division:32A. ( 1) In this Division, unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter" Pyramid selling scheme " means a trading scheme under which(a) goods or services are or are to be provided by a promoter of the trading
scheme;
(b) goods or services provided or to be
provided by a promoter of the trading scheme are or are to be provided by a participant in the trading
scheme (whether or not as servant
or agent of a promoter) to or for
another participant in the trading
scheme;
(c) all or a substantial number of transactions or negotiations for the· provision of goods ·or services are or
are to be effected or take a place
of business of a promoter of the
scheme or of the participant provivding the goods or services ; and

Mr. RAFFERTY CMinister of Consumer Affairs).-! moveThat, in paragraph (b) of the definition of
" Pyramid selling scheme ", as contained in
sub-section ( 1) of proposed section 32A,
the words " another participant in the trading scheme " be omitted with the view of
inserting the words " other persons ".

The reason for this amendment is
that it is usual for pyramid selling
schemes to be organized on •several
levels of participants and the Bill
as drafted envisages that practice.
However, i:t has been brought to
notice that promoters of schemes, by
reducing the number of levels of
participants to one, could put their
operations outside the definition in
the Bill. Substitution of the words
" other persons " for the words
" another participant in the trading
scheme " will mean that all schemes
will be included.
Mr. SIMMONDS {Reservoir).-Th'is
matter has been well canvassed. The
Opposition was of th~ view that
there would be loopholes in this
clause and congratulates the Minister on his having found one. Perhaps
of most concern is ·the period which
will elapse between the operations
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of pyramid sellers and the launching. of a prose·cution. By the time
action can . proceed, .it is probable
that the seller will have completed
his activities.
··
The CHAIRMAN (Mr. McLaren).Order! I direct the honorable member's attention to · the fact that the
Committee is discussing a specific
amendment.
Mr. SIMMONDS.-! do not think
the amendment does anything to
change the situation. ·
·
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. RAFFERTY . {Minister of
Consumer Affairs) .-1 moveThat, in paragraph (c) of the definition
of "Pyramid selling scheme", as contained
in sub-section ( 1) of proposed section 32A,
after the word " services ", where first
occurring, the words " to other persons "
be inserted.
·

The reason for this amendment is
that, from submissions received since
the Bill ·was introduced, it appears
that the transactions or negotiations
referred to in the clause, which take
place at a place other than a place
of business of the promoter of the
scheme, are being confused with
transactions which relate to the recruitment of other participants. The
addition of the words " to other
persons " makes it clear that the
transactions referred to are sales to
the final user. The promoters or participants may recruit other participants at their places of business, but
an essential feature of pyramid selling schemes is that sales to the end
user are to be effected, in the main,
away from the place of business of
either the promoter or the participant,
often . on a door-to-door basis.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).Earlier in this debate I asked
whether referral selling would be
banned under this clause. I was hop-.
ing that the Minister would be able
to set my mind at rest. Referral selli:t;lg has been described in many reports of the former Consumer Protection Council, which recommended
that it be banned. I should be grateful if the honorable gentleman could

. ·-:.:Bill.
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explain whether. teferral . selling will
be· .banrted· und~t this clause. Over
the past .few ·weeks· ·I have had ·a
good deal of experience with these
referral· schemes, and, not being
aware of them previously, I was extremely perturbed when speaking
to constituents who have been
caught by them. I ask the Minister
to give an assurance that referral·
selling schem~s wiil .be banned.
Chain ·letters have also been mentioned in the reports of the former
Consumer Protection Council. I
should be grateful if the Minister
could inform the Committee of the
position of chain letters under this
clause.·
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-The clause does not
deal directly with the matters raised
by the honorable member for Brunswick West. He has raised two important matters which are not specifically dealt with in the Bill but they
are currently under surveillance by
the Government. I have taken a note
of what the honorable member has
said ..
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).--Clause
6, as amended, is a new provision to
the Act and is designed specifically
to ban pyramid selling. The Leader
of the Country Party and the honorable member for Gippsland South
who spoke during the second-reading
debate informed honorable members
that one of the concerns of the
Country Party is whether sufficient
inspectors to police these provisions
adequately will be provided. I appreciate that the Minister is satisfied
that the legislation will cover the
type of operation to which everybody is completely opposed but it
appears that the Consumer Protection Bureau will not have sufficient
staff, as it has only fiv.e inspectors.
On quickly looking through the
Act, one finds the type of inspection
work these people are expected to
perform. The inspectors are concerned with furniture regulations,
merchandise marks, footwear regulations, safe design and construction
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of goods, unordered goods, door-todoor sales, . tr~ding stamps · or
coupons, false or misleading advertising, mock auctions. misleading
marking of prices and now. on top
of that. formidable list, there will be pyramid selling activities.·
It is fairly obvious from all reports
on these operations that in the initial
stages there will be a good deal of
investigation work for these officers
to carry out. I make a strong plea
to the Minister and to the Premier
to ensure that additional inspector~
are appointed for the purpose of implementing the supervision required
by clause 6. It will be completely
useless if this legislation is enacted
and then, as the Minister said when
speaking on another matter, it is
found that the problem is too big or
too small to concern the inspectors
from the Consumer Protection
Bureau.
On behalf of the Country Party I
make a strong plea for additional
inspectors to be appointed so that
the provisions of this clause can be
fully implemented at the earliest
possible opportunity.
Mr. RAFFERTY {Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-I have listened to
the views of the Deputy Leader of
the Country Party and I agree with
what he has said. I thought I had
indicated twice during the debate
that a special application has been
made to the Premier and Treasurer
for the appointment of additional staff
for this purpose. I hope additional
staff will be forthcoming so that the
necessary policing of the proposed .
legislation can be carried out.
Mr. GINIFER.-Perhaps something
will appear in the Supplementary
Estimates.
.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-I am hopeful
that an authorization will appear in
the Supplementary Estimates, as a
special application has been made to·
the Premier and Treasurer on the
basis that additional staff must be
provided .or the job cannot .be done.

'Bill. .

I wish to make an observation on
paragraph (b)- of sub-section (3)
of proposed section 32B. I again
issue a warning to the public
abo.ut the dangers of pyramid
selling. Despite all the publicity that
has been given to these schemes in
recent weeks and the fact that the
Government was in.troducing legislation which -in some form or other
would be supported by the House, I
heard again last night of people going
along to recruiting meetings. I do
not know whether it occurred,
~ut I heard that such a meeting was
hkely to be held. Under the provision I have mentioned, a promoter
of, or a participant in, a pyramidselling scheme under certain circumstances is himself liable to a heavy
penalty or i~prisonment. I again
Issue a warning to people in the
community to think seriously before
they attend these meetings and enter
into a commitment which may render
them liable to payment of a fine or a
term of imprisonment once this Bill
becomes law.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-Subs.ection (I) of proposed section 32E
providesThe Governor in Council may, by notice
in writing published in the Government
Gazette, declare that th~ provisions of this
Division, other than this section do not
apply or _did not ~t a particular time apply
to a specified ·tradmg scheme or to specified
transactions forming part .of a trading
scheme or to a specified trading scheme
promoted by a specified person.

The provision gives the Governor in
Council power to declare cer-tain
schemes not to be pyramid · selling
schemes. Whilst it is probably a
wise provision to · have within the
proposed legislation, it is one of
which I trust the Minister will be
wary. As has been explained in
the debate, misleading names could
be used for this type of a_ctivity,
and . schemes which should come
within the ambit of the Bill could
well be exempted. I realize that the
Minister cannot reply to my comments but' I hope every. effort will be
inade . to make sure .that exemptions
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under this .provision are not readily
made but will .be fully researched
before an exemption is granted.
Mr. RAFFERTY ·CMinister of Consumer Affairs) .-Despite the comments of the Deputy· Leader of the
Country Party about the Minister not
being able to reply, the Minister is
competent to answer the question.
The Governor in Council will take into consideration all relevant forms of
administration under the proposed
legislation. When the Bill was being
drafted, the approach suggested by
the honorable member for Mildura
was considered. I am able to inform
the honorable member that under the
normal administration of any Act,
what he suggests would be one of
the first things that any Minister or
any Government would look at and,
of course, that will be done on this
occasion.
Mr. SIMMONDS '(Reservoir).-If
an exemption is to be granted by the
Governor in Council the Minister of
Consumer Affairs will be forced to
make a judgment on what is basically a level of exploitation within the
present structure of our society. A
great deal of exploitation already
takes place and legislation of this
type will necessarily mean that the
honorable gentleman will have to
make a judgment on the basis of
what is, in his terms, a legitimate
enterprise. One of the reasons why
the Opposition adopted the stand it
did was that it considered there was
a need for an improved definition to
avoid this situation occurring. I can
reiterate only that it is unsatisfactory where the Minister is finally
in the position of being able to say
what is a pyramid-selling scheme.
Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West).I wish to add something to the problem I raised eadier about referral
selling. I am grateful to the Minister of Consumer Affairs for stating
that .he would be looking into this
problem. I should like to point out
that the 1969 report of the former
Consumer Protection Council recommended· that the practice of referral
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selling be abolished. In the next
couple of weeks I hope to have completed my case histories on the· referral selling scheme. When I have completed them I shall make them avail-.
able to the Minister-! hope other.
honorable members will do likewise
-and then the Consumer Affairs
Council will recommend that speedy
action follow.
Mr. BURGIN {.Polwarth).-lf this
Bill is to be passed before the Christmas recess the Minister needs to
make an accurate assessment of the
firms which may be exempted and a
rather quick assessment of those
firms to be ·exempted, otherwise
many legitimate firms, which are trading as they should trade, will be disadvantaged while these exemptions
are being considered. So, I suggest
that it is essential that the Minister's
department should start investigating
these firms now so that when the
Bill finally becomes law the department will know whether these firms
should be exempted.
The clause, as amended, was
adopted, as were the remaining
clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MUNICIPALITIES ASSISTANCE
BILL.
Mr. HAM·ER (Premier and Treasurer) presented a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund for
the purposes of the Municipalities Assistance Bill.
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) moved for leave to bring in a
Bill with respect to financial assistance to municipalities in respect of
rates deferred or excused under section 298 of the Local Government
Act 1958.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
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VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power) presented a message
from His Excellency the Governor
recommending that an appropriation
be made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of the Victorian Development
Corporation
(Amendment) Bill.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Victorian Development Corporation Act 1973 and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
PENSIONS SUPP·LEMENTATION
BILL.
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to implement the
proposal announced in the Budget in
relation to the up-dating of superannuation pensions. Last year pensions
under the State superannuation
scheme were increased in accordance
with the change in the cost of living
as measured by the movement in the
consumer price index between 30th
June, 1967, and 30th June, 1972. It is
now proposed to increase these pensions on the basis of the change in
the index between 30th June, 1972,
and 30th June, 1973.
Pensions which commenced on or
before 30th June, 1972, will receive
an increase of 8·5 per cent payable
from the first pension pay period in
December next. Pro rata increases
will be applied to pensions which
commenced during the financial year
which ended on 30th June, 1973.
These will be at the rate of onetwelfth of 8·5 per cent for each month
or part of a month for which the
pension was paid prior to 1st July,
1973. Similar increases will be made
to pensions payable from the Police
Pensions Fund to retired police officers and to police widows. ·

Bill. · , ·
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The· Bill also provides fot ·the an..:.
nual adjustment of superannuation
pensions, and pensions payable under
the Police Regulation Act, in accordance with future changes in the consumer price index. Provision is made
for these adjustments to operate
from the first pension pay day occurring in December of each year.
As announced in the Budget, the
Bill provides that one half of the cost
of the proposed up-dating of pensions
in 1973 will be met from the Consolidated Fund and the other half will be
provided from the Pensions Supplementation Fund. In future years the
cost of updating of superannuation
pensions will be shared by these
funds respectively in the ratio of five
to two. This is in accord with the
basis on which the cost of pensions
is shared under the provisions of
the Superannuation Act.
As I mentioned earlier, the pension
increases provided for in this Bill are
to be paid on the first pension pay
day in December next, namely, 13th
December, 1973. This will involve
some 21,000 pensions. The Bill will
need to become law before the payments can be made and I trust that
the House will agree to deal with it
expeditiously. I commend the Bill to
the House.
On the motion of Mr. KIRKWOOD
(Preston) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
13.

ADJOURNMENT.
DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS STAFF
LEAVE FOR SPORTING PURPOSES FLINDERS LANE POLICE STATION.
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) .-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. ROPER {Brunswick West).I direct to the attention of the Minister of Education a matter which stems
from the answer he gave to a question I asked of him today relating to
the employment of ancillary staff.
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The Government is to be commended
at least for commencing to employ
ancillary staff. But one part of the
answer implies that disadvantaged
schools will not wish to use their
money for the employment of this
staff. Many schools in the disadvantaged areas would be able to put
money to good use for the employment of casual staff such as bus
drivers and interpreters, or to help
around the school as teaching aides
and so on. They would .be specifically employed by the school for a
particular purpose.
·
My concern stems from . the fact
that consideration does not seem to
have been given to the present weakness both in primary and secondary
schools that employees are not cove:req for workers compensation, and
that they may suffer disadvantage if
something happens whilst they are so
employed. I ask the Minister of Education to consider· the legal situation
if schools employ such people and
pay them with the money they are
to get from the State and Federal
Governments.
, Mr. LOXTON (Prahran).--.~I direct
to the attention of the Premier the
fact that when members of the Public
Service and the Teaching Service are
chosen to represent this State in the
sporting arena, if they apply for leave
on a Friday or a Monday they are
~utomatically docked four days' pay.
This is an injustice, and I would like
the ·honorable gentleman to take up
the matter.
Mr. JONES {Melbourne).---~I should
have liked to direct my question to
the Chief .Secretary if he had been
present because it concerns a matter
I have spoken about in this Housethe . proposed closing of the police
station in Flinders Lane near Degraves Street.. This matter concerns
myself, iny constituents and the
police involved. I raised the matter
last week by way of a question without notice and the Minister indicated
that there would be an answer. I
pointed «;>ut that there was urgency,
that it was proposed that the police
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station should be closed·down on the
last day of the month. Today is 30th
October. · ·
.· ·
The following. day I asked the
Chief Secretary another question on
the same ~ubject, and the honorable
gentleman rebuked me for raising the
matter and said that it had been
referred to him only 24 hours earlier
and he had not .time to answer. When
I tried to raise the question again
during question time the following
day, I did not get the call. I wanted
to raise the matter on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting on
Thursday afternoon, but as the Minister was not present it seemed futile
to raise it in his absence. When
I raised the matter today I was
unwise enough to ask a question
Which permitted an answer with
the monosyllable "Yes", with that
quickness of wit which made the
Minister so popular with primary
school children. I still do not know
the answer, and we are getting towards the end of the month. Presumably, if the police station is to be
closed it will be closed tomorrow and
I should like to know the reason why.
The Chief Secretary, who looks
much more replete than I feel is now
back in the House. I should' like to
know what is the position of the
police station, which is the only one
to serve that particular area of the
Golden Mile and which gives service
to a large number of organizations.
I should like to know the reasons why
it is proposed to close it down.
1

Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-The honorable member for
Prahran apparently feels that an injustice is being done to public servants who are lucky enough to represent their State in sport-no doubt
cricket. I shall investigate why they
are docked four days' pay for two
days' absence, and let him have an
answer.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .-In reply. to the honorable
member for Brunswick West, it is
true t~at earlier this year the Government said that an additional $1 mil-
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lion would be· made available to assist
schools that had fallen behind in the
provision of desirable equipment ... It
would also have no objection to using
this money, 40 per cent of which has
already been distributed, to engage
the services of people in important
projects or poss.ibly on a part-time
basis. Oyer recent years, for example,
primary schools under the exemption
provision of the Public Service Act
have been engaging part-time secretarial staff for a quarter or half of
the week.
If schools in the honorable member's area desire to use money in this
way, the Government will be pleased
to hear from them and endeavour to
make it possible. The Government
is also considering firm proposals for
extending the powers of school councils and committees. However, after
discussion with the authorities interested in educational administration,
including teachers' unions, the Government has been requested to defer
a final decision. The proposed legislation to extend the powers of the
school committees and councils will
be deferred until the autumn sessional period.

Questions· on Notice.
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The following answers to questions
notice were circulated: -

o~

PAY-ROLL TAX.·
(Question No. 2.52)

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows)
asked the TreasurerWhat amount was collected by the
Treasury, for the financial year 1972-73
through pay-roll tax levied on wages paid to
staff employed by State school councils?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
Treasurer) .-The answer is-

and

$1,149,547.

ACQUISITION OF BENDIGO LANU.
(Question No. 299)

Mr. McCLURE (Bendigo) asked
the Minister of Education...;....
1. How many properties in the area ip be

acquired between the· State College
(Bendigo) and the Bendigo Institute of
Technology have been valued for the
estates branch of the Education Department, and when it is expected that offers
to purchase will be made to the present
owners?
2. When the remaining properties to be
acquired in the area will be valued, and
offers to purchase made?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).l would not wish to be desultory in
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
my approach to the question raised Education) .-The answer i~by the honorable member for Mel1. Seventeen properties being valued and
bourne. In his usual snide fashion he offers will be made after valuation reports
referred to me as a primary school have been received arid considered.
2. Certain technical material now being
teacher as though that were a thing
upon receipt of which instrucof desuetude, a thing of rags, that obtained,
tions will be issued for valuations. At this
primary school teachers in this State stage, not possible to predict when offers
were not a great force for good in the will be made.
community. I was never one of those.
I hope I have been a force for good
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES FOR
in the community in my time. The
DEAF CHILDREN.
honorable member should get his
(Question No. 300)
facts straight. A letter is winging its
way through the post now describMr. McCLURE (Bendigo) asked the
ing to the honorable member the Assistant Minister of Educationreasons why the Flinders Lane police
In respect of each of the years from 1964
station will be closed. I shall not to 1973bore the House with the reasons.
1. How many children from country areas
They will be manifest to the honor- have been enrolled at kindergartens qr
schools for the deaf at-(a) Melbourne;
able member tomorrow morning.
~and

(b) ·Ballarat, indicating the number at

. each kindergarten or school?
The motion was agreed to.
2. What was the age of each of these
The House adjourned at 10.45 p.m. children at the time of enrolment? ·
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3. In which towns or postal districts each
Mr. DIXON (Assistant .Minister of
of these children lived prior to enrolment, Ed c t•o
) Th ·
·
and at w!¥ch. kindergarten or ·school they ·
u a 1 n .- e answer ISenrolled?
1. Note: In •the period 1964 to 1973 some
children have been enrolled in more than
4. How many of these children were one school or kindergarten for deaf children.
accommodated in hostels at-(a) Mel·
bourne; and (b) BaUarat?
The table which follows shows the num..
ber of children from country areas who
5. How many parents mov·ed to-(a) Mel- have been enrolled at kindergartens or
bourne; and (b) Ballarat, following the schools for the deaf. at (a) Melbourne and
enrolment of their child at a kindergarten
(b) Ballarat in respect of each of the years
or school for the deaf?
from 1964 to 1973.
1964

(a)
Melboume:
Glendonald
16
Victorian School for Deaf
Children
4
Princess Elizabeth Kindergarten
9
Monnington

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

16

4

6

5

4

8

10.

4

2

9

7

6

11

17

9

1971

1972

1973

Totals

11

5

7

82

6

6

6

9

63

10
1

14
9

12
13

9

11

6
13

103
47

8

4

9

3

(b)

Ballarat:
Ewing House

3

4

3

8

4

at ·Ballarat, Traralgon, Geelong and Shepparton.
2. The table below shows the ages of
children from country areas at the time of
enrolment in respect to the years 1964 to

In ·addition hundreds of children throughout the State in normal schools have been
assisted by the visiting teacher service for
deaf children, the headquarters of which is
located in Melbourne, with country centres

1973.

Glendonald

0-11 months
1-1.11
2-2.11
3-3.11
4-4.11
5-5.11
6-6.11
7-7.11
8-8.11
9-9.11
10-10.11
11-11.11
12-12.11
13-13.11
14-14.11
15-15.11

Total

47

Victorian
School
for
Deaf
Children

3
33
13
4
11
8
4
1
2
2
1

1
11
31
6
2
3
3
1
1
1
2
1

82

63

Princess
Elizabeth Monnington
Kindergarten

50
39
13
1

5
24
12
5
1

Ewing
House

1
17
12
3
4
1
5

2
1
1

103

47

47

3. The following 1table shows the towns in which children from country areas lived
prior to their enrolment at a kindergarten or school for the deaf, in .respect of each of
the years from 1964 to 1973:-.
·
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Glendonald

Ararat ..
Arcadia
Ardmona
Bacchus Marsh ..
Baimsdale
Ballarat
Bandianna
Bayles ..
Beaufort
Beechworth
Benambra
Bendigo
Bengworden
Boolara
Broadford
Buckrabunyule
Buninyong
Burrumbeet
Camgham
Charlton
Cobram
Cockatoo
Cohuna
Colac
Coldstream
Coleraine
Corio
Corowa
Corryong
Cowes ..
Cranbourne
Deniliquin
Dooen ..
Drouin ..
Eaglehawk
Echuca ..
Edenhope
Erica
Euroa ..
Fish Creek
Foster ..
Geelong
Glenthompson
Great Western
Harrietville
Hastings
..
Hay New South Wales
Healesville
Heathcote
Hillside
Hopetoun
Horsham
Hurst bridge
Inverloch
Kallista
Kerang
Kilmore
Koo-Wee-Rup
Koroit ..
Korumburra
Kyabram
Kyalite ..
I:yneton
Lab
Langwarrin
Launching Place

on

1973.]
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Victorian
Princess
School
Elizabeth Mannington
for
Kindergarten
Deaf
Children

Ewing
House

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

5

5

1
1

19

3

.1

1.

2
·2

1
2

1
2.
2

.1

1

1
2
1

.3

2
1

2

1
2
1

2

1

1

.1

1.
1.
7

3

19

1
5

2

1
1

1
1
1
1

2

.1
.. 1
1

1
2
2
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Victorian
'.I

·..•
Laverton
Leongatha
Leopold
Lockhart New South Wales
LongJea
Macedon
Maffrra
Maryborough
Menzies Creek ..
Memda
Merricks North ..
Milawa
;
Mildura
Mirboo North
Mittyack
Moe
Monbulk
Mortlake
Morwell ·
..
..
Moulamein New South Wales
Mount Beauty ..
Mo\int Best
Mount Evelyn · ~ .
MudgegoD.ga
Murchison
Nagambie
•· ..
Nat·Nar Goon ....
Neerim South
Newborough
Newham·
NeWlYn Nortli·
Noojee.'. · '
Numurkah
Ocean Grove
Orbost ..
Penshurst
..
Pirron Yallock ... ·
Portland·.
Red Cliffs
Rochester
Rom8e>. ·..
Rosebud
Rutherglen
Sale
Seymour ..
Shepparton
Somerville
Springhurst
Stanhope
.·.. ·.
Stawell ..
Streatham
Sunbury
Swan Hill
Ttlllangatta
Tarwiri ..
Tatura .•

. Glertdonald

3

1

T~bury

Tongala
Torquay
Traralgon
Truganina.
Tungamah·.
Tyabb ..
Tasmania
Upper Beaconsfield
Wandin

1
3

Notice.~

Princess
Elizabeth Monnington
Kindergarten

Ewing
House

4

1
1
1

..

..

School
for
Deaf
Children

on

1

1
1

1

2

2
·2

_1
2
1.
1

3
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

. 1

1
1'

1

1
2

1
3

1

1
1

3

1
1
1
1
1
2

1

1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1

2

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
2
1
1
4

1

1.
1

1

1
2
1
1

1
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· Glendonald

Wangaratta
Warragul
Warrnambool
Werribee
Whittlesea
Wilby ..
Willaura
Willow Grove
Wingeel
Wodonga
Woodend
Woorak
Yackandandah
Yarragon
Yarram
Yarrawonga
Yerong Creek

1
3
1
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Victorian
School
Princess .
for
Elizabeth Mannington·
Deaf
Kindergarten
Children

1
1
1
1

2

•'•.

•

4.
(a) Melbourne

Glendonald (John Cannon House) -82
Victorian School for Deaf Children-62
Princess Elizabeth Kindergarteil-95
Mannington-Nil.
(b) Ballarat-24.
5.
(a) Melbourne

Glendonald-Nil
Victorian School for Deaf Children-!
(family)
Princess
Elizabeth
Kindergarten--8
(families)
Mannington-Nil.
(b) Ballarat
Ewing House-21 (families).

PAY-ROLL TAX CONCESSIONS.

Ewing
House·

••

••

.,

:

... j

declaration as special establishments within
the meaning of sub-section (1) of section ·2
of the Decentralized Industry ·Incentives
(Pay-roll Tax Rebates) Act 1972, N'o. 8383. ·_:
However, this number is still ~bject t6
increase because the Act provides. for appli·
cations to be. received up until 30th Novem.;
ber. No list of applicants can be provided
because the Act specifically precluded the
divulging of any information relating to the
affairs of any firm making applicatio~ under
the Act.
.
2. Seventy-six will be approved.
3. Subject to the discretionary powers
of the Governor in Council,- the criteria for
declaration as a special establishment are
laid down in sub-sections (2), (3) and (4)
of section 2 of the Decentralized Industry
Incentives (Pay-roll Tax Rebates) Act 1972,
No. 8383.
.

(Question No. 312)

Mr. TREZISE (Geelong North)
asked the Minister for Fuel and
Power, for the Minister for State
Development and Decentralization!. Which firms in the Geelong area have
applied for pay-roll tax concessions?
2. How many of such applications have
been approved?
3. What are the qualifying conditions for
Geelong firms to obtain such a concession?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization is1. To date, 78 industries within the
Geelong area have lodged applications for

PENTRIDGE PRISONERS.
(Question No. 342)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Agriculture, for the Minister for Social Welfare!. How many prisoners were held at
Pentridge prison on 1st October, 1973?
2. What were the countries of birth of
these prisoners, expressed in numbers and
as a percentage of the whole?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for Soci·al Welfa.re
is1. 1,002.
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2. Because of the many· prisoner move- However, statistics are kept, over the whole
ments-receptions, discharges, , transfers, year, of the birth places of all prisoners
court. appea~ances-on' ·any one. day, I am received and the following is the latest such
unable :to supply the JJ;iform~tion. re.quested. ··table:BIRTH PLACES OF PRISONERS. RECEIV~D 1ST JULY, 1972-30TH JUNE, 1973.
Birth places
Males
Females
Total
Percentages
Victoria
New ·South Wales ..
Other Australian States
New Zealand
British Isles
Other British possessions
Europe ..
Asia
..
..
North and South America
Other countries
Total

EXPENDITURE OF MINISTRY OF
· ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS.
(Question No. 350)

Mr. A. T. EVANS (Ballaarat North)
asked the TreasurerWhether he will now supply details of
estimated expenditure of the Ministry of
Aboriginal Affairs as promised by him in
answer to the question without notice asked
on Wednesday, 19th September last?
·

Mr. HAMER (Premier and .Treasurer) ,___;.The answer isDetails of the estimated expenditure by
the Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs in 1973-74
are as follows:$
364,200
1. Salaries
24,600
2. Travelling and subsistence
10,800
3. Office requisites
26,400
4. Public relations
15,600
5. Incidentals
15,600
6: Postage. and telephone
18,000
7. Motor vehicles
6,000
8. Fuel, light and power
6,000
9. Assistance
51,200
10. Education
11. Lake Tyers and Framlingham 60,000
66,000
12. House maintenance
135,000
13. Capital works
15,600
14. Hostels and centres
815,000
This estimated expenditure is to be met
from:Budget allocations$
Current · account: Division
410,000
No. 690 .
Works and services account 310,000
Revenue estimated to be
received· into the Aboriginal
Affairs Fund from rents, loan
repayments, house sales and
donations
95,000
815,000

7,649
932
1,336
119
835
9
1,517
36
28
225

290
90
98
11
29
16
65

12,686

1
2

7,939
1,022
1,434
130
864
25
1,582
36
29
227

59.7
7.7
10.8
1.0
6.5
0.2
11.9
0.3
0.2
1.7

602

13,288

100.0

This provision excludes funds to be provided directly to the Ministry by the Australian Government.

MORWELL DISTRICT
TOTALIZATOR AGENCIES.
(Question No.

35~)

Mr. AMOS. (Morwell) asked the
Minister for Youth, Sport · and
Recreation!. What amounts were invested by
punters in the 1972-73 financial year at each
Totalizator Agency Board agency within the
electoral· district of Morwell?

2. What . total amount in winn~g bets
was paid from each such agency?
3. Whether it is proposed to establish any
further agencies within the ·electoral
boundaries of Morwell; if so, what areas are
proposed for this development?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .--The answer
is1. Mirboo North

Morwell
Traralgon
. Y.alloum

$
101,229
143,474
1,253,605
414,642
1,912,950

2. I regret that there are no payout figures
available but they would be approximately
85 per cent. of turnover.
3. I am advised by the general manager
that the Totalizator Age~cy Board does not
propose to seek approval to establish any
further agencies in this area at present as.
it is considered that the coverage available
is adequate.
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ANCILLARY . STAFF FOR.
SCHOOLS ..
(Question No. ·360.)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of EducationFurther to his letter of 26th September
to· the honorable member · for Brunswick
West1. Whether he can indicate ·when the discussions regarding the employment of ancillary· staff will. be concluded and nominate
a date on which he will be able to make a
statement on the matter?
·. 2. Whether disadvantaged schools will be
·able to use special moneys made available
as a result of the Karmel report' to employ
ancillary staff?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1. The decision to employ additional ancillary staff in schools next year has already
been made and. details were. announced in
the Premier's Budget speech. Some 1,000
additional such staff will be provided for
the next !:!ChOOl year..
2. There shoul;d be no need for schools
to use the special moneys made available
to them as a result of the Karmel report to
employ ancillary staff.

2 and 3. Captal funds for science facilities
have been maqe available as follows:Brunswick High School:· . Nill.
The
school's existing science facilities are consid~red .adequate.
School:
Nil. The
Brunswick High
secondary division is at present considering
feasibility plans for additions to this school
which will include science facilities.
Brunswick High School:
Nil.
The ·
techni~al schools division does not . consider
it economically desirable to provide new
science facilities at this· school at present
in view of it$ ultimate aim to· replace buildings at Brunswick TeChnical School.
Coburg Technical School:· A contract for
additions at this school has recently .been
let. It includes the provision of one Commonwealth· science laboratory.
Coburg High SChool: Science facilities to
Commonwealth . standards are included in
the new 3-story block currently under construction. The cost is being met from works
and services funds.
Pascoe Vale Girls High School: $19,617
to date. It is also proposed to provide ·a
new ·2-room Commonwealth science block
during 1974-75 financial year.
Strathmore High School: $59,281, ·No
further science facilities are planned at this
time.
Central schools do not come under any
post-primary provisions for Commonwealth
science facilities.
·

(Que~tion

(Question .No. 365)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Education.:_
Since the introduction of the Commonwealth science laboratory programme!. How many State schools have received
science laboratories costing in excess of
$25,000?
2. What amount has been made available
for science facility capital works at Bru~s
wick, Brunswick Girls, Coburg, Strathmore,
and Pascoe Vale Girls high schools, Brimswick and Coburg technical schools, and
Moonee Ponds central school, respectively?
3. Whether there are plans for expenditure on science facilities in any of the
above schools in the near future; if so, what
plans?

1. One hundred and eighty.

l6~5

COMMONWEALTH SECONDARY
LIBRARIES.

COMMONWEALTH SCIENCE
LABORATORIES.

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

on Notice.

of

No .. 366)

Mr. ROPER · (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of EducationSince the introduction of the Commonwealth secondary libraries programme!. How many State schools have received
Commonwealth secondary libraries?
·2. 1-low many schools had 'libraries of
Commonwealth standard prior to the introduction of the Commonwealth scheme?
3. Whether Brunswick, Brunswick Girls,
Coburg, Strathmore and Pascoe Vale girls
high schools; Brunswick and Coburg
technical schools and Moonee Ponds central
school, respectively, have received Commonwealth secondary libraries?
4. Whether there are plans for the construction of Commonwealth secondary
libraries in any of those ·schools and what
is their place on the priority list?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister·
Education) ~-The answer is-

of

1. Sixty-one State schools have received
Commonwealth secondary libraries.

I
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2. None.
. 3. Of the schools named, Coburg and
Strathmore high schools have received Com· ·
moriwealth libraries.
.4.. Brunswick High School, · Brunswick
Gtrls High School, Pascoe Vale Girls High
School and Brunswick and Coburg technical
schools will receive Commonwealth libraries
in the future. The Moonee Ponds .Central
School is not eligible for assistance under
tl!e States Grants (Secondary School
Lt~r~ries). Act. Information regarding the
pnority hst for Commonwealth libraries is
confidential and it .is not proposed to make
the. U~t availf:i~le. Pri~rities. are .subject to
revie~ fro~ time to time depen·ding upon
changmg circumstances.

MARYBOROUGH. TECHNICAL
COLLEGE:
· (Question No. 367)
Mr~

CURNOW (Kara Kara)" asked
the Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation'
· Whether the Maryborough Technical
College is .-eligible for· a grant. from the
Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation to recondition basketball and tennis
courts owned by the Victorian Railways
Institute but used solely by the college?

Mr. DIXON (Minister for Youth,
Sport and Recreation) .~The answer
is1 would pe prepared to give consideration

to such an application upon receipt of
details of the proposal, including details of
~J:le Ian~ tenure of the property. However,
1t would be necessary for such an applica'tion to be submitted through the. City of
Maryborough which would be required to
incorporate· it in its priority list of youth,
sporting and recreational facility projects
which it recommends to the department.
The question of priorities is a matter for
the municipality and whether a subsidy
would be available would depend on. the
resources of my department and the position
of the project ··on the priority list.

SPEECH THERAPY CENTRES.
(Question. No. 384)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Assistant Minister of
EducationWhat is the staffing establishment for
each of the speech therapy centres?

Mr. DIXON (Assistant Minister of
Education) .-The answer is. There is no official staff establishment
for speech therapy centres. At present
there is a total staff of 43 spread throughout
the State.
··

.

.

.

PEDESTRIAN OVERPASS FOR
FOOTSCRAY.
(Question No. 396) ,

Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray) asked
the Chief SecretaryIr. view of · the decision of ·the Road
Safety and· Traffic Authority that a low
priority rating be given to. the construction
of a pedestrian overpass at the intersection
of Geelong Road and Bark'y Street, Footscray, referred to in the answer to question
No. 731 asked on 28th November, 1972,
what were the statistical data on which
the decision was based in terms of-(a)
traffic volume; (b) the average speed of
traffic during the period children are travelling to and from school; (c} 'the number
of · children crossing the· road during· this
period; (d) the age range of the children·;
~nd (e) the width of .the carriageway .concerned?
·

Mr. ROSSITER. (Chief' Secretary).
-The aQswer is. (a) 1,238. vehi~les in the busiest hour
when children cross Geelong Road;
(b)- less than 40 miles per hour when
signals are displaying green· · to Geelong
Road;
·
. . (c) number of children crossing road
·
during period--352;
.
.
(d) age range-5 to 18 years; and
(e) .widths. of carriageway (skew measurement)18-ft. service road
60-ft. carriageway
70-ft.. carriageway
24-ft. bus stop
20-ft connection.

MODERN GREEK COURSES AT
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 398)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Education!. Which schools conduct courses in
modern Greek at-(a) higher school certificate level; and (b) below higher school
certificate level?
2. How many students are taking such
courses at-( a) higher school certificate
level; and (b) other levels?
3. What are the qualifications in modem
Greek of teachers taking courses at-( a)
higher school certificate level; and (b)
other levels?

Questio~s·.:

Mr.
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I

.THOMPSON . (Minister· . of
It is not expected that the council will
answer is.. be. in. ·a _position to. submit a report for at

Education).~The

... ·

.

·

.• · · · ·

. ·

least another three to four ·months. :.·>I Will
give favourable consideration to making the
report public.
·
.
· .' '
'
Fitzroy High School.
:· '
··
The honorable member wili be aware that
· ;(b) Beiow higher' school .-certificate level:
iny ·. ?epa_i1ril.E~Iit ·h~ recently ·financed· the
Collingwood High School
. . provision of . a new synthetic track. at
.Richmond High School ·.
· ·. Olympic ·Park. The decision to meet .the
.Richmond. Girts· High School
cost :of th~s track was .made after a very
·Williamstown High School.
detailed investigation of the needs for ·this
track and o.f the various types of synthetic
:. 2:
· tracks whiCh are avai.Iable for construction .
. (a) .At higher school ·certificate l~vel: These inve~tigations .'were effected .in con·
12.
.
juncti<?n .wiJh. the Sports and Recreation
· (b) Below higher school certifi'cate level: Council· and the O.ympic Park trustees and
·after discussions with the Victorian Amateur
254.
.
Athletic Association. · There was no doubt
3. '
at all about the desirability of installing this
be
world class synthetic track which
.r~aching Qualifications:
one : of the best .in .the world when it is
·(a) Higher school certificate; Fitzroy: ·
completed.· I agreed to finance the construe·
·.
B.A., Dip.Ed..
··
tion of t.Q~ track on the understanding that
(b) Below higher · school certificate, th~ Olympic Park trustees· would ensure that
Collingwood:
the track is adequately used to the. nimd·
1. B.A., . Dip.Ed.
mum extent and that it is available generally
2. B.A., Dip.Ed.
to responsible athletes and ·athletic
organizations to enable both training and
Richmond:
competition to be conducted whenever
1. Dip. Qf ·Teaching Modem Greek
possible.
·
·. (Athens).
· .
1.
·· ·
(a) Higher: schbdl . certificate level:

will

2.

Teacher~··

College Thessaloniki.

Richmond Girls High School:
B.A., T.S.T.C.
Williamstown:
. Dip. -Modem Greek.

SYNTHETIC ATHLETICS TRACKS.
(Question No. 397)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick · West)
asked the Minister for . Youth, Sport
and RecreationWhether the Sports and Recreation Coun·
cil is conducting an inquiry. into the pro·
vision of athletic tracks, particularly
synthetic tracks, throughout Victoria; if so( a) whether.· the council is receiving sub·
missions from interested organizations; and
(b) when it is expected that the report will
-be received by him and whether he will
make it public?

Mr. DIXON (M'ini~ter :for Youth,
·sport and Recreation) .~The answer
is·
The Sports and Recreatio:n Council ·has
'been requested to conduct an inquiry .into
the provision and allocation of synthetic
tracks throughout Victoria. The Council has
:requested the . Victorian Amateur Athletic
Association and the Victorian Women's
Athletic Association to assist it in this· re·
gard and these organizations are circulariz·
.'ing all affiliated organization$ with ques·
'tionnaires to as~ist them in their ·assessment.

LANGUAGE COURSES AT
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 406)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of Education!. Which schools conduct courses · in
Italian, Serbo-Croat, and Turkish languages
at-( a) higher school certificate level; and
(b)below higher school- certificate :level?..
· · 2. How . many students are taking such
language courses at present?
. .
'3. What are· the qualifications of teachers
taking such courses?
·

Mr. .THOMPSON . (Minister of
Education) .-The answer is- ..
1. (a) No schools teach Serbo-Croat.
(b) No schools teach Turkish but one
class in Turkish is held at Princes Hill High
School Saturday morning· classes. There is
no higher. school certificate examination in
Turkish...
( o) Italian is taught in eighteen. schools.
Four of these schools offer Italian at higher
school certificate level and fourteen ; below
that level.
2. 1,861 students· are taking Italian. .
3.. The schools, classes and the qualifica·
ti~ns of teac~ers t'*i~g Italhm are set. out
on· the following page. The teachers are· all
trained and ·qualified. .
· ·
· . ,· · .
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No. of students

· High school$

I. ·

II.

III.

IV.

v.

Brunswick
Brunswick Girls

29

20
28

34

30

24

35

Essendon;.
Fawkner ..•
Fitzroy
Fitzroy Girls
Hadfield

28

20

29
51

Glenroy . . .
Keilor l:leights
Moreland
Newlands

.J.4
• • .

27

88

36

44

~ rf.~

52

69

Thornbury

36 ·

4i
44
32

10

26

11
12
17

17
21
·48

30

62

37

32

10

58

-35
62
25

18.

22
32
28

•

Pascoe Vale Girls ...
Princes Hill · . . 61
Richmond Girls . . 27
Shepparton Girls ~ .
Swan Hill
Werribee

24

64

Ei~teen _schools. . .

SEWERAGE TREATMENT PLANTS.
. (Question No. 408)

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition}- asked the · Minister of
Public Works, for the Minister for
Local Governmept_:_
1. How many sewerage treatment plants
'the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works has in stock at present?
2. Whether the · demand for sewerage
treatm~nt plants by land developers is such
that all the present stocks are accounted
for?
3. What is the current production rate of
sewerage treatment plants and how long it
takes to produce an individual plant?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .....:..:.The answer supplied ·by the
Minister for Local Government is1. The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works has seven package waste water
purification plants in store and a further
fourteen are being manufactured;
. 2. The seven plants are allocated t9 be
installed.
3. In the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works experience the manufacture
of a package plant takes about three months
from the date of order. There are at least
seventeen firms in Australia making a
variety of these plants.

Teacher qualifications

142
121

v.

114

v.
v.

B.A., Dip.Ed .
B.A., A.C.T.T., Italian
T. Diploma
B.A., T.S.T.C.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
Six university subjects

Total

6

.80

3

198

15
22

VI.
VI.

II.

74

I.

9

22
105
89

6

35
222
101
47
134
50

7

level

80

128

11

..70

51

Highest

VI.

119

v.

IV.

v.

VI.

II.

IV.

v.·

II.

IV.
VI.
III.

A.C.T.T.
T.S.T.C.

B.Ed. (Canada)
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., T.S.T.C.,
B.A. Hons. Dip. Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.·
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A.,' Dip.Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., Dip.Ed.
B.A., T.S.T.C.

1,861

POSITION OF UNDER-SECRETARY
(Question No. 409)' .. _:

Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) asked the Chief SecretaryWhether he will make · available a list of
the applicants who nominated for the position of Under-Secretary of the Chief Secretary's Department?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer is. No. It has not been the practice to
make public the names of applicants for
such positions. The applications submitted
are treated as confidential and I consider
·that they should remain so ..

REPORT ·oN LAND TAX ACT.
(Question No. 410)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
TreasurerWhether the inter-departmental committee
examining representations made on the Land
Tax Act 1970 has completed its report; i.f
so, what recommendations were made con.cerning the representations of the City of
Traralgon, which were presented to the
.'Trea-surer by him (the member for Morwell)?

Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
_Treasurer).-Th.e answer is-

and

. The committee has completed its examin. ation of representations and the decisions
taken by the Government will be· announced
when the Land T•ax Bill is introduced.
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BEEF CATILE.

AVONDALE HEIGHTS POLICE
·STATION.
(Question No. 413)

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Chief SecretaryIn respect of the Avondale Heights police
station, whether this station is open 24
hcurs a day, seven days per week; if so,
whether he will investigate why residents
are complaining that they have attended
at 'the station both at week-ends and
evenings and found the station locked; if
not, why?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isThe sta'tion is manned for 24 hours each
day but, after providing the crew .of the
divisional van, on some occasions there. may
be only one man on duty at the station
during a particular shift: In cases of
emergency, he is required to lock the station
in order to give the necessary attention to
the call for police services.
I have asked the Chief Commissioner of
Police to keep under . review the matter of
providing additional personnel- at the station
when manpower resources permit.

October, 1971
November, 1971
December, 1971
January, 1972
October, 1972
November, 1972
December, 1972
January, 1973

Newmarket

Dan~enong

32,774
33,134
43,202
37,104
40,049
60,722
45,250
73,353

12,419
17,250
13,406
18,158
21,721
21,544
20,552
26,196

2. As there are no records available of
the sale of beef breeds of cattle in Victoria,
it is impossible to forecast. likely sales in
the future with any degree of accuracy.
Total cattle slaughterings for Victoria in
the period from October, 1972, to January,
1973, rose by 41 per cent compared with
the same period in 1971-72. This was due
to the increase in cattle numbers which had
taken place over the previous five years
and because of developing drought conditions in many parts of Victoria. Even so,
the total cattle population still increased
slightly between March, 1972, and March,
1973, and it is estimated by the Australian
Meat Board's forecasting committee that
there could be an increase in slaughterings
of 16 per cent in the period October, 1973,
to January, 1974.
The likely increase in cattle sales is much
more difficult to estimate because of fluctuations in the sales of store cattle.
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Mr. AUSTIN (Hampden) asked the
Minister of ~griculturei. During the last two selling seasons,
how many head of beef bred cattle were
sold-(a) at Newmarket; and (b) in each
of the major country selling centres, ·in each
of the months of October, November,
December and January?
·
2. How many beef bred cattle are expected to be sold in the corresponding
months this year-( a) at Newmarket; and
(b) in each of the major country selling
centres?

Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of AgriCl.llture).-The answer is1. No records are available ·regarding the
sale of beef breeds of cattle ·as distinct from
other breeds of cattle sold in cattle markets
in Victoria.
Figures of the total cattle sales ( excluding sales of dairy milkers and springers and
bobby calves for the markets at Newmarket
and the major country cattle selling ·centres
of Dandenong, Wodonga, Hamilton, Bendigo
and Ballarat, for each of the eight. months
requested, are as follows:Wodonga

Hamilton

Bendigo

Ballarat

14,015.
18,627
11,867
12,586
21,428
27,774
20,457
27,501

7,004
7,577
7,760
10,889
8,293
12,695
10,858
13,714

9,318
7,430
4,690
4,643
13,849
9,206
7,138
6,064

3,298
4,990
4,014
4,641
8,245
8,794
6,402
5,453

ILLEGAL GAMBLING.
(Question No. 424)

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick
asked the Chief Secretary-

West)

!. Whether the Chief Secretary has
received a report on raids led by Detective
Inspector F. Silvester to investigate illegal
gambling allegedly occurring at premises in
Canterbury Road, East St. Kilda?

2. Whether any persons have
charged; if so, with what offences?

been

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer isI. No.

2. No.
ceeding.

Inquiries are still proceeding.
Again, inquiries are still pro-
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'GOVERNMENT TOURIST
. _._ .. , BUREAUX.

No~· 428)
···Mr. B. 1. EVANS (Gippsland . .East)
.asked the Minister of Health, for ..the
Minister for Tourism..:....
·. (Question

· 1. At what lOcations the Government
operates tourist: bureaux? ·
2. How ·many. persons. are. employed at
each location?
·
· · ·
·
·
. 3. Wh~t. was. the cos.t of operating each
bureau and what commission was earned
by each in: 1972-73?

Mr. SCANLAN {Minister .. of
Health) .~The . answer supplied by
t)le Minister for Tour~s~ is·1 ·and

2~

·.Persons
employed

Location ·

Melbourne, including airport
·
Adelaide..
Brisbane
Sydney ·
Ballarat
Bendigo ..
Geelong
Mildura

113
6
4
6

4
4

s

2

144

.Notice~

2. On- how many . - oc·aisions the ·council
has met, indicating the duration· of each
meeting, how ·.many · members attended on
eacn .occ~~io~.: and wher.e ·ea~h m~eting was
held?
.
.
3. What areas or · districts hav.e I?een
approved by the Governor in Council for
investigation, indicating on· what date. such
approval was given in each case. and what
stage has been reached in each _investigation?
4. On how many occasions each member
of the council has visited each area· under
investigation during the course· of such
investigation?

Mr. ~q~THWICK ·(Minister. for
.-The_answer.is-

Conservat~on)

1. The nam.'es, addresses· and occupations
of the members of the- Land Conservation
Council are as follows:Chairman......;
Mr. S. G: McL .. bimmick,
Chairman,
Land Conservation Council, ·
464 St. Kilda ·Road,
Melbourne, 3004.
Deputy Cha_irman. Mr. A. Mitchell,
- Chairman,
·
Soil Conservation Authority,
378 Cotham. Road,
Kew, 3101.
Dr~

3,
Operating
costs-

$

Melbourne,
airport
Adelaide
Brisbane
Sydney
Ballarat
Bendigo
Geelong
Mildura

on

_including

Commission
earned

$

823,963. Not

'available

61,374
42,535
58,471
30,269
32,809
33,579
20,916
1,103,916

"
"
"
228,720

LAND CONSERVATION COUNCIL.
(Question No. 429)

Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)
asked the. Minister. for Conservation1. What are the names, addresses and
occupations .of members of the Land Conservation Council?

D. S. Wishart, ·
Director, ·
Department of Agriculture, ·
Treasury Place,
Melbourne, 3002.

Dr. F. R. Moulds,
Chairman,
Forests Commission of Victoria,
1 Treasury Place,
Melbourne, 3002.
Mr. C. E. Middleton,
·
Secretary,
Department of Crown Lands and Survey,
Treasury Place,
Melbourne, 30.02.
Mr. A. L. Tisdall;
Chairman,
State Rivers and Water Supply
. mission,
590 Orrong RQad,
Armadale, 3143.
·Mr. E. J. Condon,
Secretary,
Department Of Mines,
Princes Gate,
171 Flinders Street,
Melbourne, 3000. ·· .

Com~
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.. ,.Mr. J. C. F. Wharton,
Director,.
Fisheries and Wildlife Division,
632 · BOurke Street, Melbourne, 3000.
Dr. L. H. Smith, ..
Director,
National Parks Service,
240 Victoria Parade,
East Melbourne, 3002.
Mr. C. N. Austin, grazier,
"Willaroo·:·,
Coleraine, 3315.
Mr. J. Landy,
Research and Development Manager,
I.C.I. Australia Ltd.,
. Merrindale Research Station,
Dorset Road, Croydon, 3136.
Professor J. S. Turner,
Professor of Botany,
University <if Melbourne;·
Parkville, .3052.
2. The Land Conservation Council has
held 26 regular meetings, two special meetings and has visited ·areas .. under study for
twenty day·s. Table A sets out atter:tdflllces
at these meetings.
In addition · to ·meetings of· the council,
study groups consisting of. senior members
of the departments represented ori council
as well as Governor in Council appointees
have regularly met to consider ·the descriptive .reports and ·recommendations which
have been prepared by the research staff of
the council.
In the case of the south west study area
district 1 the council met on five occasions
after making a three day inspection of the
area concerned in the dtaft · recommendations of the s·tudy group. The study group
spent three days in considering the draft
recommendations prepared by the research
staff of the council.
The council held its first meeting in the
old Cabinet room, Treasury Place. All
other meetings with the exception of visits
of inspection have been held at the offices
of the Land Conservation Council, 464 St.
Kilda Road, Melbourne.
It is not possible to accurately state the

duration of each meeting. The council's
regular meeting dealing with general
matters have usually been morning meetings
of approximately four hours' duration.
Those meetings dealing with descriptive reports and recommendations usually have
occupied at least the whole day.
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3. These details are set out in table B.
4. The number ·of occasions each member
of the council has visited •a study area
during the course of an inveStigation is not
known as members .of the. council make
frequent visits to study areas in the course
of their other duties. The council has
made d~tailed field inspections of public
land in each study area after submissions
on .land use have been received and before
the council has published its . p~oposed recommendations. The majority of council
members also receive regular reports from
their officers ·stationed in each ·study area.
· The council considers draft recommendations prepared ·by ·a· study group. The
council's research staff and other members
of the study groups make very frequent
visits to the areas under investigation. ·In
many cases these officers reside in (or have
resided in) the study area:
TABLE

A.'

Record of Meetings of the Land
Conservation Council.
TABLE

Meeting No.

I
2
3
4

s

6

B.

Date

1st April, 1971
6th May, 1971
3rd June, 1971
1st July, 1971
Sth August, 1971
7th October, 1971

Special meeting
7
8
9
10

28th October, i971
2nd November, 1971
2nd March, 1972
4th May, 1972
6th July, 1972

Special meeting

24th July, 1972
7th September, 1972 ..
20th September, 1972 ..
11th October, 1972 ..
22nd November, 1972
27th November, 1972 ..
1st December, 1972 ..
7th December, 1972 ..
7th March, 1973
Sth April, 1973
17th April, 1973
3rd May, 1973
7th June, 1973
21st June, 1973
2nd August, 1973
6th September, 1973 ..
4th October, 1973

11

12
13

14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
2S
26

No.
attending

12
12
. 12
12
12
12
11

12
9
11

10
10
10
10
10.
10
12
12
11

12
11
11

10

II
II

9
12
11

This does not include meeting·s of committees of the council.
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Date of approval by
Governor in Council

Investigation
commenced

· 16th June, :1971 23rd June, 1971
(Reapproval
16th May, 1972)

2. North-eastern areaDistrict 1
16th June, 1971 23rd June, 1971
(Reapproval
16th May, 1972)
District ·2
16th June; 1971 23rd June, 1971
(Reapproval
16th May, 1972)
Districts. 3, 4 and 5 16th May, 1972 28th March, 1973
3. South-western area- 16th June, 1971 · 23rd June, 1971
District 1
(Reappro'val
16th May, 1972)
District 2
2nd October, 1973.
4. South Gippsland areaDistrict 1
16th June, 1971 23rd June, 1971
(Reapproval
16th May, 1972)
5. East Gippsland area---:- 16th June·, 1971
Districts 1 and 2
(Reapproval of 28th March, 1973
investigation .
16th May, 1972)
6. Mallee area
16th June, 1971 24th May, 1972
7. Gippsland Lakes
hinterland area
8. Alpine area
9. Corangamite area
10. North central area

16th June, 1971
(Reapproval
.
16th May, 1972)
16th June, 1971 5th September, 1973
2nd October, 1973
2nd October, 1973

DECENTRALIZED INDUSTRIES IN
RODNEY ELECTORATE.
(Question No. 431)

Mr. HANN (Rodney) asked the
Minister for Fuel and Power, for the
Minister for· State Development and
Decentralization1. How many industries in the elector-al
district of Rodney have been approved as
decentralized industries?
2. Which industries in the electoral district have been declared as decentralized
·
industries?

Mr. BALFOUR (Minister for Fuel
and Power) .-The answer supplied
by the Minister for State Development and Decentralization is1. Thirty-seven.

2. The approved decentralized secondary
industries in the electoral district of .Rodney
are as follows:Cohuna

McGione, Stan Pty. Ltd.
Mawson, E; · B. '& Sons· Pty. Ltd.
Mid-Murray Dairy Co. Ltd.

on· Notice·.
State of progress

A descriptive report is expected to
be published early in- 1974
Final recommendations will be
presented in November, 1973
Descriptive report · published in
August, 1973. Proposed recommendations are being prepared
A descriptive report is expected to
be published in 1974
Final recommendations presented
in April, 1973
Not commenced
Final recommendations presented
in October, 1973
A descriptive report is expected to
be published early in 1974
A descriptive report is expected to
be published early in 1974
Not commenced
A descriptive.report is expeCted to
be published in 1975
Not commenced
Not commenced

Echuca
Bowerings and Ramuda Battery Service.
Kevin Brown's Motors and Body Works.
Dench Smallgoods (Echuca) Pty. Ltd.
Echuca Flour Mills Pty. Ltd.
Echuca Foundry and Engineering.
Echuca Masonry Brie~ Works.
Freeman Bros.
Healey, C. P. & Sons.
.Humes Ltd.
Manger and O'Neill Pty. Ltd.
Ricegrowers Co-operative Mills.
Scott's (Echuca) Builders and Plumbers
·
Supplies Pty. Ltd.
Tracey's Echuca Welding Service.
United Bearing Corp. Pty. Ltd.
Girgarre

Girgarre Cheese Co. Pty. Ltd.
Kyabram

John Brown Industries Ltd.
Containers Ltd. (Open Top Group)
Dron Ceramics.
E. & I. Engineering.
Hunter, W. B.
Kyabram Preserving Co. Ltd.
Woodcraft Toys.
Leitchville
Kraft Foods Ltd.

Que.stions

FINANCE FOR· NATIONAL PARKS.

Merrigum.

Carnation Company· Pty. Ltd.
Mitv:Imo
Pickles, ~· R.
Rochester

(Question No. 433)

Mrs. GOBLE (Mitcham) asked the
Minister for Conservation- . ·

·

1. What · amount of money has . been
allocated each year during the· past five
years for the acquisition and maintenance
of national parks in Victoria?
2. What ·amount of money will be
allocated for this purpose during the current
financial year?

Hart, W. G. & Son.
Lawford ·Engineering Co.
Neat n'Trim ·Manufacturers Pty. Ltd.
Nelson, Lindsay F. Manufacturing Pty,
Ltd.
Permewan Wright Ltd.
· The Rochester Co-op. Butter & Canning
Co. Ltd ..· ·
D. K. Stop Co.

Mr. BORTHWICK ·(Minister for
Conservation) .-The, answer is-

Tongala

1. Government allocations for national
parks purposes during each of the last five
years have been as follows:-

Australian Artificial Breeders Pty. Ltd.
Tongala Milk Products Pty. Ltd.

1968-69

1969-70

1970-71

1971-72

1972-73

$

$
108,500

$
117,000

$
145,000

$
204,710

1,183
218,243

161,679
243,200

42,352
245,500

34,428
327,750

201,000
326,0CO

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

416,926

613,379

504,852

607,178

831,710

(a) Allocations to National Parks Fund97,~00

(i) From Consolidated Revenue
..
(ii) Froin
Works
and
Services
AccountFor land purchase
For other purposes
(b) Allocations to Country Roads Board
for roadworks in national parks
Total

2. Allocations made by Treasury at this
stage of the current financial year are as
follows:$

(a) Allocati.ons to National Parks
Fund(i) From Consolidated Revenue 300,000
(ii) From
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Works
Account-

and Services

For land purchase
For other purposes

120,000
426,000

(b) Allocations to Country RoadsBoard Fund for roadworks in
national parks . .
100,000
946,000

In addition the National Parks service has
participated in the Rural Employment
Scheme and Government allocations for this
purpose have been as follows:1971-72- $75,250
1972-73-$266,000
1973-74- $36,000

HOUSING COMMISSION
ACCOMMODATION.
(Question No. 437}

Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds)
asked the Minister of Transport, for
the Minister ·of Housing!. How many applicants were on the
Housing Commission waiting lists for the
various types of accommodation offered by
the commission in the past ten years, including this year to date?
2. How many applicants in each of those
years were housed by the commission?
3. How many various units of accommodation were constructed in each of these
years, and in this year to date, and what is
the projection of constructions for this year?
4. What are the commission's projections
of requirements of construction to accommodate applicants for the next three years
in each of the types of accommodation,
including .dependent ·~rson units, provided
by the commission?

16.34
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Mr. MEAGHER. (Minister of Transport) .-The answer .supplied by the
Minister of Housing is·

on _Notice.-

2. This information is not available; how·
eyer, . durin~ the same periods,. accomriloda·
t1on m various forms was provided to the
following extent:·
·

1. As at the date quoted, the . following
number of applications were held by the
Housing Commission:. 30th
· 30th
.30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
30th
25th
Details as

June, 1964
June, 1965
June, 1966
June, 1967
June, -1968
June, 1969
June, 1970.
June, 1971
June, 1972
June, 1973 .
October, 1973

10,718
13,778
10,799
12,809
15,301
14,295
·. '17,182.
15,774
13,663
15,866
16,428

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971~72

1st January,
19731,602

·to

30th '8eptem~;, 1973 : :.

Total

1973,

to

25th

October,

3. (a) Units construct~~Houses

Financiai year

..

3,293 .
3,293
4,073
. 4,422
4,103
5,099
. 4,823
. 5,213
4,983

1972-73

to categories are not available.

1963-64
1964-65
.1965-66
1966-67
....
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71'
..
1971..:72
1972-73 .
1st July, 1.973,

'•3,500

Elderly
persons

1,563
1,898 •'
. 1,793
2,260
1,187
1,289
. 1,459
. 1,967
1,505
805
225

259
,• 483
430
700
21
302
206
381
627
559
19

15,951

3,977

Flats
Family ., Excess
Total
Accommodation

502
307
473'
156
1,006
540
885
'509
601
602
. 5,581

100

30
20
150

2,324.
2,688
2,68'6
3,116
. 2,214''
2,131
2,650
2,887
2,733
1,986
2¥
25,659

. (b) Projection of construction for this year. Houses

Flats
Elderly
Family

Total

persons

Estimated completiQns 1973-74

4. This information· is not available. Each
year the commission formulates its building
programme for the ensuing twelve months
having regard to the funds available to it,
and having due regard to the number of
applications on hand for each type of
accommodation.

VANDALISM AT WALHALLA.
(Question No. 440)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of EducationFurther to his answer to question No. 394
asked on 23rd October, 1973, whether he
will ask the Education Department to re·
quest the applicant school to inform the
Walhalla Improvement League · of its in·
tended visit?

1,410

285

413

2,108

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister
Education) .-The answer is-

of

1 would ·regard it as part of the normal
organization of any school excursion that
the appropriate authorities be notified of the
intended visit. A notice to this effect will
be placed in the Education Gazette.

CHURCHILL TOWNSHIP.
(Question No. 441)

Mr. AMOS (Morwell) asked the
Minister of Transport, for the
Minister of Housing_;.
What are the total costs to the Government of establishing the Churchill township,
indicating-(a) land acquisition costs; (b)
present housing costs; (c) the cost of pro-

Questiol]s ·:.

yiding services such :as· seweragei,water· ~tip
ply ·and· roads·; and (d)· the cost of educational and other facilities? · . · . . . ·. •
~

Mr. MEAG~ER (Minister·of Trans•
p<)rt) .-Th~. answer ·supplied by the
Minist~r of. Housing. is---:·
'eosts as at' 30th June, ·1973, were-:- . $
(a) Land acquisition cost;s .. · 910,432
(b) Present housing costs· (in5,449,800
cludes' ·shopping ~entre)
(c) Costs of providing services
such as sewerage, ·water.
.
supply and roads
. . 4,734,540
<d) Not known.

MELBOURNE HARBOR TRUST
EQUIPMENT.
_

.. ~Question No. 446)

.

Mr. STIRLING {Williamstown)
asked the Minister <;>f Public. WorksWhether the Melbourne Harbor Trust has
a . new equipment programme for floating
plant; if so, whether tenders for .such plant
will be called for locally?
·Mr~ DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer is-

l. Melbourne Harbor Trust does have a
new equipment programme for floating .
plant.· Two tugs are at present -under construction in the Melbourne Harbor Trust
Williamstown workshops and slipways, and
tenders will shortly be called for. the construction of a bucket ladder dredge.
2. Tenders for the . construction of the
bucket ladder dredge will be called for

.

~ca~
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UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 447)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of Education-- .
.
1. ·Whether it is the :itltention of the Government. to retain University High School .as
an elitist school, or whether· it will ·become
a local high school intended to serve the
needs of children residing in the immediate
·vicinity?
2. Whether this school offers .a purely
academic. course at present?
3. What proportion of form I. entrants
who are resident in the area drop out of
~he school by form V.?
4. Why there· is n9 physical provision for
the t~aching of practical subjects at· the
school?

. Mr. THOMPS.ON (Minister
Education) . -T_he atjswer is~

of

1. University .High School may revert to
a four-year high school in 1975.
2. Yes.·

3. First form I. .intake .w~ ·in 1972, it is
therefore· not possible· to ~nswer. the question at this. date.
·
- · 4. Until recently there has · been· no de-

mand for · practical : subjects,. but at the
moment consideration is being ~iven to the
provision of. facilities fbr teachmg of ·practical subjects.
·
·

SOCIAL. WORKERs .. · .
. (Question No. 452)

Mr. JONES (Melbourne) asked the
Minister of. Agriculture, · for . the
Minister for Social Welfare1. Whether the Minister is currently seeking recruitment of social workers iri overseas countries for the Social Welfare Department; if so, in which countries?
2. Whether the current limit of. social
welfare cadetships is fourteen; if so, whether
the Minister will give consideration to raising the number of these cadetships?

Mr~ I. W. SMITH (Minister . of
Agriculture) .-The answer ·supplied
by the Minister for Social Welfare
is1. No. The department has, however,
already this year recruited twenty social
workers from the United States of America
and three welfare officers from England.

2. No. Treasury funds provide for the
employment of up to 26 cadets in the Social
Welfare Department at any one time.

DAYLESFORD POLICE STATION.
(Question No. 456)

Mr. A. T. EVANS {Ballaarat North)
asked the Chief Secretary!. Whether plans have been ·completed
for a new police station at Daylesford?

2. Whether funds have been allocated for
building the station in this financial year, if
so, when tenders will be called for the
construction?

Mr.. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
..;_The answer is- ·
· 1. Yes.

2. Yes:
Present ..indications are that
tenders will be called during November,
1973.
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Papers.

PATTERSON LAKE.
DEVELOPMENT.

Mr.. WILCOX (Attorney-General).
-The answer is·

(Question No. 457)

Yes. A Supreme Court writ was issued
on 9th July, 1971, on behalf of the State of
Victoria against Western Geophysical Company of America, Commonwealth Industrial
Gases Ltd. and New Zealand Industrial
Gases Ltd. The case has not yet been
detennined.

Mr. GINIFER (Deer Park) asked
the Minister of Public Works, for the
Minister of Water Supply.;_
If he will make available the detailed
proposals of the projected Patterson Lake
development by Gladesville Developments
Pty. Ltd. together with all available reports,
documents, and records relating to such
·
scheme?

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer supplied by
the Minister of Water Supply isYes. The files and supporting documents
of both the Water Commission and the
Dandenong Valley Authority will be made
available.

PORT WELSHPOOL PIER.
(Question No. 458)

Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows)
asked the Minister. of Public Works1. What action has been taken by the
Government to recover costs of repairs to
the outer berth at Port Welshpool arising
out of the explosion ~d fire on the M.V.
Western Spruce?
2. Which person was proceeded against
and whether the action was successful?
3. What was the actual cost of the above
repairs? .

Mr. DUNSTAN (Minister of Public
Works) .-The answer is1. The Crown Solicitor has instituted proceedings on behalf of the Public Works De·
partment by the service of a writ.
2. The writ was served .on Western
Geophysical Company of America, Commonwealth Industrial Gases Ltd., and New
Zealand Industrial Gases Ltd. The action
has not yet been concluded.
3. The actual cost of repairs was

$34,350. 13.

M.V. "WESTERN SPRUCE".
(Question No. 460)

Mr.
WILTON (Broadmeadows)
asked the Attorney-GeneralWhether the Government has taken legal
action against any person or persons as a
result of an explosion and fire on the M.V.
Western Spruce at Port Welshpool on 22nd
March, 1969; if so, against whom the action
was taken and what was the outcome of
that action?

1Jjtgialatittt <ttnunril.
Wednesday, October 31, 1973.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett) took the chair at 4.28 p.m.,
and read the prayer.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant· to
the direction of an Act of Parliament,
were laid upon the table by the
Clerk:Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended (Nos. 568 to 573)
(six papers) .

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(APPLICATION) BILL.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING
(Melbourne Province) moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend
section 16 of the Local Government
Act 1958 with respect to the application of Part II. of the said Act to the
City of Melbourne.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(SUBDIVISION OF LAND) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to make provision
with respect to sewerage drainage
·and water supply and to amend the
Dandenong Valley Authority Act
1963, the Local Government Act
1958, the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works Act 1958, the Mildura
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In other words, the Government
has been " delivering the goods " to
the consumer in order to honour its
promises. It has also seen the need
for legislation to protect buyers of
second-hand motor cars in the Motor
Car Traders Act 1973 which provides
for the licensing of car traders.
Licences will be cancelled where
fraudulent practices are detected.
The Act also provides for defects
appearing in second-hand cars valued
CONSUMER PROTECTION BILL.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister at $1 000 or more within three months
of the date of sale to be rectified at
of Water Supply) .-1 movethe motor car trader's expense.
That this Bill be now read a second time.
Under the Health Act 1958, the
This is a Bill to provide for an Government has introduced the Pest
enlarged Consumer Affairs Council, Control Operators Regulations 1972.
to enable the Director of Consumer Certifi-cates· of registration will be
Affairs to take or defend proceedings granted to operators, who must
on behalf of consumers and to pro- possess an adequate knowledge .of
hibit pyramid selling.
pesticides used and the dangers mvolved to the public and themWhen introducing the Ministry of selves in their use. As a conConsumer Affairs Bill earlier in this comitant the licensing arrangesessional period of Parliament, the ment will also deal with bogus
Minister of Housing outlined the operators who prey on unsuspecting
history of consumer protection legis- house owners by stating to them that
lation in Victoria. He also gave spraying or fumigation is necessary
notice of the intention of the to control non-existent pests.
Government to introduce further Bills
There are other matters which the
concerning substantive matte~s con- Minister
of Consumer Affairs is keepnected with consumer protection and ing under
close scrutiny, and the
asked for suggestions for improving honorable gentleman
will have the
the consumer protection law from support of the Government.
if exis~ing
both inside and outside this Parlia- legislative powers are Ineffective.
ment. The suggestions received One of those matters is the standard
were very few in number, indicating of advertising. The provisions C?nconfidence in the action taken by the tained in the Consumer Protection
Government so far to ensure continu1972 on false and misleading
ing progress in this field. No com- Act
advertising
clear. However, in
ment whatever was received from spite of theseareprovisions
the Minister
either the Opposition or the Country is not happy about the
Party. Two bodies, namely, the standard of advertising-a general
matter
Public Interest Research Group and
frequently
referred
to
by
the
the Direct Selling Association of sumer Affairs Council. I refer Conhere
Australia, put forward useful proposals which the Government was to practices which may not be false
able to take into consideration in or misleading so as to attract
formulating the clauses in this Bill. criminal prosecution, bu~ w?ich make
Since the time of creating the new claims that cannot be JUStified. The
Ministry the Government has intro- Minister is watching, with interest,
duced the Small Claims Tribunals developments following the formaBill, has provided in the Budget Esti- tion of the Australian Advertising
mates for additional staff for the Standards Advisory Panel.
As a further step he is looking
Ministry of: Consumer Affairs, and
has taken action to appoint a Director closely at the existing powers of
officers of the Consumer Protection
of Consumer Affairs.
Irrigation and Water Trusts Act 1958,
the Sewerage Districts Act 1958, the
Transfer of Land Act 1958 and the
Water Act 1958 . and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed· to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
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B~reau in . relation to their. gammg
access to. business records of companies and individuals ·· supplying
goods and services to consumers.
This is another rna tter that has been
referred to by the Consumer Affairs
·
Council.

Also under consideration by the
Government is a proposal to require
the compulsory date marking of containers of certain foodstuffs. Because
a uniform approach by all States is
desirable in this area, my colleague,
the Minister of Health, to whom this
subject has been referred, is awaiting
the report of the National Health and
Medical Research Council. When his
advice is received the Government
will take appropriate action.
In addition, my colleague, the
Attorney-General, is examining _proposals for the further strengthening
of consumer credit laws.
As well as its continuing quest for
the best possible legislative protection for consumers in this State, the
Government is looking at other ways
of involving itself in the world-wide
consumerism movement. It must be
sure that where possible it has advance knowledge of new trends, new
schemes and new protective measures used interstate and overseas.
To this end the Government now has
membership of the International
Organization of Consumer Unions
through the Consumer Affairs Council
and it will be represented at the next
international conference of consumer
bodies to be held in Sydney in 1975.
This year, Victoria will be host to a
conference of consumer affairs officers to discuss final proposals for
regulations, which will be introduced
by all States to have effect from 1st
January, 1974, on labelling of flammable children's nightwear. Other
proposals to be examined at this
meeting are the size labelling and care
labelling of garments. Power to make
regulations governing these two
rna tters has been included in clause 7
of the Bill.
The agenda of the conference will
not be limited to these three matters.
The discussions between officers can
The Hon. F. J. Granter.

. Bill.

· ...

be expected to· be fruitful an<;l a meeting of Ministers from all States will be
arranged to follow soon after to giye
effect to any. recommendations.
One matter requiring the .attention
of Ministers in other States is inertia
selling. Victoria has clear laws
against the practice of demanding
payment for unordered goods and
services, including business directory
entries. The law, however, is ineffective if the transactions originate in
other States.
Legislation by all other States is
desirable to support Victoria's stand
against promoters of these schemes
who rely on the gullibility of the unwary. The Government is conferring
with other States to press for the
introduction of similar enactments by
their legislatures.
I will now dea'l with the broad aims
of the Bill. It is proposed that the
Consumer Affairs Council shaH be enlarged to include two additional appointees who will not be tied to any
of the four classifications contained
in sub-section ( 1) of section 5 of the
principal Act, which are repeated in
clause 4 of the Bil'l. The Minister of
Consumer Affairs has in mind the
appointment of persons with qualifications in, say, law, economics or
commerce who can offer their special
skills as members of the council to
help it in its deliberations.
The . Government is determined to
have a vigorous and active body as
its adviser on consumer matters.
This is not to deny the excellent
work of those members of the council
who have served and are serving at
present. The record of the advancement of consumer interests so far in
Victoria is a tribute to their efforts
and advice.
Clause 5 deals with ·civil proceedings. There are cases where, in the
public interest, it is appropriate that
the Government should, through the
Director of Consumer Affairs, be able
to take or defend civil proceedings
on behalf of consumers. It is not
expected that many such cases will
be taken and those that. are will be
only with the approval of the .Minis-
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ter and agreement of the consumer.
Alnounts recovered on behalf of the
consumer wiH be payable to him, and
in cases where the action is unsuccessful the Government will bear the
costs of the action, if any, but the
consumer will be liable to pay
amounts other than costs awarded
against him. A limit of $2,500 has
been placed· on the amount claimed
or involved in the action. This is
considered to be the upper limit of
the sorts of actions contemplated~
The same 'limits exist in similar legislation in Western Australia and South
Australia.
I tum now to the subject of
pyramid selling. A pyramid selling
scheme might not be thought to be a
consumer matter. Participants are
persons who hope that by entering
a scheme they will make profits from
their efforts. They are in effect
entering into a business enterprise.
However, in spite of repeated warnings, many . people are still being
recruited into schemes, only to lose
most of the money they have invested
in the ventures. Some have borrowed
money at high interest rates to pay
for their entry and now are left with
heavy repayments to be made to
loan companies with no income from
the scheme to assist them. The disappointed prospective entrepreneur, the
participant, as a victim of an
unconscionable practice, deserves
protection, and the Government has
determined that the most appropriate
way to give that protection is by
amendment of the Consumer Protection Act 1972.
The Bill will outlaw pyramid selling
in Victoria. Pyramid sellers are
unscrupulous and dangerous men.
They ·deliberately crawl into the lives
of their unsuspecting victims to trap,
cheat and rob them of their savings.
The whole scheme of pyramid selling
is insidious.
In some cases people have been left
broken and penniless. The public
have been warned again and again of
the activities of these . . highly
organized professionals, who in some
cases, because of these warnings, have
been forced out of business~ But

Bill:
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others are still operating, some underground, issuing. grubby little invitation cards to attend so-called opportunity_ meeti~gs to people who still
believe they can make a quick
" buck ". Meetings are held clandestinely, the bona fides of visitors are
checked and rechecked and then
adroitly and rapidly they are parted
from their money.
Although the venue has · often
changed, the pyramid sellers go about
their nefarious business in the same
way,· leaving behind them a trail of
misery and hopelessness. The Bill is
aimed at flushing them out and
stopping their operations.
The Bill will impose heavy penalties
on persons who promote these
schemes or invite or induce persons
to participate in the schemes. It
prohibits the lending of money to
persons to allow them to participate
in a scheme. Where a company is
convicted of an offence committed
with the consent of or facilitated by
any neglect by a director or officers
of the company, the director is also
guilty of an offence. Provision has
also been made for persons to take
civil action to recover moneys paid
to promoters of schemes.
I now come to the final matter
dealt with by the Bill. Besides help
against unfair practices, the consumer needs help in other ways. The
non-standard size marking of garments has plagued buyers for years.
The Standards Association of Australia has prepared standards covering the size coding of children's,
women's and men's clothing. These
have not been adopted by the trade
voluntarily, so the Government is
proposing to introduce regulations to
make the standards mandatory. The
Bill will give the power to make
appropriate regulations and to incorporate
or
adopt
published
standards.
Similar action is proposed for the
care labelling of garments. With
the advent of so many ·types of synthetic· fibres, each requiring special
attention Jor its care, regulation·s
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regarding care labelling ·are clearly
necessary. The Bill will give power
to introduce such regulations.
I might add that, as was the case
with the labelling of flammable
children's nightwear, discussions will
take place between the States to
ensure a degree of uniformity. However, if it is thought appropriate,
Victoria will not hesitate to take its
own independent action.
I shall now explain the several
clauses of the Bill. Clause 1 provides
that the several provisions shall come
into operation on a day or days to be
fixed by proclamation, clause 2 updates the table of contents of the
principal Act and clause 3 is the
interpretation clause.
The first substantive provision,
which is to reconstitute the Consumer Affairs Council, is contained in
clause 4. Although the two additional
members to be appointed are . not
required to possess any particular
qualifications, the Minister of Consumer Affairs has in mind the addition of one member who might be
an economist and another who might
be a lawyer. Both should be of great
benefit to the council. The term of
office of the present members of the
council has a few months to run and,
in the meantime, the Minister will be
giving consideration to their re-appointment under this new legislatiqn.
Clause 5 contains the provisions
authorizing the Director of Consumer
Affairs to institute or defend proceedings on behalf of consumers in civil
actions where it is in the· public interest that he do so. In the proposed
section 9A, it will be seen that this
service does not extend to companies.
The proposed section 9B sets out
the basis upon which the director may
act, and it will be noted that consent
in writing by the Minister is required
in every case. The consent of the
consumer is, of course, also required,
but · when the consumer has given
his consent he may not revoke it
without the consent of the director.
The Ron. F. J. Granter.

Bill..

This provision is inCluded in order to
prevent the lodging of frivolous
applications.
The proposed section 9c refers to
the conduct of proceedings in these
cases. It should be remembered that,
on the one hand, if a judgment is
obtained in favour of the consumer,
the consumer gains the benefit, and,
on the other hand, if the judgment
goes against the consumer, the consumer is liable for whatever the court
awards against him. The benefit that
the consumer obtains is in being
relieved of the costs of the
proceedings.
Clause 6 contains the provisions
about pyramid selling schemes. The
Minister of Consumer Affairs has said
all along that the drafting of legislation to prohibit the carrying on of
these schemes is extremely difficult.
Some honorable members appeared
not to have believed the honorable
gentlemen at times, but when they
read this part of the Bill I am sure
they will see what the Minister
means. Difficulties have been experienced not only in this State but
in all States of Australia and indeed
overseas; for example, the United
Kingdom Government was examining
the matter for two and a quarter
years. Victoria is so far the only
State in Australia to produce a definition. Much of the thinking behind this part of the Bill is based
on the recent British legislation,
but whereas the British legislation
merely regulates pyramid selling
schemes, the Bill now before this
House seeks to prohibit them entirely.
The proposed section 32A contains
the interpretations. It will be seen
that a distinction is drawn between
what is called a promoter and
what are called participants. The
definition of a pyramid selling
scheme is an attempt to characterize
the sort of operation at which the
Bill is directed. Thus, goods or services are provided by a promoter,
they are provided to or for other
participants, transactions are effected
away from the promoter's place of
business and prospects are held out
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to participants of receiving payments
for other persons who .become
participants ..
Proposed section 32B contains
the offences and here therefore are
to be found the teeth in the legislation. By sub-section ( 1) , it is an
offence to promote a scheme or grant
rights in a scheme to a participant
or induce a person to become a participant and the penalty is $5,000 or
imprisonment for one year or both.
By sub-section (2) it is an offence
to receive benefit from a payment
made by a participant and the penalty
provided is $5,000 or imprisonment
for one year or both. By sub-section
(3) it is an offence to attempt to
induce a person to become a participant or to make a payment for the
benefit of a promoter and the penalty
is a fine of $5,000 or imprisonment
for one year or both. By sub-section
(4) it is an offence to lend money
to a person to enable him to become
a participant. The penalty is a fine of
$5,000 or imprisonment for one year
or both.
The provisions of the Bill are aimed
at causing promoters of nefarious
schemes to think twice about staying
in business in Victoria and it is hoped
the lead given by this State will" be
followed by all other States of Australia.
Proposed section 32c provides
that all promoters of the scheme
are
guilty
if
one
promoter
commits an offence and if an offence
is committed by a company, with the
consent or connivance of or facilitated by neglect on the part of a
director or officer, the director or
officer is guilty of an offence. In this
case, the penalty is a maximum fine
of $2,000 or imprisonment for six
months or both. This is an additional
penalty to any that might be imposed
on the company.
Proposed section 32n is included
to allow a participant to take action
for recovery of money paid to the
promoter. I am sure that honorable
members will agree that this is a fair
and just provision.
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With respect to proposed section
32E, I have already referred to the

difficulty of defining a· pyramid selling scheme. In spite of the
care and attention paid to the definition, there are bound to be borderline
cases. It is therefore proposed that
in any such case, where appropriate,
the Governor in Council may declare a
particular scheme not to be a pyramid
selling scheme within the meaning
of the Act.
Clause 7 contains the regulationmaking provisions to which I have
referred with respect to care labelling
and size labelling of clothing. Clause 8
permits the regulations to incorporate
references in other writings. In this
regard, of course, consideration is
being given to the incorporation of
standards published by the Standards
Association of Australia. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. D. G.
ELLIOT· (Melbourne Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
13.
ROSEBUD INSTITUTIONS BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. W.
Garrett).-! have examined this Bill,
and in my opinion it is a private Bill.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-In another
place, this Bill was also ruled to be
a private Bill, but was treated as a
public Bill, and it is proposed that
the same procedure be followed in
this House.
Therefore, on behalf
of the Minister of Housing, I moveThat this Bill be dealt with as a public
Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Han. A. J.
Hunt (Minister for Local Government), for the Hon. V. 0. DICKIE
('Minister of Housing), the BHI was
read a first time.
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CRIMES ·(INHUMANE .

PUNISHMENTS ABOLITION) BILL.·
The H()n. j. w.· GALBALLY {l\1elboume North Province) .-1 move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

Flogging the convicted ruffian is as
profitless as flogging a dead horse.
Both are angry frustrations, the one
by the community and the other by
the sick rider. The noose and the
lash are terrible reminders of the
insignificant progress which has been
made towards an enlightened criminal
justice. Christ was scourged and then
crucified 2,000 years ago-a judgment which is wholly condemned.
The attitude of society to crime and
punishment is up for judgment today. Generally speaking, it has not
changed throughout the centuries,
but it ought to change.
I applaud the introduction of a Bill
by the Government which is designed
to. abolish solitary confinement. It is
part of a Bill which I read to the
House on a previous occasion ; but,
needless to say, I give· way to the
Government's measure. I would have
been happy if a Bill had also been
introduced to abolish flogging.
Flogging is rarely used by judges
as a punishment; and a law which
has fallen into disuse is a bad one.
Th~s form of punishment was last
used on O'Meally and Taylor. So far
as I can recall, they were the only
occasions on which flogging has been
ordered since the second world war.
There might have been some cases
prior to the w·ar.
I shall not waste the time of the
House by reading it, but the judgment
of three distinguished judges-the
late Sir Charles· Lowe, the late Sir
Gavin Duffy and Mr. Justice Smithwho is to be appointed Law Reform
Commissioner, and I applaud that
choice-is contained in the Victorian
Reports of 1958. Mr. Justice Smith
dissented. It was a case in which
Dr. Norval Morris appeared for
one of the defendants and I
appeared for the other. The flogging
was carried but. It had been ordered
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by the trial· judge, Mr. Justice Hudson, and th~ Full Court, by a majority
of two to one, dismissed the appeal.
Mr. Justice Smith read a · judgment
which, .really, is a denunciation ·of
flogging. It is written in a scholarly,
restrained manner, and I commend
it to the House.
I believe all physical violence betw·een one person and another . is
wrong and that violence by the State
is also wrong.· That is the principle
upon which I enunciate my contention
that the punishment of · flogging
should not be used.
Flogging is .a unique evil, a
deliberately calculated torture where
the victim is strapped to a
triangle and lashed with an instrument that produces the equivalent of
a series of electric shocks. For his
crime he may justly be called .a
brute, because it was a crime of
violence that led to the infliction of
the punishment. For his punishment
the State prescribes the same
violence for which the wrongdoer
was condemned. In essence, the
wrongdoer is hit because he has been
found guilty of hitting; the big
brother of this punishment is capital
punishment-the murderer has killed,
so let him be killed. Our attitude is
that when a wrongdoer has committed violence, the State will do the
same thing. It is simple and understandable, but evil.
Flogging may have been necessary
in simple, primitive societies in which
there were no sophisticated police
forces and in which it might have
been necessary at times to use this
barbarous form of punishment as a
deterrent to others. If it could be
shown that flogging deters wrongdoing, that might be an argument for
retaining it, but it does not. Experience over the years clearly shows
that to b.e true.
Sir Justice Hawkins, a distinguished
English judge, said, " If you flog a
man you make a perfect devil of
him ". A man who has to undergo
a · trial and then be sentenced and
wait to be flogged·· must become
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brutalized, f9r it is an act of pure
vengeance. The victim of the ".cat"
is a worse inan ·in every sense. after
has been punished. Flogging does
not protect the community, and it is
degrading and brutalizing to prison
officials who have to take part in
this drama or obscene spectacle.
It is also degrading to the community
which causes the wrongdoer to be
flogged.
Brutality breeds brutality. Flogging has failed as a deterrent in
the same way as, I am sorry to say,
the whole processes of criminal
justice have failed, as we are now
finding out. I applaud the Government, for it too, is trying to find. out
why these processes have failed.
Regrettably, gaols have not s-erved
the understandable purposes for
which they were provided. The
purpose was to put a man into a cell
where he would lament and, in a
contrite fashion, promise to offend no
more. But that has not been the
result of prisons.
Those ten
gentlemen of Pennsylvania thought
that if people were locked up and
given bread and water and a Bible,
and left for a few months or a few
years they would come out with a
saint-like attitude to society.

he

Throughout the world today,
flogging has been rejected. More
than 100 years ago, the Commissioners on the Criminal Law rejected
the punishment of whipping. They
said that it was a punishment which
was uncertain in severity. We all
know that, because a doctor has to
stand by when the victim is being
flogged to see how he takes it .. It
does not need me to tell the House
that there have been plenty of
instances in Australia where men
have died under the lash. It was
once a daily spectacle, particularly
in New South Wales. Let me say
that the people of that State seem
to have abandoned the lash and
the noose. Now, they have done
something really great in building the
magnificent opera house. They are
looking to the stars, man's proper
destiny. That is better than a
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ghetto-like atmosphere whic~ prevails in ·Victoria, where we still believe, after 2,000 years, in the efficacy
·
of the noose and the lash.
One may be assured that, if ·a
person wears a white collar, at no
stage of our civilization will or would
he be flogged.
. The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! gather that I am safe.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-1 can
assure you, Sir, that you are, and
always were, and so w·ere your
ancestors, because flogging is a
punishment reserved for the lowly
classes. That cannot be disputed.
I do not often look for help on these
matters but I think Mr. Hauser will
agree with me when I say that white
collar crime .is the fastest growing
industry in Australia. It ought to be
stopped. Does anybody suggest that
these so-called financiers who rob
people, including widows and the like,
of millions of dollars, ought to have
the moral and spiritual purification of
a gaol sentence accompanied by a
flogging?
The Hon. C. A. M. HIDER.-I think
it has been suggested.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
suggestion would not get very far.
Then there is the terrible wrongdoer,
morally and socially in . modern
society, the drug pedlar, who causes
immense destruction. What about
flogging him? That would be all right
if it did any good, but !?tatistics do
not suggest that it does. What about
the. aeroplane hijacker and the kidnapper?
I am as concerned as anyone in the
community to lo.wer the crime rate.
As a legal practitioner at Collingwood during the depression, I used
to think that, if there was bread and
work for all, crime would not
disappear but would decrease.· That
is no longer true. Some of the most
terrible crimes, including murder, are
motiveless and, to use a modern expression, the perpetrators " do it for
kicks ". The Commissioners on the
Criminal Law also said that whipping
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was a punishment which inflicted an
ignominious and unedifying disgrace
on the offender, and it tended, they
believed, to render him callous and
greatly to obstruct his return to any
honest form of life.
In 1934 approval was given by the
Assembly of the League of Nations to
a code of minimum standard rules
formulated by the International Penal
and Penitentiary Commission. That
code was accepted by the Government of the United Kingdom. It provides that it is desirable to reach a
stage where corporal punishment is
no longer included in disciplinary
punishment. As honorable members
know, flogging has long since been
abandoned in the United States of
America, in Britain, and throughout
Australia. I am not certain, but I
believe that Victoria is the last State
to have flogging on its statute-book.
From time to time, AttorneysGeneral have made statements on
flogging and there was one instance
in which the Chief Justice was
minded to say something. While this
punishment remains on the statutebook, it is an invitation to be used.
This promotes floods of correspondence to the newspapers from people
who are naturally concerned about
terrible crimes which are committed
and who are minded to advocate the
return of the lash. If the lash would
do any good, none of us would
object to it. But we can only go by
the statistics.
I do not want to be told by some
honorable member-I do not say this
in anger-that he knows of a case
where flogging did someone the
world of good. I have heard that
here before. Those observations do
a great deal of harm and are untrue.
We must go on statistics from all
over the world and not on some personal impression. I refrain from
giving my personal impressions on
these matters but I have seen the
behaviour of some men who were
ordered floggings and their attitude to
society afterwards.
The Hon. J. W. Galbally.
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. Instead of reviving and fortifying
our attitude to crime and punishment
by using the old tortures, we must
do some real thinking about crime
in the community. I see the Minister
for Social Welfare looking at me. If
I can be of any assistance to him
in the task he is undertaking, I will
be glad to help. We are losing far
too many young people, for no
obvious reason, to a life of crime
and incarceration in gaol.
Again I say that the Bill will. not
provide a solution to the problems I
have just been discussing, but it will
wipe off the statute-book a useless
cruelty.
_
On the motion of the Hon. C. A. M.
HIDER (Monash Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 14.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.

This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. W. V. Houghton (Minister for
Social Welfare) , for the Hon. A. J.
HUNT (Minister for Local Government), was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(APPLICATION) BILL.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING

(Melbourne Province) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill but its purpose is
important. It simply provides an opportunity for the voters of the municipality of Melbourne to bring about
a change in ward boundaries in the
way in which that can be done in
other municipalities. It introduces a
little democracy. The present ward
boundaries in the municipality are
hopelessly outdated,
inequitable,
unfair, and unjust, and, unless action
is taken, will continue to be so in
perpetuity and become even more so
as time goes on. The Bill will provide at least some power to residents
of Melbourne to change these unfair
boundaries.
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There is nothing democratic in a
municipality which allows 30 per cent
of the voters to elect half the council
and the other 70 per cent to elect
the other half. That is the position
across the board, but inequities are
greater at the extremities. On the
1972 figures, of voters enrolled in
Melbourne, the Hopetoun ward,
which elects three councillors,
had 6,631 people registered as voters.
In contrast the Hoddle ward has only
1,674 voters on the roll. In other
words, Hoddle ward has only 25 per
cent of the number of voters in
Hopetoun ward to elect the same
number of councillors to represent
the ward on the Melbourne City
Council. Not even the Country Party
could support that sort of weighting
in favour of the representatives of
the central business district of the
municipality.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Is the
area of the outer wards perhaps
greater than that of the inner wards?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-1 am
speaking about people; Mr. Hauser is
taking the Country Party line of
reasoning, with which I do not agree
and therefore he will not get anywhere with me on that argument.
The weighting is in favour of those
people who operate large and small
businesses, most of whom do not live
in the municipality. Of course they
are entitled to a vote the same as the
people who live there, but the value
of one vote should not be greater
than the other.
The present system can be described only as a property franchise
which gives a heavy loading to the
businessmen in the community. I
am not sure that businessmen's
representatives have done a very
good job for the municipality. Many
Victorians, including residents of
Melbourne and the metropolitan
area, consider that Melbourne is an
ugly city. No one will deny that
there are aspects of the municipality
which have been badly planned,
totally lacking in aesthetic appreciation and certainly need some attention.
Session 1973.--64
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Without prejudice to my own attitude concerning the possible union
with other municipalities, I would
have to view with the gravest
suspicion any Government support
for such a merger if goodwill
is not evidenced by the Government to
correct the present
inequity of ward boundaries and
show faith that in any new
scheme to incorporate other municipalities the residents would have a
fair go and would not be subject to
the desires or whims of businessmen from the central business district. The Government has a wonderful opportunity to show that sort of
faith and to show some concern for
the residents of the municipality and
areas around it.
The Bill does not ask for much. It
merely seeks to correct something
that is wrong. It has been wrong
for decades but the position has
worsened over recent years. Perhaps it is one of those oversights that
has been allowed to go on. The
opportunity is now available to right
it and members of the Labor Party
will be pleased to see, as will residents
of the municipality and nearby
municipalities, a change in the present
attitude of the Melbourne City
Council and the Government with an
indication of how serious they are in
claiming integrity and honesty of
intention. I urge the House to support the Bill.
On the motion of the Hon. A. J.
HUNT (Minister for Local Government), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
ROSEBUD INSTITUTIONS BILL.
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister

of Housing) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It is necessary because of certain

difficulties which have developed in
regard to the future operation of services for the aged in the Mornington
Peninsula area.
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The Lotus Lodge Haste~ for the
Aged was established In what
originally was a holiday camp at
Rosebud, comprising a number of
small bungalows, purchased by the
Government in June, 1951. The
hostel was put under the control of
a committee of management although
it was not formally incorporated
under the Hospitals and Charities
Act. Property was held by trustees
on behalf of the hostel.
In 1958, with the approval of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission,
the management of the Lotus Lodge
hostel, together with ownership of all
property and assets, was transferred
to the Southern Peninsula Hospital-at
Rosebud, an institution incorporated
under the Hospitals and Charities
Act 1958.
About nine years later-in July,
1967-the Hospitals and Charities
Commission sought the advice of the
Crown Solicitor as to the means
whereby the Lotus Lodge Hostel for
the Aged could be separated from the
Southern Peninsula Hospital. The
Crown Solicitor was not able to give
this advice · as it appeared that the
purported amalgamation of the Lotus
Lodge hostel with the Southern
Peninsula Hospital had not been
carried out in accordance with the
Hospitals and Charities Act.
He reiterated this advice in September, 1968, and stated that a short
Act of Parliament should be passed
validating amalgamation and providing for the reconstitution of the two
bodies into separate institutionsthat is the Southern Peninsula
Hospital and the Lotus Lodge hostel.
At about the same time a proposal
was being developed to establish the
Mt. ~liza Geriatric Centre on the site
formerly used at Mount Eliza for the
purposes of the Royal Children's
Hospital.
A number of different drafts of a
Bill to reconstitute the ·Lotus Lodge
hostel as a separate entity ·have been
considered, and at one stage a proposition to constitute the Mount Eliza
Geriatric Centre by Act of Parliament
The Hon. V; 0. Dickie.

and attach thereto the Lotus Lodge
hostel was proposed. However. the
Hospitals and Charities Commission
proceeded with the incorporation
under the provisions of the Hospitals
and Charities Act 1958 of the Mount
Eliza Geriatric Centre and this
incorporation is now an accomplished
fact.
In order to formally link the Lotus
Lodge Hostel for the Aged with the
Mount Eliza Geriatric Centre, it is
first necessary to re-establish the
Lotus Lodge hostel as a separate
entity and this the Bill s·eeks to do.
The Bill of seven clauses proposes
to establish the Lotus Lodge Hostel
f~r the Aged as a separate corporation set up under the Hospitals and
Charities Act so that in due course it
will be possible to combine it with
the Mount Eliza Geriatric Centre
under the provisions of sections 29
and 30 of the Hospitals and Charities
Act 1958.
In the first instance, the committee
of the Southern Peninsula Hospital
shall be regarded as a separately
appointed committee of the Lotus
Lodge hostel. This is done merely
to enable the legal amalgamation of
the two corporations.
Clause 5 specifically indemnifies
any former member of the committee
of the Lotus Lodge hostel or one of
the trustees of that hostel from any
liability or any breach of trust
in resigning from his office or
in purporting to transfer any of
the property of the Lotus Lodge
hostel to the Southern Peninsula
Hospital.
Clause 6 gives widereaching powers to the Governor in
Council to make orders providing for
any necessary adjustment of funds
as between the Southern Peninsula
Hospital and the Lotus Lodge hostel
and for the transfer of any property
from the hospital to the hostel.
Although it appears to be a complicated measure, its purpose is compar.-atively simple; that is. to reestablish the Lotus Lodge Hostel for
the Aged as a separate entity so that
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it may be amalgamated in due course
with the Mount Eliza Geriatric
Centre. I commend the Bill to the
H'ouse.
The Hon. D. G. ELLIOT (Melbourne Province) .-It is a timehonoured procedure in most cases,
except where a Bill has some degree
of urgency, to request an adjournment
of the debate but I see no reason
why this Bill should not be passed
immediately.
This seems to be
another demonstration of a chess
game to bring about something which
is wholly desirable for the Mornington
Peninsula.
·
Quite often I have been contacted
by old friends of mine who have
retired to the Mornington Peninsula
and who have experienced difficulty
in obtaining urgent medical attention,
particularly during the night or the
week-end. Perhaps it might not be a
bad idea if elderly people on the peninsula were able to contact the Mount
Eliza Geriatric Centre or the Lotus
Lodge Hostel for the Aged by telephone when they feel that they need
urgent medical treatment and ascertain where they may obtain attention.
I do not wish to cite specific cases
but there have been some tragedies
and near tragedies on the peninsula
through the non-availability of medical treatment. As so many of our
elderly citizens now reside on tl:te
peninsula, medical attention should
be available. I ask the Government
to give some sort of immediacy and
some sort of consolation for the
elderly citizens in the area. Of course,
the need for medical treatment can
also apply to the general populace on
the peninsula.
As the Minister for Local Government represents the area perhaps the
honorable gentleman might note my
statement as I am sure he has had
similar experiences. The Minister
may wish to speak about the matter.
The Labor Party sees no reason to
oppose the measure and indeed
wishes the institutions well in their
future .efforts. ·
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The Hon. · S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-The Country
Party also supports the Bill. I agree
with Mr. Elliot that when a measure
is not controversial, has been clearly
outlined and the reasons for its
presentation supplied, the House
should pass the Bill immediately.
The Minister of Housing has outlined the reasons for the measure and
has pointed out that the Bill is submitted on the advice of the Crown
Solicitor. The Country Party also
supports the measure and gives it its
blessing.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation) .
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing) .-I appreciate the action
of the Labor Party and the Country
Party. in facilitating the passage of
this proposed legislation through
Parliament. I have noted Mr.
Elliot's comments relating to the
problems of the Peninsula and the
possibility that the two institutions
could be a point of contact for aged
persons in need of assistance. I shall
bring the comments of the honorable
member to the notice of the Minister
of Health.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister for
Local Government) .-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The purposes of the Bill are to(a) enable compensation to be
paid to volunteer firemen for injuries
sustained whilst giving assistance to
any person or. the protection of any
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property· involved in any accident or
emergency not connected with the
suppression or prevention of fire;
the
(b) provide
power
for
Governor in .Council to prescribe
forms for the purposes of the Country
Fire Authority Act 1958; and
(c) enable regulations to be 1nade
in respect of the prevention of fire
in tobacco kilns.
Honorable members will agree
that the first of the purposes I have
outlined is most desirable and is consistent with many similar Acts
recently passed in this Parliament.
From time to time, Country Fire
Authority brigades are called upon
to assist in emergencies quite distinct
from and unconnected with the fighting of fire. In many cases similar
risks to those incurred in fire-fighting are involved in these ·emergencies, such as search and rescue
operations. Other classes of volunteer workers are entitled to compensation, and it is naturally desirable
that members of these worth-while
fire-fighting services should be similarly covered when assisting on
emergency operations, as they are
when actually fighting fires. The
Bill achieves that result.
A permanent fireman injured in the
course of his employment, would be
compensible as a worker under the
provisions of the Workers Compensation Act 1958.
I_ refer to the second purpose of
the Bill. Since the inception of the
Country Fire Authority in 1944,
permits and other forms have been
prescribed by
regulation.
The
standard permits have greatly facilitated the work of the issuing officers
and are easily identifiable. Although
the permits have been prescribed for
many years, there is in fact no power
in the Act to permit the Governor in
Council so to do and the Subordinate
Legislation Committee has drawn
attention to the fact and asked that
the appropriate powers be sought.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.

(Amendment)· Bill.

Mr. Acting President, I notice you
smiling at the idea that forms have
been prescribed without any regulation-making power. I know this
would be anathema to you, Sir, and
the Bill seeks to correct the anomaly
and provide the necessary power. I
hope you will not be too hard on the
Government, Sir, for failing to notice
this omission earlier. Perhaps when
you leave the chair, Sir, we shall hear
something from you on the matter.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the
Hon. G. J. Nicol).-1 assure you,
Mr. Minister, that I shall be only too
happy to facilitate the passage of
the Bill.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The third
matter relates to tobacco kilns. I
regret Mr. Swinburne is not present
because he has specialist knowledge
on the subject. It is sufficient to say
that fire risks exist in tobacco kilns
as they do in many other kilns.
Following discussions with representatives of the State Electricity
Commission, the Forests Commission, the Department of Agriculture
and the Victorian Tobacco Growers
Association, the authority has
recommended that the Governor
in
Council
should
be
empowered to regulate in respect of
kilns, and the Bill so provides.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. A. W.
KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until the next day of
meeting.
GAS AND FUEL CORPORATION
(AMALGAMATIONS) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 24) on the motion of the Hon.
W. V. Houghton (Minister for Social
Welfare) for the second reading of
this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) .-During an
earlier debate on this subject, with
the indulgence of the . President and
honorable members, I put on record
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the fine attributes of Colonial Gas
Holdings Ltd. Having lived in an
area in which the Colonial Gas Association Ltd. and its subsidiaries
have played an important role and
provided employment for many of
my constituents, it is only right that
the record of these subsidiaries of
the Colonial · Gas Holdings Ltd.,
which will be wound up under the
provisions of the Bill, should be incorporated in Hansard for posterity.
These remarks are of historical interest to this State, not only in peace
but also in war. At the outset, I
say that the Labor Party does not
oppose the Bill.
As I stated, in an earlier. debate
I outlined the part played by the
Colonial Gas Association Ltd. in the
development of the gas industry both
in Victoria and other States of the
Commonwealth. I now propose
to record some of the subsidiary
operations of the company which
were implemented in Victoria.
Prior to the first world war many
by-products from the manufacture of
gas were disposed of as raw materials
or allowed to run to waste. The
period of the emergency necessitated
the production of substantial tonnages of ammonium sulphate as a
valuable nitrogenous fertilizer, . but
shortly afterwards a gradual decline
in price made the production of this
material uneconomic.
The Colonial Gas Association Ltd.,
having been engaged in .the production of ammonium sulphate, considered there was a valuable outlet for
many of the by-products of coal
carbonization in the form of refined
materials, and therefore in 1921
formed a subsidiary enterprise, Ammonia Products Pty. Ltd., to manufacture aqua and anhydrous ammonia.
The
company devised original
methods for the treatment of waste
ammoniacal liquor from the gas
works plant which, when mixed with
lime under conditions of high temperature and pressure, released
crude ammonia as a gas. The ammonia gas was then purified and
elevated to a high pressure through
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powerful compressors. Under these
conditions the ammonia liquefied and
it was then compressed into high
pressure steel cylinders for despatch
to customers.
A side stream of ammonia was
converted to the aqueous product
which is still used in a wide cross
section of industry. The compressed
product was also widely used as a
chemical but its principal demand
was for use in large refrigeration
plants, such as meat works and milk
processing plants. As the availability
of ammoniacal liquor became greater
through the expansion of the Melbourne gas works, greater quantities
of ammonia were manufactured and.
this reached its peak during the
period of the s·econd world war when
ammonia was in great demand for a
wide variety of defence requirements.
During the latter years of the war,
large quantities of ammonia were
exported to many locations in the
Pacific area for use by the Armed
Forces of both Australia and the
United States of America.
With the cessation of coal
carbonization following the introduction of natural gas to Melbourne,
the availability of raw material
increased, but the company has been
able to continue its sale of products
through the availability of synthetic
ammonia, purchased in bulk quantities. Unfortunately, ammonia has
been replac·ed in many industrial processes and apart from its large-scale
use in plants manufacturing fertilizers, its sales represent only a
small part of the sales of earlier
years.
Ammonia Products Pty. Ltd. also
had, for many years, shareholdings in
both Nitrogen Fertilizers Pty. Ltd.
and Consumers Ammonia ( 1930)
Ltd., but its interests were sold in
1959 when a rationalization of the
ammonia manufacturing facilities in
Victoria was eff·ected. In 1927 it was
decided to embark on a new venture
to distil and market products available from the gas works' tar. A
company, Duratar Pty. Ltd., was
formed to distil vertical retort tar
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manufactured in the Colonial Gas
Association's gas works.
By a
patented process; a specialized· road
tar "Duratar" was produced, and
this material was used with favout
by road construction authorities until
the competition from imported
bitumen made the process uneconomic.
Concurrent with the manufacture
of road tars, large quantities of
creosote were manufactured. For
many years this provided the total
requirement of the State for preservation of timber in particular, for many
thousands of poles used for supporting telephone and electricity lines.
Many other products were manufactured in quantity, including benzol,
which was used as a solvent and
as a base product for the manufacture of explosives, dye-stuffs~
phenols for use as disinfectants,
creosols as a base for many
chemical products, as weU as
large quantities of pitch which has
been used for the production of protective enamels and as a raw material
for the production of carbon black
and many other uses, both in ·Australia and overseas. The company
continued as a successful venture
until the advent of natural gas
restricted the availability of raw
materials and it ceased to operate as
an active venture in 1971. At present,
its assets are being sold and it will,
in due course, be liquidated.
The operations of both Ammonia
Products Pty. Ltd. and Duratar Pty.
Ltd. proved to be most successful,
and in 1930 ·extensions of both companies were made to serve the
Queensland market, using as a raw
material by-products from
the
Colonial Gas Association's gas works
in that State. A plant for the manufacture of aqua and anhydrous
ammonia was established at South
Brisbane and a controlling interest
was acquired in the Australian
Chemical Co. Ltd. of South Brisbane,
which was carrying on the business
of tar :distillation and manufacture of
creosote, cresylic acid, carbolic disinfectant and ·other .tar products.
Today, the Au·stralian ·Chemical ComThe Hon. A. W. Knight.

pany is a viable operation, still conducting the business for which it was
formed. At about the sam·e time,
Ammonia Products Pty. Ltd. acquired
the undertaking of the Co-operative
Ammonia Co. Ltd. of Sydney and this
company continued its operations
until the ammonia industry was
rationalized on a national basis.
Also in 1930, the Colonial Gas
Association increased its interest in
tar distillation by the purchase of the
whole of the shares in James Forbes
(Tar Distillers) Pty. Ltd., which
operated a profitable tar distillation
plant at Port Melbourne. With the
increasing use of bitumen as a road
surfacing material, this company commenced the manufacture under
licence of the well-know "Vialit"
road-making emulsion. This operation continued for about 30 years until
competition from bitumen manufactured in local oil refineries made the
process uneconomic. The operations
of James Forbes (Tar Distillers) Pty.
Ltd. were then incorporated with
those of Duratar Pty. Ltd., each
company selling its products under
its registered brand names. As was
the case with Duratar, James Forbes
became a non-operating company following the cessation of raw materials
from the gas manufacturers process
when natural gas was introduced to
the Melbourne area. The company
is now in the process of liquidation.
Shortly after ammonia became
available from the Colonial Gas
Association's subsidiary, . it was
decided to enter the field of domestic
cleaners which were to use ammonia
as a basic material in their manufacture. For this purpose, a companyClensel Products Pty. Ltd.-was
formed, and for many years manufactured the popular Clensel domestic
cleaning fluid, together with its
similarly branded industrial and agricultural products. No doubt, honorable members have seen these products around their household. The
scope of this company was broadened
by the acquisition of Dai-Zone Products Pty. Ltd., which manufactured
a wide range of domestic bleaches
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and similar products. With this
acquisition and that of the Sunshine
Bleach Co. Pty. Ltd., it was decided
to rename Clensel Products Pty. Ltd.
as Colgas Products Pty. Ltd., this
company being responsible for the
manufacture and sale of the products
manufactured by the three companies
previously mentioned.
In 1963 an offer was received from
a competitor in the field of domestic
cleaning agents, and it was decided
to sell the registered names and processes for the manufacture of the proprietary products. As a result of this
transaction, Colgas Products Pty. Ltd.
became a non-active company, but in
1969 it was revitalized to undertake
a new venture concerned with the
treatment of brown coal briquettes in
the gas manufacturing plant which
was to become redundant when conversion to natural gas was completed.
At this time the name of the company
was simplified to Colgas Pty. Ltd.
The company embarked on a longterm research project to investigate
means of treating brown coal
briquettes to produce products which
it believed could be marketed both in
Australia and overseas.
The company relied on the expertise of its staff who were skilled in
coal carbonization processes and a
num.ber of interesting products
em ana ted from the research programme. One of these was brown
coal char, a most sophisticated form
of carbon, which, but for its cost
structure, could produce a valuable
material for use in the chemical and
metallurgical industries, both in Australia and overseas. Concurrently with
the Colgas research, work had been
done by others, and following the formation of a competitive industry in
the Latrobe Valley to supply a limited
market, it was decided not to proceed
with this particular development.
Further attention was therefore
paid to an· associated product 'Of
brown coal char-activated carbon,
which, through the unique facilities
available at the Footscray works,
could be produced without secondary
treatment. With the awakening of
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the public to environment issues, it
was apparent that the demand for
material such as activated carbon
would grow as treatment of both
gaseous and aqueous effluents became
necessary. Therefore it was decided
to devote the whole of the research
effort to the manufacture of this
product. Significant success has been
achieved and commercial production
quantities of various grades of activated carbon are now being produced
to supply both the home and overseas markets.
As at 1973, the treatment of
effluents in Australasia and SouthEast Asia is in its infancy, but there
is no doubt that the demand for such
treatment plants will grow rapidly as
legislative pressures are brought to
bear to ensure that the environment is
protected to the fullest extent possible. Although operating on a small
scale at the present time, there is considerable confidence that the demand
for the products of Colgas Pty. Ltd.
will grow significantly in the years
to come.
Thermal Traders (Vic.) Pty. Ltd.
was incorporated in the Australian
Capital Territory as a joint venture
between the Colonial Gas Association
and the Australian Gas Light Co. 'Of
Sydney, to market liquefied petroleum
gas in Victoria and New South Wales
under the trade name " Porta-Gas ".
In its early years, the company's
operations were most successful, and
the business grew to proportions
which indicated the· desirability of
segregating operations in the respective States. At this stage the gas is
still known as " Porta-Gas ". It has
an advantage over gases marketed
under other names by the Gas and
Fuel Corporation. It ls clear that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has had
considerable headaches in ·the marketing of its product in competition
with "Porta-Gas". In 1962 this reorganization was put into effect-the
New South Wales operation coming
under the control of the Australian
Gas Light Co., and the Victorian
operation under Therm~l Traders
(Vic.) Pty. Ltd. as a ~holly-owned
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subsidiary of the Colonial Gas Association. Since that time most of its
endeavours have been within the
State of Victoria and the business
has grown to become one of the
largest distributors of liquefied petroleum gas for domestic use in Australia. Now, under the control of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation the
company will continue to trade under
its well-known trade name " PortaGas " although the administrative and
service sections of the company will
be incorporated with those of the
corporation.
During its 85 years of existence,
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. and its
predecessors have engaged in a wide
range of diversified activities. Many
of these have been started in Victoria,
but the name of the Colonial Gas
As so cia tion has been known in virtually every State of the Commonwealth. Many of these ventures have
been and continue to be successful,
while others for various reasons ·have
been terminated. One of the minor
companies still in existence is Bitural
Pty. Ltd., which was originally
formed to exploit other by-products
of gas manufacture. Many years ago
this company ceased to be an active
manufacturer and became a propertyowning company, which role it plays
today.
The information I have supplied
sums up the attitude of the Labor
Party to this measure. Statements
have been made not only in Parliament but outside abouf the role of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation. However, many people in the community
are ignorant of the corporation's
operations in respect to liquefied petroleum gas which is now being used
to power forklifts and taxis in my
area, and probably in areas represented by all honorable members. It
is known to me and to my colleague,
Mr. Thomas, that in the area we
represent the use of liquefied petroleum gas, now marketed by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation, will play
a valuable contribution to the protection of the envirqnment. I hope my
colleagues in Canberra do not impose
The Hon. A. W. Knight.
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a tax on the use of liquefied petroleum

gas. I say that for obvious reasons because the community wis'hes to overcome environmental problems. Exhaust gases from motor vehicles is
one form of pollution which can be
eliminated by the use of liquefied
petroleum gas. If the Federal Government imposes a tax on the use of
liquefied petroleum gas in motor
vehicles, it will mean that people will
revert to the fuel which they normally use in their motor cars.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-Mr.
Knight had better talk to his colleagues in Canberra.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT.-I have
spoken to my colleagues in Canberra
and I know that Mr. Connor, the
Minister for Minerals and Energy,
is on the right tram. I hope he does
the right thing and does not do what
the previous Liberal-Country Party
Government did; it sold out this
country to the vested interests overseas. That Government's policy inhibited developments of this nature
but the present Federal Government
will rectify the position.
The Labor Party knows that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has done
a magnificent job for Victoria. I
recognize that its establishment was
engineered by the Country Party but
it was achieved only with the support
of the Labor Party, which envisaged
that the corporation would attain
greater heights. Since the Liberal
Party has given stabilized Government to this State, the Gas and Fuel
Corporation has reached the heights
predicted for it by the Labor Party
in its early days.
I believe there is no need to worry
about the shares which have been
given to shareholders in Colonial
Gas Holdings Ltd. as a result of
the takeover because I have no doubt
that in due course they will revert
to the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
My assertion is supported by what
has taken place following ·earlier
takeovers by the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
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The Labor Party congratulates the
Gas and Fuel Corporation for its past
endeavours.
The
corporation's
officers, from the top of its executive
to the men in the labour force in the
field are doing magnificent work for
the State by bringing natural gas to
far-away places, even though problems have occurred in Castlemaine
and the area represented by the
Minister of Water Supply. However,
that was one of those unfortunate
happenings which I believe has now
been overcome. The Labor Party
wishes the Gas and Fuel Corporation
well for the future. As it will now
control the complete distribution of
gas throughout Victoria, the ideals
envisaged when the legislation setting
up the corporation was introduced,
have now been brought to fruition.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province). - The
Country Party has pleasure in supporting the Bill, particularly in view
of the fact that it was the
initiator-certainly with the support
of the Labor Party-in the establishment of the Gas and Fuel Corporation. It was intended at that stage
many years ago that the Gas and
Fuel Corporation would be the one
distributing gas organization in
Victoria. It has been the objective
of succeeding Governments to give
the Gas and Fuel Corporation power
to acquire other companies which
operate in opposition to the corporation. As the Minister said in his
second-reading speech, in the autumn
sessional period, legislation was
enacted to ratify the takeover of the
Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd. One can
only say that this Bill is a tidyingup measure to put into complete effect
what was required.
The Colonial Gas Association Ltd.,
which is a subsidiary of Colonial Gas Holdings Ltd., is still
operating in five major centres
in country areas, two of which,
Benalla and Wangaratta, are in
my province. For many years, people
in that area have been striving to have
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the supply of natural gas extended
to the country centres, and particularly to the north-eastern part of
the State. This is more necessary
today than it was three years ago, in
view of the proposed AlburyWodonga complex. The Government
is playing its part in that development.
There is urgent need for the extension of the supply of natural gas so
that this complex, which has been
singled out for accelerated development on a large scale, can give
industry this added attraction. It has
been stated that some large industries
are showing keen interest by indicating a desire to establish an enterprise, particularly in W odonga. I
am sure that the supply of
natural gas to Wodonga . would
be an added attraction.
As I
said at the outset, this is merely a
tidying-up amending measure following the legislation that was enacted
in the autumn sessional period.
Members of the Country Party have
pleasure in supporting it.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS (SouthWestern Province) .-Paragraph (b)
of clause 9 refers to the Geelong Gas
Co., the Queenscliff Gas and Coke
Co. Ltd. and the Australasian Temperance and General Guardian Corporation Ltd. It is a general tidying
up of the merger between the Gas and
Fuel Corporation, the Geelong Gas
Co. and the Queenscliff Gas and Coke
Co. Ltd. I support the Bill and I add
my congratulations to the directors
and in particular to the Chairman of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation, Mr.
Neil Smith, and his· staff. I wish
them continuing success.
The discovery of natural gas and
its successful introduction into the
domestic and industrial gas markets
of Victoria was the factor which gave
impetus to the corporation's success.
Honorable members will recall that,
in April, 1971, Parliament passed a
Bill to enable the Gas and Fuel Corporation to make an offer to the shareholders of the Geelong Gas Co., and
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subsequently the offer was made and
accepted by those shareholders. At
that time some discussion arose in
the House and in another place on the
price paid for the shares. Some doubt
was raised whether the offer was
generous. This will be the last opportunity on which the figures for
the Geelong Gas Co. will be produced
and will be made available as a
separate entity. Therefore, I desire
to place on record that the takeover
of the Geelong Gas Co. and its subsidiary has proved to be an outstanding success.
On 9th October, 1973, I asked a
question of the Minister for Social
Welfare, for the Minister for Fuel and
Power, on the results of the Geelong
Gas Co. and its subsidiary for the
previous two financial years. The
answer showed that the operating
profit in 1972 was $384,067; and for
1973, $374,494. After providing for
interest incurred by the corporation
on the previous profit, the figure
for 1972 was $206,260 and for 1973,
$209,078. The net profits of · the
Geelong Gas Co. and its subsidiary
in 1972 were $177,797, and for 1973,
$165,416.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the
Hon. G. J. Nicol).-1 think the thread
that Mr. Jenkins is drawing
between the Bill and his comments
is very slender.
The Hon. 0. G. JENKINS.-! agree
that it is rather tenuous, but it will be
the last opportunity to refute in this
House certain matters that were
raised in 1971. Immediately after the
Bill is passed, no opportunity will be
provided to show the results of the
company. Page 9 of the report of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation indicates that in 1973 the Geelong Gas
Co. had a most satisfactory year
of operation, during which the total
gas sales increased dramatically to
37 · 8 million therms, which was
almost 500 per cent higher than for
the previous year. A large part of
this was due to the extension of a
contract to the Australian Portland
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Cement Ltd. .The report generally
indicates that this aspect of the
activities has been most successful.
Reference has been made to the
extension of the activities of the corporation to Bendigo, Ballarat and
Castlemaine. It would be relevant to
point out that, in the Geelong area,
the corporation is at preserit extending the mains to provide a service
to Lara and it also proposes to extend
the natural gas system to Leopold.
The takeover of the Geelong Gas Co.
has been successful and it has enabled the Gas and Fuel Corporation
to make a reduction of 21 per cent
or 22 per cent in over-all costs, which
has been welcomed by the Geelong
community. I assure the House that
the residents in the Geelong area and
surrounding districts appreciate the
activities of the corporation and
support this measure.
·
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretations) .
The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-1
shall comment on two matters raised
in debate. Mr. Knight said that Mr.
Connor, the Federal Minister for
Minerals and Energy, was on the
right tram. I remind the Committee
of the story of the platoon marching
with only one man in step. The
sergeant major thought that he was
the only one in step. If Mr. Connor
is on the right tram, he is a pretty
lonely passenger. The contribution
to the debate by Mr. Jenkins indicates that the mantle of his predecessor is now fitting snugly on his
shoulders and I congratulate him on
his contribution.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
The sitting was suspended at 6.30
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
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. STAMPS BILL.
The debate
(adjourned from
October 23) on the motion of the
Hon. Murray Byrne (Minister for
State Development and Decentralization) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province) .-Governments are perennially short on money
and long on words. One sympathizes
with efforts of Governments to raise
more money to meet the growing
requirements of the State. This Bill
has been launched in an attempt to
solve some of the Government's fiscal
difficulties, but its philosophy is
repugnant to me.
Much is said about young married
couples with growing families and
their worthy desire to own homes.
This Bill hits those people on the head
with a sledge hammer, because it
raises the duties payable on the sale
of land. Young couples.:. must first
buy a block of land. Certificates for
municipal and Board of Works rates
-which once cost a shilling-must
be obtained. After purchase, transfer
of land must be embarked upon, and
the Government imposes a percentage on the transfer document. It
was once 2 per cent, but under
this Bill it has been raised to such
an extent that in an ordinary transaction for the purchase of a humble
piece of land, the duty will amount
to hundreds of dollars.
That is not the end of it. The
registration fee payable on the transfer has Qeen increased. Because
money does not grow on trees, the
sum which has been saved after hard
toil, representing a portion of
the value of the land, must
be supplemented by a mortgage. What has the Government
done to assist young married people,
who are the backbone of the community? It has raised the stamp duty
and increased the registration fee on
mortgages. A small block of land
which could once be acquired for
about $2,000 now costs from $10,000
to $15,000. Rates and· taxes must
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be increased, but it is ·a shoddy
method for the Government to adopt
by penalizing young people trying
to raise a family.
The Hon. W. G. FRY.-The Government in Canberra ·is doing all right
on the interest rates too.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.There is another example. It is no
wonder that people shrug their
shoulders and say that Governments
are not to be trusted.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE (Northern
Province) .-This is a Bill to increase
stamp duties, and Mr. Galbally has
rightly painted a depressing picture
of the effect the increases will have.
This form of taxation has been forced
upon the States, which have no other
means of raising revenue. Income
tax, sales tax and excise duty-which
are probably fairer to the community
than stamp duty-are barred from
the manipulations of the State
Treasurer.
Therefore, the Stamps
Bill of 1973 contains a large range of
increases. I do not like the measure,
but unfortunately this House can do
nothing but accept it. It could be
rejected, but the numbers are not
great enough to do so. Even if they
were, that course would not be taken
because the Treasurer needs money
to supply the requirements of the
constituents and taxpayers of Victoria.
Stamp duty has a long history of
turbulence. The Stamps Act of 1765
led directly to the American War of
Independence.
Colonists in the
States which then bordered the
Atlantic Ocean rose up in revolt
against stamp duty which was imposed on newspapers, playing cards,
dice and pamphlets. Although the
law was later repealed in England,
the smart which was inflicted on the
American colonists over the fo1lowing ten years led to unrest, which
grew into a war of independence. The
United States of America subsequently became a separate entity
from the United Kingdom. I do not
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suggest that the ratepayers, taxpayers and stamp duty payers of
Victoria will rise up in revolt against
the Government. ·
· · The Hon. S. E. GLEESON .-Speak
· for yourself!
·
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-If Mr.
·Gleeson feels so revolutionary, perhaps he will condemn the measure!
This year there has been more than a
mouthful of increases. One could
take the example of the increase in
stamp duty on cheques. Recently I
found an old cheque book with
several unused forms, and the stamp
duty on each cheque was twopence.
The duty is now being increased
from 6 cents to 7 cents. I remind
the Treasurer, through the Minister,
that bills of exchange were once the
common medium of exchanging
money, not only between countries,
but between comm·ercial houses and
individuals. Early last century the
rate of stamp duty on bills. of exchange was raised to such an extent
that their use by private individuals
was taxed out of existence.
I consider the raising of stamp duty
on cheques to be an unfortunate development. A number of debates have
taken place in this House on the
desirability of paying wages and
salaries by cheque rather than by
cash. There is a growing tendency
in the community to seize money by
force because people do not want to
go out and earn it. There have been
bank robberies, armed robberies,
Totalizator Agency Board robberies
and a large number of pay-roll
robberies. If business houses were
not only allowed but encouraged to
pay the wages of their employees by
cheque instead of cash, criminal
intents
would
be
defeated.
The Government is making it even
more difficult to pay by ch~que by
increasing the duty.
I also deplore ·the increased rates
of duty being levied on life assurance
policies. I regard life assurance as
one of the best forms of saving
and it shouid be encouraged at all
costs by the State. Mr. Galbally
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has referred to the increased duty
on mortgages, on the transfer of
motor cars and so on. The only increase of which I approve is the
rise in the duty on hire-purchase
transactions. As I said last night,
I am not in favour of money lending
or hire-purchase.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Unfortunately, it is not the hire-purchase company which pays but the
client.
The Hon. M. A. CLARKE.-Mr.
Galbally has virtually taken the
words out of my mouth. The people
who will pay are not the insurance
companies, the hire-purchase companies or the rental companies-the
credit and rental business is dealt
with in clause 14-but the customers.
This type of taxation is inflationary and unfair, and I would go even
so far as to say that it is vicious,
but we have to put up with it. Members of the Country Party do not
approve of the measure, but we cannot oppose it.
The House divided on the motion
(Sir Raymond Garrett in the chair)Ayes
23
Noes
8
M:ajority for the motion..
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The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to bills of exchange ·and promissory notes.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State· Development and
Decentralization) .-Both Mr. Galbally and Mr. Clarke have said that
they do not like this Bill, and
neither does the Government. We
do not favour it for a ·number of
reasons, not only those raised by
Mr. Galbally. Stamp duty is a form
of indirect taxation. The most unfair form of taxation is indirect
taxation because it bears no relationship to the ability of a person to pay.
Mr. Clarke put the position in a nutshell when he said that States have
no real power to levy income tax,
which is the only fair method of imposing taxation.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-What
about land tax?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.Does Mr. Tripovich consider that
land tax is fair?
The Hon J. M. TRIPOVICH.-It is
as fair as stamp duty.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-The
Government is in good company in its
dislike of stamp duty because the
Labor Premier of South Australia,
the Labor Premier of Western Australia, and Mr. Reece, the respected
Labor Premier and Treasurer of Tasmania, share our view. Mr. Reece
stated that it is unfair under the
present Constitution that the States,
which are responsible for the " bread
and butter " issues, have to raise
money by way of indirect taxation because they are allocated less
money for the respo·nsibilities of
Government than ever before. I
have mentioned only the Labor Party
Premiers because at least on this
issue they are not prejudiced.
I was particularly interested in a
matter on which Mr. Galbally spoke
with great sincerity and a certain
amount of courage. He said that
one aspect of this Bill which he did
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·not favour was that it increased to
some extent the costs which have
to be met by persons who · borrow
money for housing. I do not think
any member of this House would
willingly inflict extra taxes upon
people who are purchasing homes.
In fairness to the Government, one
point about the Bill should be made
clear. It is that there is no increase
in duty on loans for the purchase. of
homes or, as I understand it, on borrowings of less than $40,000.
I realize that Mr. Tripovich takes
an interest in the cost imposed upon
the average working man in the
community who owns his own home.
Mr. Galbally said courageously to an
interjector, " Let us consider what
the Federal Labor Government has
done in the past nine months ". I
intend to inform honorable members
what it has done to the poor unfortunate working man who owns
his own home. In the past nine
months there has been an increase
of $1,780 in the purchase price, not
of a $30,000 or a $40,000 home as
mentioned in the Bill, but of a home
previously valued at $15,000.
An honorable member asked about
interest rates. The highest interest
rates ever recorded in this nation
have been inflicted by the Federal
Labor Government on young couples
who are trying to buy their own
homes. Mr. Galbally asked, "Is it
any wonder that people distrust
Governments?"
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-Does the Bill impose a stamp
duty on Governments?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-It
imposes a duty on the purchase of
houses and on the borrowing of
money. At all events, I think I have
made my point.
Stamp duty is indirect taxation.
The States receive 40 per cent of
their revenue from the Commonwealth Government.
The State
Governments have no power to levy
income tax. It is unfortunate that the
Government has to impo~se it;tdirect
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taxation, but, as Mr. Clarke rightly
said, every member who spoke on the
Appropriation Bill demanded that the
State Government should spend more
money on the essential .responsibilities of government. Nobody who criticizes the Government for raising
indirect taxation is able to advise it
where it should not spend money or
how it should raise finance. Until we
get that answer there is no alternative but to impose indirect taxation.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH (Doutta
Galla Province) .-This Bill merely
adds to duties which are increased
each year. It is· all very well for
the Minister to refer to Labor
Premiers of other States.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-They
are taking .the same action.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
does not make it right. Certain
people are making millions of dollars
from the inflated value of land.
The Hon. W. M. CAMPBELL.-What
has that to do with this Bill?
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1 will
tell that story on another occasion.
Interest rates in this country are the
lowest in the Western World today.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-But
they are the highest. in the history
of this nation.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-That
is so, but they are the lowest in the
world.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol).-Order! The debate is developing rather wide of the limit permitted in the Committee stage. At
present the Committee is debating
clause 2, which deals specifically
with cheques.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-1
shall discuss cheques. As a result of
this type of measure the bank credit
card system will become popular in
the near future. To write out a
cheque costs 7 cents ; so if a person
has several debts to pay he will
probably write one cheque and pay
the debts in cash. It will not be
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long before the credit card .system is
in vogue in Australia. The banks'
current proposals do not include any
deduction from a person's account for
providing a credit card service. The
Government would be better off to
examine other sources of revenue
rather than to criticize other Governments.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
ESTATE AGENTS (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 23) on the motion of the Hon.
Murray Byrne (Minister for State
Development and Decentralization)
for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON {Melbourne
North
Province) .-This
measure
imposes a burden on
a certain section of the community,
and I think that a number of
simHar Bills remain to be considered.
The purpose of the
measure is to increase fees payable by estate agents. It increases an
estate agent's licence from $30 and
a renewal of licence from $20 to
$100 in each case; an estate agent's
licence for a licensed auctioneer
from $12 for a new licence and renewal to $25 in each case ; each
estate agent's licence of a corporation from $60 for a new licence and
$40 for a renewal to $200 in each
case; and a sub-agent's licence from
$4 each for a new licence and renewal to $10 in each case. fhey
are quite vicious increases, but I
suppose it can be said that the fees
are being paid bv a section of the
community- which can well afford
them. A former member of this
House, the late Mr. O'Connell, referred to this Government as the
" 100 per cent increase Government " but the increases envisaged in
this measure far exceed 100 per
cent.
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The Hon. ·K.· I. WRIGHT r(No:r.thWestem Province) .-The Country.
Party supports this Bill. I declare an
interest in the measure becaus-e I am
the holder of an estate agent's
licence. Like my colleagues, I am
working from 75 hours to 80 hours
each week carrying out my duties to
my province and I have neither the
time nor the inclination to continue
real estate work. However, because
of the uncertain nature of being a
member of Parliament, I feel inclined
to continue :to hold my licence.
In passing, I might say that I
am a member of Rotary, which
does not provide a classification
for a member of Parliament because
of the tenuous nature of that occupation. The position seems to b.e the
same throughout the world.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-The Bill does not refer to
the Rotary Club.
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT.-That is
so, Mr. President. Some aspects of
this Bill cry out for explanation. Mr.
Walton, who represents the Melbourne North Province, spoke of increases of 100 per cent but some increases included in this Bill are of
the order of 500 per cent-for
example, the increase of the renewal
of an estate agent's licence from $20
to $100.
Mr. Walton said that estate agents
can afford to pay this amount but I
remind honorable members that it
will be the client who eventually
meets this increase in fees.
There will be a huge increase in
Government revenue, which will rise
from $100,000 to $300,000 per
annum. However, that percentage
increase in Government revenue
does not match the percentage increase of estate agents' operating
expenses.
Licence holders have to work long
hours in order to pay this fee, and
that is only one of the many costs
they have to meet. In general, the
Bill is acceptable, but there are some
aspects of It which should be discussed and queried. Prices are rising at
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such a rate that agent's commissions,
which· are· calculated on a percentage
basis, enable them to pay the fees
which are provided in this measure.
Also, the Estate Agents Committee
in this State recently increased commissions to the rate applicable in
most other States and the Australian
Capital Territory, 5 per cent on the
first $8,000 of the purchase price and
3 per cent thereafter. In respect of
the sale of a house of $15,000 commission has been increased from $510
to $610.
My party has two reservations regarding the proposed legislation.
The first is that because of a smaller
turnover a small country estate agent"
is less able to pay the increased
fee, and the second is that there
appears to be a discrimination
against agents in border cities, such·
as Mildura, Swan Hill, Echuca and
Wodonga. Their operating radius is
cut by 180 degrees, because half of
the area is in New South Wales, yet
they pay full fees to the Victorian
Government. If an estate agent
wishes to obtain a New South w·ales
licence it will cost him $135 a year.
It is a complicated procedure, as
well. I have received a letter from
the Mildura branch of the Real
Estate and Stock Institute, the president of which is Mr. R. D. Massey
and the secretary, Mr. N. T. Cahill.
The letter readsRe : Proposed increase in estate agent's
fees.
You are possibly aware that the proposed
increase in real estate agent fees as high
as they are will particularly hit Victorian
agents who trade from border towns as do
members of the Mildura Branch of the Real
Estate and Stock Institute.
You may know that in addition to the
Victorian fees all estate agents trading
across the border in New South Wales must
pay the prescribed fees of that State, notwithstanding the fact that due to isolation
the amount of business that can be transacted in New South Wales is limited but
very necessary for us because of our restricted trading area in Victoria.
This fact is also very noticeable even with
our Victorian fees when you compare ·the
area and population that estate agents in
Melbourne, Ballarat, Geelong .and B~ndigo
can service against our area and popul~tion.
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My branch contends that estate agents
tradmg in small isolated areas as the Sunraysia district and in particular where that
district is a border town are entitled to
relief in payment of fees.
We would therefore appreciate it should
you be able .to make representation on our
behalf to the appropriate Minister with view
to estate agents fees be calculated on a
more equitable basis and having in mind our
particular problem of double fees.
Perhaps fees should be based on the population density within a reasonable distance
where an estate agent has his registered
.
office.
We await your representation with interest.

It seems to be abundantly clear that

there could be some reciprocity concerning licence fees between border
States or lower licence fees for agents
paying fees in two States.
I have discussed this proposed
legislation with the General Secretary of the Real Estate and Stock
Institute o~ Victoria, Mr. Lyall Evans,
who advised that the increases
had the support of the institute.
The institute believes that the Registrar of Estate Agents should have
more staff or be divested of some of
his responsibilities. At present, he is
concerned with the administration of
the Money Lenders Act 1958 the
Finance Brokers Act 1969, the 'Auction Sales Act 1958, and the Estate
Agents Act 1958. Preferably, the
problem could be resolved by removing the first two Acts from the administration of the registrar. Presently, the staff consists of the registrar and his deputy, one class C.1
officer, one class C. officer, two class
E. officers, four inspectors, and two
typists, a total of twelve.
The Real Estate and Stock Institute of Victoria believes there is
no possible hope of the registrar
and his staff properly policing the
Act and detecting breaches. A
while ago, a completely unlicensed
man was operating and advertising
but it took some considerable time
to track him down and advise him
that he was doing the wrong thing.
The Country Party considers that
the principal Act was good and that
it resulted in the weeding out of a
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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lot of bad agents. The sum of
$50,000 stands to the credit of the
Estate Agents Guarantee Fund. From
this fund, money is paid to people
affected by the activities of the occasional bad agent, but I understand
that in no one year has the full
$50,000 been completely used. Members of the legal fraternity in the
House would probably look on this
state of affairs with a good deal of
admiration.
There is an anomaly in the principal Act and, as this Bill relates to
fees, it has a bearing on the situation. An agent defaulted. Numerous
people were left lamenting. Unfortunately, they could not collect a
single $1. The agent had not paid
the deposits and amounts concerned
into his trust account and it transpired that unless these moneys
were paid into that account it was
not obligatory for the Estate Agents
Guarantee Fund to make good the
losses. I understand that this has
not been adjusted and I ask the
Minister to examine the situation
which is crying out for correction.
This is a short Bill but its ramifi.cations run so deep and, in many
instances are so involved, that the
Country Party believes that the matters I have mentioned should be
aired.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Fees) .
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE {Minister for State Development and Decentralization) .-It is pleasing to
note that the Bill has the unanimous
support of the House. A defence
should be raised to some of the
points made. These fees were last
increased in 1956. I compliment Mr.
Wright for the straightforward and
honest way in which he spoke. I
did not intend to mention it, but, as
Mr. Wright pointed out, at least one
section of the community-other than
the Commonwealth Government-is
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benefiting from inflation. That section comprises the estate agents.
With the increase in land values,
their commissions have al,so increased.
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allow the Government to carry on
its job. In this case it is the fees
of auctioneers which are being increased, and again the increases are
steep. The fee for an auctioneer's
licence will be increased from $50
to $100 and the fees for temporary
licences and the transfer of licences
will be increased from $2 to $4. So,
in all cases, the increase is 100 per
cent. The Labor Party does not oppose the Bill.

Mr. Wright raised a number of
pert in en t matters such as border
hopping and gave some advice on
how the office of the registrar could
be improved to enforce the Act. I
understand the problems in relation
to border hopping but this is a matter for the Victorian and New South
The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWales associations to sort out be- Western Province) .-The Country
tween them. Undoubtedly, Victoria's Party supports the Bill. As I did
Estate Agents Act is the best in with the previous Bill, I declare an
Australia. It gives better protection interest. I hold a current licence
and security than any other State's but, in view of the increased fees
Act, not only to those engaged in which will operate, I believe I shall
an occupation which has been raised cease to do so after the 31st
to the status of a profession in re- December. The Minister's secondcent years, but also to ·people deal- reading notes are brief but they
ing with them and through them.
clearly indicate that the fees will be
I have had dealings with the regis- increased by 100 per cent.
trar over the years. His office has
There are several points which I
done a first-class job. In fairness to should bring to the attention of the
the organization of which Mr. Minister. There are at least three
Wright is a member, I point out that classes of auctioneers who enjoy
I have also had a lot to do with varying degrees of profitability, but
Mr. Fov, the secretary, and I have the fees are the same for all types
found that the Real Estate and Stock of auctioneers. Further, the fees are
Institute is a responsible body the same, no matter where the aucwhose members control its affairs. tioneers are located. The first type
That probably accounts for the suc- of auctioneer is one who conducts
cess of the profession in Victoria. auction sales of real estate ; the
The matters raised by Mr. Wright second sells livestock by auction ;
will be directed to the attention of and the third auctions furniture and
the responsible Minister.
chattels. It is unrealistic and unfair
to
have one licence fee for all aucThe clause was agreed to.
tioneers in all parts of Victoria.
The Bill was reported to t4e
There is an interesting restriction
House without amendment, and
in
the Auction Sales Act. Music
passed through its remaining stages.
cannot be played during a sale in
AUCTION SALES (LICENCE FEES) premises. I have often wondered
why that is so but I have never
BILL.
been able to find out.
The debate (adjourned from OcA 100 per cent increase in the
tober 23) on the motion of the Hon.
Murray Byrne (Minister for State fee for an auctioneer in the first
Development and Decentralization) category I mentioned is unreasonfor the second reading of this Bill ably severe on auctioneers in counwas resumed.
try cities and towns. Only a fracThe Hon. J. M. WALTON {Mel- tion of the sales of real estate in
bourne North Province) .-This is the country are by auction ; most
another Bill which increases fees to sales are by private treaty. If an
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auctioneer who is an estate agent
in the country sold two houses a
year by auction, he would be doing
well. However, an auctioneer in a
similar business in Melbourne or its
suburbs would probably sell two
properties a week.
Government members are laughing but they should put themselves
in the shoes of a single trader with
a small business struggling to: make
ends meet at the time when costs are
rising. There is one good advantage
for the agent in selling a property
by auction. The client pays the advertising costs. In the country they
would probably amount to $125 or
$150. In the city, with higher advertising charges, they would probably
amount to $250 to $300.
A second restriction relates to the
River Murray towns which I m~n
tioned earlier tonight. The operating
radius is cut by half. Another restriction is that auction sales cannot take
place before sunrise or after sunset.
I am wondering why this restriction
should apply. A person who proposes
to buy a farm or a house would
look at it beforehand and not make
a last-·m·inute •inspection. Perhaps this
provision could be deleted when the
principal Act is amended 'in the
future.
Earlier, I referred to livestock
auctioneers who usuaUy operate at
sale-yards. ·My party is parUcularly
·concerned that any auctioneer will
be restr.icted by the buyers .from the
Victorian Meatworks Association
boycotting some 1country sale-yards,
for exa·mple, Dona ld. The Donald
Birchip Times of Tuesday 23rd October, 1973, published a letter from the
Minister for Local Govem ment to
the honorable member for Kara Kara
in another place which stated, inter
1

1

aliaIn discussion with a representative of
the Victorian Meatworks Association, I
have made it quite plain that the Government's policy is to have regard to all aspects of the situation with respect to individual sale-yards, including their importance
to the commercial life of the town in which
they are situated in determining its attitude
to financial support for any capital works
required of them.
The Hon. K. I. Wright.
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In consequence, I have received assurances that no precipitate action will be taken
by the association to discourage its buyers
from attending fat c~ttle sales . at the
smaller yards.
·
On the other hand, the Government has
no legislative backing to cause buyers to
attend sales, nor has it any intention of acquiring such powers. Livestock producers
have a free choice as to where they market
their stock and this must always be so,
obviously they Will patronize the market
which offers the greater return irrespective
of its location.

It is feared that .some of the auctioneers ·who wiU have to pay the substantially higher fees will be restricted in .their activities. ·WHh the
reservations that I have mentioned,
the Co~ntry Party supports the Bill.
The motion ·was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and com·mitted.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, relating to amendments
to the Third Schedu le of the principal
Act.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State .Develop·ment and Decentralizat.ion) .-The .complete defence to the char.ges ·levelled during
the second-reading debate ·is that this
is the ·first occasion since 1890 on
which any increase has been proposed in these fees. Whether the
Federal Government or any Government is to blame, the increase is
fair enough. The poor unfortunate
auctioneer will have to pay an additional $2 for a te·mporary licence,
making the total fee $4.
It was interesting to hear the remarks of Mr. Wright and no doubt
his experience ·of spruiking at auction
sales qualifies him as an a:ble speaker
in this Chamber. ·Many of the rna tters
that he raised ·could ha¥e easily been
answered by him be·cause he certainly has more knowledge of the subject .than I have. He mentioned ·mus:k
and darkness. Many statements to
which I do not subscribe are made
about auctioneers, but if an auction
were being held in the dark whilst
music was playing, what hope would
the poor unfortunate bidder have of
getting his bid across, and how would
the auctioneer know which bid to accept?
1
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The matter that ·really affected ·me
as M:inister for State Development
and Decentralization was the letter
that the honorable member read from
an interesting member of the Government and his com·ments about the
possibility of .country auctioneers
being adversely affected. Many country auctioneers are good friends of
mine. The·y appear to have been fairly successful and to be reasonably
happy. However, in ·view of the ·comments by Mr. ·Wright, as ·Minister
for .State nevelo:pment and necentralization perhaps I should investigate
the introduction of some incentive
scheme for these auctioneers.
The clause was agreed to, as ·was
the remaining dause.
The BiH was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
1

MOTOR CAR (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 23) on the motion of the Hon.
A. J. Hunt (Minister .for Local Government) for the second reading of
this Bill was ·resumed.
The Hon. J. M. · WALTON {Melbourne North Province) .-As Mr.
Ga'lbally said w'hen speaking to the
Stamps Bill earlier this evening, the
Government is again pladng an undue burden on young people who
want to buy a home and my
Leader explained the various taxes
that are imposed on them before
they actually get the home. The
Bill is another attack on young
people because they, in the main,
apply for drivers' licences. The
BHl proposes to •make the sky the
limit with regard to fees, depending
upon the whim of the Governor in
Council, the Minister or whoever
represents the Government in this
sphere of activity. After the Bill is
passed, whoever it is will be able to
impose any fee that he likes for
the making of an appoint·ment for a
test and for undertaking a test. The
current maximum is $2 for the ·making of an appointment and $4 for the
test.
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The Bill will take away from
Parliament the ·right to fix the fees
.mentioned-this power wHl then reside with the Governor in Council.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-JMr. Walton
does not like that?
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! do
not Hke it and on numerous occasions
·I have spoken about this subject.
The Bon. A. J. HUNT.-And neither
do I. I agree with Mr. Wa'lton and
I wiU be proposing an amendment.
The Hon. J.·M. WALTON.-Whether the ·fee is $10 or $20, at least
the Government should have the
courage not to take the power for
fixing fees out of the hands of Parliament.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Do not go
any higher than $10; that wiH be
enough.
The Hon. J. ·M. WtALTON.-The
Minister for Local Government seems
to be sensitive about the ·matter and
wants to stop me from explaining
how .the powers of Parliament are
being whittled away. If ever there
was an argument for the Commonwealth Government to take over
State powers, this sort of legislation
is it. The Government ~continues to
present legislation designed to lessen
the powers. of Parliament and to hand
them over to the bureaucrats. This
Bill is a typical example of that sort
of action.
The proposed new fees will
hit mainly young people. Many
thousands of persons who drive
·motor vehicles do not have a Hcence
and therefore will not have to pay
the fee. They do not bother to
obtain a licence. The Labor Party
'has told the Government this on
many occasions, as has the Road
Safety Committee. Unfortunately, the
Government has continued to do
nothing about it.
Whilst the Labor Party does not
oppose a reasonable increase in fees
because costs are soaring, it does
oppose the principle of taking out of
the hands of Parliament the power
and the right to set max·imum fees.
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The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North-

.Western Province) .-Where are the
Liberal champions of democracy and
Parliamentary rights? They are certainly not in the House tonight ;
if they are, honorable. members. want
to hear from them.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-You have
already heard.
The Hon. B. P. IDUNN.--By presenting .this BHl the Government is
deliberately denigrating the establishment of State Parliament and the
author~ity and the rights of members
of this Parliament. Members of the
Country Party ·challenge any Government •member in this !House, if he
feels strongly about it, to say so.
It would be a •change to hear from
members of the Liberal Party because Bill after Bill is passed by this
House without them saying anything.
It is about time the House heard
from some of them. One would think
that Mr. Storey would -oppose the
adoption of the princ-iple enunciated
in the BiB.
It proposes to take out of the
Act the provision for the maximum
fees which may be charged for
making an appointment for a licence
test and for taking the test. Last year,
Parliament passed legislation to provide for learner-driver permits. The
fee for making an appointment for
a test for a ·learner-driver permit
was $2 and for carrying out the
test it was $4. Therefore, it costs a
person $12 before he becomes eligible
to obtain a driver's licence.
11 should like to know what the
Government intends to do with the
additional income because the Bill
:includes a provis·ion that most of the
~money will .go into the Consolidated
Fund. I should like to know for
what purpose the money will be
used, how much the proposed fees
wiH bring into the Conso'lidated Fund
and whether the funds will be spent
on road safety measures. !Members
could also ask what increases are
proposed.
The Hon. V. T. HAUSER.-Are you
supporting the Bill?
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The Hon. B. P; DUNN.-No, we
definitely not supporting it ; we
Intend· to throw it out. If sufficient
·members of the Government party
w:ill vote with the Country 'Party on
this matter, this House rwill be successful in tossing out the Bill.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-The House
has been informed that an amendment will be moved at a later stage.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-The
House has not received copies of any
amendments. The Bill does not indicate what the increases will be in
these fees. It also removes any
limit on the fees. I am concerned
about this and about young people.
Many do not get their licences at
the first attempt and they have
already paid $12 to make an appointment and to have their test. If the
BHI is passed this amount could easily
be doubled and Parliament will have
no control over it. Members of the
Country Party disagree with the
words which were clearly written
into the Minister's second-reading
speech, as follows:~re

The amendment will remove from the
section the maximum level at which fees
may be set. The effect of the amendment
will be to permit the Governor in Council
from time to time to prescribe such fees as
he thinks fit.

This has happened time and time
again. Parliament should set these
fees from time to time as necessary.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 have
stated that an amendment will be
submitted to ensure that result.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-Members
of the Country Party would like to
see that happen and I am pleased
that the Government has got the
message.
The Hon. K. S. GRoss.-It was not
as a result of the honorable member's actions.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-Perhaps
members in another place brought to
the notice of the Government the
anomalies that exist in this insignificant Bill. Members of the Country
Party oppose the whole principle
espoused in the Bill. It downgrades
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the establishment of Parliament and
we intend to vote against the Bill· in
its existing form.
The Hon. K. S. GROSS {Western
Province) .-As a member of the
Government Party, I accept the
challenge offered by Mr. Dunn and
the Country Party. I also do so as
chairman of the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-But
the committee would not understand
it either.
The Hon. K. S. GROSS.-If anyone should take the credit for
drawing this clause to the notice of
Parliament, in this House and
another place, it should be the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Why
was this not done in the party room?
The Hon. K. S. GROSS.-! am not
discussing what was done in the
party room. I will make this speech
in my own way. Paragraph 14 of
a general report submitted· by the
Subordinate Legislation Committee
in 1970 contains a submission dealing with the type of clause which
the House is debating tonight. I do
not propose to quote that paragraph
verbatim to the House. In that
report the committee stated that it
had heard evidence from- various
parts of Victoria and other States of
Australia on the matter of fees being
prescribed by regulation with no
ceiling specified in the Act. Members of the committee viewed this
matter very strongly, and nothing has
happened since to change their attitude. We do not object to fees being
raised by regulation when a ceiling
is prescribed in the Act. Unless a
ceiling is prescribed in the Act, this
Parliament and any other Parliament
might as well go out of existence
because members will have no say
in any change which might take
place. Members of all parties should
appreciate this important principle.
I am not so interested in what
the Government or anyone else
does.
As a member of the
Subordinate Legislation Committee,
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an all-party committee, of which I
am proud to have been the chairman
for a number of years, I am concerned at upholding the privileges of
members of Parliament and of this
Parliament. For that reason alone,
I will at all. times oppose a principle
such as that which is contained in
this Bill. I sincerely implore all
members to do likewise. If they do
not, they might as well go out of
existence in the short space of five
or six years or even less.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-The remarks of the honorable member who
has just resumed his seat astound
me. Is he speaking as chairman of
the Subordinate Legislation Committee or as a member of the Government party? The Bill gives the
Governor in Council the right to fix
fees without reference to the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-1 have
given an undertaking that an
amendment will be submitted.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.. Honorable members should disregard the Minister's undertaking.
The business before the House is
that the Governor in Council will
fix the fees. It is all very well for
the Minister to interject and say,
"Do not say anything about it· we
are going to move an amendme~t ".
This proposed legislation no doubt
wa~ taken to party meetings, at
whtch the chairman of the Subordinate Legislation Committee apparently
remained silent. The Bill went to another place and when the Opposition
realized that it meant that the Government will set the fees through
the Governor in Council without
reference to the House, honorable
members became mealy-mouthed
about it. Let us not be hypocritical.
The business before the House
is a Bill from another place
which provides that fees will be fixed
by the Governor in Council. Mr.
Hauser and Mr. Gross no doubt
attended the party meeting that
approved of the measure. They
would not allow their Cabinet to
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introduce anything with which they
disagreed. Therefore, the statement
made by the chairman of the Subordinate Legislation Committee astounds me. With great respect, it
is the biggest exhibition of hypocrisy I have seen in this House for
many years.
The Hon. K. S. GROSS (Western
Province) .-Mr. President, I object to
that remark.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-That is a comment to
which the honorable member could
take objection, and I think it should
be withdrawn.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-1 am astounded at the objection but if it is
genuine I withdraw the remark.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-I wish to
make some brief comments on
the Bill and to endorse the comments of my colleague, Mr. Dunn.
A moment ago I heard Mr. Hauser
interjecting that the Opposition and
the Country Party were introducing
party politics into the debate. When
an important issue such as this is
debated, honorable members have
every right to refer to it in the
strongest terms. I take the point
made by Mr. Tripovich and I accept
the interjection of the Minister for
Local Government that he intends
to introduce an amendment at a later
stage. However, the important point
is that the Bill apparently went
through another place and came into
this House in the same form as when
it was originally introduced in another
place.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-They
did not wake up to it, and Mr.
Hauser did not understand it when
it was in the party room.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-It
appears that the minds and mouths
of some members of the ·Government
only come into gear when they are
in this Chamber. In the party room
when they were assessing the proposed legislation they must have
been silent. I am sure that if my
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Leader, Mr. Swinburne~ had been
present, he would have taken
exactly the same stance as we are
taking. No doubt on a number of
occasions since becoming a member
of the Subordinate Legislation Committee, he has brought this type of
matter to the attention of the
committee.
Members of the Country Party are
opposed to the basic principle that
these legislative powers should be
taken away from this Parliament
and' given to the Executive.
The Hon. R. J. LONG.-So are we.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD.-! am
pleased to hear that. We will wait
and see. Similar Bills will be introduced in the near future and I hope
members of the Government will
adopt a consistent attitude.
The House divided on the motion
(Sir Raymond Garrett in the
chair)Ayes
17
Noes
13
Majority
motion
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Byrne
Dickie
Fry
Gleeson
Granter
Grimwade
Hamilton
Hauser

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Clarke
Dunn
Eddy
Galbally
Kent
McDonald

Mr. Storey
Mr. Ward

for

the
4

AYES.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Hider
Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins
Long
Nicol.
Tellers:
Mr. Campbell
Mr. Crozier.

NOES.
Mr. Trayling
Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Walton
Mr. Wright.
· Tellers:
Mr. Knight
Mr. Thomas.
PAIRS.
Mr. Elliot
Mr. Swinburne.

The Bill waJs ·read a ~second 1time
and ·oommitlted.
Clause 1 was agJreed rto.
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Clause 2, p11oviding, inter alia (1) In sub-section (8) of section 22 of the
Principal Act for the expression "not ex-ceeding $2 for each appointment made for
testing and not exceeding $4 for that test "
there shall be substituted the words " for
each appointment made for .testing and for·
each test".
The Hon. A. J. HUNT {Minister
f,or Local Govel'1nme11lt) .-Htonomble
members hiave witne,s:sed tonight lthe
Legislaltive Oounail performing 1its
proper function and m~~intaining the
suprem,acy of P.arHamenlt by .refus,ing
to .su1Nender ·Oonrt'l'lol ito 1the Extecultive
and this ·i,s as H 1Sihould be, as I inlterjected wlhen M:r. Walbon fi,rrSit :rraised
the m1atter. Therre !is possibly unanimlity .on all sides of .t!he Chamber
on this question With whk:h I fully
concur. It is obvious that the Committee will support with unanimity
the amendments which I have circulated. The amendm·ents will give
effect to the undertaking I gave
earlier during the debate to maintain
the principle which has been supported by all honorable members
who have spoken in the debate. I
moveThat, in sub-clause (1), the expression
' " not exceeding $2 for each appointment
made for testing and not exceeding $4 for
that .test " there shall be substituted the
words " for each appointment made for
testing and for each test " ' be omitted with
the view of inserting .the expression ' " $2 "
there shall be substituted the expression
" $5 " and for the expression " $4 " there
shall be substituted the expression "$10" '.

The Hon. J. M. WALTON '(Melbourne Nor'lth Province) .-I· app1taud
l~he Government for !having taken
he'ed of membe,rs of !the Labor ·Party
and the Ooun1try Ptaflty. It 1is rldicul'ous for tih1e Go;vemmen't wlh!ich
ha!s the ·resp.onsibiHJty of in1br10dudng
a measure, fir;s·tly to d~aw ~t up !in
a department, se·condly, :to exam1ine
itt in the Cabine:t room, tthlirdly, to
consider ilt in tthe p~r:ty rtoom, and
fiour111tly, to intTioduce it in lthe Leg'itslative Assembly and whe·n the measure finally reaches this place, for a
matter of principle to be then raised
by honorable members on the
Government side of the House.
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I had a great deal of !fespect for.
Mr. Gross tonight when he said that
he would vote against proposed
legislation of this type. However,
when Mr. Gross had the chance
either to vote against the BiH or to
walk out, he .walked out. I do not
want to hear any more from him.
'Dhe Hon. K. S. GROSS.-! did not
volte for it.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-But
M·r. Glioss said !that he would viote
against H.
'Jihe Hoo. K. S. GROSS.-! did not
say t!hat I would V'Oite ag·a!in:Sit it.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
words you us·ed will appear in
Hansard and I WI'Iolte tihem down at
the tlime.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicoi).-Order! I ask Mr. Walton to
address t!he Ohair and not Ito direct
h'i·s remarks to an !honorable member
opposite.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! am·
sorry, Mr. Chai:rman. I •am objeCiting
to Mr. Gross interjecting after being
absen1t f,J!om tthe Chamber when a
vote was taken.
The CHAIRMAN.-M·r. Wallton
should voice 'his objection rt:lmough
~he Ohair.
The Han. J. M. WALTON.-By
interjeCition :the M~in.i:srer fo1r Local
Govem·ment 'indicated tto m·e wlhen
I was speaking, !that he dntended Ito
move an ,amendmenrt: :to ·the Bill. That
is no way for a Government to amend
a Bill which has been introduced
in a slap-happy fashion. The Government can move an amendment to a
Bill, but the appropriate time is not
when an honorable member is speaking. It is not proper for a Minister, by
interjection, to indicate that a mistake
has been made and thalt 1ilt will be
:r.em:edied. The Minister mus:t await
his turn, juSit .as members of the
Lab01r P·arty 'have !to wai1t thek rt:urn.
The M·inistteT w1as trying to prevent
m'embers of the Labor p,a~rty f:r.om
speaking agatin,Sit ltlhe measure. The
Gove~mmerut. oould see that .·cri!tidsm
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was to be levelled at tit and it was
trying to soften ~he blow by ·Saying

tlhaJt it intended to amend the Bill.
The Han. MURRAY BYRNE.-W'hat
is wrong wi:th thart?

The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-There
i1s nothing Wl'Ong with iit, but it
s:hould be done ~t tthe app~op.I"ia!te
time.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol).-Order! In developing that
line of argument, I do not tllrink Mr.
Walton is really giving oons1idevrut::ion
to tile amendm.ent under discussion.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-! will
conclude by repea:tJing wha!t I .said 1to
the Leader of the House, namely, that
I applaud the Government for moving
the amendment. Perhaps the honorable gentleman was not in the Chamber when I commenced my remarks. I
stated that it was wonderful rthalt
even after the Bill had gone through
all 1tlle Vlarious 1stages, at ~he last
momen:t the Gove:mmenit was p.repared to take notice of remarks of
members of the Labor Party and the
Country Pwty.
·
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern P~~ovince) .-Dike M:r. Walton, I commend 'the Governmenlt for
taking a statesmanlike action. However, i!t was too lalte, because the
principle had already been put forw,ard by membe,vs of lthe Labor Pa:I'Ity
and the Oountcy P·rurty and a couple
of Gove·mment ~supporte~s. In fact, I
give credit to M:r. GI"oss for sayting
his piece.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT.-Mtr. Bi·rrell
in another place was the first to
raise it.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-1 do not
deny that, but all honorable membe~s have !had :their say. Although
the Government has moved an
amendment, I am still concerned
about the principle !that ~s involved.
The Bill will be better than the one
on which honorable members vo:ted
a:t tt!he conclusion of the secondreading debate. Honorable members
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must realize lt:'hat under the ·amendment, ,the fees are now being in-

creased fr<om $2 to $5 when oo appodntment is made for a teSit, and
room $4 rt:o $10 when the teSit is
taken. In other words, itt oould oost
an applicant $15 for a lJkence Ito
drive, and no doubt a ~similar fee will
be charged fior leamer-d:rive1r permits,
which makes a tOital of $30.
The Hon. R. J. Ennv.-It i·s robbing
the young people.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-Yes, and I
am concerned about this because
after the Bill 1is p~a~ssed by Parliamen/1:
:tJhe fees will! have ti'OOJched the levels
of $5 and $10. I sound a note of
warning to t!he Government. T-he
Country ,P,arty is not prepaTed to
accept the principle that a maximum
fee shall be selt in a Bill. The Country Party is nolt nece1stsarily prepared
to go along wtilth p~oposed ~noreases
in charges for the appointment and
the test. However, the Coun1try Party
is P'l·eased thalt the amendment has
been moved, as it was not prepared
to support 1the Bill as originally
draflted. 'Dhe Country P~arty ~intended
to vote against the clause, as it
voted againsrt it'he second-reading
moNon on the basis of the principle
it put forward. We do not intend to
oppose the amendment.
The Hon. K. S. GROSS {Western
Province) .-At one s1tage dlllfling lthe
second-reading debate I was called
a hypocrite, and I successfully asked
for the expression to be withdrawn. I
strongly deny tJhalt at any stage did
I sugges:t 'that :t!he action I ttook tonight was contrary to what I believed
in or anything else.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. J.
Nicol).-Order! I remind Mr. Gross
that tJhe OommiHee its no:t dealing
with 'the second-Teading m01ti~on.
The Hon. K. S. GROSS.-With
re;spect, Mr. Cha!i:rman, I am dealing
with the prinCiple involved in the
amendment now before tihe Chair.
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The CHAIRMAN.-Does Mr. GI"oss
wish to deal Wii:t1h t!he amendmenrt: or
make a personal explaillalt1on?
The Hon. K. S. GROSS.-No, I
shall deaJ wi!t:h the amendmenJt.
Notwithstanding what was said in
seoond..q-eading debatte and in Oommittee up ·no this stage, lthe amendmenJt has been moved as a result
-of t!he worklings of the Subor.dinalte
Legi~slatiJOn Commi,tltee, whlidh i~s an
all-party Parliamentary committee of
this House and ·another pLace. I challenge any me·mber in lt!bi.s Chamber
or an()ther place to ~s,ay lthaJt what I
have said iJs incorrect. Two or rthree
Bins presently before the Pa!il1 ament
have been dr.awn to ·the .aJtJtootion 10f
Parliameiil!t and tfue Min1slter ·concerned by the Subordinate Legislation Committee. The committee emphasized that having regard to the
report which it presented in 1970,
the principle enunciated in the relevant Bills was objectionable. I am
certain every honorable member of
this Parliament will support the committee in this respect.
1

I deplorre ibhe suggesti10n lt!ha:t I was
a hypocrite .. I walked oUJt of the
Chamber when a v101te wa~s :taken
because I did nort support tihe principle embodied in tthe Bill. However,
I did not Wallllt lthe Bill Ito be defeated
because I knew whaJt tJhe 1amendment
contained and it was in acoor-d with
the principle which I wished to uphold.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-But we
did nolt know.

The Hon. K. S. GROSS.-! ag,ree
that all honorable membe!rs did not
know what was pi'ioposed. H!()lnorable
membens m1ay not have known lthe
exact terms of :t!he amendmentt burt I
was fortunatte 1in thalt I knew about
the amendment which would be
moved. That is the reason why I
absented myself when the vote was
taken. It cannot be said that I was a
hypocrite at any stage.
The amendment was agreed to,
and tlhe clause, as amended, was
adopted.
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Clause 3 plioviding, inter alia In sub-section ( 1) of section 3 of the
Motor Car (Learner Drivers' Permits) Act
1972 for the expression" ( 4) The applicant ·shall pay in advance
such fees as are prescribed, which shall not
exceed( a) for making an appointment or
appointments for the tests $2
(b) for carrying out the tests . . $4"
there shall be inser.ted the following:" ( 4) The applicant shall pay in advance
such fees as are prescribed for each appointment made for testing and for each
test.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT {Minister
fior Local Government) .-1 have circulated among hJQ/IlJOl'!a:ble me·mbers
two 'inter-related amendm:enlbs :tJO lth~~s
clause. I now moveThat the expression '" ( 4) The applicant
shall pay in advance such fees as are pr.escribed, which shall not exceed- ' be omtt·
ted.

The 1amendment wa~s ag.reed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
fior Local Govemmentt) .-1 move That the expression, there shall be inserted the following:" ( 4) The applicant shall pay in advance
such fees as are prescribed for each appointment made for testing and for each
test.'
be omitted with the view of inserting the
expressionthere shall be substituted the expression" (a) for making an appointment or
appointments for the tests . . $5
(b) for carrying out the tests . . $10 " '

The Hon. B. P. DUNN {NorthWestern Pr,ovince) .-1 1sound a note
of warning ~reLaJting Ito the ·dharges
for ·learn.er drivel'!s. I hope lthe Govemmen:t Wlill keep tthe fees at a
reasonable level fior young people of
seventeen years o:f age who, in ·tihe
matin, a~re the per.sons ~seeking
learner-driver permit's. No explanatilon has been given of where it is
P'~oposed to Spend the money ,so
gained. I appreciate lt!he 1inltentiJOn of
tfue Govemm·entt and m~embers of my
party accept tihe am·endment. However, we sincel'lely hope thatt tlhe
Government will keep learner-driver
charges to a reasonable Hm:ilt.
The Hon. R. J. EDDY (Doutta
Galla PrQIVince) .-I al,so sound a
note of ·warning. lit 1i~s now p~oposed
1
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to increase the fees from . $2 to $5
an:d worn $4 to $10, increasing i!he
charge for a learner-driver's permit
to $15. An amendmenlt to tlhe previous cLaus·e al1so inoreased lthe
charges to $15 ,so that a 'learner
driVJer will now have to pay $30 Ito
obtain hi's permirt. Th~1s is ~ast outreaching the pocket of a person of
seventeen years of age. A:s M1r. Walton has sa,id, m'any young people
will nolt bother to obtain a licence
butt will drive a1I'10und the city without one.
The am·endment was ag~eed to,
and tfue clause, as am.ended, was
adopted.
The Bill was reported to the
Rouse w'~th am'endm.enlts, and passed
tlwough ~.tts remaining stages.
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publicly available during the last sessional period. ·The 'Bill submitted to
honorable members may be called a
revised version.
The Han. J. M. WALTON.-Some
may not agree with the ll"evrsed Bill.
The Han. A. J. HUNT.-Tha:t oould
be so. ]t incor:pooate:s the impro~e
men·ts tha!t a:nose fnom oonSttJruCitive·
critidsms and ~suggestions ~received
during the past 1six mont'hs. ~he Bill
gives effect to the II"eoommendalti.ons
of the State Developmenlt Comrnittee
in its " Report on the Provision of
Water and Sewe~age SerV'kes 1to New
SubdivisiiQins" wlhic'h was 'La1id bevore
Parliament in Septembeii", 1972. The
report desoribed these services :as An essential adjunct to modern living.

·LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(SU·BDIVISION OF LAND) BILL.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
fior Looal Govemmenlt) .-I move T:hat this Bill be now read a second ·time.

In April ·last I introduced a 'subs:tanti:ally 'stimila:r m;eatSure 'and I ,informed
tihe House !t!hat extensive ·represenltartJions had been made ·even dur-ing 1t1he
d:I'Iafting s'tage and lthat consultation
had been taking place beltween
num,eoous Govem·ment dep,artment's
and 'instll"umentali!ties rt:lhat were ,affected :in one way or anothe:r. Suggest~ons folf :im~ovements :had been
received unltil the day the B'iH was
introduced.
When the sessional peniod was
drawing :00 a ·close, I ini1o111ned !the
House thaJt be·cause of tthe impollitance and oomple·xity of the measure,
tme Governm·ent was n10t prepared
to rush it thnough during rt:lhe dying
hoUJI'Is of Plarliament. This was on Jthe
basis that ilt would be in the general
intere,srts that mu:n~oipa]'irt:ies, developws, 'interested organi~altioos and
individual's should b'e given a full
menting on the proposals with a view
opportunity of considering and comto making the Bill as good as possible. As a result further substantial
improvements have been made to the
Bill that was circulated· and made

'Jlhe committee drew ,a;tJtenltiiOn to the
{!act lt!hat Untreated septic tank effluents and sullage wastes emanating from unsewered residential, commercial and industrial premises,
particularly in the metropolitan area, represent a significant source of pollution of
street channels, dr.ainage systems, watercourses and receiving waters generally, with
all the accompanying dangers to public
health and despoliation of the environment.

As I pointed out at -the tJime !in my
Mini;ste.ria:l SltaJtemen:t, in sum·macy
lt!he ~rep,Oift. recommended, fimstly, lthart:
:the provision of wate'r ~supply !and
sewerage services, at :the oost of the
subdivider, should be a compulsory
condition of the subdivision of land in
ex'isting and pr10speoHve urban 'aife'as
and even owts1de those 'aJreiClJS where
pollutiiOin oonltrol ,requli:rements or enV'ilronmen:tal oons,iderrati(){llls :rende~r it
desirable.
Secondly, ilt wa1s ~recommended
tha:t as a prerequi,silte to ·the
•se·a~ing of any pl,an of subdivi·sron a municipal,ity be !Oibliged .to
obtain and act upon \the r-eports · 10f
appropriate water ~supply aru:l ~sewer
age authorities or, where there are
none ~or ffi'Oife tlhan one autholl'lirty has
an interest, the State Rivers and
Wa'ter Supply OommisSJion.
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A

furtJher recommendation

was
·continue to be ~esponsible for tJhe ooordinatrQIIl ~and oontflol of itJhe oarf!iage of ~oceedings With respect to
the :sealing 10f p~ans of ~subdivision.
Honoflable membefls will recall ·tJhat
I said in rthe MinllislteriaJ. staJtement
that the Government would accept
and act upon tt:Jhose lfleoommendaiions. The Bill accordingly 'retains
the existing principle of municipal
control of the subdivision of land.
as set down in the Local Government Act, and makes the necessary
amen:dmenlts tto ·fuat Act 1a1nd oonsequem:ial amendments ltJo thie leg'islaNoo dooHng wtilth the v~arious water
supply, drainage and 'Sewef!age authorities.

that muniCipal counciLs

~s!hould

P~ovisions have also been included
to ensure adequate <Wainage :fior subdivi·sions. D·r.ain:ag,e wa~s .nOft of itself
included :in tihe !terms of ;reference
under w.hlch the oomm'ilttee operated
bUJt it is also an essen't1a.l elem·ent
in ·tlhe prroper deveLopment of ~l~and.
The Bill thus :includes as major pr.oposals ~or amendmenlts rel,altmg ;Do
wate: ~upply, sewer.age and ooa:inlage,
provisions for these authorities
th'e Melbourne 'and M~ewopoHtari
Boord of Wiorks, and the vadous
other waiter supply ood sewemge
authorities tllll'loughout !the S:talte, to
refuse to consent ito a pl'an of ~sub
divis·i'oo of land 1in !the di-Sitirict of
any s_uch au'tho!rirt:y wlhen :the plan i~s
submitted to the approprialte mtmioipa'l council ~or ooaEing on tthe
gl'lound that ~adequate pl'loV'1Sli'on ha~s
nort: been made· iior works 10f walter
supply, sewef!age and/or dtiainage.
The p!l"esent Hm11ted 'cm"ea in which
the State R'ivefls 'and W•ater Supply
Oomm1is~sion ·may exeflds1e its powers
in respect of such pl.ans has been
wtidened ·and provvsion bias a.liSio .been
made for ooun·cils !Uo 'refer any plan
C?f .subdiv1sion :to a respOII)jsible
authority, not being the council itself, which is administering an in·
terim development order or pl,annJing
scheme under rthe 'f,own and Country
Plannling AC:t 1961 .for rbhe a:rea in
whic!h tlhe land lis situaJtecl.
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The pres·enlt 'legis1attion requires a
council wthidh has been 'requested to
seal a plan of subdivision of land :no
refer the p1an to certain aulthlorities
if they operalte in ;the a;rea in W.hlidh
the ·land 1S ~Jooalted. These al.lltJhoritlies
are ·tlhe Melhourn.e :and Meltropolitan
Board of Works, ltJhe Dandenong Valley Autlhority, the Country F±re AUithority and t!he OoU!llltJry RiOads BO'~d.
Where t'he municipal engineer ·considers 'ilt necessary, the plan 'is 1also
ref&ored :to any ~staltwtocy autJhority
supplY'ing water, gas or electricilty or
p1roVliding s'ewerage sell"Y.ices or telephone serv1ces in :the Vlic:iniity of the
land. A ·council [s -cur,rootly requ'ired
to :refuse to se,al 'a plan of subdiVIisi.on ·if the plan has been :refer.red Ito
the Ooun:try Fi:re AuJthor'ity, the
Country Roads Boar,d or the Dandenong Valley AurthJori:ty ~and any of
t!hose bodi·e's ha•s II'Ie.fused to OOI1Jsent.
However, in lt:he eveillt of sudh a refusal, the Governor in Council may
consent :to t!he :sealing of •the pLa!ll.
A council must a'lso irefuse to .seal
a pl,an of ~subdiv-isiion unless 1i;t is
satisfied that every pr,oposed !a!l~Lort:
m.enrt: 1S capable of b~ing used tior a
purpose permiltted by any planning
scheme in force and that any permit
requiired under an 'iint;e:rim deveLopment oc-doc has been 10bttam:ed. A
fur.uher r-equkem;ent ·~or refusal arises
if t!he land· is (in 1an ·~I'Iri~ation dli1Si1Jrict
or drainage distJrlidt und& lthe Water
Act or under the MildUTta IT<I'Iigation
and Wa·tefl" Trusts Act. In lthi~s event
the ·council ·oann1ot seal tthe plan unless ·it has fi·fiSlt been ~sealed by the
State Rivers 'and W1ater Supply CommisSion or the F~st Mildtma Irnigation Trust, as the case may be.
1

1

The am·endmen'ts now pl'loposed
will mean that within ltbe meltr-opolis,
as defined 'm ·the Melboume rand
Metropolijtan Bocm-d of Workis Acrt:,
the ·con,sent .of 1tJhe boall"d will be
necessary f1or ooy new •Subdivi~sion of
land or, in the event of a refusal
by ·'the bo,alfld, lthe consent of tlhe
Governor in Council. Outside the
metropoUs the oons:ent of rt:'he State
Rlivers and Water Supply Oommission w'rll be· necessary, as also wHl
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be, where :the land d1s witihtin the
di,Sltridt of any water supp,ly -or

sewerage authority, the oonsem of
such authority.. Again any refusal by
the commission or an ~authority will
be 'SUbject :tJo ll"eview by ·t!he Governor in Council.
The . second proposal in the
Bill is that councils shall have
power to refuse to seal a . plan of
subdivision if provision is not made
for a water supply or a sewerage
scheme, or both. However, this power
may not be exercised if the plan has
been referred to a water supply
authority or a sewerage authority or
both and the authority has or
authorities have consented to the
sealing of the plan. In effect, this
means that the council may refuse
to seal the plan on these grounds
without the need to refer to an
authority, but if it does so and the
authority consents to the plan, this
may not itself substitute a refusal. An
amendment for this purpose has been
sought by councils outside the
metropolitan area and is supported
by the Municipal Association of
Victoria and the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. These
councils are concerned about the
huge financial problem of providing sewerage for existing subdivisions and are very much
aware that every new subdivision
permitted. without sewerage is making the matter so much worse. The
protection of the environment is also
made more difficult and expensive.
The third proposal in the Bill will
add to the existing powers of councils and enables them to require a
subdivider to carry out street construction and easement drainage
works as a condition of the sealing
of his plan of subdivision ; any such
requirement may be endorsed on t~e
plan when it is sealed and the Registrar of Titles will not approve the
plan until the council advises him
that the requirement has been complied with or has been withdrawn.
It is now proposed that a council
may also require a subdivider to.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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carry out such works of water supply, sewerage and drainage as are
specified by the council under the
same conditions as now apply to
street and easement drainage construction. Where a plan has been
referred to a water supply authority
or sewerage authority, the council
may be required by either or both
authorities to impose an appropriate
requirement on the subdivider.
Where such a requirement has been
imposed at the request of an authority the council may not advise the
Registrar of Titles that the requirement has been satisfied or withdrawn
unless the authority concerned has
consented.
The fourth proposal in the Bill will
enable municipal councils and the
various water supply, sewerage and
drainage authorities to enter into
agreements with subdividers for the
provision of services to subdivisions.
The subdivider may be required to
pay the whole of the cost or
such part of the cost of the
works as is proportionate to the
benefit of his land. A proportion of
the cost of any service so provided
may be recouped from future subdividers whose lands benefit from
the works. When a plan of subdivision is submitted to a municipal
council or referred to any other
authority the council or the authority may require the subdivider to enter into such an agreement. The
bodies which may enter into these
agreements are(a) Muncipal councils in respect
of land not in the metropolis or in
the district of any other sewerage
authority; these councils may enter
into agreements for the provision of
sewerage services-and, if necessary,
ancillary water supply services-and
for this purpose they will be given
the necessary power.
(b)
The
Dandenong
Valley
Authority; the authority may enter
into agreements for the construction, reconstruction or improvement
of drainage works.
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(c) The Melbourne and Metropoli- in effect ·means the appeal to the·
tan Board of Works; the board may Minister for Local Government and
enter into agreements for the pro- any other Minister affected-relates
vision of water and sewerage ser- to the refusal of consent by a statuvices and for the construction, re- tory authority to whom the plan is
construction and improvement of required to be submitted. Those
consents are at times withheld. The
drainage works.
usual reason for that withholding of
(d) The first Mildura Irrigation consent is a matter of policy. Thus,
Trust and the the Mi'ldura Urban policy is determined by the Minister
Water Trust; the trusts may enter -or more often, the two Ministers
into agreements for the provision of -affected, who will make a recomwater and construction of water mendation to the Governor in Counsupply works.
cil.
(e) Authorities under the SewerThe appeal to the arbitrator,
age Districts Act 1958 and the Gee- however, is on matters of a differlong Waterworks and Sewerage ent nature, that is, the exercise
Trust; these authorities may enter
the discretion of the council and
into agreements for the provision of of
whether it has been exercised unduly
sewerage services.
harshly. Appeals to the Governor
(f) Authorities under the Water in Council are mainly on matters of
Act 1958, including the Geelong policy. Appeals to the arbitrator are
Waterworks and Sewerage Trust; usually on matters of equity and
these authorities may enter into hardship. Both types of appeal are
agreements for the provision of necessary and each fulfils a slightly
water and for the construction of different function.
water supply works.
The most recent appeal to the
All these agreements will, in genGovernor
in Council was one detereral, provide formined by Mr. Dunstan, then the Min(a) Payment by the subdivider of ister of Water Supply, and myself.
the whole or part of the cost of the The Dandenong Valley Authority
works and the cost of operating any pumping station or sewerage had refused consent to a subdivision.
treatment plant for a period not ex- The authority sought to specify both
ceeding five years together with a the quality of the effluent which it
contribution towards the cost of, in would accept and the means by
the case of water supply, the head- which that quality should be
works and distribution system out- achieved. Mr. Dunstan, the Minister
side the land, or in the case of responsible for the Dandenong Valsewerage, the cost of the outfall ley Authority, and I, as Minister ressewers and disposal system outside ponsible for local government,
the land and, in the case of drainage, jointly heard the appeal. In the cirthe cost of development of the cumstances of the case we supported
drainage system outside the land.
the Dandenong Valley Authority on
At this stage I should interpose the question of the standard of effluto explain one feature of the Bill to ent but overruled it on the setting of
the House. It may have been noted requirements on how this was to be
that I have referred to appeals to achieved, which we thought was a
both the Governor in Council and matter for the appropriate sewerage
the arbitrator. Some honorable mem- authority. The appeal was allowed
bers may consider that one type of
appeal would suffice. The two types and the subdivision proceeded. So
of appeal to which I have referred it can be seen that appeals to an
have different functions. The appeal arbitrator are on quite a diffe:~nt
to the Governor in Council-which basis.
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The agreements will also provide
for(b) Payment by .the subdivider of
a reasonable proportion of the cost
of the works, installed or to be installed under an agreement between
the authority and another subdivider,
which will be available to serve the
land or part thereof.
(c) The construction of all or any
part of the works required by and
at the cost of the subdivider.
(d) The amount to be advanced to
the authority by the subdivider towards any remaining part of the cost
of construction of such works.
(e) The repayment to the subdivider by the authority of the whole
or any agreed part of any such
advance.
(f) Security which may be lodged
with the authority in lieu of any
payment or advance.
Provision is also made in the Bill
for the subdivider to appeal to the
arbitrator on two grounds, namely,
that the proposed works are necessary or that the terms and conditions
of an agreement are unreasonable.
The arbitrator has the power to
approve or modify the agreement.
Where the works being constructed pursuant to an agreement
will serve the land of another owner,
the servicing authority may request
such owner to contribute towards
the cost of such works. The other
party must accept or refuse such
request within three months. In the
event of a refusal and the subsequent subdivision of that land, the
owner may be required to pay a contribution towards the works based
on costs applicable at the time of the
subdivision.
The fifth proposal contained in the
Bill affects drainage and will clarify
the powers of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works and
the Dandenong Valley Authority to
control connections to their drainage
systems. The amendme1;1t will permit connections to these systems
only if. the board or the authority,
The Hon. A. J. Hunt.
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as the case may be, certifies that
the receiving drain or watercourse is
adequate or suitable for the acceptance of the additional water likely to
enter from the connecting drain, having regard to the area which it
drains.
The sixth amendment proposed
does not arise out of the report of
the State Development Committee
but it has been included because of
its importance in relation to the subdivision of land. The amendment became necessary following a recent
decision of the Supreme Court relating to the sealing of a plan of subdivision by a metropolitan council.
The plan was referred to the Dandenong Valley Authority pursuant to
sub-section (ba) of section 569B (7)
of the Local Government Act, and
the authority declined to consent to
the sealing of the plan unless certain
requirements were complied with.
Although the requirements were not
fully complied with and the authority did not consent, the ·council
sealed the plan and it was in due
course lodged at the Titles Office.
The Registrar of Titles refused to
approve the plan because the authority had not given its consent. . The
decision of the Supreme Court in the
subsequent legal proceedings was
that the sealing of the plan was invalid because it was in breach of
the provision requiring consent of
the authority. So the plan had been
sealed and considerable work had
been done on the project. The unfortunate developer,in that case was
left lamenting and the plan was
held never to have been validly
sealed. The effect of the judgment
is that rather serious burdens have
been imposed on the Registrar of
Titles and on subdividers of land.
The registrar must, before approving
a plan of subdivis ion, satisfy himself that the sealing by the council
is a proper sealing and, in particular,
must satisfy himself that mandatory
requirements of sub-sections (7) and
(7A) of section 569B of the Local
Government Act have been complied
with. A subdivider acts at his peril
1
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if, relying on the sealing of his plan
by a council, he expends money in
development works.

I am happy to say that the very
harsh consequences of that decision
were overcome by the joint appeal to
Mr. Dunstan and myself to which I
referred earlier. Justice was done to
somebody who had acted in good
faith on the bas'is of a mistake made
by the council.
Since in many cases the subdivider must satisfy a requirement under section 569E of the Local Government Act and because the plan cannot be approved by the registrar
until that requirement is satisfied
or withdrawn, a subdivider must also
satisfy himself that the sealing is
a pr9per sealing and that the mandatory requirements of the Local
Government Act have been satisfied.
This is an impossible situation and
the proposed amendment will deal
with it in the only satisfactory way,
that is, by providing that the sealing
of a plan of subdivision shall be
conclusive evidence for all purposes that the sealing is a proper
sealing.
The seventh and final amendment
in the Bill does not arise from a
specific recommendation from the
State Development Committee but
from the concern it expressed on the
situation whereby many residential
properties within existing subdivisions were not connected to, or
sometimes even served by, sewerage
works. The Bill proposes a scheme
for the provision of sewerage as well
as water supply and drainage services to such properties. which are
usually located in areas insufficiently
developed to justify the provision of
these services on the basis of the
payment of rates only.
·The Bill enables the appropriate
water, drainage or sewerage authority
to prepare a scheme setting out the
proposed supply works and the
.amounts to· be paid. by the owners
of lands which will benefit from the
scheme. The schemes will be similar
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in many respects to a drainage construction scheme as provided for in
the Health Act 1958; they will however be exhibited and affected land
owners will be notified, thus the
schemes could be affected by objections. One specific provision of the
scheme will be that the Crown must
pay its share in respect of Crown
lands which will benefit. Here there
is a departure from practices which
have applied in respect of private
street construction.
Another provision will enable
owners to pay their contribution by
quarterly instalments over a period
of ten years, or over a longer period
where this is already provided for in
existing legislation.
It is obvious that this 'Bill imposes
heavy burdens on those desiring to
subdivide land for urban purposes.
However, those who undertake that
activHy have in recent years also
made or tended to make substantial
profits. It is in the interests of the
·community that they should bear
these burdens.
Subdivisions allowed without proper water supply,
sewerage and drainage facilities
pose potential problems of pollution which ·w:iH be .costly indeed for
the com'munity to solve ·in the long
term. It 'is much ·cheaper from a
community point of view that they
should be solved by the prQIVision
of water supp1y, sewerage and drainage at the time of subdivision. This
policy has been imp1e·mented by the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works for some time under its planning powers relating to land for reserved living. It has been impossible
for the board under its planning
powers to impose similar conditions
on land already zoned for res·identia'l
purposes. The board has been able
to do this only with land for reserved living and land under interim deve'lopment orders. The policy
it 'has adopted has proved worth
while.
The purpose of the Bill is to extend that policy to urban subdivisions
generaHy, regardless of existing zoning. The Government is adopHng as
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a principle, and has invited Parliament to adopt it as a princ1ple in
the long-term interests of the community, that these servkes should be
provided at the time of subdivision.
There is no doubt that the provision
of these facilities increases the initial
cost of land. However, it reduces
the ultimate ·cost. Making land avaHable in this way is ·cheaper by far
both in terms ·of money and in terms
of protection of the environment than
in making it available at a later date
after roads and houses been built
and gardens and other fadlities have
been laid out.
The Government regards the measure as essential and hopes that it
will pass into law with the full
support of this Parliament without
undue delay. I ~congratulate and thank
the ·Minister and the many offi:cers
who have worked upon the Bill. IJt
is not a simple measure which a
Minister could have done alone with
the aid of a single draftsman ; the
co-operation of ·many has been
needed.
Because o.f the ·COmplex,ity of the
Bill, I have prepared, with the assistance of offi.cers of the departments, detailed notes upon the individual dauses. I have this ervening
explained to the House the purposes
and objectives of the measure and
the broad outlines of the amend·ments introduced in it. I do not
propose to weary the Chamber with
a detailed explanation .of each individual clause. The detailed explanation dause by dause has been prepared, is ~currently being typed and
wHl be available in the Papers Room
from the commencement of bus'iness
on Friday morn-ing. I have no doubt
that members who are interested in
the Bill. land devel·opers, ~municipaH
ties and others will be interested not
only in the broad purposes and objectives 'but also in the detailed explanation of the clauses. I invite
those honorable members who desire
to study the Bill <in detai 1 to avail
themselves of the oportunity of perus·ing the clause-by-·clause explanation lodged with the Clerk ~of the
P~ners and I indicate to those other
1
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persons and organizations who may
be interested that these explanations
will also be available to them
through the Clerk of the Papers free
of cost. I am ·confident that the House
will support the measure and I therefore commend it.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING {Melbourne Province) .---On behalf of Mr.
Walton, I move1

That the debate be adjourned until Wednesday, November 14.

As usual the Minister has done 'his
best to assist aU honorable me·mbers
to obtain as much informat<ion as
possible to enable the·m to debate
the ·measure.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
(Northern Province) .-If the notes
are to be available in the Papers
Room on Friday, it will be next
week before they are available to
the persons who need them and I
doubt whether an adjournment of
the debate .for fourteen days would
be adequate. If either party is
not able to go ahead at that stage,
will the Minister be p·repared to
agree to a longer adjournment?
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING {Melbourne Province) By leave-l'v1ay I
suggest an adjournment of 21 days?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT '(Minister
for Local Government) .-I suggest
that it be left at fourteen days. I
do appredate the vital importance of
the ·measure. Two things flow from
it. On the one hand, it 'is important
that the Bill should pass into law
as s·oon as is reasonably practicable
and on the other it is equaHy important that the House should have
adequate opportunity of studying it
and ensuring that it does what the
Government proposes in the best way
possible and does not carry undesirable or unforeseen effects. 1 reaHze
that whoever is charged with debating the ·measure for his party will
have a ·mammoth task studying the
Bill. To assist in that study I ,freely
offer to make the services of the
offi·cers of my department, the Board
of Works, and the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission available.
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That will assist greatly with the
study of the Bill. If the two parties
opposite des'ire to make separate appointments, I shall certainly arrange
that. If they desire to assist in expediting the passage of the Bill by
arranging for their counterparts in
another place to be present at the time
of that study, I shall co-operate fully
to ensure that that can be done.
This is not a political measure.
It has been introduced in the 'interests of the ·community and I am
sure honorable members generally
desire to have it passed as soon as
;practi·cable. II further point out that
the bask framework of the measure
has been tabled for more than six
months. ~dm'ittedly, it has been supplemented to a substantial degree by
further sophistications and improvements and that entails further study.
In those circumstances, if either
party is not ready to proceed in
a fortnight's time, the Government
wil'l certainly agree ·to an adjournment of a further week but hopes
that every effort will be made to
·resume the debate in a fortnight and
to expedite the passage of the Bill
to another place to enab'le it to pass
into law during the current session.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the
debate was adjourned until W·ednesday, November 14.
MINES (FEES) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 23) on the motion of the Hon.
F. J. Granter ( Minister of Water
Supply) for the second reading of
this Bill was •resumed.
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT {Melbourne West Province) .-The purpose of the Bill before the House
is to increase the charges for the
purchase of a miner's right. One
does not have to remind the House
of the revolt that took place in
Ballarat over the cost of miners'
rights. I refer, of course, to the
Eureka uprising. ·Many honorable
members would know from :their
earlier studies of 'history at s·chool
and the'ir reading .Jater on .what
1
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caused the reduction 'in the miners'
fees. It is proposed by the Bill to
increase the fees by approximately
800 per •Cent. In 1897 the .fee ·was
reduced from five shillings to two
shillings and sixpence because of the
agitation which arose and which culminated at the Eureka Stockade.
·The Labor Party opposes the Bill
because of the manner in which t'he
Government intends to implement the
•increases. Instead of Parliament :setting the .fee, it will be prescribed by
the Governor in Council. That is
government by regulation and not
government by Parliament. I remind
honorable members of the slogan
used by the Li:bera1 Party at the
recent election; Hamer is certainly
making it happen in this matter.
The report of the Subordinate Leg·islation Committee in 1970, which
was referred .to in a previous debate,
is worthy of perusal. I intend to
quote from the rep:ort of the com·mittee, before whi·ch .Mr. Nicol gave
evidence. The report on the general
inquiry into subor.dinate legislation
was ordered by ·the Legislative Coundl to .be printed on 18th 'Maoch,
1970. Clause 2. 3 on page 1 of the
report stated1

In a research into the history of administrative law, the Honorable G. J. Nicol,
M.L.C., in a submission to the Committee,
has drawn the Committee's attention to the
following extract from " Government by
Decree " by M. A. Seighart, in which she
states:"In English law, the power of issuing
ordinances, called the ordaining power, is
based either on the Constitution or on statutory delegation. As a remnant of absolute
government, such a power is vested in the
King by the Common Law and forms part of
his prerogative ; as a result of delegation, the
ordaining power of the Executive is exercised in the form of delegated legislation.
There are thus two main types of ordinance ;
the ordinance based on the prerogative and
the ordinance based on statute. The prerogative ordinance played a very important role
in early times, and it may be said that the
history of English constitutional law is to a
great .extent .the history of the struggle between ·the rights based on the prerogative
and the rights of Parliament, a struggle
which was brought to a conclusion by the
revolution in favour of Parliament. In the
next two hundred year:s Parliament exercised these rights to the full. But in modem
times there is an ever-increasing tendency
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to· dispense with them, to whittle them
away, to delegate them more and more
freely, without even creating effective controls".

Paragraph 2.4 of the report of the
Subordinate Legislation Committee
statesThe only adequate way in which Parliament exercises control is by legislation. lt
follows that the more decisions Parliament
reserves to itself, and the less discretion it
allows .the Executive through delegated
powers, the more Parliament can be said to
control administration.

How right that is. At page 12 of the
report under the heading "Fees and
Charges ", the report saysSome witnesses argued that the demands
of administration call for an open ceiling for
fees to be fixed by regulation.
The Committee disagrees. It believes that
Parliament should delegate no more than
the authority to fix fees and charges within
cer.tain standard limits, with the maximum
amount clearly standard. In all cases clear
authority must exist in the Act for any prescription of fees by regulation.

I commend the study of the committee's report to all honorable members. The committee does a magnificent job in playing the role of
watch dog in connection with the
rights of the Parliament. It must be
remembered that our system is government by the people, and not government by Executive control.
I fully support the recommendations contained in the report, and
advise the House that the Labor
Party will oppose the second-reading
motion because of the principles
that I have ·enun'ciated. We believe
that providing for the fixation of fees
by :the Executive does an injustice
to: the people of this State. We
think the fees are too high. I trust
that members on the Government
side of the Chamber will heed what I
have put forward as the view of
the Labor Party, and that measures
of this kind will not be introduced
again.
The Hon. A. K. BRAHBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-One cannot dispute that the principal Act
requires to be brought up to: date.
It has been on the statute-book for
76 years and, in the light of presentday values, it needs to be amended.

BilL
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The mining industry is possibly the ·
oldest industry in this country. It
played a tremendous part in achieving decentralization of the population of Australia in the early days of
our country's settlement. Many
migrants came to Australia ; in fact,
I am a descendant of one who came
to this country as a miner to prospect for gold.
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.__:_Did he
find any?
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-No,
but he reared a family of five on
37 shillings and sixpence a week.
The Country Party disagrees with
the Government. The powers of this
Parliament should not be delegated
to the Executive Council. It appears
that the Government has not heeded
the report of the Subordinate Legislation Committee. The committee
was established with the intention
of its being a watch dog in relation
to the rights of the Parliament, and
it has repeatedly drawn attention to
the increasing practice of delegating
responsibility to the Executive. The
House has dealt with two such delegations of authority tonight.
In his second-reading speech the
Minister said that the present fee
for a miner's right is 25 cents and
that the Government proposes to
recom·mend to the Governor in Council that it should be increased to $2.
In the light of reports which have
been prepared by the Subordinate
Legislation Committee recommend- .
ing that legislation of this. kind
should not be enacted, the present
situation is astounding. 'fohe Government is proposing a fee of $2.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-The
licence itself costs more than $2.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.Yes, but the fixing of the fee is at
the whim of the Executive Council.
The Executive might say in future
that the licence costs more than $2
and it will increase the fee to perhaps $5, $10 or $15. That would be
the result of Parliament handing
over its powers to the Executive
CounciL
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The Government has ignored the to amend the Bill, I propose· to ask
recommendations of the committee. during the Committee stage that
The Government is responsible for progress be repo~ted so that I can
the drafting and introduction of legis- draft an appropriate amendment.
l~tion, but it also has an obligaThe Country Party opposes the Bill.
tion to: take note of recommendaThe Hon. G. J. NICOL (Monash
tions of committees which it has Province)
.-From time to time in
established to advise it ; and the this Chamber
there has been a deGovernment must pay particular aton this subject and I must adtention to protecting the rights of bate
that the debate tonight is like
the Parliament and the people. The mit
a
breath
of spring air. It confirms
Government has not done so.
and strengthens my belief in the inThe Han. MuRRAY BYRNE.-! have stitution of Parliament and I trust
been in your electorate helping you. :that the traditions of this House will
The Han. A. K. BRADBURY.- be most carefully cherished and will
Yes, but we are not discussing that never be lost. I agree entirely with
at the moment. We are discussing the remarks made by those honora specific measure, and one of the able members who have spoken up
most important aspects of it is that to date in the debate. I do not proit proposes to transfer a power of pose to elaborate futther at the
moment or to vote against the
the Parliament to the Executive.
second reading of :the Bill in the
I pay tribute to Mr. Nicol who hope that during . the Committee
has long been a champion of the stage amendments will be moved
rights · of the Parliament and who and agreed to which will render that
has consistently objected to legisla- course unnecessary.
tion of this kind. Mr. Gross has
The Hon. K. S. GROSS '(Western
also acted in that way. However,
.-As .chairman of the SubProvince)
the Government is unmoved. It is
about time the Government realized ordinate Legislation Committee fo·r
that this Parliament will not be a a number of years, I cannot allow a
rubber stamp. Members of the Bill containing a provision such ·as
Country Party will ensure that the :this to be debated without passing
·
rights of this Parliament are pro- a few remarks on it.
Mr. Knight quoted one or two
tected, particularly when it is proposed to impose or increase fees, sections from the report of the Subcosts and charges. Parliament must ordinate Legislation Committee in
have the ultimate say on these mat- 1970 in regard to this matter. I was
a member of the committee at that
ters.
If I had time, I would have pre- time and I still am. I shall not
pared an amendment aimed at pre- reiterate what Mr. Knight said, but i
venting the Government from recom- point out that the words of the report
mending to the Governor in Council were decided upon after the commit:.
that the fee levied under this legis- tee had heard a great deal of evidence
lation be increased to $2. Why does and given it a lot of consideration.
not the Government announce that Even before then I had, and since
it intends to increase the fee to $2? then I have had, an abhorrence of
The amount should be stated in the this type of measure. I do not, and
Bill; it should not be left to a de- neither does the committee, object to
cision of the Governor in Council, fees being raised by regulation, prowho could increase the fee accord- vided that the parent Act fixes a
ing to his whim. Members of the ceiling.
Country Party object to that proIf this procedure is not followed,
cedure and with our friends of the Parliament will have the affairs
the Labor Party we intend to op- of government taken from it,
pose the second reading of the Bill. and honorable members might as well
If the Government is not prepared give up and not take any interest
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in the running of the State. It is all
very well for fees to be raised by
regulation, but it is the member of
Parliament, whether he is a Government back-bencher or a member of
the Labor Party or the Country Party,
who receives abuse from his constituents who are aggrieved. If a member of Parliament cannot do anything about the complaints made to
him, what is the use of Parliament?
If this att!itude were adopted
throughout the land, all the affairs of
government might as well be left to
the Executive. As an individual, and
as a member of the Subordinate
Legislation Committee, I cannot
condone this type of measure. I
cannot and will not support this
Bill.
The House divided on the motion
(Sir Raymond Garrett in the chair)Ayes
16
Noes
12
Majority
motion

for

the

4
AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Block
Campbell
Crozier
Dickie
Granter
Grimwade
Hamilton
Hauser
Hider

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bradbury
Clarke
Eddy
Kent
Knight
McDonald
Thomas

Mr. Byrne
Mr. Storey
Mr. Ward

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Houghton
Hunt
Jenkins
Long
Nicol.
Tellers:

Mr. Fry
Mr. Gleeson.
NoES.
Mr. Tripovich
Mr. Walton
Mr. Wright.
Tellers:

Mr. Dunn
Mr. Trayling.
PAIRS.
Mr. Galbally
Mr. Elliot
Mr. Swinburne.

The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2, providing, inter alia(1) In sub-section (1) of section 14 of
the Principal Act for the expression " a sum
at the rate of Twenty-five cents ($0. 25) "
there shall be substituted the words "the
fee prescribed by the regulations".
The Hon. K. S. Gross.

Bill.

(2) In section 22 of the Principal Act
for the expression "at a fee of Ten cents
($0 .10) " there shall be substituted the
words "on payment of the fee pres·cribed
by the regulations ".

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Minister
of Water Supply) .-What appeared
to be a small Bill when it came into
my hands a little over a week ago
has become controversial and important, and has stimulated an
interesting debate in the House.
The Eureka Stockade is part of
our history.
This Bill, which
raises fees for miners' rights, could
also become part of our history as
it was hotly debated both here and in
another place. I agree with what
was said by all honorable members
who spoke with a great deal of feeling
and concern.
The Minister for Local Government
had . t~e priv~lege of speaking on
a Similar Bill some time ago,
and I share with him and other
honorable
members
who
took
part in the debate concern about
the raising of fees by regulation.
We are all agreed that this must not
be done. In this respect, this House
has proved that it is right. The Bill
went through another place and the
words of members who spoke there
were not acted upon, but notice has
been taken of what was said in this
House. If there were only one House,
the Bill would have become law in
its original form. However, I shall
propose amendments to the measure.
Mr. Knight spoke about the Eureka
Stockade and what happened some 76
years ago when the miner's right fee
of five shillings was reduced to two
shillings and sixpence. Two other
honorable members could have said a
lot more about the Eureka Stockade.
The Minister for State Development
and Decentralization and the Minister
of Housing would probably know
more about that than all other honorable members.
The Hon. J. M. WALTON.-The
Government would know a lot about
Ned Kelly, too.
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-We all
know a little about Ned Kelly and he
probably served his purpose, too, in
enlightening a lot of people. M'r.
Gross and Mr. Nicol both expressed
their views on this matter. Mr. Nicol
has made his views known on many
occasions. I now moveThat in sub-clause ( 1) after the word
" fee " the expression " not exceeding Four
Dollars ($4.00) as may be" be inserted; and
That in sub-clause (2), after the word
" fee ", where second occurring, the expression "not exceeding One Dollar ($1. 00)" be
inserted.
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The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY
(North-Eastern Province) .-Belatedly, the Government has seen fit to
adhere to the recommendations of
the Subordinate Legislation Committee on the fixing and prescribing
of fees. Again the Government is
not consistent because in the Minister's second-reading notes it is
stated that the Government proposed
to recommend to the · Governor in
Council that the fee be $2 whereas
the amendment which has been
moved provides for a fee not exceeding $4. Apparently, when the Bill
was introduced it was in the mind of
the Government that a fee of $4
would be prescribed by regulation.
This bears out conclusively what I
said during the second-reading debate concerning the fees continuing
to increase. It is unfortunate that
the Government did not adhere to
its proposal of fixing the fee at $4.

These amendments will fix a maximum fee of $4 for a miner's right. I
venture to say that the cost of a
miner's right may never reach that
sum. Throughout Victoria, there are
about 9,469 miners' rights in existence. However, as many purchasers
buy rights for two years or a longer
period up to, perhaps, fifteen years,
which is permissible, it is estimated
that the revenue would represent
Honorable members hope that as
about 5,500 separate purchasers. In the result of the debate on this
the past financial year, the sum of measure and on a previous measure,
$2,367.25 was paid for miners' rights. this will be the last occasion on
As has been indicated, a fee of $2 which the Government will introduce
for a miner's right is probably justi- a measure embodying the principle
fied to cover administration costs. which has been debated, and that
It is doubtful whether it will it will follow the will of the Parliabe increased in future because ment and the recommendations of
whilst it remains at this figure many the Subordinate Legislation Comyoung people will be enabled to take mittee.
out a miner's right and pan for gold.
The Hon. S. R. McDONALD
Undoubtedly, many people w.ho now
pan for gold do not have miners' (Northern Province) .-1 support the
rights. Nevertheless, there is great final remarks of Mr. Bradbury. In
interest in this activity in central and this Chamber tonight, a clear
northern Victoria.
principle has been adopted and it
I commend the amendments and would be in order for the Leader
trust that they will satisfy those of the House and the other Ministers
honorable
members
who
have to issue a firm directive to those
expressed concern about the fee involved in preparing legislation to
proposed to be levied in future.
adhere to the principles that have
The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT ~CMel been adopted. If this advice is
bourne West Province) .-At last followed, honorable members will not
wisdom and sense have prevailed and again have to debate this principle.
Parliament has been supreme in
I ask the Minister of Water Supply
making the Government see the
to
take note of what Mr. Bradbury
light. If Mr. Nicol were in his place,
has
had to say and of my remarks
I am sure that he would also be
pleased about the amendments that and to ensure that this undesirable
have been moved at the insistence of practice will not be adopted again in
future Bills.
the Opposition parties.
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER {Minister of Water Supply) .-I have
noted the remarks of Mr. Bradbury
and Mr. McDonald. Honorable members should not be confused. A
ceiling of $4 has been placed on a
miner's right and, as the Government
indicated in the Minister's secondreading notes, a fee of $2 will be
recommended to the Governor in
Council. The general opinion would
be that the fee is unlikely ever to
rise to $4.

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-Why
does the Minister say that?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER.-I cannot see that any great necessity will
arise. In other areas of activity there
may be a case for fee increases, but
not in this instance. It is not unreasonable to provide for a maximum
fee instead of the matter having to
come back before Parliament in two
or four years' time. It is not an unreasonable ceiling that has been
fixed.
A lot of wisdom has been
exhibited during the debate on the
Bill and I have taken a note of the
remarks of honorable members. 'Although I did not intend to do so, I
remind honorable members that certain other fees under the Mines Act
are fixed by regulation. The annual
fee of $5 a square mile for a
mineral search licence was fixed by
regulation as was the $2 fee for
tailings. These fees were fixed some
time ago.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN.-What is
the revenue used for?
The Hon .. F. J. ~GRANTER.-It is
used in administering the Mines Act
and any surplus would be paid into
the Consolidated Fund, although I
cannot imagine there being a great
surplus. A fee of $2 for a miner's
right would meet only administration
costs.
The .Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) .-1 cannot
understand why the precaution is
taken of providing for a 100 per

Adjournment.

cent increase in the fee if there is
little or no likelihood of such an
increase.
The Hon. A. K. BRADBURY.-lt will
allow flexibility.
The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH.-The
Government is certainly being
flexible in providing for a 100 per
cent increase. Although the Government and its supporters may have
moved away from the fixing of maximum fees by regulation, they have
not moved very far when they provide flexibility for a 100 per cent
increase. I am not satisfied with the
Minister's explanation or with the
record of the Government on this Bill
or the previous measure. It astounds
me that a Bill can reach this stage
before offence is taken to a principle.
The amendments were agreed to,
and the clause, as amended, was
adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House
with
amendments,
and passed
through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
LAND FOR PRAHRAN PRIMARY SCHOOL
- Y ALLOURN TOWNSHIP-SALE OF
OTIC INSTRUMENT BY CHEMISTS.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE '(Minister for State Development and.
Decentralization).- By
leave,
I
moveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday, November 13.

The motion is in accordance with
usual Parliamentary practice and in
keeping with procedures of most
Parliaments in Australia.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE (Minister for State Development and
Decentralization) .-1 moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. I. B. TRAY.UNG {Melbourne Province) .-1 refer to a
property at 45-47 High Street,
Prahran, which is the estate of the
late Agnes Doherty. The estate is
now the resp<?nsibility of her

Adjournment.·
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The Hon. D. E. ·KENT {Gippsland
daughter, Mrs. Pinnock. The Education Department is acquiring the Province) . -·I raise a matter of
property and negotiations have been great concern to· the electors in the·
under way for some time. Originally Yallourn area, to the people of
the department offered $24,000 and Gippsland and to the whole Vic-·
has since refused to change the torian community; I refer to the prooffer. At that time, the market value posals to .remove the township of
was . assessed by one valuer at Yalloum. 'f<hese proposals have been
$24,000 although an offer of $28,000 put forward because of changes in
had been made to Mrs. Pinnock. The the policies of .the State Electricity
current market value would be about Commission, which is, of course, a
Government instrumentality. The con$40,000.
cern of the people in the area has been
Mrs. Pinnock has never contested stimulated by the fact that the State
the fact that the department should Electricity Commission has called
have the property to enable exten- tenders for the removal of nine
sions to be carried out at the homes. This in itself is not signifiPrahran Primary School.
Other cant but is an indication of things
properties in the area have been to come and that it is proposed that
acquired by the department and in the township of Y:allourn should be
those cases the department has in- completely removed with the excepcreased its offers following sub- tion of a few homes which would
missions by the owners.
be isolated by 19~3.
In 1971 the Public Works ComThe Hon. MURRAY BYRNE.-Has
mittee,
in the light of evidence
she had a valuation on the property?
submitted to it, recommended that
The Hon. I. B. TRAYLING.-Yes. the township of Yallourn should
I wrote to the Minister and received ultimately be removed. Following
a terse reply from the Assistant the evidence submitted to that
Minister. I ask the Minister to have inquiry, it was assumed and stated
another look at the matter. I have by the State Electricity Combeen advised by counsel that costs mission that the town would finally
could run into a large sum of money. be · removed by approximately 1995.
This woman has been left with this It may be claimed that the evidence
property. I investigated the matter submitted to the Public Works Comand checked the valuation with the mittee was sound and I am sure it
Prahran council, and I have no doubt was given in good faith with all the
that the offer was low. It was cer- knowledge available at the time.
tainly not high enough, and because However, I believe it should not be
of the delays that have occurred it is considered to be unchangeable because, in fact, the plans of the State
under-valued at this stage.
Electricity Commission have changed
This woman is not asking for drastically since. the findings and
the world. She merely wants justice. recommendations of the Public
I think the department could be Works Committee were released in
a little more flexible in dealing 1971.
with her and not put her through
There is no purpose in going into
the courts or arbitration, because the mistake that was made, pershe is not in a position to afford haps with the best intention, in
the fees involved. She is at the building the town of Yallourn over
mercy of a decision without being coal. There is no dispute on the
able to put up a defence for her quantity of coal which lies under
proposition. I ask that the matter the township of Yallourn.
The ·PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
be examined with ·a view to an
understanding of her problem. I Garrett).-At this stage, the honorbelieve the circumstances are de- able member should be getting to
the point. This is almost a speech.
serving of a little more sympathy.
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The Hon. D. E:. KENT.-1 am getting tO' the point, Mr. President.
There are 128 million tons of coal
under the township of Yallourn.
The accessible coal in the Morwell
area amounts to 85,000 million tons
of coal. Knowing how responsive
the Leader of the House is to the
balanced development of Victoria, I
believe the Government should look
at the new evidence before it and
once again assess the relative values,
taking into account the words of His
Excellency the Governor when opening Parliament that the emphasis will
be on the quality of life, on the protection of the environment, and the
total welfare of Victoria with particular concern for the rights of the
individual. Yallourn is one of the
finest towns in this State.
The PRESIDENT (Sir Raymond
Garrett).-! ·must ask the honorable
member to come to· the matter which
concerns Government administration.
The Hon. D. E. KENT.-I appeal to
the Leader of the Government in
this House to use his undoubted
skill to persuade the Government
of Victoria to: reconsider its priorities and have another look at
whether the township of Yallourn
with all its community facilities,
which perhaps are irreplaceable, can
be saved.
The Hon. MURRAY ·BYRNE {Min ..
ister for State Development and Decentralization) .-Mr. Tray ling referred to a matter concerning the
acquisition of land by the Education
Department. I shall be grateful if
Mr. Trayling will give me the valuation report on the land in question.
I shall be happy to take the matter
up with the department. I should
like to emphasize that under
the lands compensation provisions
this woman should not have to
be involved in large litigation expenses. All she requires is a valuation report which she submits to the
valuers or an independent chairman.
If the honorable member will be
good enough to give m·e that valuation I shall be happy to discuss the
matter with 1the department.

Adjournment.

Mr. Kent struck a responsive note.
I unders·tand that the nine houses
to which the honorable member referred are in bad repair and tenders
have gone out for their removal. I
think Mr. Kent has ·correctly and
fairly stated the position regarding
Yalloum. An all-party committee
unanimously brought down a decision eighteen months or two years
ago relating to Yallourn. At the time
there was legislation which more or
less endorsed the recommendations
of the all-party committee. It is alsO'
accurate to say that remarkable industrial development is taking place
and certainly will take place in that
area and elsewhere in the Latrobe
Valley. I should like to think that
by 1995 there will be well planned
new cities in the area. However, I
will certainly investigate the matter
and I will be interested to see the
report of the debate that took place
in another place.
The Hon. G. J. NICOL {Monash
Province) .-Many people suffer from
an excessive deposit of wax in the
ears. The customary method of
dealing with this, as recommended
by medicos, is to wash out the ears
with a fluid. I produce an interesting device which is being sold in
many chemist shops in the city, and
perhaps also th:roughout the metropolitan area, for use in digging wax
out of ears. Dr. Donald, the medical
offi·cer of the Gas and Fuel Corporation, a senior medical officer
with the Citizen Military Forces,
and in his own right a prominent
surgeon in Collins Street,. says that
this implement is e~ceedmgly dangerous and should not be sold or
used by people for digging .wax out
of their ears. May I subm'lt to the
Minister of Health that the matter
receive urgent attention from the
Department of Health wit~ ~ view
to banning the sale of this Instrument?
The Hon. MURRAY BYRNE {Minister for State Development and Decentralization) .-I am grateful to
Mr. Nicol, concerned as he is
about the ears of members of the
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House and the ears of the people of
(c) What was the total cost of each
Victoria. I will be happy to pa·ss recruitment project, and what countries
·
this dangerous instrument on to the . were involved?
Minister of Health and see that the
The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
matter is directed to the attention of Housing) .-The answer supplied
of the appropriate officers in the by the Minister of Health isDepartment of Health.
No medical practitioners have been
recruited from overseas through the Ministry
The motion was agreed to.
of Health during the years named.
The House adjourned at 11.26 p.m.
until Tuesday, November 13.

RAIL FREIGHTS.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.

(Question No. 142)

RAIL FREIGHTS.

The Hon. K. I. WRIGHT (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for the Social Welfare, for the
Minister of Transport-

(Question No. 130)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister for Social Welfare, for the
Minister of TransportHas the Railways Board recently increased
freight on wheat, barley and oats; if so-(i)
what are the percentage increases, (ii) what
extra revenue is expected to be returned
during the current financial year; and (iii)
why were increases necessary?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by the Minister of
Transport isThe Victorian Railways Board has inf<>Tmed me that freight rates on wheat,
barley and oats were increased from 29th
October(i) Five per cent rounded off to the next
5 cents a tonne.
(ii) The railways expect to earn an extra
$480,000 this financial year as a result of
the increases.
(iii) The increases are necessary as a
contribution towards the additional costs
incurred since the rates on these commodities were last adjusted.

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.

( a) What new railway freight rates per
bushel will apply from 29th October, 1973,
for the Murrayville, Werrimull, Manangatang and Kaniva areas?
(b) What was the profit or loss to the
Railways Board in the transport of wheat
in each financial year from 1967-68 to
1971-72?
(c) What was the profit or loss to the
board's suburban passenger operation in
each of those years?

The Hon. W. V. HOUGHTON
(Minister for Social Welfare) .-The
answer supplied by ·the Minister of
Transport is( a) The freight rates for wheat from the
following stations to the Grain Elevators
Board's terminal at North Geelong are
now:-

In wagon loads
per tonne

$

Murrayville ..
Werrimul
Manangatang
Kaniva

8.75
9.00
7.90

7.90

Per bushel
(based on 27
kilograms per
bushel)
(cents
23.6
24.3
21.3
21.3

(Question No. 135)

The Hon. J. M. TRIPOVICH
(Doutta Galla Province) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
of Health( a) How many medical practitioners were
recruited from overseas during each of the
financial years 1971-72 and 1972~73?
(b) To which rural towns were the doctors allocated in each of those years and
of those placed in 1971-72, how many are
still practising at the town of allocation?

(b) The railways did not make assess·
ments of the results of particular classes
of freight traffic.
(c) The operating loss on suburban
passenger traffic in each of the years
mentioned was as follows:$
1967-68
5,120,298
5,943,550
1968-69
1969-70
5,921,366
1970-71
8,782,406
1971-72
8,413,762
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PILGRIM STREET, FOOTSCRAY.
(Question No. 144)

The Hon. A. W. KNIGHT (Melbourne West Province) asked the
Minister for Local Government( a) What sections of Pilgrim Street, Footscray, are affected by proposed road alterations, and how many homes will be
affected?
(b) What compensation has been provided for homes being acquired, ·and what
consideration has been given to compensation for loss of v·alue to homes not
directly affected by these proposals?
(c) When will the mad works be
commenced?

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (Minister
for
Local
Government).-The
answer is(a) The Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme 'includes ·a reserv:ation for ·a
proposed main road along Pilgrim Street,
Footscray, extending from Williamstown
Road to the Williamstown railway line.
The reservation has been continuously in
plans exhibited to the public since 1954.
The number of properties ·affected is as
follows:154
Houses
Shops ·
9
1
Factories
11
Vacant land
(b) As a consequence of the operation
of the planning .scheme, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works, at the request of owners, has purchased nine properties for a total compens·ation of $45,400
and paid " loss on sale " compensation
concerning a further 23 properties for a
total compensation of $42,975.
The board has no ·authority .to pay compensation to property owners not directly
affected · by the planning scheme reservation.
(c) This will be determined in the light
of over-all priorities and availability of
·
funds.

WOODBINE CENTRE FOR
MENTALLY RETARDED
CIDLDREN. .
(Question No. -145)

The Hon. B. P. DUNN '(NorthWestern Province) asked the Minister of Housing, · for the Minister of
Health-··
Will· the Woodbine ·centre fo.r 'mentally
retarded. children at W arracknabeal be
registered ·as a ·day-training centre, allowing a sheltered: workshop to be e~t~lished;
if so, ""when will such registration take

place; if not-(i) why were honorable
members representing the ~area advised ·by
the >then Minister of Health on 15th
May, 1973, that registration as a sheltered
workshop had been approved for a trial
period of fifteen months; and (ii) why has
registration not been 'agreed to?

The Hon. V. 0. DICKIE (Minister
of Housing).-The answer supplied
by the Minister of Health isThe Woodbine centre at Warracknabeal
is a residential centre. It cannot be regarded as a day-training centre also, as
under the provi~ions of the Mental Health
Act the I~atter type centre is one which
does not provide residential accommodation.
·
The Minister of Health, on 14th August,
1973, received a deputation from the committee of the Woodbine centre which was
attended by the Chairman of .the Mental
Health Authority ancl at which the problems of the centre were discussed.
It was agreed that the establishment of
a sheltered workshop :for a short period
would serve little purpose ·as it would take
the. committee from one to two years .to
establish the feasibility of conducting
sheltered workshop activ·ilties because of
the lack of light industry in the vicinity.
Officers of the ·authority were .to visit
Warracknabeal to survey the needs of the
area for further training facilities. This
has been done and the Mental Heal'th
Authority is now considering the possibility
of enlarging class-room accommodation at
the Woodbine centre .to enable training
on a day-to-day basis to be given to a
number of retarded persons resident in the
area in addition to those persons resident
in the centre now receiv·ing training.

illtgislntint Asstmbly.wednesdciy, October 31, 1973.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler) took the chair at 2.50 p.m.,
and read the pr~yer.
. .
ABSENCE OF MINISTERS.·
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-! have to announce that
the Attorney-General· will be absent
from the ·Hou·se :during questiop. tim:e
artq that,' the Min,ister for· Youth, Sport
a.nd ·Recreation will· be. absent for
some: time:
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AMALGAMATION OF'
MUNICIPALffiES.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).I direct a question to the Premier.
Does the Government intend to
examine what effect the amalgamation of various municipalities with
the City of Melbourne, if the proposal is implemented, will have on
the City of Melbourne Strategic Plan
which has been recently produced at
the high cost of half a million dollars?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-We have before us at present
a report with recommendations from
the Local Government Advisory
Board based on the task which
was given to it as long ago as
1969, long before the City of Melbourne Strategic Plan was thought
of. In considering that report and in
welcoming submissions from the
councils concerned, the Government
will try to give full weight and consideration to the City of Melbourne
Strategic Plan, as well as many
other factors. We do not propose
to make a quick decision. It has
been a long time in the gestation
period and it will be a little longer
before our final decision is made. I
understand that the Minister for Local
Government has invited the constituent councils to make representations until some time in January, so
it is certain that we will not make
a decision until those submissions
have been fully considered.
PROPOSED POINT ORMOND
RESTAURANT.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS {Leader of
the Country Party) .-In view of the
announcement that the construction
of a restaurant at Point Ormond is·
not to proceed, could the Minister
for Conservation inform the House
whether compensation will be paid
to either the St. Kilda City Council
or the person who proposed to build
the restaurant? If so, could the honorable· gentleman give ·the House
some idea of what the amount of
compensation will be?
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Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-In his public announcement this morning, the Premier
indicated that the Government would
consider compensation for the company which successfully tendered to
the St. Kilda City Council under the
requirements of the Act. The question of compensation to the St. Kilda
council is not quite so cJear ]>ecause
under other sections of the Act St.
Kilda City Council receives considerable sums of money for use on foreshore works.
Mr. Ross-EowARDs.-How much?
Mr. BORTHWICK.-! am not able
to indicate what the tenderer's
expenses have been during this
period.
AMALGAMATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES.
Mr. BORNSTEIN (Brunswick East).
-Was the Premier the Minister for
Local Government in 1969 when a
request was made to the Local Government Advisory Board that the advisability of the union of the municipalities of Melbourne, Port Melbourne, South Melbourne and Fitzroy
should be investigated? If so, on
what basis were those terms of reference decided? Why was the decision
made strictly in relation to those
municipalities?
Mr. HAMER (Premier and Treasurer) .-It is not accurate to treat
this as a single inquiry. The Melbourne City Council made a submission to. the Government seeking an
inquiry by the Local Government
Advisory Board. The council put it
on a double basis. One proposition
was that eight municipalities should
be amalgamated, and the other was
that these four should be amalgamated. The Government considered
the submission and decided that it
was not prepared to submit to the
advisory board the proposition of
eight municipalities amalgamating,
which seemed to the Government to
create a unit far too large, but it was
prepared to have investigated the
alternative of four municipalities
amalgamating.
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The honorable member may recall
that at the same time the Local
Government Advisory Board was
asked to investigate the advisability
of the amalgamation of the cities of
Richmond and Collingwood, and also
three cities in the centre of Geelong,
two in Ballarat, and two in Bendigo,
as part of an over-all approach to
ascertain whether any efficiencies,
savings or economies would be
effected by the amalgamation of some
of the smaller municipalities in the
centre of the main cities, including
Melbourne.
That was the background of the
matter, and now we have the last of
the reports from the Local Government Advisory Board in relation to
the four central municipalities in
Melbourne.
FLINDERS LANE POLICE STATION.
Mr. LACY (Ringwood).---~Further
to a question asked yesterday by the
honorable member for Melbourne,
is the reason for the closure of the
Flinders Lane police station the fact
that the lease for the building expires
on 18th September and is not renegotiable because the building is to
be demolished? As the closure of this
station is of great concern to local
shopkeepers and businessmen, can
the Chief Secretary assure the House
that it is the Government's intention
to open another station in the vicinity
as soon as possible?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-The answer to both questions is,
"Yes".
WHEAT SALES TO EGYPT.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).In view of the fact that under the
former
Federal
Liberal-Country
Party Government, the sale of wheat
to Egypt was under a three-year
contract, and in view of the fact that
the sale of wheat to Egypt is currently
being negotiated and the Federal
Labor Government has agreed to
carry 75 per cent of the risk, on what
grounds did the M'inister of Agriculture inform the House yesterday

Notice.

that the Australian Government was
jeopardizing the income of Australian
wheat growers?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-In the past the Federal
Government has given approval to the
Australian Wheat Board to negotiate
contracts with Egypt. Egypt has
proved to be a difficult customer in
that its payments have nearly always
been late, and a good deal of diplomatic effort has had to be exercised
to extract the correct payments from
the Egyptian Government. The Australian Wheat Board is charged with
the responsibility of disposing of the
crop. It was against the board's commercial judgment to have further
contracts with Egypt. The Australian:
Government instructed the Australian
Wheat Board that it would sell, and
stated that the Government would
bear 75 per cent of the risk. My
personal opinion, which I think is
shared by wheat growers in Victoria,
is that if the Commonwealth Government wishes to go against the commercial judgment of the Australian
Wheat Board, which is a representative body, it should take the risk
itself.
I do not mind to what country
wheat is sold, but the wheat growers'
money should not be jeopardized
when they have no control over what
happens in other parts of the world.
Wheat-growing nations throughout
the world are expressing the same
opinion.
PARLIAMENT HOUSE.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (Dundas).I ask Mr. Speaker to inform the
House, firstly, whether it is proposed
to rectify the poor acoustical qualities
of this Chamber, by the use of modern
electronic devices; secondly, whether
it is proposed to air-condition the
Chamber during the summer; and,
thirdly, whether it is proposed to replace the vinyl seat coverage with
woullen coverings?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-In reply to the honorable
member, who represents a woolproducing area, I shall answer the
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last part of his question first by saying
that at the moment there is no plan.
However, I am considering plans to
improve general facilities inside and
outside this Chamber.
VICTORIA INSTITUTE OF
COLLEGES.
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-Can the
Minister of Education inform the
House whether the Victoria Institute
of Colleges is about to approve of a
degree course in general studies at
the Swinburne Institute of Technology
and whether sociology has been
chosen as a ,compulsory subject? If
so, does it not act harshly against
those who, during their diploma
course, have taken languages or
psychology, and are there any plans
to accommodate people who have
reached the third-year stage of their
diploma courses?
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of
Education) .-On the recommendation
of the Board of Studies, the Victoria
Institute of Colleges has progressively
approved of degree courses in the
various colleges affiliated with it.
Already approximately 30 or 40 have
been approved.
I understand that
ther~ is another course being considered at Swinburne. I have not
heard of the particular course to
which the honorable member referred,
but I will ask the Victorian Institute
of Colleges to refer the problem to
its Board of Studies for consideration.
WHEAT SALES TO EGY'PT.
Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara).Is the Minister of Agriculture aware
that the Australian Wheat Board was
committed to sell wheat to Egypt
under an existing agreement an~ that
in the past the growers have always
carried the risk to the extent of at
least 25 per cent? If he is not aware
of that fact, will he acquaint himself
with it so that he can provide the
House with accurate information?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! The latter part
of the honorable member's question
is not in order.
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Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-1 do not know what
it is that concerns the honorable
member for Kara Kara every time I
rise; but I am hopeful that the Commonwealth will agree to a grain
infestation programme which will get
rid of the weevil from Kara Kara.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I call on the Minister of Agriculture to answer the
question asked by the honorable member for Kara Kara.
Mr. HOLDING.-What about-The SPEAKER.-! think the statement of the Minister is a reflection
on the honorable member for Kara
Kara, and I ask him to withdraw it.
Mr. I. W. SMITH.-In view of your
observation, Mr. Speaker, I am happy
to withdraw that comment. The
honorable member for · Kara Kara
ought to understand that under the
previous Government the Australian
Wheat Board had powers which it
exercised freely in the market place.
It could choose customers as it saw
fit. It reached a decision that trading
with Egypt was not in the best
interests of wheat growers, and
therefore refused to renew any contracts with that country until
it was directed by the Commonwealth Government to do so.
That is the bone of contentio·n. The
wheat industry did not want to continue to sell to Egypt, and is not
bound to sell to Egypt except by
direction of the Federal Minister for
Primary Industry. That is the point.
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY OF
GIPPSLAND LAKES.
Mr. B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East).
-Can the Minister for Conservation
inform the House whether the Government is in a position to carry out
an environmental study of the Gippsland lakes and, if so, how long
is it expected that this study will
take? Further, can the Minister give
an assurance that no further work
will be undertaken to divert water
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from the Thomson River to the
metropolitan area until such a study
· ·
is completed?
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-The Government is
not committed to carrying out an
environmental study of the Gippsland lakes. I am sure the question
of the honorable member for Gippsland East is directed following an
accurate report of a statement I
made and which appeared in the
Sun News-Pictorial last Saturday. I
was asked to give my views on
whether or not an environmental
study would be required of the
Gippsland lakes and I said, " Yes ",
and I firmly believe that.
One of the problems co·nfronting
the Government in carrying out
further major environmental studies
in Victoria is that the Government
is already heavily committed with
two very large environmental studies. I might add that the environmental study of the Westernport
region is unique in Australia, and
ipdeed in the world, for its magnitude. It is very difficult in a country
the size of Australia to have sufficient
skilled people for environmental
studies of the magnitude of the
One of the
Westernport study.
reaso·ns
why
the
Government
brought Professor Shapiro from the
United States of America was not
merely that he was a world leader
in this field but that the Government
realized that through his contact
with the field workers here, much
expertise and know-how in the conduct of the studies· would wash off
among our own staff. So although
it is primarily a question of considerable funds being made available, it is also a· question of the
availability of experts, of whom
there is a shortage.
The ho·norable member for Gippsland East further asked how long a
study would take if one were conducted. Experience gained from the
Port Phillip Bay study and also the·
Westernport region study indicates
that because of the size of the catchment and the number of contributory
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streams and lakes, a study of the
Gippsland lakes would possibly take
up to five years to complete.
ROAD BLITZES.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Is the
Chief Secretary aware of the statement made in this morning's press
by Mr. McLaren concerning the road
toll and advising that future blitzes
on motorists will not be advertised
and that the police will be asked to
concentrate on the more serious
road offenders rather than the family
man who commits one small traffic
misdemeanour? Is this a change in
Government policy, and is the Government now prepared to accept
what members of the Opposition
have been telling it for the past ten
years?
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
-That
long-winded,
introverted
question requires a little simplicity.
Mr. HOLDING.-You have the
qualifications for that.
Mr. ROSSITER.-! am always a
clear thinker, which is perhaps not an
attribute of the Leader of the Opposition, especially when he loses
elections. The answer to the first
part of the question is, " Yes ". The
answer to the second part of the
question cannot be given because
the question was not clear. I invite
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
to place it on notice.
INSPECTION OF FURMTURE
FACTORIES.
Mr. SKEGGS (lvanhoe).----Can the

Minister of Consumer Affairs inform
the House whether. he is in a position to confirm or deny the sugg~.stiQn. ~aised. yesterday in .debate
on· the. marking of furniture that he
had sent inspectors to a factory in
Northcote and that they had been
threatened? Further, has the Minister had a·n opportunity of considering
the inspection of furniture factories
in the meantime?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-From the infor ·
mation available in the office to dater
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there is no truth in the allegations
made by the honorable member for
Reservoir that inspectors were sent
to a factory in Northcote and that
they were threatened. It is true
that inspectors visited a factory in
Northcote-United Stocks of Australia-to deal with the question . of
the branding of furniture. The inspectors were received by the management with considerable courtesy.
The branding of the furniture had
been carried out, but it was not
carried out in accordance with the
stamping requirements of the law.
This was drawn to the attention of
the management, which was told that
these requirements had to be met in
f1,1ture.
·
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EXPENDITURE ON
EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES.
Mr. FORDHAM (Footscray).-In
view of the vast sums of money to
be made available by the Commonwealth Government for educational
purposes in the State, will the Minister of Education consult representatives of architects and builders in
Victoria with the view of ensuring
that this money can be spent within
the period allocated and if necessary, ensure a reallocation of these
professional services in areas where
it is needed to be used?

.M()BILE TRAFFIC BR~CH.
Mr. WHITING (Mildura).-can
the Chief Secretary inform me
whether the Mobile Traffic Branch
of the Police Department is yet using
the Vascar speed detection ·device;
and if not, when is it expected that
this unit will be in effective operation?

. Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education).-Through the Minister of
Public Works, I requested that a
conference be arranged with builders
and architects to ensure that· any
additional money can be spent
effectively, and also to obtain ideas
and suggestions from them how it
might be more effectively spent and
how efficiencies can be introduced,
so that greater val~e might be ob.tained from the money. For the
current financial year the additional
money will total only $19 millio·n, of
which $8 million will be in the capital
area. This lifts the total of capital
expenditure to $62 million, so the
increase this .year is smalL There
will be a more substantial increase
next year.
What would help most of .. an is
flexibility in the spending of the
money. Large sums .of money are
tied up in t.Qe technical training area
at present, awaiti.ng approval from
Canberra on projects such as tha.t at
the Collingwood Technical · School,
and others at Swinburne, Moorabbin
and Dandenong. It would be . a
great advantage if the state h~d
flexibility t.o swing this money into
the ordinary technical school _bUilding fi_eld where it could be used
immediately.
__

. Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).
..--The . answer to the first part of
the question is,··'.' No". .I ask the
honorable member to· put the second
part of the question ·on· notice.
·

INSPECTION OF FURNITURE
FACTORIES.
· Mr.· _·HOLDING (Leader -of the
Opposition)".--In viewhis
pedition in acting on the ··matters

The honorable member for Reservoir should report his allegations,
together with evidence, to me, and
if he does so l shall have the matter
examined. So far, no evidence is
available in my office that inspectors
have been threatened by any factory
management in Northcote.
As for the second part of the
question, today I have directed that
inspectors of the Consumer Protection Bureau should go out to
Northcote, as I promised the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, to. examine
furniture made in three factoriesUnited Stocks of Australia, J. G.
Guest & Sons Pty. Ltd., and Welbilt
Furniture.

·of

ex-
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raised by the honorable member for
Reservoir, is the Minister of Consumer Affairs prepared to give the
House art unequivocal assurance
that any manufacturer of unstamped
furniture or any retailer who sells
furniture which is not stamped will
be subject to prosecution?
Mr. RAFFERTY (Minister of Consumer Affairs) .-Any information
that is brought to my attention will
be examined. Any allegations made
by any honorable member in regard
to the ·stamping of furniture, or any
other circumstances brought to the
attention of the department, will be
examined in the normal way by the
department and such action as is
deemed to be necessary will be
taken.
EXPORT OF LIVESTOCK TO
CHINA.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-Would
the Minister of Agriculture inform
the House whether he or any member
of his department has bad dialogue
with any other department concerning the export of bull to China?
Mr. I. W. SMITH (Minister of
Agriculture) .-I am not quite sure
whether I heard the question correctly. It seems to me that it is not only
Murray Grey bull that has gone to
China.
I commend the initiative of the
Prime Minister in sending this 'bull to
China. It opens up the prospect of
a new market. I only hope the practice will continue when there are
other potential new markets. Some
safeguards ought to be taken-!
understand they were in this casewith consultation between the Federal
Department of Primary Industry and
the Victorian Department of Agriculture becaas·e of quarantine regulations and so forth.
There is a potential for the sale of
stud stock to China and I should like
to think that this initiative will bear
fruit, , :particularly for Victorian
breeders.

Notice,
BUILDING COSTS.

Mr. MUITON (Coburg).---"I direct
a question to· the Minister representing the M'inister of Housing. Is the
honorable gentleman aware of a statement which appeared in this morning's press that the price of an average $15,000 home is increasing at the
rate of $34 a week because of rises
in building costs? If so, what action
has the Government taken to control
building costs?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of
Transport) .-I am aware of the increasing costs of building homes. I
am also aware that the efforts of the
Victorian Government to prevent the
Commonwealth Government from
contributing to these costs by increasing costs to builders and to homeowners were unsuccessful.
SEWERAGE IN DANDENONG.
Mr. LIND (Dandenong).-1 direct
a question to the Minister representing the Minister of Housing, as I
have not had a reply from the Minister
of Housing to a letter I wrote to him
on the 8th of this month. In view of
the fact that the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works negotiated with the Dandenong Sewerage
Authority to take raw sewage by
tanker to the authority's treatment
plant as a temporary measure, and in
view of the fact that there are completed Housing Commission houses
vacant in Hampton Park, will the
honorable gentleman
investigate
whether similar arrangements can be
made between the Housing Commission and the Dandenong Sewerage
Authority?
Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of
Transport) .-I will have pleasure in
referring the matter to the Minister
of Housing.
GAY LIBERATION VISITS TO
SCHOOLS.
Mr. BIRRELL (Geelong).-Is the
Minister of Education aware that
visits are being paid to schools by
certain gay gentlemen? What will
the Minister do to either support or
stop these visits?
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Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Education) .~1 have already announced
that I have asked for a report from
Dr. Shears, the Director-General of
Education, on these reported visits.
It is not the policy of the Government to encourage visits of this type.
The aim would be to stress to principals the importance of handling
delicate subjects such as politics, sex,
and religion in a manner which ensures the full support of all parents.
MELBOURNE-GEELONG TRAIN
SERVICES.
Mr. TREZISE .(Geelong North).Is the Minister of Transport aware
of a statement made earlier this
week by his predecessor, the present
Attorney-General, that it is absurd
in 1973 to have the Geelong-Melbourne train service still operating
on a single track, and that the honorable gentleman could foresee within twelve years a modern service
with trains travelling at up to 150
miles an hour operating on the same
line? Have the Victorian Railways
a definite plan to make this modern
service a reality, or is it just the
usual pipedream about the Melbourne-Geelong railway?
Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Tranport) .-The Attorney-General was
seriously misquoted in that article in
the press. What he said was--
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was unlikely, but he could visualize
high-speed trains operating between
places like Melbourne and Geelong.
The Ministry is examining the whole
question of services between Melbourne and Geelong and similar services, and I hope in the near future
to be able to make some interesting
announcements.
NORTH WING OF PARLIAMENT
HOUSE.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! Yesterday I was
asked a questio·n on the availability
for viewing of plans of the proposed
north wing of Parliament House. 1
have made arrangements, in consultation with the Minister of Public
Works, for the plans to be made
available for viewing in Queen's
Hall today between 3.30 p.m. and
4.30 p.m., a·nd again tomorrow between 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. The Secretary of the House Committee will
be present to explain certain features
of the plans to 'honorable members.
PAPERS.
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of an Act of Parliament, were laid upon the table by
the Clerk:-

Honorable members interjecting.

Public Service Act 1958-Public Service
(Public Service Board) RegulationsRegulations amended-Nos. 568 to 571
(four papers) .

The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have repeatedly
requested honorable members, when
asking questions, to listen to the
answers. It is my desire that as
many questions as possible should
be answered in this half hour.
Honorable members are only taking
away from their own time and their
own opportunities.
Mr. MEAGHER.-The article referred to by the honorable member
for Geelong North was based on an
answer which the Attorney-General
gave to a question whether he could
visualize trains travelling at 150
miles an hour running between Melbourne and Sydney. The AttorneyGeneral said that he thought that

ATTORNEY-GENERAL AND CHIEF
SECRETARY (ADDITIONAL
FUNCTIONS) BILL.
Mr.
HAMER
(Premier
and
Treasurer) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Auction Sales
Act 1958 and the Estate Agents Act
1958 in relation to the transfer of
the administration of those Acts to
the Chief Secretary and the Money
Lenders Act 1958 in relation to the
transfer of the administration of that
Act to the Attorney-General and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
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MONASH UNIVERSITY

(AMENDMENT) BILL.
Mr. THOMPSON (Minister

of
Education) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Monash
University Act 1958 and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
REVOCATION AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of

Lands) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to revoke the Crown grants
of certain lands and the permanent
reservations of certain lands and for
other purposes. .
T~e motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister of
Lands) .-1 moveThat the Bill be printed and, by leave,
the second reading be made an Order of
the Day for later this day.

Mr. WILKES (Northcote).-Leave
is refused because no arrangements
have been made.
·
It was ordered that the Bill be
printed and the second reading be
made an Order of the Day for next
day.
FLEMINGTON LAND BILL.
Mr. BORTHWICK (Minister

of
Lands) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill relating to ·certain Grown land
in the Parish of Doutta Galla.
Th:e motion .was agreed to.
The ·Bill w_as brought in and read
a first ·time..
COUNTRY ROADS. (AMENDMENT)
.
BILL.
of
Mr.
MEAGHER (Minister

Transport) moved for leave to· bring
in a Bill to amend the Country Roads
Act 1958.
The motion \vas agreed to.
·The Bill was· brought in and read
a first time.

(Amendment) Bill.·

HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES

(INSTITUTIONS AND
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES) BILL.
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the Hospitals and
Charities Act 1958 in relation to the
powers of institutions and benevolent
societies and for other purposes.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
EDUCATION (HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN) BILL.
For Mr. DIXON (M·inister for

Youth, Sport and Recreation),
Mr. Scanlan (Minister of Health).
moved for leave to · bring in a Bill
to amend Part IV. of the Education
Act 1958 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
HEALTH (FLUORIDATION) BILL.
Mr.
SCANLAN
~Minister
of
Health) .-1 moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

It is introduced for the specifi·c purpose of enabling and, · when so
directed by the Commission of Pu'Qlic
Health, requiring water supply authorities in ¥ictoria to add fluoride to
public water supplies so as to bring
the fluoride content to a desirable
·level from the denta'l health point
of view.
At the twelfth plenary meeting of
the Twenty-second World ·Health
Assembly on 23rd July, 1969, .. a
draft resolution relating to fluoridation of water supplies and dental
health was approved unanimously.
This decision was made after consideration of a report of the Dire·ctorGeneral of World Health on fluoridation. The ·resolution recommended aU
me~ber Statesto .examine the possibili~y of introducing and
where practicable to· introduce fluoridation
of' those .community water supplies. where

Health (Fluoridation) (31 pc:ro:BER,
the fluoride intake from water and other
sources for ·the given population is below
optimal levels, as a proven public health
measure ; and where ·fluoridation of community water .supplies is not practicable to
study other methods of using fluorides for
the protection of dental health-

and requested the

[)~rector-General

to continue to encourage research into~ the
etiology of dental caries, the fluoride content
of diets, the mechanism of action of fluoride
at optimal concentrations in drinking water
and into the effects o( ·greatly excessive intake of fluoride from natural sources and to
report thereon to the World Health Assembly

andto bring this resolution to the attention of
all member States.

The standard of dental hea.Jth ·in
the Victorian community is a matter
of considerable 'Concern to many
health authorities in the State~ It is
considered to be the worst in Australia and has been described iby the
V:ictorian Branch of the Australian
Dental Association and the Commission of Public Health as a State
calamity. As an example, a ·recent
survey in Geelong showed that in
the average fourteen-year-old child,
approximately 13 teeth ·were affected;
of this number, 2 had been extracted,
4 filled and 7 were decayed. Perhaps
the worst ,feature of the result of
this survey 'is that of the 13 teeth
affected, on the average only 4 had
been given any adequate restorative
treatment~

Perhaps it will give a dearer picture of the state of ·the teeth of
young AustraHans if I point out that
in a 1964 survey of the mouths of almost 1,000 young males, aged 21
years, called up for the military
forces, -it was found that the average
per mouth of the total numbers of
teeth decayed, missing or filled was
almost twenty. At least a quarter of
those examined had artificial dentures. The average number of teeth
m·issing was 7 ·6 per person ; that is,
the average young ·male aged 21
years had lost almost a quarter of
his permanent teeth by ·that age.
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. AtJthough it is difficult to ·get exact
comparisons; figures published in the
Epidemiology and Oral Health Journal of 1966 show the decayed, miss-

ing and filled teeth average for the
age group 20 to 24 years in various
countries to be as follows : Thailand
3
Jordan
3
Lebanon
5
Colorado Springs, U.S.A.
(fluoridated •water)
5
Trinidad
9
Chile .
12
Colombia
13
Baltimore, U.S.A. (white
population only) .
14
17
Alaska
In another survey of first-year
Australian university students an
average of five decayed teeth per
student was .found while 13 per cent
of the tota·l examined 'had ten or
more teeth ·requi·ring treatment.
I am indebted to Sydney University
which forwarded to me, as a gesture
of ·appreciation and congratulations,
a can of Sydney's fluoridated water
supply. For some time Sydney University has sent ·cans hopefully to
Victorians to assist us in improving
our dental health. The label on
the can rightly states that fluoridation is advocated by the w.orld
Health Organization, the Federation
Dentale Intemationale, the Nat-ional
Health and ·Medical Research Council of Australia, the Australian Medical As soda Hon and .the Aus-tralian
Denta·l Association.
The Royal Dental Hospital, ·Melbourne, does a l·ot of work with preschool children. In a total of 33,000
children of pre-school age examined
and treated, a total of 130,000 extractions were required, while each
year :between 25 and 30 sets of artifi-cial dentures are made for preschool children who have lost all
their teeth.
. The Government is aware of the
low level of dental health in this
State and has already embarked upon
a programme for improve-ment. This
programme inC'ludes(1) fluoridation of water supplies;·
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(2) dncreasing the student intake at

the Royal Dental Hospital ;

(3) establishing a dental health
branch within the Department
of Health ; and
(4) establishing a school of dental
therapy with a view to providing
an adequate number of s·chool
dental therapists to carry out
preventative and restorative
work with school .children.
The Premier, in his pol:icy spee·ch,
spoke of the need to deve'lop and
extend the R:oya'l Dental Hospital
with a view to producing a 'large
number of dentists each year. Substantial agreement has now :been
reached between aU interested parties
to increase progressively the output
of trained dentists from the dental
school associated w~ith the hospital.
Victoria is also developing a school
for dental therapists who will work
'in schools with the School Dental
Service. These schoo'l dental therapists will be trained to the point
where they can undertake .comparatively simple procedures in regard
to restoration work on the teeth of
young children, carry out straightforward extractions and generally
advise school ·children and their
parents on all ·matters pertaining to
dental hygiene. They will work under
the broad superv-ision of qualified
dentists.
By arrangement ·with the Federal
Government, a dental therapy training school is to be built on the site
of the School Dental Centre in St.
Kilda Road, Melbourne. The Federal
Govern.ment wiU prov.ide $3 ·6 miUion
towards the ·cost. When ~completed,
the school will train 58 dental therapists each year and it is expected
that it will open early in 1975. The
approval of the Commonwea'lth Government which was announced recently followed the submission on
17th July of p'lans and full specifications together with quantity surveys
to the Australian Minister for Health
for his approval. The State thas already let a ·contract for demolition
of the old building.
Mr. Scanlan.
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In otder to achieve training of the
full number of denta'l therapists required, plans and specifications for a
second school on a site to be determined will also be subm:itted to the
Commonwealth. U'ltimately it is probable that a third schoo·l will be estabHshed, possibly in a country centre,
but this will be dependent upon the
ability of :the Department of Health
to recruit p~oper teaching staff to
operate the school.
The full development of these
plans for the i;mpr.ovement of the
Royal Dental Hospital and the establishment of training schoo'ls for
school dental therapists wiH go a
long way towards providing a good
dental service f.or school children
throughout the State. At present the
activ·ities of the School Dental Service are limited for a variety of
reasons so that on'ly children from
certain of the inner-metropolitan
suburbs and som·e .of those liv;ing
in outlying country districts, remote
from dentists in private practice, receive attention.
The object of a school dental service must be to ensure that during
the life of aU chHdren up to school
leaving age, at least, proper dental
health is maintained. Of course, the
provision of an adequate restorative
dental service is only a part of the
answer to the dental p·r.oblem of
people in this State. As 'in the wider
fields of menta'l and physkal health,
prevention ·is ~more important than
cure and for many years, principally
in overseas countries, studies have
been undertaken to determine some
means whereby there may be brought
about a reduction in the number of
~carious
teeth in young persons.
Notwithstanding these measures to
improve dental health, fluoridation is
essential to success in this field.
It has been noted by research
workers, as far back as 1927, that
there was a low prevalence of dental
caries among populations which
suffered from some mottling of the
enamel of teeth due to the presence
of high fluoride concentrations in
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drinking water and it had been repeatedly stated in older dental
literature that fluoride salts afforded
protection against dental caries.
However, little work had been done
to prove the matter one way or the
other until the early 1950s, by which
time the conditions under which
mottling in tooth enamel had been
elucidated. An article in the World
Health Organization publication,
Fluorides and Dental Health, stated-

on a limited number of teeth in scattered
individuals. These spots are not noticeable
to the layman and are in no way disfiguring.
It is only after the flouride concentration in
drinking water exceeds 1.4-1.6 ppm that the
first signs of more serious dental fluorosis
appear.

As a rule, mottling is caused by the consumption of drinking water which is too rich
in fluoride. The minimal threshold value
at which a just perceptible change appears
in the developing enamel of the permanent
teeth was found to be 1.0-1.1 ppm for the
people in the United States of America living
in the temperate zone. At this concentration
a small number of spots, gleaming like
mother of pearl and hardly differing in
colour from the rest of the enamel, develop

I do not propose to quote extensively from statistical summaries
published by various research teams,
but the following figures are significant. These figures relate to a number of areas in the United States of
America and show the loss of permanent teeth in children aged twelve
to fourteen years : -

It was stated at the time that this
applies only when dentition is permanently exposed to excessive
fluoride in cases such as where the
drinking water contains a high proportion of fluoride salts.

Lost t:eth
per

too

children

Water naturally fluoridated to 1· 2 parts per
million
Natural fluoridation to 1· 3 parts per million
Stratford
Fluoride added to 1 · 2 ppm. over 14 years
Brantford
Naturally fluoride deficient
Grand Rapids ..
Added fluoride to 1 ppm.over 10 years
over 15 years
New Britain (Connecticut) Naturally fluoride deficient
Added fluoride to 1 ppm. over 10 years

Aurora

Similar improvements have been obtained in Australia in those areas
where fluoride has been introduced
to the drinking water. For example,
at Bacchus Marsh, after ten years
of fluoridation eight-year-old children
have had the decay rate reduced by
49 per cent, while the percentage
of children in this age group who
were absolutely decay free improved
from 4 per cent to 29 per cent.
In Canberra, decay incidence in
six-year-old children has decreased
by 66 · 3 per cent after six years of
fluoridation, while in Tamworth,
New South Wales, after eight and a
half years of fluoridation only an
average of 5·7 teeth per six-year-old
child required attention compared

25
22·5

22·3
84

41
27
93

23

with 12·4 teeth for the same age
group before fluoridation was introduced.
Although the effects of fluoridation
on children's teeth is what has concerned research workers primarily,
certain studies in England have
shown that fluoridation also has
long-term effects on the dental health
of the community. It has been noted
that in Hartlepool, where drinking
water for generations past has contained 1·5 to 2 parts per million of
fluoride, the dental health of the
older age groups is better than it is
in other areas of England where the
water supply contains little if any
fluoride despite the fact that there
is, in Hartlepool, one of the lowest
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dentist to· population ratios in England. These benefits have been
noted in all ·ages up to 65 years.
Fluoridation of town water supplies has been adopted in four differ-:
ent areas in Victoria-Bacchus Marsh,
Melton, Tongala and Yallourn-but
until the introduction of this Bill it
has not specifically been encouraged.
The most important provision is in
clause 5 which states that any
water supply authority, as defined
in clause 2, may and when required
by the Commission of Public Health
add fluoride to the water supply
until it is controlled in the manner
determined by that commission for
dental health purposes but so as
not to sustain an average maximum
concentration of fluoride in water in
excess of 1 part per m'illion.
Water supply authorities will be
indemnified against any legal action
where they fluoridate a water supply
in accordance with the provisions of
clause 4 of the Bill, and clause 8
authorizes the payment to water
supply authorities, on the recommendation of the Commission of
Public Health, of a contribution towards the full capital cost of installation of equipment.
To ensure that fluoridation will be
carried out properly a formal proce•
dure to be followed by water supply
authorities has been set out in clause
6. Firstly, plans and specifications
relating to the scheme · are to be
submitted to the Commission of
Public Health with such other information as the commission may require. Secondly, the Commission of
Public Health will determine the con~
centra Non of fluoride that may ·be
established in the water supply and
the means of achieving that concentration and in making its decision
will take into account the ability
of a water supply authority to put
the scheme into effect. Thirdly, the
water supply authority is required
to adhere to the decisions of the
commission.
Provision is made for the commission's inspectors· to supervise the
fluoridation system established by
Mr. Scanlan.
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any ·water supply authority and to
take samples of water for analysis
at any point. Penalties for any
offences against the provisions of
the Health (Fluoridation) Act are
fines of between $200 and $1,000
with, in the case of a continuing
offence, a further daily penalty of
$40. Adequate regulation-making
provisions are also included in
clause 11 of the Bill.
Special provision is also included·
in clause 7 of the Bill to ensure that
those few water supply authorities in
Victoria which have already installed
fluoridation are able to bring themselves under the protection of this
Bill. As soon as the Bill becomes
operative they must submit plans
and specifications of their equipment
and of the scheme generally but they
may continue to operate the present
scheme until formal approval has
been given.
Before submitting this Bill, all
shades of opinion have been studied.
Some of the most frequent arguments against proposals to add
fluoride to town water supplies were
those suggesting fluoridation is interference with natural water and will
pollute pure water. The reply to all
these charges is best summed up by
the following statement by the Environment Protection Agency of the
United States of America which was
published in Dental Abstracts of
the American Dental Association of
July, 1973 : Since the safety and efficiency of water
fluoridation have been well established, the
Environment Protection Agency endorses·
the· principles of such practice. The Environment Protection Agency does not consider
the adjustment of the fluoride content of
drinking water for purposes of (reducing)
dental decay to be a form of pollution. By
definition, water pollution is the addition of
a substance to water which makes such
water unfit for its intended use. Since adjusting the natural fluoride content of drinking water to a level which is optimal for .the
reduction of dental decay does in no way
make the water unfit for drinking, water
fluoridation cannot be considered to be pollution ... Flouride is a natural constituent of
fresh water, soil, sea water, and most living
organisms, often at higher concentrations
than are used in· water fluoridation.
·
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·The Government is also ·considering measures to provide fluoride in
areas not serviced by town water
supplies. I commend the Bill to the
House.
On the motion of Mr. LIND
(Dandenong) , the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, November
20.
MUNICIPALITIES ASSISTANCE
BI·LL.
Mr. HAMER {Premier and Trea·
·surer) .-1 move That this Bill be now read a second time.

Assistance Bill.
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For the purposes of the Bd!ll a
pensioner ls (a) a ·per.son who holds ·a Pensioner Medical Servke EntJiltlement Ca1d ·i!Sisued by the
Oommornwe·a:lth Depail'!tment
of Soc.Ual Security and who
is in ~receipt tof !the maximum r:ate .of one of !the
following p·ens.Ucms:
( 1)
Age, inV!alid !and widows
pensdons payable under the
Soda! S&Wces Act 1947 ;
(2) service tpensiJons ·payable under tthe Repatr:iaJtlion
Act ; (3) pensions payable
unde!f the R'epraltriatlion Act
!tJO widows of members of
the :ftorces and roo a Widowed
mother or an unmarried
mother of 'a deceas,ed unmarried member ·of the
forces;

The purpose of lth.is Bill 'is to give
effect ·to tlhe policy spee·dh pllopo:sal
to introduce a scheme of municdpal
rates assistance for pensioners. The
'or,
Goveinm·ent's p1:noposal wa:s rt:lhat
(b) a person receiving the maxithe ·cost of lth1s !Scheme should be
mum l'late of spedal pelllS'ion
shared at ·least equally With !the
payable under ithe Repart:riaCommonwealth, but pending ·dalrifiction Act .to tdtla!Hy and
atiorn .of 'tJhe extell'llt of ·financial inpermanetlltly 1incapacita'ted
Vtolvement by · lthe Commonwealth,
ex-servicemen.
·'the Government is taking 1t!he firSit
Where
a oouncH excuses oT defers
step in .implementing rtlllrs pt'loposal
~he whole or part ·o.f 1t!he 1rares payfirom the beginning of 'the 1973-74
municipal year, whlich comm'enced ·able by a pe.nsitoo·er lin, respect of h!is
·sole or principal 'residence lthe Treaon }1st October lraslt.
surer, upon 'applica'ti!on, wiH pay to
Secti·on 298 rof !the Local Govem- 'the council an amount 'equal to onemenit Act .at present glive·s a dli:sc,re- half rof ;the amount :of tthe ·:nate ex.tion :to .municipal ·CO•uncHs, up'On ap- cused or defero-ed ;or $40, whichever
plicati·on, to defer Tlates payable by :i1s ,tJh'e ·lesser amount. This paymen·t
.persOllJs receiV~ing lthe maximum mte wiH also be made 'in a case where
of· ·social service pension, .and :flo :the only other pell"son liable to pay
defer or excuse tthe praymenr't of m'tes :t}le rate is the rspouse iof the penspayable· by pe1"sons wh1o, in· rt:lhe ,joner. P~o¥isi!orn is .m,ade in the B!ill
opinriJOn of the councH, alfe in nec·e,s- to co.ver situations where the payment of rates is the joint .respon~iltous circumstances.
sjbility of a· p~nsioner and ·one or
·. ·.The GovemmenJt does not prtopose more: ·Oither persons·. .Sub-clause (4)
any · ;amendment· .to th!is pt'lovision. of clause 2 p':nOV!ides 1ililat \the Til"ect~s
However,· where lthe oounclil, · purs- urer ·shall not pay m'Oil"e t'han ·$40 •in
uant :to t!hi:s sedti!on, defers OT excuses resp·e>Ct: of raters payabl·e· 10m any one
,the payment ·of 1any general ot ·extra rateable P'I'Iopertty in 'any one year.
rate by pel'lsoos coming wHJhin 'the
Whe1re ra ·council defer.s the. whoi}e
defin!it!ilon of ·a pensioner, ars included or part of the l'laJte ··of a pension~.
in :the Bill, the Governmenlt wiU ~ovision is made in •SUb-clause (6)
make ·cenbalin payments \to the ·coun-:- of ..c.J,ause 2. ·,t!ha:t when :tJhe . council
cil concerned. ·.. · , ··
collects the deferr~d· ..amount of ·~ate
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repay rto ·tlhe T~reasurer an
amount equal'.tlo the amoulllt 1reoeived
by 1it f.vom :the Treasurer in II"espedt
of that rate.
Sub-clause (7) of clause 2 of the
Bil'l p.l'lovides that where .a, payment
has :been made by .the Treasurer lbo
a council lin •respect of a deferment
of raJtes 1inrt:eres.t w.ill ll]Ot be charged
by !1Jhe oouncil on t!hat par.t of the
mtes deferred which •is equal ttJo ltlhe
payment mrade by the TreaJsurer lin
respect of tlha:t deferment.
ProviSii!on has been m1ade iin the
Budge!t f.or payments ·tlo ·oounciJ.s
under this P'l'loposal during !the cur.l'lent finandal y;e·ar. At this 1S/tage it
is nOit possible too estimalte these P'ayments wi:t'h any fine prreoi.sion, but
·tJhe Appl'1opdatJion Aat has provided
an amount of $3 ,.mHHon. I oommend
the BiH I1Jo tJhe House.
On rtJhe m:otioo of Mr. KIRKWOOD
(Preston), the deba!te was ·adjoumed.
lt was ordered tllat the debate be
adjourned until Wednesday, November 14.
i:t shaH

VICTORIAN DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT)
BI•LL.
Mr. BALFOUR {Minister for ·Fuel

and Power) .-I move-'that 'this Bill be now read a second time.

'I'he purpose of this small Bill is to
provide a further method to enable
botJh oountry industry and the tourist
industry .to ~r~ise funds ~or their very
impor.tant purtposes. Honorable membtms will recall that when the principal Aot was originlally before rtJhis
House earlier this year, it was indicated that the widest possible charter
was being given to the Victorian Development Corporation so that it
would be able to provide worth-while
assistance of almost every kind to
counltry industry 1and 100 ·the tourist
industry.
Since Jthat legislation was passed,
some dr.astlic changes have occurred
in i~he av:ailab'i1ity ·Of finance, and
more unfor.tunaJtely, interest ra!tes
have risen sharply.

Development ·.

. T:he bo~n1owing power of the Vic:tJorian Development Corporation is,
of ·course, govemed by !Joan Ooundl
arrangements and tthe ·CUJroent situa:ti!On ·ils ~that tJhe corporation's activities ·are being seriously ·restricted.
Addi:tiona:l means the!re~or.e need to
be implemented so ~hat funds ~are
avaHable -in suffidient quantity to enable ·the Government .to ma~e the
rpr.ogress oit has planned w~th decentralization of 'industry and assistance
to the tourist .industry. It is proposed
·tlhat !tlhis be done by way of ·Supplementacy authodty rto execute gua~an
tees.
The piiinoi.pal Act, as it now
stands, gives ,t;he aorpol'lation power
:to guarantee loans. '!!his Bill provides
for .addtHonal powers of guarantee
to be vested in the Treasurer who,
after oonside'l11ng a .report fl'lom the
oorpor.ati:on, may e~~cute 1a gooran·tee for 11the repayment of moneys
di'rected to the acquis:ititOn of ;land,
cons>Oruation, im:p:rovement .or alte·ratilons of hlllHd!ings, and ·the acquisition
~of pl:ant ~or ~other equipmelllt used or
:to be us·ed .fior a country 1indll!s\tcy.
'f.he Treasurer may also eX!ecute
guarantees for moneys directed tto
:tJhe construction 10f acoommodation
and other facilities for tourists. Hooo~able members •can see ;tJha:t ft\his will
he another type of secuT.~ty avaHable
to support the •loans ,raised by clients
of the corpor.ation.
.
The prindpal Act, -in paragraphs
(j) and (m) .of sub-section (1) of
section 11, p~ovides .foT guar.antees
to be executed by rt:he corporation
and this Bill ·enables the Treasurer to
do 'likewise.
'J1here are some other minor
am.endtnen:ts referred to ,in clause 3
which are merely mach'i.nery matters
and will enable the oorporatil()tn to
estabJ!i.sh a registry f,or debentures
and inscribed -stock at localtlions Ofther
-than ,its ~own office, for example, at
a bank with whieh it has a~ange~
met11ts, and 1lo appoilllt officers,
whether they are officers of tthe ·corporation .or not, :to be duly aut!horized
registrars or thek depUJties.

Corporation
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I am p•le:ased ito ,report 1that the
VictortiJan Development Oor-pora:tion
is 11JOW beginning to make its piresence felrt. It has acquired a ~smaJl
speai1alist staff, a ·lrocation f,or 1~ts
'headquartel}s and Ito date •it !hlas approved loans in ·excess of $3 miHiion.
The setting up of an orgaill~aHon
of this nature is lflidt ltlhe simples1t of
tasks, but I ~am happy :to repo!I'It that
although :only ~a .few months have
elapsed since ~t was esitJablished, it
i~s maldng a very wormh-wh!He con1mfbutil0n 'to lthe Government's plans for
the decentralization of industry. I
commend lt!he Bill 'to ttlhe Hous•e.
On the motion of M·r. WILTON
(Broadmeadows) , the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Wedne,sday, November 14.
ROSEBUD INSTITUTIONS BILL.
The Order of the Day for the
resumption of the debate on the
motion for the second reading of this
Bill was read.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. ·H.
Wheeler).-! have ex·amined this Bill
and am of the opinion that it is a
private Bill.
of
Mr.
SCANLAN {Minister
Health) .-By leave, I moveThat all the private Bill Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that .this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to.
The debate (adjourned from September 19) on the motion of Mr.
Scanlan (Minister of Health) for the
second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
(Dandenong).-The
Mr.
LIND
Opposition supports this Bill which it
believes is a step forward. The
creation of geriatric hospitals and
geriatric day centres, such as the
Mount Eliza Geriatric Centre, is most
important in the community. It is
pleasing that such creations are
gaining support.
The Lotus Lodge Hostel for the
Aged was previously an old people's
residence attached to the Southern
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Peninsula Hospital at Rosebud. However, it is easy to see, as the Minister
pointed out, that its proper attachment is with the geriatric centre
at Mount Eliza. On this occasion, as on a number of other
occasions, the situation has arisen, as
with previous enactments which
have not been enacted as intended,
that something has to be undone
before something different can be
done. As I said to the Minister of
Health privately not long ago, it is
like Napolean's famous saying, "You
must break eggs to make an
omelette". This Bill attempts to restore the status quo of the Lotus
Lodge Hostel for the Aged and then
to combine it with the Mount Eliza
Geriatric Centre.
I have visited the Lotus Lodge
hostel and found it to be a most
remarkable place. I am acquainted
with Dr. Mal. Scott and Mr. Harding,
and have contacted both about this
Bill. I have also spoken to one or
two persons residing on the Mornington Peninsula. All those with whom
I have conferred are delighted that
the Bill has been introduced but they
ask that the Minister be more
specific on how the proposed amalgamation will take place. It is all
very well for the Minister to say that
under sections 29 and 30 of the
Hospitals and Charities Act adequate provision is made for the
amalgamation to occur, but people
in general do not understand that.
Those sections of the Hospitals and
Charities Act cover several pages.
They provide, among other things,
that the Minister may refer a recommendation to the Governor ln
Council. It is quite clear from a
study of the legislation that it
covers amalgamations such as that
proposed in the Bill, but if the Minister could set at ease the minds of
the persons concerned he would be
doing them a good turn.

A common impression in the community is that a section of a Government department harbours jealousies
and is opposed to thoughts which
emanate from another department.
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The people to whom I have· spoken
feel that something could · arise
between two Government departments which may prevent the rapid
attachment of the Lotus Lodge
Hostel for the Aged to the Mount
Eliza Geriatric Centre. If the Minister could assure the people concerned that their feelings are unfounded, the honorable gentleman
would earn their praise.
The sooner this Bill is enacted the
better it will be for all concerned.
Perhaps I am being selfish in saying
that because several residents of my
electorate are served by the Mount
Eliza Geriatric Centre. I hope eventually other geriatric day centres will
become attached to the Mount Eliza
Geriatric Centre because I am sure
they would learn from Dr. Scott and
Mr. Harding and their staffs. The
Opposition hopes the Bill will be as
successful .as the residents of the
area desire it to be.
Mr. MciNNES {Gippsland South).The Country Party supports the Bill.
It is a strange reflection on this
legislation that since 1951 when· it
was originally enacted, further
measures were introduced in 1958
and in 1967 and now Parliament is
trying to " unscramble the eggs ", as
the honorable member for Dandenong has put it. It occurs to
the Country Party that in this Bill,
containing wide-ranging clauses, provision· could also be included for the·
amalgamation
to
take
place
immediately. I know of no reason
for this omission and perhaps the
Minister of Health could elucidate
this point because I believe the
people in the area are keen that this
should be done. There does not
appear to be any guarantee that
once the setting aside has been
carried out there will not be a delay
before the subsequent amalgamation
with the Mount Eliza Geriatric
·
Centre takes place.
The Lotus Lodge Hostel for the
Aged at present houses about 60
people who are able to come and
go. They are housed in five brickveneer cottages, each containing

Bill.·

twelve rooms. The residents have
bed-sitting. rooms,· and over the
years, with Government assistance,
an amount of $250,000 has been
expended in making the hostel
an attractive place to which elderly
people can retire.
Even though Lotus Lodge is
adjacent to the Southern Peninsula
Hospital-it is only a couple of
hundred yards away-the immediate
benefit to be obtained by placing
Lotus Lodge under the jurisdiction of
the Mount Eliza Geriatric Centre is
that a geriatric day centre will be
available to cater for people in the
area. It will be under the control of
a full-time manager, instead of a
part-time manager as at present, and
additional staff will be appointed. It
also means that although Lotus
Lodge is about 15 miles from Mount
Eliza. this unit will provide an
additional facility for geriatric treatment together with the housing of
elderly people at the Rosebud section
of the peninsula. This appears to be
a most desirable move.
I repeat that there does seem
to be concern that the Minister has
not seen fit to incorporate further
amalgamation· proposals in the Bill.
Perhaps this was done on the advice
of the Law Department, but the Bill
does contain wide-ranging provisions.
The minds of the people concerned
would be put at rest if the Minister
agreed to include an· additional clause
providing for the amalgamation· to
take place immediately.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read
second time
·
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation).
Mr.
SCANLAN
(Minister of
Health) .-1 thank the two honorable
members who have supported this
Bill. It is the intention of this
Parliament and the honorable members in it to ensure the best possible care for the aged who are,
after all, one of the handicapped
groups of the community that most
deserve support and help.

a

Rosebud Institutions [31 OctoBER, 1973.]

The subject-matter of the Bill was
referred to the Crown Solicitor's
office for opiniOn. The Crown
Solicitor at the time, Mr. Mornane,
advised that the Bill as presented
was the best possible method of
achieving the desirable amalgamation
of the Lotus Lodge Hostel for the
Aged with the Mount Eliza Geriatric
Centre and of severing Lotus Lodge
from
the
Southern
Peninsula
Hospital.
As the honorable member for
Dandenong has rightly pointed out,
sections 29 and 30 of the Hospitals
and Charities Act empower the commission to make recommendations to
the Minister in regard to subsidized
institutions, the rationalization and
amalgamation of institutions, and
subsidized benevolent societies. It is
my intention, as quickly as possible
after the transmission of this Bill
through the Legislative Council, to
arrange for the necessary Orders to
be presented to the Governor in
Council to give full effect to the
proposals contained in the measure.

Bill.
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Lotus Lodge with the geriatric
centre. I wish he had gone a little
further and said that he would provide a geriatric centre at Dandenong
too.
The clause was agreed to, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MONAS1H UNIVERSITY
(AMENDMENT) BI·LL.
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) presented a message from
His Excellency the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Fund
for the purposes of this Bill.

COUNTRY FIR'E AUTHORITY
(AMENDMENT) BilL.
The debate (adjourned from September 22) on the motion of Mr.
Rossiter (Chief Secretary) for the
l believe it is important and second reading of this Bill was reurgent that this action be taken in sumed.
view of the fact that the GovernMr. CURNOW '(Kara Kara).-If
ment has proposals, as the honorable there is anything which all country
member for Dandenong knows quite towns and hamlets in Victoria have
well, for an increase in the size of in common, it is a Country Fire
the Frankston Community Hospital Authority brigade or branch thereof.
and for the addition of a geriatric The Bill seeks to amend certain
day centre there. After changes sections of the Country Fire Authorhave been made to the structure of ity Act. The changes will affect the
the Mount Eliza Geriatric Centre, men who make up the fire brigades
there will be three geriatric centres and their operations. The most imon the Mornington Peninsula-at portant provision in the Bill extends
Mount Eliza, Rosebud and the workers compensation cover to the
Frankston
Community
Hospital. men if they are called out on authorFor those reasons I give an assur- ized jobs not connected with fighting
ance to honorable members and to fires. In other words, they will be
the committee of the Southern Penin- covered when they are called upon
sula Hospital that the necessary to help in flood control, search and
Orders of the Governor in Council rescue operations, and so on. These
will be expedited with the transmis- men have been participating in these
sion of the Bill through the Legis- activities for some time but, until
now, if, in rescuing a cat belonging
lative Council.
to an age p·ensioner from a tree,
Mr. LIND {Dandenong).-I thank one of them fell and broke a leg, he
the Minister for his assurance that would have had no redress unless
he will expedite the amalgamation of he had a private insurance cover.
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All that worries me is that the
emergency must be authorized. Subsection (2) of proposed section 20A
to be inserted in the Act by clause 2
provides-

(Amendment) Bill.

curing and reconditioning of tobacco
leaf. In his second-reading speech,
the Chief Secretary stated that, since
1968, 75 fires started directly at, or
were attributable to, curing fires at
No attendance or action ·shall be made or tobacco kilns, causing losses amounttaken by any group of brigades or any ing to $200,000. At first that seems
brigade pursuant to sub-section ( 1) unless
the approval of the Chief Officer or the to be a most serious matter, but all
officer exercising the powers of the Chief the losses were of tobacco leaf. In
Officer has been obtained or in any case other words, the operator whose
where this is not practicable the officer-in- fault it was that the tobacco leaf
charge of any brigade involved has caused
the attendance of such brigade to be sub- was lost was the one who suffered.
sequently reported to the Chief Officer or The losses were in no way connected
officer exercising the powers of ·the Chief with any fire in a building or around
Officer for his approval.
a building or any other damage reThe last three words of the provi- sulting from the operation of a kiln.
sion, " for his approval " go to the The losses were sustained purely becrux of the matter. It may happen cause of mismanagement of the opthat someone falls down a m'ine and erators.
the local brigade is called to resBy regulation, the Government
cue him and starts work before there will now force tobacco growers who
is time to obtain the approval of the cure their own leaf to do all sorts
Chief Officer. The matter may sub- of things which Parliament will know
sequently be reported by the cap- nothing about. Regulations will be
tain of the brigade, but the Chief prescribed for the control and use of
Officer may not give his approval. buildings and appliances and the
What happens in those circum- storage of fuel and for fire-protecstances? This seems to be the only tion measures to be taken in the
weakness of the provision which will vicinity of any building, appliance, or
be generally welcomed.
fuel storage. The provision has wide
The rest of the Bill mainly brings scope. Why is it necessary to go
in new regulations. The Governor in this far? The tobacco growers will
Council must be sitting full time for not like having these regulationsseven days a week. So many things about which they will know nothing
are done by regulation that it is just -thrust upon them. To make this
not funny. Only last week I re- type of regulation will be a violation
ceived two volumes of statutory of the liberty of the tobacco
rules wh'ich were introduced within growers. Surely they should have
the past twelve months. One has to some freedom in the way they use
see something like them to realize their buildings.
how much the State is run by reguTobacco growers are willing to
lation. Further regulation-making accept regulations-which they see
powers should not be granted to the beforehand, of course--to keep their
Government.
kilns clean and 1in proper working
However, there cannot be much order. Regulations of that type would
argument about giving the Governor overcome the problem. But the Govin Council proper authority to pres- ernment has seen fit to introduce a
cribe the types of forms necessary Bill to give the Governor in Council
for the operations of the Country power to make these wide regulaFire Authority and the issuing of per- tions. They will be able to do anymits. This was done previously but, thing to the poor old tobacco grower.
apparently, there was no proper
Part of the principal Act makes
authority.
specific provisions on fire prevention
The second part of the regula- when charcoal is being burnt. Section-making power relates to pres- tion 38 provides that during the sumcribing regulations in relation to the mer period no person shall light a
Mr. Curnow.

Country Fire Authority

[31 OcTOBER, 1973.]

fire to convert wood into charcoal
unless he has a permit, and subsection (2) provides that(2) Every such permit shall contain( a) a condition that the ground within a
radius of fifty feet of the site of any
kiln retor:t or pit used for the purpose aforesaid shall be thoroughly
cleared of any inflammable material
whatsoever, whether growing or not
growing, before the fire is lighted.

If that can be done in that instance,
why is it not poss'ible for specific
conditions
relating
to tobacco
growers to be incorporated in the
Act so that Parliament knows what
they are and the growers have some
protection. I am sure that the honorable member for Benalla will have
something to say about this because
I know that he is not happy with
certain provisions relating to the
making of regulations.

In any case, most people are sensible enough to take fire precautions.
Tobacco growers have only small
areas of land ; the farms are not
vast. A regulation may prescribe
that the land for 100 feet around the
kiln must be clear. That could take
a high proportion of a tobacco
grower's land and he just could not
afford it.
I am sick to death of the
Government ruling by regulation.
I predict that soon there will
be a new television show The
Regulators starring the Chief Secretary. This Parliament is adopting
a "Mr. Big" attitude. The members of the Government want to do
all sorts of things behind Parliament's back. They say " We will do
this, and it will be the law ". I am
tired of it.
Overall, the operations of the
Country Fire Authority are, to say
the least, marvellous. The authority
is the .finest, most conscientious, and
most efficient fire brigade in the
world. Its members do not need to
be told by regulation that they must
force tobacco growers to do certain
things. They are sensible enough to
work things out for themselves, as

(Amendment) Bill.
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they have done in the past. It is a
gross insult to thrust this type of
provision upon them.
This financial year, the Country
Fire Authority will spend a record
sum on ·fire protection. Its .funds
from the Budget and from insurance
companies have increased substantially. This will benefit the authority
and the State. The authority will
spend the extra money wisely and
well and will look after the State as
it has done in the past. It does not
need stupid regulations from this
bung Government.
Mr. TREWIN (Benalla).-The Bill
has three main purposes, which
are(a) to enable compensatiOJ?- ~o ?e
paid to volunteer ·firemen for InJunes
sustained whilst giving assistance to
any person or protecting any property involved in any accident or
emergency not connected with the
suppression or prevention of fire;
(b) to prorv'ide power for the Governor in Council to prescribe forms
for the purposes of the Country Fire
Authority A'ct 1958; and
{c) to enable regulations to be made
in respect of the prevention of fire
in tobacco kilns.
·1t is pleasing to note that the
Government is introducing the payment of compensation to volunteer
firemen who are called out to assist
in saving a person from injury or
death and for many other incidents
which are not involved with suppression or prevention of fire. A small
boy may be trapped in a tree and
as the fire brigade has the longest
ladder in the town, naturally firemen
are called out to effect a rescue. If
a volunteer fireman is injured in
these circumstances it is only
reasonable that compensation should
be paid. The provision relates only
to a volunteer fireman who sustains
an injury whilst undertaking a voluntary duty.
Although permits to burn off or
for charcoal burning in the fire
danger period have been issued over
the years, apparently doubt has
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arisen as to the validity of those
documents. Accordingly, it is proposed to make appropriate ·adjustments to the relevant sections of the
principal Act to overcome the
doubts. The alteration will have
little effect on the issuing of permits
and I know of no reason for the
proposal. However, I cannot dispute
the Minister's wisdom or the Parliamentary Counsel's desire to make the
provisions of. the Act watertight to
ensure that those who issue permits
and the recipients of the permits are
covered in every way.
The form of the permit is prescribed by regulation. A permit is
issued by the proper officer in any
municipality. He is usuaHy the shire
engineer, and he may add additional
requirements to the permit. Either
last year or the year before, following the introduction of daylight saving, it· was necessary to alter the
times· appearing on the permits so
that persons would not be burning
off during 1the heat of the day. Other
bodies and authorities such as the
Country Roads IBoaTd, the State
Electricity Commission, and sewerage
authorities can ·also issue permits.
The officers who issue the permits
also have the po·wer to impose additional conditions.
The Divisional Engineer of the
Country Roads Board issues permits
to allow fire breaks to he burned
along the south side of the Hume
Highway and to remove serious fire
hazards. The Burne Highway is
probably the busiest 'in the State and
carries all types of motor traffic.
Residents and farm·ers on the south
side dread the possibHity of a fire
starting by accident-they trust not
by design-and burning in to the 'low
hills before reaching the Great Dividing Range south of the highway.
The Country Roads Board has
changed the conditions of the permits in that it is now permissibe to
burn only up to 20 feet from ·a guide
post on the side of the road. About
three years ago, the permit enabled
the local fire brigade to burn almost
to the edge of the roadway and this
Mr. Trewin.

(Amendment) Bill.

was considered adequate in the circumstances. Conservationists have
brought pressure to bear on the
divisional engineer, and the power to
clear ·the fire hazard right up to the
highway has now been taken away
from the fire brigade. Although discussions are currently in progress in
an endeavour to rectify the position,
undoubtedly the Chief Secretary will
receive a communication from the
local fire brigade stating 'its wishes.
The conditions on the permit should
enable all
fire haz·ards to be
adequately cleaTed and thus provide
protection for both landholders and
State forests on the south side of
the highway.
Clause 5 will enable regulations to
be made concerning the operation of
tobacco kilns. The honorable member for Kara Kara referred to the
need for charcoal burners to obtain
permits under the present Act, but,
I suggest that there is no precedent
for the introduction of regulations to
cover tobacco growers.
As tobacco growers will now be
embraced under regulations ·made
pursuant 1to the Country Fire Authority Act, I ask the Chief Secretary
to make available copies of the proposed regulations so that the tobacco
growers can understand what is proposed ·and take ·what they consider
to be reasonable ··fire precautions in
their tobacco kilns.
Tobacco is a primary product
which 'is processed on the farm. It
is cured in a 12 feet by 15 feet building which is approximately 20 feet
high. It is usually constructed of
timber and corrugated iron. Racks
are placed in the building and the
tobacco 'leaf is tied in bunches to a
wooden stick and placed on the
racks. The k'iln is then charged and
ready to be used for curing. Up to
2 tons of tobacco can be cured in
one kiln.
The leaf is green ·when it is tied
and the string is damp. In the
curing process, the leaf shrinks and
the string stretches which means it
may be possible for a leaf to faH on
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to the floor ·and cause a fire. Previ- tobacco growers will reject a reasonously, a wood fire was set up outside able regulation for the storage o.f
the kHn and heated a·ir pumped into fuel. Fuel cannot be stored sa tisthe building. With this system, there factorily underground because if it
was no danger of the leaf causing is put underground, a pressure pump
a fire. The modern system uses oil is necessary to inject the oil through
burners inside the kiln; the heat rises :the burner. This must not happen.
from the floor and cures the tobacco. 'fthe oil containers are approximately
There is a danger that a leaf will 4 to 8 feet above ground level and
fall on to a burner but the tobacco the flow of oil is not under pressure.
growers protect themselves against All oil burners are placed several
this problem.
feet away from the kiln and they are
fitted with a tap so that the oil
Although in five years just over can be turned off. If a fire occurs
70 fires have been started by tobacco at the kiln the first person to reach
kilns, with the thousands of burners the fire turns off the oil and thereand hundreds of kilns, rthe number fore the fire is not supplied with
of outbreaks is not so great. Natur- added fuel.
ally, the growers take precautions in
Regarding the control of fire-fighttheir own interests. It is almost iming
appliances, wet' .or dry expossible to obtain an insurance cover
for a kiln because most insurance tinguishers are available on the marcompanies ·will not take it on. All ket today. The Country Fire Auththe tobacco growers recognize that ority does not recommend a certain
prevention is better than cure and brand of fire extinguisher but there
they take every opportunity to pro- are several suitable types available.
tect themselves from fires during the As honorable members will be aware,
both dry and wet chemicals are
curing process.
used in fire extinguishers. Dry exDespite the occurrence of 70-odd tinguishers are used in fires involvfires, I advise the honorable member ing electrical appliances· ; in other
for Kara Kara that not one fire has instances wet extinguishers are used.
reached adjoining properties · or
Tobacco kilns are used for curing
moved outside the isolated ·area in tobacco
in winter and for storing
which a kiln is established. Many
of the fires have occurred at night small farm equipment in summer.
when the danger of ·fire is less Sometimes tobacco must be reconsevere. Invariably, tobacco farms ditioned when it is taken from
are situated close to the King, Ovens the kiln. Tobacco dries out quickly
and other rivers in north-eastern and, to facilitate its handling, moist
Victoria and therefore the danger of air is provided in one form or
the fire getting out of hand and another-usually through steamdamaging the ·countryside is almost and the tobacco becomes pliable like
a piece of rag. The tobacco is then
non -existent.
handled in the grading sheds. The
Other property has not been dam- sheds are used for the curing and
aged and that is why I suggest that reconditioning of the tobacco leaf,
the Government should not be too and this is usually done in January,
hard on the tobacco growers because February and March. The tobaeco
their kilns do not operate like the dries out very rapidly and cannot
charcoal burners which are used out- be handled again until the rains
side under very different conditions. come in May or June when it is
I seek an assurance from the Chief graded. At fhe most, the tobacco
Secretary for regulations which is in the sheds for five or six months.
will be effective for· regulating The sheds are used as part of the
and controlling the use of build- farm area. The tobacco growers do
ings and appliances and the stor- not want the sheds to become subage of fuel. I do not think the jected to regulations. No danger is
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involved in the reconditioning process-it is present only during the
curing. I know the Minister will
understand the point I am making
and will appreciate that the tobacco
growers ought to be consulted before the regulations are prescribed.
Mr. BURGIN ~CPolwarth).-1 congratulate the Chief Secretary on introducing this Bill. Approximately
eighteen months ago, an opinion was
given that volunteer firemen who
were injured were perhaps not entitled to instant ·compensation unless
they were engaged on a natural
training exercise, burning-off operations or fighting a fire. Since then,
a tremendous amount of work has
been done in an endeavour to formulate this Bill.
Mr. CURNOW.-Why has it taken
so long?
Mr. BURGIN.-Problems have
been encountered because within the
Country Fire Authority there are two
schools of thought on the matter.
One school of thought considers that
it would be wrong for the Country
Fire Authority to become involved in
straight-out rescue work. I disagree
with that opinion. I am pleased that
the Chief Secretary has accepted the
alternative point of view because
there is a wonderful disciplined body
of volunteer firemen in the country
who are dedicated to the work they
are doing. There are massive quantities of equipment throughout the
country areas and in many cases the
equipment of the Country Fire
Authority is the only equipment
available for rescue work. A small
band of people in the Port Campbell
area have formed a cliff rescue
squad and made many dangerous
rescues on the cliffs around the
coastline. The Country Fire Authority unit has always been used as a
base radio to communicate with the
neare.'>t doctor.
On occasion, a fire brigade has been
called to attend an accident on one of
the highways because of the danger
of a fire. If during the past eighteen
months a fire unit attended a highway
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accident from which a fire did not
eventuate and one of the fire fighters
was injured, on the strength of the
opinion to which I referred, he would
not receive compensation.
Mr. CURNOW.-That is wrong because a person involved with the
prevention of fires is covered, and
work of the type to which you referred is regarded as prevention.
Mr. BURGIN.-If no fire occurred,
there would be nothing to prevent.
There is a legal doubt on that point
and while the doubt exists it would
be wrong to subject volunteer firemen to the risk. The Bill provides
for Country Fire Authority volunteers to work on any type of emergency that occurs in country areas.
As soon as the Bill is passed by
Parliament it will ensure that whatever contingency arises these people
will be covered for injury. This
should always have been the case.
'f.here should be no argument about
that.
The second proposal in the Bill
was considered necessary, again because of a doubt on the legal
aspects of the permit system. There
appears to be no major alteration to the wording of the relevant
section and I accept that it is simply
intended to make the permit system
legal. The honorable member for
Benalla, who is much better informed
on rthe tobacco industry than I am,
has explained it fully. I would not
attempt to add to his remarks. I
accept what the honorable member
for Benalla has said and I ask the
Minister to closely examine the
points he has raised.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 6228
s. 110 (1)).
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Benalla
has commented on the ramifications
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of clause 5. He is an expert, who
knows the area concerned. He has
lived all his life in a primary producing area.
Mr. WILTON.-What is an expert?
Mr. ROSSITER.-! am endeavouring to define one. The honorable
member for Benalla realizes the intricacies of the tobacco industry. I
accept his remarks as an indication
that some of the ramifications of the
regulations should be examined before they are referred to the Governor in Council and are promulgated.
I assure the honorable member that
the Country Fire Authority and the
Chief Secretary's Department will
have discussions with the tobacco
growing industry on the regulations
that are necessary to prevent fires.
The only reason why the regulations
have been provided for in the Bill is to
prevent damage to life and property
in matters that may or may not be
within the control of the tobacco
grower or the industry,
I do not believe danger exists
in the tobacco reconditioning sheds
but the matter will be discussed with
the industry when the regulations are
being formulated.
Mr. TREWIN (BenaHa).-1 thank
the Minister for his comments and
his assurance that tobacco growers
will be afforded the opportunity of
looking at the regulations before
they are placed before the Governor
in Council. The industry will doubtless appreciate that some control
will be necessary. I am sure that
representatives of the industry will
be prepared to meet the Country
Fire Authority, the State Electricity
Commission and the Chief Secretary's -Department to consider the
matter. Over many years the industry has been able to adopt good preventive measures. As a result a fire
from a kiln has never devastated the countryside. This indicates
that the kilns are located in areas
where the danger of fire spreading
is almost non-existent. I thank the
Minister for his assurances.
The clause was agreed to.
Session 1973.---66
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The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed
through its remaining stages.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October 11) on the motion of Mr. Dunstan (Minister of Public Works) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).This Bill has been transmitted from
another place where it was adequately debated. It makes two
amendments to the Co-operative
Housing Societies Act.
It substitutes as the nominee on the
Co-operative
Housing
Advisory
Committee a representative of the
Victorian Division of the Building Societies Institute Incorporated
in lieu of a representative of
the Institute of Building and
Housing Societies Secretaries (Aust.),
who is mentioned in paragraph (f)
of sub-section (2) of section 72
of the principal Act. The Bill also
protects the prior appointment of
any member on the Co-operative
Housing Advisory Committee who
may be affected by the change of
name of the nominating organization. The Bill further increases from
$11,500 to $13,500 the limit for which
the Treasurer can indemnify a society
against loss.

I am surprised that the introduction of the Bill was used by the
Minister of Public Works, who was
handling it on behalf of the Minister of Housing, to point out what
were, in his opinion, deficiencies in
the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement, when the House had not
seen the agreement. All that honorable members knew of the agreement
was gleaned from a number of press
statements designed to confuse the
public at large. The Minister of Public Works even went to the extent
of saying, at the end of his secondreading speech, when referring to
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the means test applied to applicants
for loans from co-operative housing
societies- ·
· ·
... but obviously as the whole agreement is
orientated against home ownership this must
have been its only reason and I believe cooperative housing must suffer accordingly.

I throw that statement back to the
Government because it does not adequ~tely . describe
the agreement,
which will be debated later in the
proceedings today. I hope then to be
able to adduc-e more evidence on
that than I can within the confines
of this Bill.
The Opposition is not opposing
the measure because it is a relatively
small series of amendments. The
Government is taking the opportunity of increasing the indemnified advance that a society may make. A
long time ago when funds were first
allocated from the CommonwealthState Housing Agreement to co-operative societies, there was considerable opposition from the Liberal
Government of the day to the proposal. The Government asserted that
the money which the· co-operative
societies were offering to their members ought to have been obtained
on the open market and it resisted
the proposition that money made
available by the Commonwealth
Government to the State Government be allocated to co-operative
societies.
The wheel has turned full
circle and the Government is now a
defender of the policy of making this
money available to co-operative
societies; so much so that all sorts of
propositions have been put forward
and decisions made about the agreement that is currently to be approved
by this Parl'iament. I shall have more
to say about that at a more opportune time. The Opposition knows of
no reason why the passage of this
measure through the House should
be delayed.
Mr. HANN {Rodney).-The Country Party supports the amendments
the
Co-operative
Housing
to
Societies Act. As was pointed out
by the honorable member for Moonee
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Ponds, the · Bill makes provision for
the change of the· name of the Institute of Building and· Housing
Societies Secretaries (Aust.) to the
Victorian Division of the Building
Societies Institute Incorporated so
that the society can still be represented on the Co-operative Housing
Advisory Committee. It also makes
changes to the indemnity provisions
contained in section 76 of the principal Act.
By section 76, the Government undertakes to guarantee payment of
advances made by co-operative housing .societies in the event of the
loans not being repaid by the borrowers provided that .the loss is not in
excess of 80 per cent of the valuation of the security. I:t is significant
that over the years the co-operative housing societies have made
only five claims under this scheme.
This is a relatively smaU number
when compared with the number
of loans which have been settled. The advance limits currently
fixed are $10,000 for advances
generally and $11,500· for members
with larger fami'lies. The amount is
to be increased to $13,500.
It is interesting to note the increases which have occurred in
building costs and which were referred to in an article in the Herald
yesterday. I realize I got into some
difficu'lty yesterday afternoon in
raising this matter in the House
but there has been an increase
of 13 per cent in the cost of
material for houses in Victoria
over the past twelve months.
There has also been an increase in
the cost of labour during that
period. The article states that costs
have increased to cover the inflation present in the community. The
proposed increase in the advance
limit to $13,500 in actual fact just
meets the increased costs due to
inflation and this is an unfortunate
state of affairs.
I am not criticizing the Government for this unfortunate state of
affairs. The Government wil'l appreciate that it is particularly hard for
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young people to purchase homes because of the enormous increases in
housing costs in the past few years.
Just how the Government will
overcome these problems is exercising the minds of members of the
Victorian Parliament and of the
national Parliament. I notice that
the Federal Government is calling
for a conference later in November
with a view to trying to formulate
a national policy to reduce the cost
of homes for people in Australia.
Mr. Johnson, the Federal Minister for
Housing, is reported in an article
appearing in the Herald last night
as having saidThe need for a national approach to ·reduce costs and at the same time set
standards of safety, health and amenity in
housing is urgent. The scope for saving is
immense.

It has been estimated that uniformity
in housing regulations could reduce
housing costs in Australia by 6 per
cent a year, which represents a
potential saving of $125 million a
year. It is hoped that uniform regulations can be introduced and that
other measures can be taken to reduce the enormous costs of housing
in Australia.
The situation is being reached-!
say this as a young man-where
many young people will not be
able to buy homes in the next few
years. In fact, that stage may have
been reached already, particularly because of the high interest rates now
being imposed on the community.
One wonders about the intention
of the Government to reduce the
pressures on the building industry.
It is the young people in the community who are doing their best to
build :this country and to take their
place in the community, but they are
forced to live in sub-standard dwellings, in flats and over-crowded conditions because of the enormous
pressures on the home building
market.
I hope the State Government and
the national Government will give
consideration
to
introducing
measures to reduce the cost of home
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building and to help solve these
problems. The Country Party . supports the Bill and hopes the
Government will continue to look
for ways and means to help young
people to obtain their own homes.
Mr. LOXTON (Prahran).---~I preface my remarks by saying that the
name of the game was once homeownership but now, because of the
activities of the Federal Labor Government, it is home-ownership under
great hardship.
I support the Bill, but I have some
severe criticisms of it. Basically, the
Bill provides for a maximum advance by co-operative societies of
$13,500 for the purchase of a home.
The prospective owner can have !lo
interest in any other home. The Interest rate is 5 per cent and the size
of the home is limited to fifteen
squares. It is important to realize
that anybody accepting an advance
of $13,500 is committed to a mont~ly
repayment of $79. 65 just to service
the advance and nothing else.
At this stage, I believe there is a
mistake in the second-reading notes,
and I shall prove my contention.
At the bottom ·of page 908 of Hansard, the Minister of Public Works
in his second-reading speech was reported as having saidClause 3 reflects the new limit of $13,500
to be applied to indemnified advances. As
that figure is a substantial increase on the
previous limi·t and requires an income of
$80 per week, excluding overtime, to service
the advance ...

I need not read any further. I believe an income of $80 a week is
totally ·inadequate-to service a loan
repayment of $79.65 a. month. I will
now prove why the statement ~y the
Minister is incorrect. According to
the regulations and ~he Reg~st~ar
of Co-operative Housing Societies
there is an epitome of the advance
form which clearly indicates what is
to happen.
The advance requires a repaym·ent
of $79.65 a month, or $18.38 a
week, to which must be added an
aHowance of $3 a week for rates,
taxes, insurances and maintenance.
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As the income must not exceed 25
per cent of the outgoings of a member, the amount of $21.38 is multiplied by four, giving a total of
$85.52.
No board of directors is permitted
to make an advance to a member
when that amount exceeds his
weekly salary. My point is that a
person who asks for maximum finance of $13,500 is limited at one
end to a salary of $85.52, and at
the other end is limited by the
Federal Government to $100, which
must include overtime. That is a
ridiculous situation.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Vote against it.
Mr. LOXTON.-We cannot vote
against it because the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
specifies a maximum of $100.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).I rise to a point of order. The honorable member for Prahran 'is now
.:riticizing the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement, ·which has not
yet been brought before the House.
I cannot see how it can be Telated
to this amending Bill.
Mr.
MACLELLAN
(Gippsland
West).-I speak to the point of order.
I have been listening carefully to
the honorable ·member for Prahran,
and he has not been criticizing. The
honorable member has been using
the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement to 1llustrate part of his
argument, but in that argument he
has not been criticizing other than
to say that he ·cannot vote ·against
the Bill because it includes part of
the agreement. The honorable member for Moonee Ponds is us·ing the
word "criticizing" 'in the sense that
the agreement has been under attack.
It has not been under attack by the
honorable member for Prahran.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Page 909 of Hansard of
11th October of this year refers to
Commonwealth legislation incorporating the terms of the new Commonwealth-State ~Housing Agreement.
The honorable member for Prahran
must be permitted to make some
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reference to the agreement in passing but he may not canvass his
argument on that issue continually
or at length.
Mr. LOXTON {Prahran).-Thank
you for
your
guidance,
Mr.
Speaker.
I do not propose to
canvass that argument further. I
have supporting evidence in the
report of the president of the
Federation of Co-operative Housing
Societies of Victoria which statesWe do have difficulty with certain aspects
of the agreement.

I clid nO!t say t!hlat-'tbey are tJhe
remarks of the president of the
Federation of Co-operative Housing
Societies of Victoria, who went on
to sayThe $100 including overtime income limit
is unfair when the Housing Commission
figure of $90 excluding overtime is taken
into account.

No honorable member could deny
that I have a genuine interest in cooperative housing societies. I have
been associated with that movement
virtually since its introduction into
Victoria. Since I have been a member of Parliament I have made
genuine endeavours to assist anybody and everybody who has
wanted
to obtain
co-operative
housing society finance.
M'embers of my party will agree that
I have been a fighter for the lifting
of the base amount that a person
can earn to become a member of a
co-operative housing society because,
even at $85 a week, in this day and
age, unless a person has been
lucky, or has won Tattersall's, he
would have extreme difficulty in repaying his loan.
The Housing Com·mission, the cooperative housing society movement,
the State Savings Bank and ltlhe
Credit Foncier, are so close that the
societies are in real difficulties. I am
associated with a group of societies
·which in twenty years have received
from the Home Builders Account
and from the Commonwealth Bank
-I shall say more about that in a
moment-the sum of $3·075 million.
During that time and with the inclusion of the amount that will be
received f.rom the Home Builders
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Account this financial year, the group
with which I am associated has
been able to service 409 members.
In a period from the start of those
societies to the present day, 124
members have moved out so at present there are 285 ·members currently under mortgage and of that
number 51 or 16 per cent are in
arrears. The figures 'include people
who, back in the old days, received
an advance of $4,800. The area of
repayment is now $13,000 and if the
breadwinner is out of work for a
month or two months he is "looking
down the barrel" of $160 in arrears.
This could almost break a young
man today. This is an area in which
co-operative housing societies must
be extremely careful 'in their choice
of applicants.
I have the greatest sympathy foT
these people. I shaH illustrate
several a~ppHcations ltha:t have ·come
to ·me in recent times. One was from
a very young man and his wife.
Both are employed at this stage and
the husband's income is $90. His
contract for the purchase of a house
and land is $18,149. He has savings
of $4,649 and he will receive a loan
of $13,500. It is nice ·and clean ; all
he has to do every month 'is to make
a repayment of $79. 65.
Mr. WILTON.-How many years
has the restriction been operating?
Mr. LOXTON.-Perhaps the honorable membeT for ·Broadmeadows
did not hear me.
Mr. WILTON.-1 heard you all
right! It is the greatest lot of tripe
that I have ever heard. ·For how
long have the restrictions •applied?
·Mr. LOXTON .-As I indicated
earlier, I have resisted the restriction
on behalf of the people interested in
co-operative housing. Now we aTe
aided and abetted by the Com·monwealth Labor Government ·which has
fixed a maximum income of ·$1 00 for
co-operative housing societies--for
the rea•! triers, the people who believe in their own individuality, who
may or may not want to go to
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Doveton to buy rtheir own homes.
The Housing Commission limit can
be $90 plus $20 overtime. The State
Government will give tenants the
opportunity of buying homes on no
deposit. Before the honorable member for Broadmeadows says anything
about that, I point out that 78,000
homes have been sold through the
co-operative housing societies and
half as many have been sold to
willing buyers in ·Housing Commission homes.
'I instance another young man ·who
has contracted for $19,900. He has
a loan of $13,500 and a second ·mortgage of $2,500. He has savings of
$3,911. He is already committed for
$79.65 a month but he is also committed for the repayment of the
second mortgage which, on an interest rate of 8 per cent, is $4 a
week. Before I forget it, the Commonwealth LaboT Government has
" knocked " the $750 home advance!
Mr. EDMUNDS.-It did not.
Mr. LOXTON.-H has, and it proposed an 'income tax deduction. I
did not see that in the !Budget. The
Federal Government has also increased interest charges but not on
the Home Builders Account at ·5 per
cent. I am associated with two cooperative housing societies under the
control of the Commonwealth Savings Bank and that bank wrote a
polite letter recently saying that, as
from 1st ·October, the interest for
two of the societies would be increased to 7 ·25 per 'cent. This is an
amazing piece of strategy.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-What was the rate
of interest before?
Mr. LOXTON.-The interest has
increased by 1 per cent. I can understand the Commonwealth saying,
" In the ultimate Interest of the
'home-owner, we will make money
harder to get now and we will increase the interest rate." But these
societies have been operating for
fifteen years and eight years respectively. This will not make money
tight; it will only give the Commonwealth Savings Bank an extTa
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1 per cent interest rate for the
remainder of the terms of the

societies.
I was interested to hear the honorable member for Moonee Ponds
comment that at an early stage, this
Government did not want portion of
the money that would be provid~d
for State housing. Of course this
Government wanted it and when the
Commonwealth Government wanted
to cut back the amount recently, the
Victorian Minister of Housing fought
strenuously to retain it. Liberal
Party members, particularly myself,
will continue to urge to have the
weekly income limit increased to
permit a ·member of a co-operative
housing society to obtain an advance.
At the same time I hope the Commonwealth Government will look
realistically at the problems that can
befall young people in the community
in being granted an advance that requires repayment of $79.65 a month.
Taking inttJo acoounlt lt!he pUircmse of
a oar, flllmiture and olt!her necessary
household i'tems, lbospiltal bene·fits
oontributLcms, and the !baby, when it
comes along, I do not believe
people oan manage on a maxlimum
of $85.
The· motion WlaiS agreed Ito.
The Bi11 was read a second tJime,
·and passed .tftwaugh its remaining
·stages.

HOUSING (COMMONWEA~LTH
STATE AGREEMENT) BILL.
11he debate (adjourned f~rom Octo~ 23) on ·the tniO\t:J]on of Mr.
M'eagher (M inl1slter of Tll'lansport)
fioir rthe ~second ~reading of ft!his Btll
was resumed.
Mr. EDMUNDS '(Moonee Ponds).11his Bill ttJo t'latify and appff'tove a
h:ousing agree·men't i~s probably one
of the most importJant measures that
lt!he Parliamenlt is beling asked !tJo
debwte and g1ive ~ts sanot!ii()IIl !to during the ·CllilTent session~al period.
Since 1945 !there !have !been OommiOnwealtlh-State HOUJSing Ag,reementJs.
The filfst agreement extended &om
1945 untlil 1956, and funther ag:reemenlts were entered 'into in 1961 and
1
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1966. Almost at :t!he termination of
the 1966 ag.reemenlt a pnoposilt:iiOn
was put by ~e then Liberal-Country
Par·ty oooliltruon Fede11al Govemmenlt
'to e:x:ten.d the agtreem•ent ·£or a further
two years.

The House oow :has be~£ore it 'an
agreement ne~dtiated between all
:tlhe Sttates and .the Commonwealth
tto ·run f.or a fur.11her five yeaJ"~s. During the negotiations, the Opposition in the Victorian Parliament has
been alt a distinat disadvarntage because the negotialti!ons were used ~in
an nnorthodox m1anner by the Minffister of Housing to ingilatiate himself with hlis ooHeagues, to oornifuse
the pubHc and ito distJor!t ltJhe fiacts.
W!henever :the Oppositli;on attempted
1Jo refute any of itJhe'se •aHegwt1101tlJS, it
was denied space in ithe media. Therefiore, ltlhe pub'lic bel!ieves, w1tJh the
connivance of t!he Government, !that
tlhe new agreement ·is a complex
dlO'curnenrt.
M!r. Ross~EDWARDS.-Wh!at did the
Government say /that wras w:rong?
Mil". EDMUNDS ..;_! am giving on·ly
a skeltdhy outtl~ne. I ~shall g10 !into :the
m1anner lin detail tiolr tlhe benefit of
the Leader of .~the Country Party and
his ·colleagues.
The s·eoond-ireadling speech of rthe
Mlini·slteil" of TT'ainiSpOirt ·1s ~an dHuminatdng documen!t. It ce,rtairnly wa:s nolt
written by the· M·inister of T~rans
port, who was 'speaking on behalf of
his colleague in ano!ther place.
Mr~ MEAGHER.-Yes, lit W!a.S.
M:r. EDMUNDS.-! am di·sappolinted · at :the response Ito lthat
statement, because the Minister admits he wrote the speech.
Mr. Ross-EnwARDS.-The honorable member 1S1a'id ithalt tt!he Mini·Siter
did not WI1ite tile !Speech.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-! said I did not
think he did, ood the M'in.ister, by
interjection, .said tha!t h!e d~d. I am
disappointed in the speech presented to the Parliament, and I shall
be 'interested to 'read tlhe sp:eech of
the Minister of Housing in another
place when the Bill is explained there.
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In hits second-reading speech, the
Min1ster of T~ansp10'lit saJid that it
was w'tth the gtreatest TleluC/tlance
iliat 1he moved 'thalt the BiH be read
a second rtirne.
Mtr.
Ross-EnwARDs.-Hono~able
members ihave all read lt'he secoodreading :sp'eech.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-No, they have
not. If IDhe Leader of the Conntcy
Pa,rty is !tzying to prevenlt ·mre worn
going 't!lwough the 'seoond-rreadling
speech ·m det:JaJH, he w~ll be dilsappointed. The M'in'i,steii' continuedI make it clear at the outset that ~the document referred to in the Bill as an agreement
is in fact not an agreement in the sense of
being the result of reasoned acceptance between the parties.

I refute thaJt allegation. The agreemenlt was the resutt of a reasoned
argument finally put lilnlto wrilting by
all tt!he ne~Oitiating p1rurties, .lbeoause
negot:iatiiOils are orn'ly a rSei'Iies of poSlit'ions adoplted by the parties w\hio
are 'at1temp,ting to hammer out a decision to tthei~ own advrullta.ge.
This measoce creates ckcumSitances which have nJOit previously
exi,sted in Vlic'tori'a. Bluntly, it provides 'that more money tt:han ever befOII'e w.il'l be made ava!hlable for welfare hous'in.g in Vidtlo11'1ita. I have tlhe
facts to prove thils. There will nJOit
be any rilertJorioal ~rubbish witJh respect :to the .fiadtJs w!h:ich I will present to the House on wh!att lt1he
measure win provide roll' the needy
people of the oommun!ilty for· the
pu~chase and ~renrta.I of homes.
M,r. STEPHEN .-N:onsen:se!
Mr. EDMUNDS.-The hornorable
member for Ballaarat South sits on
t!he back bench sniping away, and
bas done so throughout tt!he time that
I have been a member· of th!is House.
If the honooable member inV'estJigalted
in detail the needs of his own constituents, he would discover that
many people are waiting for Hous'ing
Commission accommodation, but lllie
honomble member has done northing
to 'help !the.m obta1n ~t. He supports
the Government, whioh ·ihas no interest in providing welfare housdng.
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The ·seoond-readirig speech of the
Minilster prioceededIt is a dictated settlement of a very
strongly disputed proposition ....

Tlhese are strange words to · hear
·from the ·Minister, because the Go;vern.ment need not accept the mea~s
ure 'if it does not want 1Jo do so. The
Government is not game not to accept tthe measme.
Mr. MACLELLAN.-What happens
to ;the needy people if · the measure
is n:ot accepted?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-The point i~s:
Wha!t happens to the needy .people
if the Government substantiate's all
the trubbish contained in the seoond~eading speeoh? 'f.he hOilJovable member for Gippsland West will hrave 'an
opportuni:ty of refuting any ,statem·ent which he believes to be incorrect:. The Minister's speech continuedPast housing agreements have been negotiated on the basis of the amounts required
and the terms upon which loan moneys
would be provided to the States which then
applied these moneys as seemed best suited
.to their local needs.
An interesting set of circumstances

exis1is, because about 17,000 peop,Je
are waiting for Housing Commis,siion
'hom,es in Victoria. The Government's
record- which I will go through 'in
delnail - ·exhibits a la·ck of .ooocem
for welfare housing in the community. In the past the funds provided by the Commonweallt:h have
been used for political purposes :to
promote housing in certain areas
where ~little real need exists, to
gu~avan.rt:ee that seats ,a;re won by !the
Government. I have evidence of ,this
and wHl pvesent •Dt .to lfue House.
In the mertropoHtan .area a person
cannot rent a Housing Commiss.ion
home ; he can .only offe,r to pu~dhase
a house as it becomes •av.aila!ble. In
the country a person oan rent or buy
a Housing Commiss~on home buHJt
with funds supplied by lthe Commonwealth. Why is that so? What Government poHcy deci:slion makes tthiat
a y,al'id s·et of circum,s·tances and why
are applioan!ts ror welfare housing
in memro:poli.ltan areas di,scriminated
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against in this manner? Only the Minister and ihi~s ooHeagues lin ·tlhe Governm·ent ·can give the real answer to
tlhlat question, and ilt 1is a polttioal
decisiJOn. The Government wanted rto
~orce people to go into high-rise flaits
·in the inner-.mewopoliltan area. Thatt
·is how ilts building progt'lamm'e has
been planned taver 1tJhe past !ten years.
11he Minister went 0tt1 ·to say in his
seoond-reading speech rtJhat he was
concem.ed that the new agreement
:imposed upon thi·s State and the
other States itJhe need to ~eview 1rents
annuaHy. Can anybody deny thrut
.that is a reasonable proposition?
Since 1955, whenever :the Liberal
:Aarty Government ;has been reelected to .office, i:t has incrrea·sed t!he
rentals paid by tenants of Housing
Commission homes immediately after
t!he elections. 'f'he Govemm·ent den:ie•s
flatly prior to an election that it has
ocmsidered .r,aising 'reillts. During 1t!he
campaign prior to the electi.on in
May of Jthis year 1the Government
was asked whether Housing Commission rents would be .raised, aJnd itJhe
Minister evaded rtJhe question. As
.soon •as :the Gove.mmeillt was ~re
elected, •ilt ~r.a:i~sed ,tJhe 'l'lentals of
Housing Comnlliss'i!on ihomes, i.ri some
cases imposing 'hardship on needy
tenants.
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The Commonwealth Government's
proposal is that housing authorities
will obtain money at 4 per cent and
housing co-operatives will pay 4! per
cent. The Victorian Government was
reluctantly dragooned into accepting that proposition.
The Minister further saidThis blackmail-

that is a strange word to use between two Government negotiatorswas directed not directly at the Government of Victoria but at the unfortunate
low-income earners who depend on Governments for a·ssistance in obtaining accommodation .

Let us look at the facts before I
proceed. How much money was
provided by the McMahon Government for welfare housing in Victoria
in the period 1972-73?
. Mr. Ross-EowARos.-What do you
mean by " welfare housing "?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Housing Commission type accommodation.
Mr. Ross-EowARos.-That is not
welfare accommodation.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Evidently other
honorable members are most anxious
to join in this debate but I intend to
exercise my right and to speak for
some time on this measure. I have
much more to say.
If a person gets a 50 cents or
In 1972-73 the McMahon Govern$1 increase in his pension, there is ment lent the Victorian Government
an immediate increase of 50 cents $29 · 25 million for the Housing Comin his rent, which negates by half mission and provided a further $11
the increase in the pension. That million for co-operative housing in
is the Government's record; every general. An amount of $400,000 was
three years it substantially 'increases made available as an interest free
rents. Under the new agreement, the grant to lower the interest rates for
most reluctant Victorian Government co-operative housing societies to
will be forced to review rents every about 5 per cent. These figures are
twelve months.
freely available to the Government.
For the 1973-74 period, the AusMr. STEPHEN.-To increase them?
tralian Government, which was
Mr. EDMUNDS.-To review them, elected with such an overwhelming
whether or not there is a pension response from the community, enrise. The Minister concluded his dis- deavoured to make up for the usesertation on the Bill by referring to lessness of the previous Government
the interest rates in these words- and its long era of lethargy. The
This increas.ed rate of interest would have Whitlam Government is providing
placed an intolerable burden on the $38·25 million....:_an additional amount
shoulders of low-income earners for whose of· about $9 million in the first year
benefit the money was ostensibly provided.
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of the five-year period of the agree- smother Cilny efforts from Canberra
ment-for welfare housing and Hous- under a smoke-screen of rhetorical
ing Commission type activity. I re- nonsense for which there is no supgret that the honorable member for port.
Prahran, who is interested in coThe Minister for Housing in the
operative housing, is not present to
hear that the Commonwealth Gov- Federal Parliament is reported in
ernm·ent is providing about $16 mil- Commonwealth Hansard as having
lion-an additional $5 million-for said, when introducing the Housing
co-operative housing in Victoria in Agreement BillThe Agreement provides that, during each
the first year of the agreement.
of the five years commencing in 1973-74, the
Mr. AUREL SMITH.-At what rate Commonwealth will make advances at low
rates of interest .to the States for welfare
of interest?
housing purposes. Unlike .the housing assisMr. EDMUNDS.-The rate is 4! tance offered to the States by the former
per cent, and borrowers are charged Government, we propose, and the Agreement
5 per cent to cover the administra- provides, .that our assistance will henceforth
directed towards those families and pertive costs of co-operative housing be
sons most in need of it.
societies. Government supporters are
prepared to listen to what their Can- Is that not a reasonable proposition?
berra colleagues have said, but they Where is the justification for :the
do not like to have the facts ·screeches of the Victorian Governabout this generous agreement ment when the negotiations commenced? The " bull in the china
thrown back in their faces.
shop " from another place, the MinThe Minister concluded his second- ister of Housing, went to Canberra
reading ·speech by sayingand caused all sorts of upheavals.
In these circumstancesWhen Government members came
that is, the Whitlam Government from Canberra to negotiations in
making available an additional $9 Queen Street the Victorian Minismillion for Housing Commission ac- ter of Housing was not prepared to
commodation and an extra $5 million listen to reason or logic, as honorfor the co-operative housing move- able members were informed in a
previous debate. He expressed his
mentthe Victorian Government's sense of re- own opinions which could not have
sponsibiHty to its disadV!antaged constitu- been further removed from what is
ents out-weighed its sense of outrage at the needed for people in necessitous
dictatorial attitude of the Commonwealth, circumstances.
and it accordingly presents .this Bill to the
House under duress.
Mr. THOMPSON.-Whose responFor these reasons I present the Bill for sibility is housing under the Conformal passage but without enthusiasm and stitution?
with the deepest regret for its necessity.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-It is the responWhere is the compassion that the sibility of the States under the ConMinister of Transport displayed so stitution which has ·existed for
often when he was Minister of 70-odd years. In rthe period leading
Housing? He was prepared to read up to the second world war it was
that speech to the House and now fairly obvious that all States were
confesses that they are his own
words, but the finance being having great difficulty in providing
provided by the Commonwealth un- the basic needs of the community,
der the terms of the agreement is and a Labor Government then introfar in excess of the amount the duced the first Commonwealth-State
previous
Government
provided. Housing Agreement;
Where is the justice in the honorMr. THOMPSON .-After the Comable gentleman's statements? It is monwealth pinched the States' taxjust further evidence of the Government's determined attempts to ing rights.
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Mr. EDMUNDS.-It did not pinch
them. It is amazing that a supposedly responsible Minister is suggesting that in the circumstances of
the war-time emergency the Commonwealth pinched certain powers
from the States. The fact is that the
powers were ceded to the Com·monwealth willingly by the States.
Mr. THOMPSON.-The Commonwealth was challenged in 1942 by
three States in the High Court.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Does the Minister suggest that the States should
have argued the point between themselves and the Commonwealth while
the war went on?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. A.·T.
Evans).-Order! The matter under
discussion is not the CommonwealthState taxing powers. The honorable
member should confine his remarks
to the Bill.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-1 was making a·
passing reference to an interjection
from the Deputy Premier who required ~orne enlightenment because
he seemed to have forgotten the
circumstances ·that brought about
the situation.
The ACTING SPEAKER.-! ask
the honorable member to ignore interjections not related to the matter
before the House.
Mr.
EDMUNDS. - Government
members were horribly nervous
about the outcome of the last State
elections. There were all sorts of
nervous characters in the Government at the time, ranging from Ministers to back-benchers, and they
were cheered up by the "bull-in-thechina-shop" attitude adopted by the
Victorian Minister of Housing because he provided a vehicle by which
the Government could use every opportunity to distort the Commonwealth's proposals. To test the accuracy of the statement one only
has to look at some of the press
releases at the time.
The Federal Minister for Housing
stated that more than 93,000 separate families in the Commonwealth
were awaiting welfare housing of
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some sort. Some persons wanted
houses, others lone-person accommodation, and so on. That is the
situation which faced the Commonwealth Government following its
election. As it had inherited this
diffi·culty, the Federal Minister said
it was the new Government's intention to take positive steps to give
needy persons in the community an
opportunity as soon as practicable
of obtaining their own homes and
that the Government would provide
more money generally for housing
purposes. Additional finance was to
be made available f.or rental home
construction, and even the honorable member for Ballaarat South
could not. deny that there is a need
in that area if he is aware of some
of the rackets going on at present.
The need for private homes was
recognized, as w.as the need for more
homes for people in lower-income
groups
and · for
more
rental
accommodation.
Announcements
were made in the press following the proposal that there should
be a new housing agreement.
Initially, the Victorian . Minister
of Housing spoke of the many
difficulties which the community was
experiencing in obtaining housing
and stated that if the Comonwealth
Government provided finance, Housing Commission homes would be
cheaper, rents would be lower, and
it would be a good thing if the Commonwealth Government provided
more ·money for welfare homes and
housing.
The honorable gentleman made
many silly statements on the subject,
although I think he was expressing
views which he genuinely held. In
doing so:, he confused himself and
his colleagues. After reflection, he
stated that he would fight the Commonwealth proposal in the High
Court, if necessary.
In an article which appeared in
the Sun News-Pictorial on 27th
February of this year, following a
meeting of the CabinetMr. BILLING.-Was this before or
after the election?
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Mr. EDMUNDS.-It was before ;
it was 27th February, 1973. The
article statedMr. Dickie said Australians had had their
" D Day " when the Federal Labor Government was elected.
·
"We are now fighting on the beaches
and we will be going out to win it," he
said.
He believed .the Federal Government's approach was a " bluff " and Victoria would
test it in the High Court if necessary.

I remind the House that the Minister
was talking about the Federal Government's proposal 1to provide more
money for housing under more
stringent conditions than had applied in the past. The article continuedBut Mr. Dickie said the terms would also
mean:
Tenants would no longer be able to buy
their homes.
The means test on income for applicants
would be raised from $80 to $90 a week, but
once the breadwinner earned more a family
would have to find other housing.
The Housing Commission would not be
allowed to build in country areas to help decentralized industry.

What rubbish that is.
Mr. THOMPSON .-It is right.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-It is not. I remind the House of what the Commonwealth Minister for Housing had
to say in speaking about the proposed housing agreement in the Federal Parliament. It is recorded in
Commonwealth Hansard of 16th May,
1973, as follows:I wish to make it perfectly clear, Mr.
Speaker, that despite this emphasis there is
no thought that a person who has been allocated accommodation by a State housing
authority will be asked to vacate his dwellings if his income subsequently rises above
the needs test level. There is absolutely no
truth in statements that have been made
to this effect.

Mr. THOMPSON.-Where is there
a change?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-There is none.
The Deputy Premier is attempting
to confuse the House over this issue
just as his colleague has attempted
to confuse another place. I want
to make it clear that where a person
has gone into a Housing Commission home and his circumstances
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have changed to the extent that he
is now much more affluent, he does
not have to vacate his home. That
simply does not happen. In some
w·ay it became a matter of public
debate that the Commonwealth
would change this situation and that
people would be forced to leave their
homes because they were receiving
higher incomes. That is not so.
Mr. JoN A.-The Commonwealth
Minister withdrew that statement at
the request of the Victorian Government.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-The Victorian
Government is a joke.
Mr. STEPHEN.-The Federal Minister cfianged his mind, and the honOI~able member knows it.
Mr. THOMPSON.-He somersaulted.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr. A. T.
Evans).-Order! I invite members on
the Government side of the House
to refrain from interjecting. They
will have an opportunity later of
contributing to the debate.
EDMUNDS. - Government
Mr.
supporters are prepared to use the
forms of the House to prevent m·e
from referring to the facts of the
matter. It is merely a move to cover
up their ineptitude.
During the last election campaign,
a pamphlet was distributed in Housing Commission areas in the Dandenong electorate. It was authorized
l;>y J. Crayling of Noble Park, printed
by News Today Publications of
Dandenong, and stated, inter aliaURGENT WARNING TO HOUSING
CoMMISSION RESIDENTS:

The right of every Victorian to own his
own home is a major ·election issue.
80 per cent of all Victorians are homeowners! The highest percentage in the world!
Under Liberal Government 33,000 Housing
Commission tenants have become home
owners.
The Liberals encourage home ownership!
This policy is under threat from Canberra
and Victorian Labor!
There are three vital issues for Housing
Commission residents!. Labor's Federal Housing Minister Johnson has said that the sale of Housin~
Commission homes will be " severely
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restricted if not entirely prohibited ".
The Hamer Government ·rejects this
policy and will help you buy your
home on no deposit.
2. Labor's policy of no home ownership for
commission residents leaves your
Under the
family unprotected.
Liberal Government the purchaser
of a Commission home can ensure
that his widow gets the home free
from debt through the death benefit scheme.
3. Labor's Mr. Johnson wants to evict
Housing Commission tenants whose
incom.es rise above ·the means test.
The Liberals won't have a bar of this
They believe you have the right to
better y~urself and increase your income Without fear of eviction!

Mr. JONA.-Where does Labor
Party policy differ from that?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-! admire the
courage of the Secretary of the
Cabinet. He does not know the facts
but he still makes statements. Those
pamphlets were designed to deceive
the public ; they were not based on
fact.
Mr. THOMPSON.-They were based
on fact.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-They were not,
be·cause at that time negotiations
were in train. The Government is
attempting to cover up the ineptitude
of the State's negotiators. It is obvious that the Secretary of the
Cabinet does not understand the
agreement. The honorable member
looked to see who signed the agreement. H was "R. J. Hamer" and
the witness to his signature was
"S. W. Kelleway ". The Minister of
Housing did not sign it. The Minister said that he would not sign it,
but the signing of the agreement
was for the Premier and not for the
negotiator who engaged in all kinds
of posturing but had no final say
on whether the agreement was to be
signed. He was still arguing about
the merits and demerits of the agreement when the Premier announced
that he had signed it. This followed
the Liberal Government's posture
that negotiations between the Commonwealth and the State, at which
a housing agreement was being
hammered out, were being held.
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All of the statements that have
been made by the Minister of Housing have only been part of an exercise in semantics. This situation has
arisen, largely, from the actions of
the previous Federal Minister for
Housing, Mr. Kevin Cairns, who decided that there would be no further five-year agreements and that
in future agreements would be for
two years.
Mr. JoNA.-That was by negotiation, and not by dictation.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-That is so; there
was no dictation. There were supposed to be delicafe negotiations between gentlemen of the Commonwealth and gentlemen of the States,
and the matter was to be resolved
without the ugliness that had attended past negotiations. Let us
examine how these people reacted
when they engaged in negotiating
the two-year agreement. Under the
banner headline, "Angry State Ministers Plan Fight in Canberra," an
article in the Sunday Australian of
22nd August, 1971, statedThe Victorian Housing Minister, Mr.
Meagher, has accused the Federal Government of deceit in its Budget provisions for
housing assistance for the States.
Mr. Meagher's accusation sets the .tone for
a hostile confrontation between the Commonwealth Housing Minister, Mr. Cairns,
and State Ministers in Canberra on Friday~

That was the colleague of the Secretary of the Cab'ine't, now the ·Minister
of Transport, speaking about his
'colleague in Canberra. The Secretary of the Cabinet said that those
negotiations were more satisfactory
than the ones which took place
recently. For the edification of the
Secretary of the Cabinet I direct
attention to a report in the Age of
19th August, 1971, which statedHOUSING PLAN BEWILDERS
VICTORIAN MINISTER

Victoria's Minister for Housing (Mr.
Meagher) last night clashed with his Federal
counterpart (Mr. Cairns) over Common-.
wealth plans to scrap the traditional
Federal-State Housing Agreement.
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Under the old scheme Canberra provided
concessional loans to the States amounting
to $683 million over the past five years for
low-income· housing and subsidies for loans
to private home builders.
Mr. Meagher said his reaction to the new
scheme-which involves outright grants to
the States roughly equivalent to the value of
the previous one per cent. interest concession-was one of " complete bewilderment ".

The Minister did not understand
what it was all about !then, and I
doubt whether Mr. Cairns understood what it was about, either. ·Mr.
Cairns was wound up like clockwork by the Commonwealth Housing
Departm·ent. There was great confusion in the ·community. The story
about housing negotiations between
a State Liberal :Party Government
and the Commonwealth Liberal Party
Government being amicable and the
agreements being satisfactory to
both parties is a lie. That never
occurred in the history of this Victorian Government. I direct attention to a report in the Australian of
the 28th August, 1971, under the
heading, " Ministers Split on Grants
for Housing ", which statedCommonwealth and State Housing Ministers yesterday failed to reach agreement in
Canberra on new financial arrangements
proposed in the Federal Budget.
Under the new arrangements the Com. monwealth will no longer make advances at
concessional interest rates to the States but
instead will offer them direct grants.
" The State Minister made it clear that
they needed time to consider the new propositions, " the Federal Minister for Housing, Mr. Cairns, said.
The Victorian Minister for Housing, Mr.
Meagher, said that the Commonwealth proposals had been totally unacceptable to the
States.
In what he described as a lively meeting
Mr. Meagher said that the Commonwealth
proposals had been arrived at without promised consultations with the States.
" The proposals were made in secret, " he
said.

The situation was different when the
proposals were made ·early this year
by the Commonwealth to the State.
There is a continuing story of the
Victorian Government's jnept handling of negotiation with all Commonwealth Governments, irrespective of
which party was in power. On the
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28th September, 1971, at the time
these press 'l"eports were appearing
and confusing the real purpose of
the negotiations of what were then
the new proposals of the Commonwealth, I asked the Minister of Housing whether discussions had been
completed for the new Commonwealth-State Housing Agreen1ent.
My question wasIs it a fact that these arrangements have
been concluded, and that Housing Commission rentals could rise because of the new
financial arrangements?

In answer, the Minister of Housing,
now the Minister of Transport,
statedThe last conference between Ministers of
Housing of the States and of the Commonwealth was held last Friday week in Sydney.
The attitude of the Commonwealth was that
there was to be no new agreement, that
.there was to be no 1 per cent reduction of
the interest rate for moneys raised for housing which would, in future, be lent .at the
long-term bond rate, but that, instead, there
would be a Commonwealth grant of $2 · 75
million a year for five years, current for 30
years on each loan, and that these proposals
were not negotiable.

The purpose of the grant was to
lower the ·effective interest rate. The
Ministe'l" went on to sayIf the State increases its loan raisings for
housing because of population pressures or
increased cost of housing, those increased
raisings would be ·repayable at the higher
rate of interest, whilst Commonwealth
grants will remain at a fixed rate. Obviously, ~the State would be paying more for
its money and accordingly the cost of housing must increase. On the other hand, if the
bond rate were decreased in that time, the
State would show a profit. Only the Commonwealth Government can say whether
it is likely that the bond ·rate will increase,
decrease, or remain static.
At the moment, my feeling is that rents
may rise unless the Commonwealth is good
enough to reduce the long-term bond rate,
in which case the existing rents may be
held.

One of the difficulties facing the
Opposition in this debate 'is that it
must attempt to refute all 'the aHegations made during the period of the
negotiations leading up to the agreement set out in the schedule to the
BBl. To do this, one ·must go back
in time 'to show how this matter
became confused in the minds of the
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public, particularly as the 1Bill was
not seen in deta'il until months after
the negoti·ations started.
I intend to make a number of references to the schedule to the Bill
because it contains the terms of
the agreement. There is no other
way to point out some of the
provisions of this agreement which
are better than those of previous
agreements, and some of the provisions which were not included
in previous agreements. In this
way I will demonstrate that better
opportunities will be provided for
those in need of welfare-type housing
and Housing Commission accommodation.
I direct ·attention to claus·e 12 of
Schedule Six C to the 1BiU. The interest rates for the next five years
are written into 'the schedule. For
housing authority advances, the rate
will be 4 per cent per annum, and
for Home 'Builders Account advances
the rate will be 4! per cent. Previously, the interest was the bond
rate, of 6 per cent or 7 per cent,
but subsidies were paid 'to reduce
the rate. Now, for the first time, the
rate for the ·five-year period is specifically ·stated.
·
I next direct attention to Part IV.
of Schedule Six C, which relates to
housing authority advances. Clause
14 is a new provision ~and it sets out
how the ·money can be used. Paragraph (a) of the dause states that
it may be usedTo meet the costs of acquisition and development of land primarily for residential
purposes;

That spells out. what has been
accepted practice in the past. The
clause continues(b) to meet the cost of construction of
dwellings;
(c) to meet the cost of purchase and upgrading and renovations of dwellings, and of substantial improvements to its existing dwellings but
not so as to include the cost of
maintenance of any dwellings.

These provisions have been written
into the agreement for the first time.
The Minister of ;Hous'ing can use this
money for purposes · which 'the
Mr. Edmunds.
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Opposition has often advocated in
this Parliament. In the past, there
was doubt whether .the Housing
Commission had power to use this
·money to provide funds to the community to upgrade homes and dwellings. There are many thousands of
. sub-standard homes which will have
to be pulled down if they are not
renovated over the next 30 years.
:Mr. MEAGHER.-But that relates
only to Housing Commission houses,
not to those owned by the general
community. I direct attention to the
word " its ".
Mr. EDMUNDS.-From discussions
with the people ·concerned, I understand 'that the funds can be used to
purchase, update and renovate dwellings.
·Mr. 'MEAGHER.-That •iS not what
it means.
'Mr. EDMUNDS.-1 put a specific
question to a senior officer of the
Housing Commission who reads the
provision as I read it ; it gives power
to purchase, upgrade, and renovate
dwellings. How else can -It be taken,
exceprt as giving power to buy a
house, upgrade it, and offer it back
to 'the public? I suggest that that is
'the intention of the Commonwealth
Government. Paragraph (d) of clause
14 provides that the money ·may be
usedsubject to the approval of the Minister, to
provide bridging finance for community
amenities that are not the responsibility of
the housing authority.

The Minister knows that, in the past,
there was no reason why the Housing Com·mission could not have provided finance for that purpose but,
·until the past couple of years, 'it was
most reluctant to do so. Anybody
involved with a Housing Commission
project knew that the comm'ission
remained ·aloof 'from community welfare projects. With the authority of
the Government behind it, the Housing Commission said that this was
the responsibility of municipalities.
That may be true but, in the past, it
··was always possible for 'the Government to allow the commission to
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Government supporters who are
provide these facilities from its own
funds. It is now clearly stated that so concerned about the provisos in
housing funds provided by the Com- the agreement will have the oppormonwealth Government may be used tunity of voting against the Bill, but
I confidently predict that as usual
to provide community amenities.
they will remain silent when it
The sitting was suspended at 6.28 comes to the vote and that they ·wiH
p.m. until 8.4 p.m.
not call for a division. The Bill will
Mr. EDMUNDS.-lPrior to the sus- proceed through the 1Parliament
pension of the sitting I had demon- under its own impetus because it is
strated how the State Government a wor.th-while measure, despite the
had acted with duplicity in advising criticisms that have been offered by
the media and the general public supposedly responsible Victorian
about the agreement between the Ministers. This Parliament is notoriCommonwealth and State Govern- ous for its conservatism itbout agreements on the proposed new Com- ments.
Sub-clause (5) of c~ause 19 of the
monwealth-State Housing Agreement.
The responsible Victorian Ministers agreement contains a proviso which
did not state all the facts associated has not appeared in previous agreewith the agreement. I mentioned a ments and honorable members
couple of examples of new provisos opposite are disappointed about it.
and new initiatives which the Vic- Their Federal colleagues agreed to
torian Government had been most 1the proviso and undoubtedly they
reluctant to ventilate or to publicize. wHl also accept 'it. The sub-clause
It has acted in this way for the statesdubious reason that it wants to
The State shall ensure that a purchaser
deceive the public about the real of a family dwelling will not be entitled to
dispose of the dwelling (except by release
merits of the new agreement.
honorable members examine
the agreement carefully they wiH
find that it is a most illuminating
document. For the benefit of the
Deputy Premier •and the Leader of
the Country Party, I shall cite where
the agreement is better than previous agreements. In one aspect
it is better to the tune of $9
million in its first year of
operation. Under the previous agreement the Commonwealth Government provided $29 · 25 million for welfare housing whereas under the new
agreement $38 ·25 million will be
provided for· this purpose. Under the
McMahon Government, $11 million
was provided for co-operative housing whereas the new agreement for
1973-74 allocates $16 million for this
purpose. That is an important difference between the old and the new
agreements. A great deal of public
money will be used to help those
people who are seriously disadvantaged and unable to obtain their own
homes.
If

or resale to the housing authority of his interest in the dwelling) during the period of
not less than five years af.ter the date of
sale and that after the expiration of that
period a purchaser who proposes to sell a
family dwelling may be required by the
housing authority to offer to the housing
authority the release or resale of his interest
in the dwelling on the basis of the fair market value of the dwelling and the land on
which it is built at the ·time of the offer. .

!Mr. Ross-·EDWARDS.-What is the
virtue in that?
Mr. EDMUNDS.-It has been an
unwritten rule that when the Housing Commission sells a house that
has been built under the financial
arrangements of previous agreements the restriction ·Which has been
spelt out in this agreement has
applied. If the purchaser of the
house wants to sell it within two
years of buying it, he ·must sell it
back to the housing authority.
Mr. Ross-EDWARDS.-The honorable
member ·means five years.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-I thank the
Leader of the Country Party for his
interjection because under the old
arrangements the Government was
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adamant that if a person wanted to
sell a house after only two years, he

intermingled with dwellings privately
constructed. In the past, the Gov-

had to sell it back to the authority.

ernment has been reluctant to accept

agree that that ~is fair enough
because the unit has been erected
wi~th public money at special rates
of 'interest. iJf a person paid out his
contract, he could dispose of the
property in any way that he liked.
Criticism had been levelled at that
aspect because the system left itself
wide open to nefarious activities.
People wish'ing to buy a home have
approached the occupier of Housing
Commission houses saying that they
could offer a better contract, that he
would make a profit and be able to
move out of the place. The honorable member for Broadmeadows has
evidence of numerous instances of
that type of activity.
The new agreement spells out
what can and cannot be done with
a dwelling. It contains much more
equitable and worth-while terms in
the public interest.
·Mr. Ross-EnwARDs.-It ·wiH ~create
hardship.
'Mr. EDMUNDS.-! do not agree
with the Leader of the Country
P.arty. The agreement wiH ensure
that the purchaser of a Housing
Commission home is not given a
greater advantage than any other
member of the community to provide
himself with a home. The seriously
disadvantaged in the community, the
young families who enjoy only basic
standards of living, will have an
~xcellent opportunity of obtaining a
home of their own. If their circumstances change, some responsible
arrangement should be made so that
they cannot make an undue profirt
from the sale of a commission home
with'in a certain time. This proposed
agreement spells out conditions that
have not been spelt out before and
the agreement is better for their inclusion.
A most important provision
appears in paragraph '(a) of clause
22 of the agreement. It states that,
to the maximum extent reasonably
practicable, dwellings built with
housing authority advances shall be

this principle. Areas in ~Broad
meadows, Werribee and Paisley contain large developments of nothing
but Housing Commission dwellings.
As those honorable members who
are interested in social welfare will
know, the difficulty in these areas is
that aU the residents are on low
incomes, and therefore their ability
to provide their skills or surplus cash
to assist in the provision of community facilities is restricted. Accordingly, in those areas children continue
to be disadvantaged, and do not get
the same opportunities as other children, and the parents cannot take
advantage of the $1 foT $1 subsidy
schemes offered by the Government.
It is clear that during the next fi¥e
years under the agreement the Government must take ·cognizance of
that clause . .Paragraph (b) of C'lause
22 of the agreement provides-

I

a State Housing Authority will acquire some
blocks in areas developed or to be developed
privately and will construct and let dwellings on those blocks.

As I envisaged, under the terms of
the agreement ·which the Prem·ier
has signed, and which Parliament will
ratify in the next day or two, the
Minister of Housing w:ill have to pur-:
chase land at auction, in common
with the public, and land in subdivisions to ensure that some people
who are eligible for Housing Commission accommodation will be
housed in the subdivisions. That is
good. It may improve the standard
of the lower income earner and encourage other people in some of these
new developments to take an interest
in those who are less fortunate than
themselves. I hope some supervision
is exercised to ensure that the Govern·ment recognizes that proposal
which is 'Contained :in the s·chedule
to the BHl.
Finally, I refer to sub-clause
(3) of clause 24 of the agreement. :Jt has been said that the
Minister of Hous,ing :had the agreement rammed down his neck. It has
been emphasized by the Minister that
1
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the Bill ·was presented to the House
under duress as a result of the dictatorial attitude of the Commonwealth Government. However, the
honorable gentleman overlooked subclause (3) , which statesAt the initiative of the Minister and with
the concurrence of the State Minister or
Ministers concerned or at the request of the
State Minister or Ministers concerned, the
Minister may at any time-

that refers to the Com•monwea'lth
Minister for Housing, 'Mr. Johnsonvary the needs test--

·Mr. MEAGHER.-That is the point.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-This may be a
facetious matter to the Government
but it :is serious to me. The Oeputy
Premier, who is sna,pping away,
states that the previous agreements
drawn up under a ·Liberal Government did contain this proviso but the1
present Minister of Housing says that
he had this rammed down his throat.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
I am having
diffi.cul ty in hear·ing the honorable
me1mber because there are too many
interjections. Furthermore, •if the honorable ·member addressed the Chair
I would have a better opportunity
of 'hearing him.
1Mr. ·EDMUNDS.-Mr. Speaker, I
have addressed the Chair throughout
this debate. If I have offended
you, Sir, by looking around to
see where the disorderly interjections are coming from, I apologize.
By a disorderly interjection, the
Deputy Premier brought to ·my attention that the ;pr.oviso to which I
refer was not ·COntained in previous
agreements. ·For the infol'lmation of
honorable members I shall read the
whole of sub-clause (3) of clause 24
of the agreement. It providesAt the initiative of the Minister and with
the concurrence of the State Minister or
Ministers concerned or at the request of the
State Minister or Ministers concerned the
Minister may at any time vary the needs
test provided for by sub-clause ( 1) of this
clause either generally in respect of a State
or States or specifically in relation to specified categories of persons or to localities or
locations.
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In the past the Government has by
subterfuge avoided the provisions of
the agreements to provide money for
homes for executives of decentralized
industries. An example that immediately comes to mind where the Government adopted this policy was the
transfer of Franklin Caravans into the
Ballarat area. That fhm stated that
it required a number of houses and
claimed that the employees who
would oc-cupy the houses that the
Housing Com·mission was asked to
build would be at a certain wage
leve'l which would ensure that they
were eligible for this accommodation. What has happened •is simply
that :because of wage rises the
employees are earning more than the
maxi·mum that is permitted under
the old arrange:ment for them to be
eligible for Housing Commission
homes. Therefore, by arrangement,
they were able to obtain the houses
when they became avaHable. The
honorable member for Ballaarat
South has been strangely silent.
'Mr. STEPHEN.-Does the honorable
member not approve of this arrangement?
Mr. BDMUNDS.-QJ course I do!
Even the most backward ·member
of the Liberal Party ·would realize
that arrangements must 'be elastic
to enable this sort of thing to be done.
According to the strict letter of the
law the Government was not able to
do this under the old arrangement.
Under the new arrangement the provisions are negotiable with the Federal Minister. This will enable the
Government, with its supposed decentralization programme, legally to
use the Commonwealth allocation of
money in the .future. I have outlined
'Certain ·matters sketchi'ly because
obviously with a Bill of such magnitude it is not possible to cover aU
the ground. I have not referred to
the various dauses which will amend
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the Housing Act in regard to the
keeping of accounts, but these are

baskally machinery provisions.
:1 w~ish to refer to the Government's
past activities in the housing field.
A great song and dance has been
made in the public media about
the operation of the new arrangement for individuals who wil'l receive
the ibenefits of the new agreement.
What are facts relating to the history
of the Government in the provision
of public housing? There are at
least two former Ministers of
Housing in this House. Honoraib'le
members are familiar with the difficulties ·with which the honorable
gentlemen were confronted in the
past owing to the niggardliness of
the Liberal Government in Canberra
in providing funds for public housing.
Mr. THOMPSON.-The Commonwealth Government is denying people
the right to own their own homes.
Mr.
EDMUNDS.-The
myth
about the right to OY!n one's own
home needs to be laid to rest.
I presume this refers to the
homes provided through funds
the
Comm·onwealth-State
under
Housing Agreement.
It is interesting to consider how sensitive the Government, and particularly
the Deputy Premier, has been on
this question. Over the years the
Government has built with the Commonwealth allocation fewer and
fewer homes f.or sale to the public.
Last year the Government provided
for sale to the public a total of 1,505
houses. Next year 1,106 villa homes
will be completed, of which 720 will
be in the country. That is the smallest number of homes of this type
provided in the State in the past ten
years. The Government may attempt
to explain this when one of its Ministers rises to rebut my arguments,
but the figures I have quoted were
provided by the Minister of Housing
in answer to a question I asked on
30th October. My question wasHow many various units of accommodation were constructed in each of these
years, and in this year to date, and what is
the projection of constructions for this year?
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In 1963-64 the Government, which
is so concerned about home ownership, built 1,563 homes, and in 197172, it built 1,505 homes.
·Mr. THOMPSON.-That is another
point altogether.

Mr. EDMUNDS.-It ~is another
point that the ·:M:in:ister does not Uke.
1
Mr. THOMPSON.~We did not restrict the sale of homes.
Mr. EDMUNDS.---'! agree that the
Government did not rest'fict the sale
of homes ; it just built fewer homes.
It is easier to buHd fewer thomes than
it is to offer more homes for sa1e.
The highest number of homes that
this Government built and offered for
sale to the public was in 1966-67,
when 2,260 homes were built.
Mr. WILTON.-In 1955-56, more
than 4,000 'homes were bui'lt.
'Mr. EDMUNDS.-I am reliably
informed by the honorable member
for Broadmeadows that more than
4,000 homes were. built in 1955-56.
By interjection the Deputy Premier is
still harping like a school boy on
whether his Govem~ment has built
fewer homes for sale in the past
ye·ar. The Governm·ent stands condemned for its attitude to public
housing. It makes a great song and
dance about providing homes for
private ownership, but under the
:Liberal Government .in this State
fewer homes are be'ing provided for
home ownership than were provided
in 1955. · It is as simple as that.
It would be interesting to know
how many people are demanding
houses of this type. The Deputy
.Premier will become e~cited and say
that the figures I harve quoted do
not represent facts and so on, but
they were suppl:ie:d by the Minister
of Housing and II can only vouch
for them in that context. On 30th
October, of this year, I asked the
Minister1

How many applicants were on the
Housing Commission waiting lists for the
various types of accommodation offered by
the commission in the oast ten years,
including this year to date?
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Unfortunately, the answer is not
entire·ly relevant to the debate, but
it is interesting to note that on 30th
June, 1964, 10,718 people were W·aiting for ·Housing Commission accommodation. According to the answe·r
suppl:ied to me by the ·Minister of
Housing, that 'is the smaHest number
on the commiss·ion's waiting list 'in
the ten-year period. The answer is
in Hansard for honorable memibers
to read. It will be noted that during
the same period the !highest number
of applic-ations .for Housing Commission accommodation was recerded
on 30th June, 1970, when 17,182
names were on the waiting list
for welfare accommodation. Up
to 25th October, 1973, there were
16,428 applicants for this type
of accommodation. That waiting Hst
represents a lot of people in the community because family groups are involved. The Government does not
refute that figure.
The Government's projected building programme is for the construction of more homes this year than
last year, but only an extra 300
will be built. With conventional
Housing Commission accommodation,
that does not seem to be a large
increase. From the figures I have
been able to obtain, it is estimated
that during 1973-74 the Government
will construct 1,410 dwellings, including homes for elderly persons and
families. That figure represents no
more than 2,108 units to satisfy the
16,428 applicants for accommodation. Some of the remaining 14,320
applicants will have to wait at least
ten years if the present building programme is maintained.
The Bill ratifying the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement will
be passed because, despite the
second-reading speech of the Minister of Transport and the views expressed by the honorable member for
Ballaarat South, all Government
supporters will finally vote for the
Bill. However, the Government is
still lagging iniles behind with its
building programme. I invite honorable members to consider the area
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represented by the honorable member for Ballaarat South where he
contends there is a fairly substantial
waiting list for accommodat ion. The
latest figures provided by the Housing Commission indicate that there
are 42 people waiting for lone male
person and lone female person
accommodation, and they have been
waiting at least nine months.
Mr. STEPHEN.-Plans have been
approved for the construction of 42
units.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-That will accommodate them, and I wager that the
finance is being provided from Commonwealth funds. Five people have
been waiting six months for pensioner-couple accommodation. Onebedroom accommodation for childless couples is requested by two persons, and there is a waiting period
of twelve months. For a 2-bedroom
house-that is for a family with one
or two children of the same sex,
according to the information I have
been provided with-there are fourteen applicants and they have to
wait four months. There are 24 persons waiting for a 3-bedroom .house
and the waiting time for that type of
accommodation in the Ballarat area
is six months.
I often wonder why the Ballarat
area is so favourably possessed of
this type of activity ; in the city. area
850 persons are waiting for loneperson accommodation. In the metropolitan area 7,158 families with one
to four children and 350 families
with five or more children are
waiting for accommodation. The
waiting period for a 3-bedroom
house is three and a half years to
four years ·in the metropolitan area
and the applicants cannot obtain a
house to rent-only one to purchase.
It seems that in drawing up
priorities the Government sometimes
is befogged with its desire to remain
in office. However, the new agreement gets around the old machinations of the Government. The Whitlam Government received a mandate
from the people on 2nd December~
1
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1972, to do something about welfare
housing, to get at :the crux of the
problem under which 93,000 people
were waiting for basic housing in
various communities of the Commonwealth. Even more people will
be waiVing now.
I do not want to delay the passage
of the Bill because I believe it is
an important measure-one of the
most humane measures ever to come
before this Parliament. Many Government supporters will want to
shuffle about to substantiate what
occurred in another place, but in the
end they will vote for the Bill. The
Opposition believes the Government
has shown expertise in duplicity over
this measure. Leading up to the
election, the Government engaged in
an exercise in semantics and did
everything possible to confuse the
public over what the Australian Government wanted to do in providing
welfare housing. It even went to the
length of allowing its candidates to
tell deliberate lies about the measure.
The honorable member for Ballaarat
South does not like the words " deliberate lies" but the deliberate lies
.are there and are tabled for him to
·see. It is the same with the dupli·city of this Government with respect to cheating.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).----Order! There is far too
much conversation and interjection
from the Government benches.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-A deliberate lie
is contained in pamphlets placed in
the letter boxes of Housing Commis·sion tenants in the Dandenong area
with the object of confusing and de·Ceiving the tenants into voting for a
·candidate at the election.
Mr. THOMPSON.-Those statements
were made by Mr. Johnson.
Mr. £,DMUNDS.--Mr. Johnson did
not make the statements.
The
·document to which I refer contains
del'iberate lies in an attempt to con.fuse the people in the Dandenong
:area and induce them to vote for
the Government candidate. The Gov,ernment is not prepared to produce
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any evidence to substantiate the
statements contained in the document. The honorable member was so
concerned about this matter that he
took it up with the Opposition
shadow Minister of Housing, who
happened to be myself.
Mr. BILLING ·(Heatherton).--"1 take
a point of order that there are no
officers within this Parliament known
as shadow Ministers. The honorable
member should be reminded that the
Government does not acknowledge
the position of shadow Minister.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order!
There is no
point of order. I cannot allow interjections and conversations to continue on both sides of the House.
Any honorable member is entitled to
put his case to the House without
the regular interjections that are
coming at the moment.
Mr. EDMUNDS (Moonee Ponds).Before the honorable member for
Heatherton raised his point of
order, I was informing the House
that the honorable member for
Dandenong was most concerned
about the lies contained in a .document supporting the Liberal Party
candidate for the electorate of
Dandenong. The document attempted
to deceive the electors of the area
and copies were placed in the letter
boxes of Housing Commission
tenants. I replied to my colleague,
the honorable member for Dandenong, in these terms, which I consider relevant to this debateDear Alan,
In reply to your request for comments on
a Liberal sponsored leaflet distributed in the
Dandenong area on election eve.
The leaflet alleges certain public housing
matters, .and from the most cursory examination it is apparent that it is a farrago of
meaningless .and baseless untruths founded
on the imagination of certain supposed responsible persons in the Hamer Ministry.
There is no relevance whatsoever to ~the
negotiations between the Federal Minister for
Housing Mr. Len Johnson, and the Victorian
Minister and the matter raised by the leaflet.
The inventions ·and exaggeration of the
leaflet have no bearing at all on ~the facts of
these deliberations designed by the Labor
Government to provide homes for persons in
extreme circumstances.
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All the allegations have been refuted repeatedly by Mr. Johnson and myself and rthe
ollly positive matter that can be found in
the document is the fact that it shows to
what length ·some candidates will stoop
in efforts to confuse the public at election
time.

The Minister of Housing and the
Government that supported him during the negotiation of the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
were deliberately attempting to
confuse the public on the merit
of the new agreement. The facts
speak for themselves-! refer in
particular to the funds provided in
the first year for welfare housing and
for co-operative housing. No honorable member 1in this Chamber or in
another place will vote against the
Bil'l.
The negotiations which led to
the introduction of the measure have
put to the test the sincerity and
supposed concern of this lethargic
and inept Administration to provide
Housing Commission type of accommodation. The Government has been
found wanting. Its Federal colleagues
were reluctant to provide the necessary funds to catch up with the
backlag of this type of accommodation.
The present Federal
Labor Government has now provided the funds, but the State
Government still wishes to procrastinate about the agreement. The
only positive action that the Government has taken concerning welfare housing since its re-election has
been to increase rents. Thousands
of needy Victorians are waiting for
accommodation.
The speedy passage of this Bill
will ensure that people will not have
to wait as long as they have had to
wait in the past. The provisions of
the schedule contained in clause 6
will ensure that money is provided
in those areas where welfare housing is most needed. The tactics of
the negotiators on behalf of the
Government in the negotiations have
been a disgrace to this Parliament
and to Victoria. I was incensed to
read in the press about some of
the facades deliberately maintained
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by the Minister of Housing.
He attempted to squeeze the last
ounce of publicity out of these
negotiations before they had been
concluded. I concede that it is a
political trick and a device of politicians, but when one is dealing with
17,000 needy families one should
adopt a more sensible attitude.
Naturally, members of the Opposition commend the Bill and its
schedule, which contains the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
to the people of Victoria because they
are positive in their attitude, and
over the period of five years that this
agreement will run it will ensure
that those seeking welfare and cooperative housing will get a far
better deal than they have ever had
before.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-The Bill proposes to amend the Housing Act and
to ratify the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement between the
Commonwealth of Australia and the
various States. One outstanding
virtue of this amending Bill is·
that increased amounts of money
will be allocated to the States for
housing. In all fairness, that action
must be commended because the
amount of money made available has
increased from $40 million to $54
million, which more than covers the
rate of inflation and enables more
houses to be built and the backlog
of housing to be reduced.
It is disturbing that the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds, who is
the spokesman for housing for the
Opposition, spoke at great length
but did not refer to any deficiencies
in this amending legislation. In all
fairness to the Minister of Housing
and his predecessors, two of whom
are in this House, they had the
courage to criticize their Federal
colleagues in Canberra when they
considered that Victoria was being
unfairly treated. Members of the
Country Party have had an obligation to criticize the Federal Government whether it was formed by
the Australian Labor Party, the
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Country Party or the Liberal· Party.
We are all members of the Victorian
Parliament and to do nothing but
praise this agreement is not in the
interests of the State and in not criticizing it a front-bench member of the
Opposition falls far short of. his
responsibilities.
Various matters have been put in
writing which in the past were
planks of the Government's platform.
Perhaps some of these matters had
to be faced. It could be dangerous
for too many circumstances to be
detailed. A certain amount of latitude and discretion should be
allowed in deciding particular cases,
especially when a person leaving an
area or his employment has to
sell his home. The Housing Commission has a policy in this regard.
All honorable members have had
occasion to go to the Minister of
Housing with particular cases and,
on occasion, their representations
have been acceded to. Once a matter
has been put in writing, it is binding
and discretion goes by the board. I
suggest to members of the Opposition that in future their representations will be refused because
the Minister of Housing will say,
" I am bound by the agreement ; I
have no discretion; it is Government
policy".
Mr. WILKEs.-The Government's
policy is high-rise slums.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-I have
been an outspoken critic of high-rise
flats; I am glad that no more will
be built. I have spoken at length
on the mistakes of this Government.
I could spend much time saying how
many people are waiting for Housing
Commission homes.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-Are they not
important?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-They are
important. As a result of this agreement between the Commonwealth
Government· and the States, a certain
amount of money will be allocated
for the building of homes.
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Mr. WILKEs.-The Leader of the
Country Party has previously said·
that other Ministers were prepared
to stand up to the Federal Government.
·Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-Previous
Ministers of Housing were prepared
to criticize the agreement if they
considered that it was not in the
interests of Victoria. But the spokesman for the Opposition has not said
one word of criticism in one and a
half hours.
Mr. WILTON.-What is wrong with
the agreement?
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-If he gives
me time I shaH tell the honorable
member what is wrong with the
agreement.
.The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I did my best tp
give protection to the honorab~e
member for Moonee Ponds. I now
give the same protection to the
Leader of the Country Party. I call
on the honorable member, without
interjection.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-I have
criticized· this Government at length
on other matters but this is not the
time to mention such matters as the
number of homes being built in the
country or in the metropolitan area.
The Bill concerns the total amount of
loan money allocated to Victoria, and
this in turn determines the number
of homes that are to be built in
Victoria. Where they are built and
who gets the priorities can be
debated at the proper time.
As has been said previously in
this debate, this is not an agreement
in the real sense. The honorable
member for Moonee Ponds did not
mention that all six State Ministers
of Housing opposed certain clauses.
They were three Labor Party, one
Country Party and two Liberal Party
Ministers. I am trying to get through
to members of the Opposition that,
in the past, Victoria has been under
pres·sure from the Federal Government. Successive Ministers have
criticized that Government and they
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have been joined in their criticism by
members of the Opposition. But
because there is a Labor Party
Government in Canberra, members
of the Opposition are now deathly
quiet.
Past housing agreements have
recognized the difficult conditions
applying in different States. Victoria
has had a means test on the sale
and rental of homes which has not
applied in other States. Any means
test is only rough justice and from
time to time the amount that a
person could earn has varied. The
means test was varied five months
ago and the maximum income was
increased to $90. Most honorable
members would agree that that is a
fair figure.
The centralist Government is
trying to lay down firm conditions
that should apply to every part of
Australia. It has not understood that
one State is more efficient, one builds
houses cheaper and one charges less
rent than others. Under the agreement, a means test will apply to the
purchase of a home. Not many
honorable members have had more
to do with Housing Commission
tenants than I have. I represent the
area with the longest waiting list in
country Victoria and one of the
largest Housing Commission building
programmes.
Mr. CuRNow.-Are you proud of
that?
ROSS-EDWARDS.-1
am
Mr.
proud that every year the number
of homes being built in my electorate
is increasing.
Mr. CURNow.-What about the
waiting list?
·
Mr.
ROSS-EDWARDS.-!
am
ashamed of the waiting list.
Mr. CURNOW.-You should be
ashamed.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.

Wheeler).-Order! I have pleaded
continually with the honorable member for Kara Kara to cease interjecting.
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Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-1 represent the fastest growing country
electorate in Victoria, and the
the honorable member for Kara
Kara
represents
an
electorate
whose population is decreasing.
It is an interesting comparison.
Often people who go into new
Housing Commission Homes are
comparative new comers to the area
and they are uncertain whether they
will stay or wiU keep the same
employment. Therefore, for a year
or two they become tenants of the
Housing Commission. At the appropriate . time they may decide to buy
the home. At present, if they are in
homes and want to buy them, they
can do so without any new means
test being applied. The danger under
the new agreement is that if they
wait a year or two and decide to
buy the homes, they could be disqualified because they will have
exceeded the means test provision.
This is a dangerous provision
because a person would not want to
jump into the purchase of a home
when he has just moved into an area
and does not know what the future
may hold for him in the town.
In the past Victoria has had the
proud record of having the most
sales of Housing Commission homes.
The Government claims that it is in
the vicinity of 50 per cent. In
future this will be limited to approximately 30 per cent. It has been my
experience that almost every young
couple who move into a Housing
Commission home aims to buy .it.
Some cannot do so for various
reasons. That the overwhelming
majority of the people want
t·o buy a home is an old Australian tradition of which we are
proud. I am sure that every member of the Opposition would agree
with that statement and applaud it.
We do not now hold with the
capitalistic story of 25 or 30 years
ago. The more sensible of the honorable members will agree that the
ultimate aim of every family is to
purchase a home and that the man
who owns his own home is generally
a better citizen.
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I hope this new agreement does
not run for its term of five yearsthere is every chance that it will
not do so for a variety of reasons.
If it does, it will mean that fewer
people will become new homeowners in Victoria. That would be a
sad thought and a serious situation.
Rentals will be reviewed annually.
I do not suppose it would make
that
much
differe·nce
whether
they were reviewed annually or
every three years because the
total increases would be the
same. The dangerous position will
be that Victoria will not decide
what the increases will be because
that will be the prerogative of the
Federal Minister for Housing. I
should be interested to hear members of the Opposition rebut that
view. As a State member of
Parliament I find that a most
state
of
affairs
unsatisfactory
because it should be the right
of the State Government of the
day to make that decision.
Why did the Government support
the agreement and why did the
Premier sign it? The answer is elementary. The money is available at 4
per cent interest if the agreement is
signed, and at 8 per cent if it is not
signed. The Minister went on with a
lot of nonsense about not signing the
agreement. I agree with the Opposition that the honorable gentleman had
no choice but to sign it, because the
Government cannot afford to refuse
to accept money at 4 per cent interest.
One of the most serious effects of
the Bill is the blow it will deal to
co-operative housing societies in Victoria. A person who earns more than
$100 a week, including overtime, is
precluded from borrowing money
from co-operative housing societies.
In order to borrow $13,500, a person
must have an income of more than
$100 a week. If he does not have such
an income, or a prospect of earning
it soon, he will be in diabolical
trouble. The Opposition does not
seem to realize that this wiJI force
a number of people, who would otherwise have bought homes through the
Mr. Ross-Edwards.
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co-ope.r;ative housing movement, into
the Housing Commission category. It
will make it more difficult for those
requiring what the Opposition terms
" welfare housing ". I do not like
the term " welfare housing ", because
the majority of people who buy Housing Commission homes do not regard
themselves as receiving welfare.
Some people cannot buy a home, but
they have the ambition to do so, and
when they enter into the purchase of
a Housing Commission home, that is
not welfare housing. The Victorian
Teachers Union has a co-operative
housing society.
Mr. LoxTON.-It has not received
any money from this lot.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-How can
it receive any money? A teacher in
Victoria is automatically ineligible to
buy a home under the co-operative
housing scheme because he is considered to be in the middle stratum
of the income-earning public.
Mr. WILKES.-Teachers have always been ineligible to receive cooperative housing society loans.
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-The Victorian Teachers Union for years has
had its own co-operative housing
society. This has been one of the few
occasions when the Opposition has
not debated a Bill fairly because of
the fear of falling out with its colleagues in Canberra. The handling of
the Bill in this way is causing a disservice to the State. There is a deadly
silence on the Opposition benches.
If the Federal system is to be made
to work and honorable members do
not agree with something the Federal
Government is doing, constructive
criticism must be made.
I applaud the increase in funds
from $40 million to $54 million, but
I strongly object to the conditions
laid down by the centralist Government. If I have made my point to
the Opposition, I have had a very
successful night.
Mr. WILTON (Broadmeadows).-1
should like to make one or two comments about this Bi11. I congratulate
the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds, because he has clearly shown
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that a series of Liberal Ministers of
Housing have engaged in political
hypocrisy by talking about the great
pride of home-ownership. The idea
of home-ownership held by the
Deputy Premier and the Leader of the
Country Party amounts to the placing
of a millstone around a person's neck
for 45 years. This idea is supported
by Liberal Party spokesmen. The
honorable member for Moonee Ponds
referred to the circulation in the Dandenong electorate during the last
State election campaign of a document which stated that 85 per cent
of all Victorians were home-owners.
My idea of a home-owner is a person who has clear title to his property,
not one who is struggling under the
enormous weight imposed on him by
the Government during its eighteen
years in office. The Federal Minister
for Housing has brought some humane elements into the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.
During the years in which I have been
a member of this House, I have heard
speeches on this subject by the previous Minister of Housing and by the
previous Premier, who screamed,
ranted and raved about the fiscal
straightjacket which he asserted the
Commonwealth put on the States.
The honorable gentleman turned the
Ministerial table into his· own private
wailing wall and howled his eyes out,
referring to members of the Commonwealth Government as money lenders
and usurers. That was the sort of
expression he used to describe his
own party colleagues. in the Federal
Parliament.
Mr. Johnson has revealed the
fraudulent practices that have continued over the years under LiberalCountry Party coalition Governments. That is what hurts Government supporters more than anything
else, because the Labor Government
in Canberra has shown what can be
done to provide homes for lowincome earners. That is what stung
the Liberal-Country Party and the
Minister of Housing into making the
outrageous statements one has heard
from them in recent weeks.
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Mr. THOMPSON.-The honorable
member should tell that to homeowners in J acana.
Mr. WILTON.-The Deputy Premier speaks about home-ownership
in J acana, but I shall refer to figures
used by the Liberal Party Government in its contracts of salle.
I support the honorable member
for Moonee Ponds in his statement on ownership of homes in
the metropolitan area. When people
whose names have been on the Housing Commission waiting list are advised that a home is available for
them, they have no other choice but
to purchase the home. That has been
a deliberate policy followed by the
Liberal Party for a number of years.
In the metropolitan area no homes
have been built for rental for a considerable time. I support that statement by relating to the House
answers to my questions supplied by
the Chief Secretary on behalf of the
Minister of Housing. On 20th March
of this year I askedHow many villa-type homes were completed by the Housing Commission in each
of the years 1970 to 1972 inclusive?

The answer was that, in 1970, l,671
homes were completed for the whole
of Victoria. In 1971, 1,882 homes were
completed. More than half of them
are in country areas, so the figure
refers to the entire State, not only
to the metropolitan area. In 1972,
1,022 homes were completed. The
second part of my question readHow many were located in the metropolitan area, indicating the number sold and
rented, respectively, for each year?

The answer was1970
1971
1972

579
794
252

That was at a time when the number
of applicants awaiting welfare housing in Victoria was 15,000 to
16,000. The number of new homes
would make a great impact on
that waiting list! The Liberal Party
adopted a moralistic policy on homeownership, but 15,000 to 16,000
people were seeking assistance. The
Government produced 252 homes and
tried to tell the Parliament that it
was conscious of the housing needs
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of Victoria. That is absolutely ridicu- the ·commission was 6! per cent. If a
lous. I also asked the Minister to person took out the death benefit
indicate the number of houses that provided by the commission, the
were sold and the number available interest rose to 7! per cent, and the
for rent. The Minister's answer was repayment period was reduced from
that all villas constructed in the met- 45 to 30 years. The payment was
ropolitan area for civilian purposes ·$83.22 a .month at 6! p'er cent but,
were sold. None of them were offered 'if a person took advantage of the
for rent.
death benefit to protect his family,
his interest rate increased by 1 per
It has been a long time since any cent, and the repayment period was
applicants for Housing Commission reduced to 30 years. His monthly
homes in the metropolitan area have payments jumped from $83.22 to
had a choice of home. When con- $96.48 without municipal and other
fronted with the situation, the people rates being added. If the rates were
must purchase the house or not ob- added, the monthly payment would
tain it. My own electorate contains increase to more than $100 a month,
the largest Housing Commission out of a gross weekly income of $70.
estate in Victoria. Figures that have
That is the Liberal Party's version
been provided to me indicate that at
24th June, 1971, the average income of home ownership! That is how it
of purchasers was $70 to $90 gross considers it is doing something worth
a week and the average monthly while in the interests of providing low
instalment payable was $83.22. cost homes. It is sheer nonsense for
That is the Liberal Party's idea members of the Government to critiof home-ownership. I have never cize the present agreement proposed
heard the Minister of Housing by the Commonwealth Government
mention that, added to the cost because, as the honorable member for
of a · home, rates must be Moonee Ponds pointed out, the main
paid to the Melbourne Metropolitan ingredients in this agreement-which
Board of Works and the municipality. was made possible by the election
In 1971 in the City of Broadmeadows of the Labor Government in Can·
that would have amounted to $10 a berra-are a substantial increase in
month or $2.50 a week. Therefore .the funds provided for both the State
the total commitment of these per- housing authority and co-operative
sons is about $21.50 out of a gross housing societies at a lower rate of
income of $70 a week. Where are all interest.
the crocodile tears shed by the honorSurely the Minister and the Govable member for Prahran when he
spoke earlier on another measure ernment ought to be prepared to acabout the problems confronting home cept that at long last they are making
owners? He did not mention those some progress, which was not possible when the Liberal Party, in
facts.
coalition with the Country Party,
Much has been heard from the Min- formed the Government in Canberra.
ister of Housing through the press, The honorable member for Moonee
and the Minister of Transport made Ponds spoke of the sort of running
certain comments when he explained fight that was going on between the
the Bill to the House. It seemed to State Minister of Housing and the
me that he skirted around the real then Federal Minister for Housing.
issue which is simply that under this
agreement, in its first year of opera- The present Minister of Transport got
tion, the Commonwealth Govern- on his high horse with his own colment has substantially increased the league and started to throw his
allocation to Victoria and reduced the weight around and make all sorts of
interest rate. In 1971 under Liberal noises and suggestions about what
Commonwealth
Government
Governments in both Canberra and the
Victoria, the interest rate charged by could do.
Mr. Wilton.
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the impression that, if a Labor Government was elected to office in Canberra, people would be. thrown out of
their homes when their wages were
increased. What a lot of nonsense!
It is not right.
Mr. THOMPSON.-It is.
Mr. WILTON.-The Deputy Premier realizes that it is not. Under
the Standing Orders I cannot call him
a liar, but any fair-mi.nded person
who is prepared to examine Mr. Johnson's proposals cannot but agree with
me. However, I must abide by the
Standing Orders and refrain from
calling the honorable gentleman a
liar, although the facts will speak
for themselves.
Mr. THOMPSON.-They certainly
will.
Mr. WILTON.-Both the honorable
gentleman and the Gove~nl!len~ have
.Even the Deputy Premier will con- used the Housing CommiSSIOn In the
cede that the Housing Commission mo~t grievous way since this Governwaiting list has gradually grown ment has been in office. The Housing
longer and the waiting time has Commission has been forced to expend money on the construction of
gradually increased since this Govern- works
not related to housing, such
ment has been in office in Victoria. as building overpasses over railways.
The reason is that, when this Govern- That is how the Government has used
ment was elected to office in 1955, Housing Commission finance.
one of its first moves was to reduce
Mr. MEAGHER.-Where?
the building programme of the Housing Commission. This is clearly eviMr. WILTON.-In Broadmeado\vs,
dent from the commission's annual on the Barry Road overpass over the
reports as long ago as 1955. The num- north-eastern railway line. That fact
ber of homes constructed each year is recorded in Hansard of 1964, when
has not since reached the figure that I · moved· the adjournment of the
was attained in 1955,. when more than House to bring to notice how the
4,000 homes were constructed. In the Government .was using Housing Comyear 1955-56, when the Labor Gov- mission funds to construct roads and
ernment went out of office, the num- overpasses in Broadmeadows. The
ber of houses built exceeded 5,000. costs are all on the record. If the
Despite the increase in population Minister of Transport wants to refute
since 1955, in 1972 the Govern- my statement, he is welcome to make
ment was able to bui'ld · only 252 the attempt.
homes in the metropolitan area.
A similar situation applied to the
Nevertheless, it asserts how interested it is in home-owners. It extension of sewerage services to the
has never shown any regard for the Ford Motor Company. The Housing
people who are in need of welfare Commission had to foot the bill.
When the Barry Road overpass was
housing.
constructed · it was not the normal
In May of this year several Liberal standard road ; it was twice the width
Party candidates attempted to create of the standard road because that is
Over the years the major problem
that has concerned me is the waiting
time for housing. I have on file many
letters, not only from the present
Minister of Housing, but also previous
Ministers of Housing, replying to
representations that I have made
on behalf of people who sought
my assistance to obtain accommodation. I realize that people have approached all honorable members and
I do not suggest that I am the only
member who made representations.
Honorable members continually receive what has become almost a
stereo-typed reply, to the effect that
the case is being investigated but
that, because of the long waiting list,
the commission is unable to house
the family concerned within three
years and that there is a waiting list
of up to four years.
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what the industry required, as well
as unrestricted access to Pascoe Vale
Road, for its heavy articulated transports. The Government met the cost
from Housing Commission funds
which have been used in a way that
was never intended.
In regard to other Go.vernment
schemes I had to bring before Parliament information showing how,
through the lack of administration by
its Minister, the Government was
allowing speculators-the " con "
merchants-to buy industrial land
from the Housing Commission and
resell it at double the price. That is
on the record. They bought land in
Broadmeadows for $20,000 and, before they had finished paying for it,
sold it for $40,000. Government supporters talk about honesty in Government and about giving " the
little bloke " a fair go. A person has
to pay 7 per cent interest if he wants
to protect his family under the Housing Commission death benefit scheme
and the repayment period has been
reduced from 45 years to 30 years, so
that he had to pay $100 a month out
of a gross weekly income of $70.
That is the Government's idea of
helping " the little bloke " get a home
for himself. It is hypocrisy, and it
turns one's stomach.
I remind honorable members of the
Government's scheme under which
people could buy land from the commission and build their own homes.
When the Deputy Premier was
Minister for Housing he tried it in
Broadmeadows and it did not work,
so he negotiated with private builders
to build the houses. He did not worry
about the prices asked for the houses
after they were built on Housing
Commission land. The builders were
given a free hand.
The Government did not control
the price of houses sold by A. V.
Jennings in the Meadowlea estate.
That is the history of the Government
in the housing field. Honorable members have seen press statements by
the present Minister of Housing asserting "We will fight on the
beaches ". Did he get dumped by a
Mr. Wilton.
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wave? Perhaps the honorable gentleman lost his surf board or it sprang
a leak. The Premier soon resolved
the situation. After about three weeks
the honorable gentleman said that he
would sign the agreement. There was
none of this nonsense of fighting on
the beaches or anywhere else. Victoria is obtaining an additional $9
million under the new housing agreement.
Mr. STEPHEN.-When
Premier say that?

did

the

Mr. WILTON.-It is in Hansard.
The honorable member should look
for it himself. The Federal Government clearly showed that in
the eighteen years during which it
has been in office the Government
has pa'id only lip service to the question of providing welfare homes for
persons in the community whose
only hope of getting a home is
through the State housing authority. What has the Government done
for people on low fixed incomes?
The Housing Commission simply
tells them, " There is your home.
You must buy it. There is no
choice ". Many of the people cannot
afford to pay interest on loans for
the purchase of a house.
In Broadmeadows the contracts regarding the purchase of homes which
were completed three years ago have
only just arrived. I made representations to the Minister on behalf of a
person who paid $1,200 in rent while
awaiting his contract, and who was
allowed only $60 off the purchase
price.
That is not an isolated
It is a situation which
case.
was brought to the attention of the
present Minister of Transport when
he was ·Minister of Housing in 1971.
I must say that although the Minister never agreed with me, he was
always courteous.
Mr. STEPHEN.-There are not too
many who will agree with you.
Mr. WI'LTON.-That is because I
am always right and the honorable
member for Ballaarat South is always wrong, but he is too arrogant
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to admit it. All of this information
was presented to the Minister in
1971 and it is on the files.
I shall cite some actual cases for
the informat'ion of the House. In
one case, the person had waited for
a home for five and a half years. He
was led to believe in December,
1970, that the house would cost
$13,000. He was told in June that
it would cost $15,000, with monthly
repayments of $86. Although the
form he received showed interest at
4! per cent. this was changed to 6!
per cent. He had waited so long that
he could not back out. He was prepared to sign anything to get the
house.
Mr. LOXTON.-Was that with or
without the death benefit?
'Mr. WILTON.-The death benefit
is 1 per cent and the repayment
period is reduced from 45 years
to 30 years.
Another case concerned a person who was told
that his house would cost $13,500.
When the contract was settled, the
price had risen to $15,254. His
monthly repayment is $86.19, including insurance. This man has four
children.
Another person obtained a house
on the recommendation of the Social
Welfare Department. He drew $200
in superannuation to finance the
purchase. He is paying $73.17 a
month. This person has five children
and brings home $53 a week. He
recently paid $119 in arrears. The
details of the cases to which I have
referred, and of other cases, have
been made known to the Minister. A
welfare organization in my electorate
has taken a keen interest in the
plight of :these people and has approached the Minister about it. The
Government is playing a political
game with which the Opposition
does not wish to be associated.
The proposed agreement is a
breakthrough, notwithstanding what
the Minister has said about it. By
the inclusion of a clause in the
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agreement the Minister is saying, in
effect, " If you have serious problems, come and talk to me ".
Mr. THOMPSON.-lt is on the initiative of the ·Federal Minister.
Mr. WILTON.-The Minister did
not have that right in the previous
agreement. Previously he went to
Canberra, got dressed down and was
told to go back to Victoria. For the
first time Ministers of the States are
able to see the Federal ·Minister in
the event of unusual situations arising ; they need not wait for the renegoViation of the agreement. They
can initiate action at any time. This
Government is arrogant and callous
and simply indulges in political
gymnastics. I was told the other
day that I must not call members of
the Government "political frauds"
and I agree that I cannot do so;
nevertheless, I do not feel that the
expression is incorrect.
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) .-In my experience, this
legislation is probably the most
offensive that the House has been
called upon to approve.
Mr. HOLDING.-Throw it out.
Mr. THOMPSON.-The rejection
of the so-called agreement would
place an impossible financial burden
on the State because of the
threatened loss of the subsidized
interest rate. I point out that the
Housing
Commission
has
calculated that over the period of
the agreement it would be necessary for the State in some way
to find $70 million out of the blue
to service the additional 4 per cent
interest payments on this year's
money alone. The State cannot
afford that. The only way in which
that amount could be found would
be to raise rentals, and that would
not be in the interests of tenants or
purchasers of Housing Commission
homes. Opposition members know
full well that the Government will
not do that, just as they know that
this legislation gravely infringes the
rights of States in this important
field of State constitutional responsibility.
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When there was a Liberal Government in Canberra the Premier and

Mr. THOMPSON.-Yes. I have a
recor.d 'Of an HSV7 programme on

other Ministers had the courage to
criticize various Federal measures

Friday, 19th December, 1972, an inttenniew between the Honorable L.

when necessary. It would be better
if the Opposition adopted a similar
approach to proposals put forward

by the present Labor Government.
The Opposition claimed that the
Government has been guilty of
telling lies or of duplicity for suggesting that the Federal Minister
for Housing was contemplating
that people who have some success in life and, as a result,
receive higher incomes, could be
removed from Housing Commission
homes.
Mr. HoLDING.-That
suggested.

was

never

Mr. TIIOMPSON.-It has been
suggested time and again tonight by
the honorable member for Moonee
Ponds. The honorable member invited the Government to provide
evidence.
Mr. EDMUNDS.-! still invite the
Government to do so.
Mr. THOMPSON.-! shall quote
from remarks which were made at
the conference of Housing Ministers
on 24th February, 1973. Mr. Johnson
said that there should be a uniform
means test with a limit of about $90
a week and that when a person's income rose above that figure he
should be entitled to obtain alternative accommodation.
Mr. EDMUNDs.-That is out of context.
Mr. TIIOMPSON.-At page 12 of
the notes which were tabled in the
Legislative Council, Mr. Johnson
saidThey did not wish to dampen people's
initiative to improve themselves but he intended to uphold the principal that money
should be made available for housing persons of limited means and he also upheld the
principal that families whose income rose
above a means test should not continue to
be housing authority tenants.
M~r. HOLDING.-WiH the Minister
table the docum·ent?

J,olmsnn, M.P., Commonweal!t!h Min-

ister for Housing and the Honorable
Dickie, Victorian Minister of
Horusing. 11he interviewer was Mr.
David Joiht11stoo. M~r. Johnson, the
Oommonweallth Minister, said that he
was no1t inlterested dn people who
were going to go out and be wealrthy
tin :t!he future, and possibly in the
near future, buying Housing Commission :oom·es, because t~s was preferential money wthich the !taxpayer
had made avaHab'le. M,r. Johnston,
!the in1tetvi.ewer, ,said ltlhat he would
ask Mr. Johnson whether if it happened, as M1r. Dickie 1said ilt probably
would, that 75 of !Vhose people who
had been in homes for, say, twelve
m'Ontihs, decided 1thatt they wanted :to
buy the houses, and they were nat
·in accord wiltlh whart: the Commonwealth social workers regarded as the
type of people who 'should be in
those houses, he would turn them
out ;of !fhe houses. The Fedwal Min~ster said that they should be ·encouraged Ito look, over 1a reasonable
lt&m, fror a:ltemative housing.
V.

M1r. HOLDING.-That 1is fa•ir enough,
M.r.. THOMPSON.-"r,hat is exae1Hy
what the Government claimed that
Mr. Johnson said and it illustrates
that Mr. Johnson had a policy
of m·oving out of Housing Oom.miss'ion homes people who had 1So,me
material success in their later lives
due to ~~heir ;own hard work. That i~s
a policy whioh the Victorian Government abhors.
The Victorian Government said
that Mr. Johnson did not favour
home ownership. For the first
time on record in a Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
a restriction is placed on home
ownership, despite the ·repeated objecti.ons of the Victorian Minister of
HoUJsing, even :to ·the exttent of saying
tlhat Victoda was thinking of gOiing
it alone. I am reminded thaJt otlher
State M·inisters of Housing took ·the
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same attitude. Clause 19 · of the
agreement, ·forr :the firsrt: :time, · limits
the s•ales •of V•idtorian Housing Comm'iss'ion !houses :to not ,more than 30
per cent of those erected. During
the pert~od that this Govem·mrent bas
been in office, · 34,000 homes ihave
been sold, .of a itJOital of 74,000 built.
11ha:t is ·more than 40 per cent. The
Government Wlould prefe1r that the
perceilltage be ·increased, not decr~ased. Yet 11here is prefe,r.en:tia'l
legislation favouring Tasman1i1a which
wi11 be allowed 1to sell 50 per ~cent.
of these homes. That is an extraordinary decree.
Mr. WHITING.-Why· is that?
Mr. THOMPSON.-The honoll"able
member's guess iJS as gtood as mine.
For the fi:vst :time, Housing Commi·ssion money oomes 'to Viotoda, not
tll•rough the Loan Council bUlt under
sec:tion 96 of rthe Commonwealth
Constitution so tlhalt its use •Can be
restricted. Th!i.s is ·offensive ;tJo the
Victorian Government The Govemmentt does nolt ·complain about the
amOIUll't of money; the ·Fedeml. Mdnister has been given ·credit :fioc providing the ·exrtra money W.hlich can
be profitably used. 11he Gove.mmenJt
objects 1to rthe offensive terms of the
agreemenlt, whidh constitute an in~ringement .on ltJhe :right of the State
to determine how i1ts own money
should be •spent.
M.r. EDMUNDS.-That ~s a -lot of
.rubbish ; i:t ·iJs n:onsense.
Mr. THOMPSON.-! wish ·it were
nonsense.
I refer to the let-out
clause, of which :the honotrable member for Moonee 'Ponds and ,1Jhe honorable me·mber fior Bl'loadmeadow·s
m~de -so much. They ·said thalt State
Min~isters could ·in'itia:te .a ·Change. I:t
is sub-clause (3) of c1ause 24 of the
agreemeillt. l:t s'taltes that om the mitiative of or with the approval
that is the
of the Minister Federal Minister - and with the concur.rence of 1:!he State Min!i•st« or
Ministers ·Concerned - a ·dhange may
be ·made to the pnOivisions of dause
16. So, again, the final say lies with
the Federal Min!1sterr. Furthermore,
a needs test is applied by the direc·tion of the Fede;l'lai authority w.hich
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takes away f.['!om tteaoherrs dn Vic!tJoria
the right to obtain either a co-operative housing society loan or a
Housing Commission home. When
I was Minister of .Housing, I made
a block allocation of homes to the·
Education
Department, knowing ·
that teachers in the country have
special· needs·. These are further
strong objections to the · Commonwealth proposals. ·
The Government m~akes no apology
for -the fact lbhat, lthr.oug.h :the yean;,
it 'has actively encouraged 'home
ownership and given tlle ·small m1an
rtJhe right to own ibis OWIIl home.
Under this agreement, 70 per cent
of ltlhe homers builJt by tth.e •Commission will be given to people who will
never have .tJhe right to own the
homes in wlh!idh they live because
Mr. Johnson 1and the Commonwealltlh
Labor Govemmen!t •say thiait !they
sha!l'l n!Qit !have ltha:t •righ:t.
That ·1is why the GOivemment ·so
·str.ongly ·objedbs tJo ~hirs agreemenrt
It will oorn!tinue ,to do all within itt:s
power to foster 1hlome ownership because it believes tlhaJt tthe !homeowner is a more contoolted and
secure citizen. Itt is the fundamental
right of every Australian t:o own hds
own home. This ·righit appHes Ito
young married people whelfuer lt!hey
oome from Kara Ka:ra or Tool'lak.
The

DEPUTY

SPEAKER

(Mr.

McLaren).-Does the Minister intend
·to table those documents?
Mrr. THOMPSON.-! am qwite
happy rto do fuat, Mr. Deputy
Speaker.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposi:tion) .-1 enltel" ltJhe debate in
order to join issue on the position
'taken by the Deputy Plremier who,
somewhat emot1ve'ly, ·lfeiteralted all
the old bogies lthalt have been :~otted
oUit by the Government aboUlt ·this
agree,ment. On·e rCatl almost ascribe
a pol1itie<al p~attem to lt'he Victorian
Government's relaltlionship•s wit~h the
Com·monwealfu Government. What
'has occurred wit!h housing has alSIO
occtwred tin other areas. Whenever
<the!re has been a new Comm.onweal:t:ih
initiative tlle Starte Govemmenlt has
objected. Those !in1itialtives have been
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based on policies which w~ere ·clearly
expl,ained ·to the people of Australia
and endorsed by !them art !the ele.c1tions ·:in December of last year.
When these in:i'tli,atives are translated
dnto ·an :increased fLorw of funds rtJo
the States for parttkular PU'Il>Oses,
!the fi,rst l'!eacttilon by Mini,stel"IS -of the
Victorian Government is to rejeot the
money and oondemn lthe initiative.
The Minister of Housing performed
in a way which w:ould have done
Cl'ledilt to CharHe OhapHn or BUIStter
Keaton, e~oep:t :t'ha~t !h'i:s w~as a much
lower level of comedy. W!hlile t!he
Ministe,r wa~s .making a:ll these statements to ttJhe pre:ss, ·there was not a
word f,rom ,the Rrem'ier. The Premier
is oalm and treas'Onable. He i~s :the
one who ~explained !to the gentlem1an
w.tth whom he has to negotiate in
Canbef!ra tJhat lthey 'should not ltake
any notice of hi'S backwoodsmen as
they .represent the ·old 'Sclloot While
the Minister performed publicly the
agre,ement wa~s signed. 'f.halt presented the Governm,enlt with ·som·e
problem when th'~s Bdll W•as inltroduoed and 'it had to rely on :its backwoodsmen on :the f,ront bench !to go
~through the same song 'and dance
as the M!in'i:stter of Housing.
When the Mini,slte,r of Educa~tion
was offered 'l"eco~d sum:s of money
for educati!on ·in Victo[lia, he ~spoke
to the press ,about :tlhe Sodalism and
centralism of the Federal GovernmenJt and said lthat 'i1t would never
be ~accepited 'in Victoi'Ii.a. But, 'in a
m~att·er of ·mon!tJhs, t!he ·m;oney wa's
flowing to tJhi'S StaJt!e. Adm'i·ttedly, lthe
M:iniste1r 1said that an additional $1
mtil:Hon WJould be made 1aV1aHable by
the State 'fior certain areas of education, bUit lhe did not expl,ain ttJh.at it
was Oo,mmonweal1:lh money.
Wha:t a per£ormance was put up
by lthe M·iln1s'ter of Traiillspor1t when
he wa~s offered $9 million :tJo use on
metropolitan public transport.
A
motJioo reLating :to th1s i's .st'ill on the
Notice P~aper bUit it wil'l nev·er be
debated. During the negotiations the
Premier was saying to the Prime
M;inister, "Do you !think you -can
·atl"range a conference between M,r.
Jones and Mr. Meagher because M1r.
Mr. Holding.
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Meagher is not so bad? "
The
Victormn Government is est:ab~islhing
tms po~iJtJical palttem 10f abusing ~the
Oommonweatth Government in public
and t!hen go'ing Ito tile Commonwealth's back door ;to apol'ogdze and
sign agreements. That is wbalt occtl!ITed in tllis case.
M·r. LOXTON.-Tell us iaJboUit the
teachers w.ho wil'l not ,receive 1any
co-opera!tJive ihousing 'soci&y money.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
Mc·Laren).-Order! There has been
a lot of interplay between parts of
the House, but I suggest !that oontinuous inteJTUptiiQ.ns of ·tlhe ~speaker
a!I"e not conduCJive Ito good debate.
I hope ~hat honorable members on
the Gove·rnment benches will desist
from constantly inteftruplting.
M,r.
HOLDING.-Tlhe
Deputy
P·rem1ier was concerned 'tJo refer to
"his people" m Oanberra. I am n~ot
'sure Wihel~her \he was referring •to M~r.
Snedden, MT. McM•alhon or M1r. Gorton. Perhaps we oould look 1at 1the
·reoood of lthe McMahon Government.·
In :f,a!i,mess to the Deputy P·remier, I
must agre·e that he was a:t least prepared :to ·Concede 1that the new Federal Government adopted a muc!h
more realistk attitude lin dea'ling
with the 'Social problems of housing
than did the fr01rmer Govemmentt. But
hii:s ·coHeagues, under rthe 1reign of
Mr. BiUy McMahon, that lamentable
figure in political history, provided
$29·25 miillHon f.or we'lftare housing
and $11 million for co-operative
housing. The agreement before 't!he
House pnowdes $38·25 million fo;r
welfra.re housing and $16 m'illion fior
oo-oper.ative housing.
Mr. LoxTON.-Thalt will not cover
the 1inorease in oosts.
Mr. HOLDING.-Of .oour.se !housing costs have increased 45 per cent
·in itwelve monlths. 'J1ha.:t is be·cause
the Victornan ·Government ha~s ~e
fused t·o do anything to con:trol eWher
the price of housing or the pdce of
land. Back-bench members of 1tlhe
GoiVemment patty should ooncede
1the -integ.rity of ~the P·rem'ier, wlho
said that 't!he Govemm:ent WJould not
take action against land specul,attoos
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because ito do so would be ·oontvary
to its priva!te enterprise phi·Losophy.
Everybody knows :thalt lt!he Government has liefused 1to do ·anYJ~hing
about land sp·ecuLation. The problems
of .tJhe building tindus!try .are pl'tobably
greater 1tJhan they lhiave been ftor
years, but ot!he Go;verrum~lll)t lhas done
nothing taboUJt ltJhem.
The·re can be no argument about
the finance available for housing. This
agreement P•l'tovides mo~e money if.ior
the State Jtlh!an any :agreemen]t made
iby lthe gentlemen wlho ~support tJhe
political plh'iloSiophy of .the backwoodsmen ·on "t:Jhe Gov:emment
benclhe•s.
The House should e~am!ine the
" .sacred " issue .of home !Ownership.
'fihe Government has double standards on this. Wtha1t was the record of
the Deputy Premier wlhen he wa's
Minister of Housing? Was !home
ownership sacred tlhen? It was not
sacred to people w!ho !lived 1in Collingwood or Fitzroy when the Government W•anted 1an outleJt for the
production of the .factory a:t Holm·esglen. If ra 'house had 1a nar.tiow fl'1on.tage, even if it was perfectably liveable, 'it was ~nocked down. The
bulldozers went ltJhrough area afiter
area. The Govem·ment wa:s .told, day
a:fter day, 1t1ha:t aLt!hough it miglht be
solving the housing pl'10blem•s of ra
few, ;it was crea!ting a whole new set
of •social pr.oblems.
Mr. JoNEs.-The Government cannot build schools for the children
who live in the flats.
Mr. HOLDING.-! accept the helpful interjection by the honorable
member for Melbourne who, like
other members of the Opposition
representing inner suburban areas,
knows the situation. Concerning my
own electorate, on many occasions
when the Minister of Education was
asked what plans the Government
had for educating the children who
would move into the high-rise flats,
and what plans it had for nurseries
and creches-Mr. THOMPSON.-What clause is
this?
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister of
Education does not like to be reSession 1973.--67
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minded of his own housing record.
If he went to Elizabeth Street, Richmond, he would find that the
children are now being transported
in buses to the Yarra Park Primary
School, which is grossly overcrowded.
Mr. THOMPSON.-We are driving
them 1 mile.
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister who
promised the House that there would
be a new school for these children
is now having them driven to one
of Melbourne's oldest and most
overcrowded schools to provide the
children with sub-standard accommodation and educational facilities.
That is the Government's planning
in Richmond!
Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of Education) .-Mr. Deputy Speaker, on a
point of order, the agreement contains many clauses and I suggest
that the remarks of the Leader of
the Opposition are not related to
any of them.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of the
Opposition) .-On the point of order,
paragraph (d) of clause 14 of the
agreement provides that housing
authority advances may be used,
subject to the approval of the Minister, to provide bridging finance for
community amenities that are not
the responsibility of the housing
authority.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr.
McLaren).-The debate 'has ranged
over a wide field and probably much
wider than the Bill covers. A wide
area of debate has been allowed
and in this instance I find no point
of order.
Mr. HOLDING (Leader of tthe
Opposition) .-I do not want to
embarrass the Minister of Education
too much so I will move from the
chaos which the Government has
created in Richmond to 1 mile away
in Collingwood, where one can see
a magnificent achievement of the
skill and the foresight of the
Government.
Mr. THOMPSON .-A $4 million
project.
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Mr. HOLDING.-This is a brilliant
achievement! When high-rise flats
were envisaged, the Government did
not confer with the local community.
The Collingwood City Council suggested that perhaps a playing field
might be provided, but the Government would not accept that. In
Collingwood the skill, diligence and
brilliance of the Government is such
that it erects high-rise flats without
any regard for the fact that another
Government authority is proposing
to widen the road. The result is that
a car park which would have acted
as a noise barrier between a busy
four-lane road and the flats has to
be pulled up so that the widened
road will now pass close to the front
of the flats. Behind the flats, a large
hole has been dug, taking up half
of the playing space, to provide
parking space for cars. This is an
example of the skill, diligence and
brilliance of the Government!
Mr. THOMPSON.-What about the
agreement?
Mr. HOLDING.-The Minister
does not want to hear the record
of his own Government. Mr. Johnson,
the Federal Minister for Housing,
was too lenient. One could not
trust the Victorian Ministers to
buy a newspaper because the kids
would take the money from them.
If I were the Federal Minister I
would make no apology for imposing
restrictions on the incompetents who
operate in this State.
Let me examine some further
problems in Collingwood. Time after
time, honorable members were told
that discussions were being held and
that schools would be no problem.
Honorable members should look at
the mess and the sub-standard facilities in which children are being
educated. I invite honorable members to travel to Fitzroy to see
another brilliant tribute to the Government. Honorable members were
promised that a new school would
be built on a site that was barely 2
acres but no school has been erected.
We were also promised a new
school in Richmond on a site which
is less than 2 acres.
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This is the record of the Government and then all of a sudden it is
decided that high-rise flats are no
longer fashionable. It is all very
well for the Minister to talk about
State rights, but a Commonwealth
Government has some responsibility
when it hands money out to ensure
that it is properly expended. The
only way in which this ~Government
will survive will be as the result of
the largesse from the Commonwealth
Labor Government.
Let me now deal with this important Liberal Party philosophy of
home ownership, about which the
Deputy Premier became so excited.
I shall cite figures which have been
provided by the Government and
therefore will not be in dispute in
reply to a question asked by the
honorable members for Moonee
Ponds yesterday. Since 30th June,
1964, when there were 10,718 current
applications for Housing Commission
dwellings by 25th October, 1973,
the number had increased to 16,428.
Jit :is not surp!I'1ising 1that 1:!he dem,and
has increased because it is becoming
increasingly difficult for low-income
·earners to acquire a house or any
form of accommodation. Accordingly, the pressures on the Government to provide low-cost accommodation will be increasing rather than
decreasing.
For the past three years · the
emphasis has been overwhelmingly
loaded in favour of flat-type accommodation. With the emphasis on
high-rise flats, it seems a little odd
Ito s1ay that the Gove,rnment is concerned to see that everybody owns
his own home. Nobody believes that
people who are living in high-rise
flats will ever own their own flat
or will even want to do so. If the
Government is so dedicated to the
concept of home ownership, about
which the Minister of Education
spoke so eloquently, how is it that
during the period when the honorable gentleman was Minister of
Housing more flats than houses were
built? I have no doubt that the
Government's argument is the
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economic use of the land ; that it is
cheaper to provide high-rise accommodation ; but now even the Government recognizes the fallaciousness of that argument.
Whilst the Opposition would
always have disagreed with the concept of emphasis being placed
on high-rise flats, what the Government has done is to provide a source
of housing which will be rented and
not owned. Therefore, the Government can claim that one of the side
benefits of the high-rise flat developments has been the build-up of a
considerable store of flat accommodation-no matter how inadequate it
might be for family accommodation
-which essentially will always be
rental accommodation because nobody who lives in the high-rise flats
will buy them.
The available figures indicate that
more than 50 per cent of the accommodation that has been provided by
the Government is high-rise flat
accommodation Which will be available only for rental. The difference
between the approach of the Commonwealth and that of the State
Government is ·simply that the Commonwealth recognizes, as does anyone who is dealing responsibly with
housing, that it is essential for any
Government to maintain a considerable pool of housing for rental
because there are some groups in
the community which will need that
type of housing. That has been the
social consequences of the Government's own policy. In some areas,
it represented 30 per cent but in
others it was well over 50 per cent
of the accommodation provided.
The difference between the Commonwealth Government policy and
that pursued by this Government is
that the Commonwealth Government
rejects the concept of high-rise housing as providing any sort of proper
family accommodation. It is concerned to provide houses and not
high-rise flats. Because it recognizes
the reality of the situation, the Commonwealth Government says that 30
per cent :of those houses must be
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maintained for rental. For years, this
Government has been building highrise flats which will never be sold.
Mr. THOMPSON.-The Government
has sold more than 40 per cent,
representing 34,000 out of a total
74,000.
Mr. HOLDING.-Not high-rise
flats. Of 1,986 units built by the
Government in 1972-73-the Government talks about units-only 805
or ·less than 50 per cent were
houses. The remainder would be
flats which are not for sale.
The Minister adm·~ts rt!hat more ;tJhJan
50 per cent of the housing units that
:a!fe being pii'oMided will never he
offielfed fOir •sale because they ace
unsuitable foe :S'ale. The difference
between the policies of the Commonwea1t!h GIOive.mment and rtlhe State
Government is thalt :tihe CommonweaL~h ·Govemm:ent does nolt beol1ieve
1Jhat flats p~o:vide proper acoommod 7
altion f·Oif young familie,s. It belieVie's
!houses must be bulilt fo~ :t!hem. lit i1s
.al•so ag:re,ed ~hat Victoria must keep
a stock of acoommodatdon foc •rentci'l.
The figure !that has been ag~reed on
is 30 per cent, which is 20 per cent
Low·er than the II'eoo~d number ·that
itlhis Go'Vemment !has re!t:Jained at any
time in iilts history. The Min:i•slter overl'Ooks ttJha•t point. H'aJS any Minister
.of Housing •suggested :tJhlat i:t lis unnecessa:ry to keep a ·surplus of uni!ts
avaHable ~or ·renlta'l?
Mr. THOMPSON .-No:t 70 per cent.
Mr. HOL'DING.-11he M!inliste.r has
now agreed with the principle. Having agreed with 1the prineip'le, he
mus:t tJhen a.rgue about percentages.
M·r THOMPSON.-The M1in:is!ter of
Housing cert~inly has nolt agreed rtio
tl:lhe method of sale p_r,op.osed by the
Oommonweal·th Governmenlt.
M.r. HOLDING.-T1he Comm'Onweallt!h Government is allocating
more money to Victoria for housing
than any other Administration. The
Government has wasted lthe money
·made :avai•l:able •to it 1ioc 'hoU1S1ing by
it:s gros1s inefficiency. If ih!on,orable
m:emb~s walk ·in 'a str,aighlt !line down
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V11ctoria Stfleet for •a distance of 3
miles and go ln!to m1y one of 11Jhiree

elednoraJte:s,

·~hey

can eXJamine :tlhe

·results.
Mr. BuRGIN.-And yet Vktboll'11a i:s
beltter off 1:1han :any other S:taJte.
M:r. HOLD IN G.-Un£omuna:tely tJhe
honocable member ha•s nolt 'had lthe
benefit of ltr.avelling very far. 1\he
Mini•ste.r lhas agreed with the principle ltlhat :it ~s neces:sary Ito keep a
stJOck of housing U1ni'ts in .re1se.rve
for renltal, and it has been agreed
that 30 per c·ent 1i!s a :reasonable
figure. Some !h<moflaJble m·emhe~s may
a~rgue that ~he pe,rcenltage should be
·lower, but H one ·eXJamines the
problems confronting low-income
£amHies in finding aooommoda/tilon,
one realizes that 30 per cent is a
reason•ab'le figure. I1t m·ay err S'lightly
on ltilie 1ow side, but it is a reason'a'ble figure. The Ministe:r has al:ready
oonceded the p.r;inciple.
Mr. THOMPSON .-I diid not concede
rth!alt.
Mr.
HOLDING.-11he
Depulty
Premier has agreed that it ~·s a
proper figUil'le.
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defend the Fedeml M·inister ·than
have the respon:sib~H,ty of ·trying ito
·defend 1the tihor101ughly .s•oandalous
and .drsihJonest pos~t!von ~rocen by the
Victodan Minister of Housing. I now
.p.r;opose .to quote tirom !t:he same do·cum:ent flfom W.hidh :t!he Deputy
P:.r;emier quoted, but tlhe 'honorable
genttleman olbvious'ly did iillOit want :tJO
read all the transcript. I refer to a
ltrarliscriprt of 1a televi!s•ion linterview
between 1the Oommonwealth Mini!S:ter
.f,or Housing and tlhe Stalte Minlislter
of Housing on 19th January, 1973.
It readsINTERVIEWER: Why will you not allow
the houses to be sold, why just for rent?
Mr. JOHNSON: We have never said that.
I made a comment yesterday and it is becoming more apparent that this comment is
justified. I said that there was an .impetuous
reaction, and strangely from Victoria alone
-not from the Queensland people-not from
Mr. Askin. Mr. Dunstan is enthusiastic-!
saw him yesterday.
We are prepared to allow houses to be
sold on the rental purchase scheme. Of
course, all those houses which are being
built under previous agreements will go on
without any interruption at all. I just cannot
understand the misunderstanding here. I
think that people could be flying up and
down from one State to another quite unnecessarily when it is just a matter of time
finding out the facts.

M1r. THOMPSON.-'Jlhe ih<moll'1a.ble
member ·is unde.r dic'tatJons'hip f,nom
Canberra. He should teU the House The undedying basi•s of this statement rs tha:t M.r. JOihn:son believes at
what he really thinks.
this stage it is important to build up
M.r. HOLDING.-! wiH teH !the an adequatte reserve of !houses iior
Mini•ster what I rea:lly !think. Viotoria !~"ental, and the number of people on
is oonsidemably be!tter off when tlhe Housling Commi,ssi.on':s waJiting
people live in 1horuses and not in l'is:t fior houses for .ren!tal !i•s oveif'!hligh-rise flats, and particularly wlhen wthehmngly the ·largest Siingle ·oom30 per cent of those houses are kept
iior •rental purposes as opposed to ·fue ponenlt of t:he h!ous:ing pr-oblem in
Gov.emme'l11t's •re·cord of rettalining 50 Victoria.
per :cent.
Mlf. STEPHEN.-What is tJhe best
way
in which to •ac.commodatte tlhe
Mr.
THOMPSON.-Seventy
per
most people? Is it by building houses
cent; it is the other way around.
for rental or for purchase?
Mr. HOLDING.-This evil m•an,
Mr. Johnson, wants to prevent every
M.r. HOLDING.-If the lhono~able
one from owning his own home!
membelf' bad ihis way ·evezyone in
I shall now deal wi1Jh t~he ihone1sty VictJOil'lia would be in .tnouble. I will
and integrity ltihat em.erges !in :these examline lt'he Govemm.enJt'.s [1eoord. I
docu.ment•s. If I must defood any undersita:nd :the M'in'Lster',s anxd.ety
Sltate'ment·s m1ade on lhous:ing - and I about his position. In desperation
do n01t agree witJh t!he F·edeml Min- he blamed the CommonwealtJh for
ister on ev.e~hing - I would mther increasing renWs.
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I refer now to the transcript of the
oonfe•rooce which :took pLace ~in rt:.he
Minister's office on 24th February,
1973. It reads Mr. Gaskin said that the commission had
an agreement with the Government that the
commission carries out a review of rentals
charged but that increase only takes place
every three years.
Mr. Dickie stated that he believed that
this was an internal political problem. He
mentioned the fact that when he became
Minister of Housing the commission did in~
dicate to him that there should be an increase in the rental charges, but his Government had decided that in this financial year
there would be no increase in rental charges.
He stated that in July, 1973, the Victorian
Government would however be making a
review of all rentals, and it was better if
there was to be an increase that it ,take
place simultaneously in all fields of housing
...... and perhaps it was better to have
small increases take place every year rather
than large increases take place triennially.
He stated that it was his opinion that this
was a political one.

Of .course ·it was politJioal. Everyone
is awar-e that ·there have ibee:n ~n
·oreases tin Housing Comm'i!s,sion renltJa:ls, and everyone knows, as ltlhe
M'irnster of Housing ~ndicalted, 1fuat
it is part of the State Government's
po~icy to r-eview rentaLs every ttlhree
yeams and lt!he GoiVemment deoided
1t;hat there would be no inovease lin
t1he Last :fintancial year. A:t :the ve~ry
time 't!he ~statements we!ie m~ade, !the
. State M'inister of Housing 'indicated
to the Federal Minister that Housing
Oommiss.~on ~rental's Wlould b:e incre,ased 1in July of lt!hlils year. It is
extraordinary to suggeSit nnw !tJhat
these increases are the result of directions by the ·Federal Government.
11he faotJs relat!ing Ito tJhese 1norea,ses
are abundantly ·clear.
I commend 't!he deltailed and ~e~cel
len:t analysis 10f :the Bill 1and :the
agreemenJt given by :tlhe honorable
member for Moonee ~onds, but it !has
n~t been answered by ,supp,olcters of
tlle Govemm·ent. If .m·embers on tthe
other side of :the House do not like
\tfue Bill, t!he Oppo,siltion wtll ,aooommodate them and ,oaH fior a divisJion
and they can Vlolte 'ag,alinst -it. There
i's no problem aboUJt that. There 'is a
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name ~or people who P'rost'iltute :the!ir
poHtioal p:tiinciple:s for 'tlhe 1sake of
money.
Wthat a,re lthe £aots 'reg,ardilllg the
agreement? The first undeniable and
indisputable £act is lfu:at ~re,co!id sums
of money h!ave been m1ade avalilaible
to t1he S:talte by !the Oomrnonwealiftl
Labor Gorverrunent. Mor:e money is
available for all areas of housing than
when the poli~tica'l ftriends of the
Deputy :P,remie!r were in power in
Canberra. The ~seoond fa.Jct, whlich h!as
been the ,main ba1Si1s of complainlt by
the Minister of Housing, .a0111cems
t!he percen1Jag,e of !houses not aViailable £otr purohase. I 'have proved
oonclusiveJy tihat the Govem;ment's
!housing policy, whelthe~ lit Hkes ilt or
not, has cre'ated a ~s~tua:Uon where
more than 50 per cent of the Housing Com·m1iS1Sion umtJs were not fior
1sale ~and could never be purdhased,
and people would nolt w~ant Ito 1Q!Wn
:them. I refe,r, of ,course, rt:!o high-rlilse
flats.
The
Commonwealth
Government :bas stated thalt 1a percenltJage
of the housing built by the commi,ssion sh!Qiuld be res'erved :to provide
a ·core of houses fotr irental. 'J1he S:taite
Governmen1t and tlhe Deputy 1Piremie~r
agree with t!halt proposi~ion, but :tJhe're
is an a:rgumenJt 'about what the percentage should be. The Minister of
Housing believes that should be decided by lt'he Sltate ~alone, but an
eXiaminatiJon of the Gove,m:ment' s :record :in housing ,reve,als ltibat flor
years it 'C'llaimed that higih-:rise flats
were the solultion and yelt during !tJhe
pa·st eighteen mon1t:hs or two YiealrS
the Government !has decided not to
erect more high-rise flats. The Government has rea'lised the fallaciousness of its own policy.
The Commonwealth Government
owes ·as ·much r-esponSI1bility to :the
Victorian peoP'le a's does the Sltate
Government. If ilt has supplied ~reoord
sums of m·oney Ito tJhe Srtate, 1i:t tis
entitled to say that it wants to ensure that the money is spent efficiently and competently. 'I support
that principle.
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'Mr. JoNA.-Do you support that
principle on every issue?
Mr. HOLDING .--:I am prepared to
support it so long as there is-Honorable me·mbers in·terjecting.
Mr. HOLDING.-If the States were
to be judged by the quality of some
of the backwoodsmen of the Government, .the sooner the States are
abolished the better.
Mr. RAFFERTY.-You will have to
resign and let Mr. Jones take your
p·lace.
Mr. HOLDING .-1 would suggest
that if the 'Minister of Labour and
Industry continues to act as he did
yesterday, .the Premier wiH have no
alternative but to sack him.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I suggest that the
Leader of the Opposition return to
the debate.
Mr. HOLDING.-No responsible
Commonwealth Government could allow a situation to develop under
which the Victorian Government was
prepared to accept huge sums of
money to pursue policies which have
now been abandoned but which
proved disastrous in meeting the
needs of the people of this State.
'I commend the Bill to the House.
However, if honorable gentlemen opposite are not happy, the Opposition
will ·call for a division and they can
vote against ·it. It is as simple as
that. ·Frequently when offers of financial assistance are made by the
Commonwealth Government, ·M-inisters of this Governm·ent perform like
young prima donnas. The Prem:ier
must .travel to Canberra and s'ilently
ap·ologize for thei·r actions and then
sign his nam·e on the dotted line.
'f.he Government should not a ct in
this manner.
Mr. REESE CMoorabbin).-'Honorable members have just heard from
the Leader of the Opposition a
trave·logue around the areas of Collingwood, Richmond and Fitzroy. The
crux of his spee·ch was :in his concluding remarks when he. sa:id that
he believed it was the right of the
1
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Com·monwealth Government, having
made the money available, to state
how it should be spent. That is the
difference between Government supporters and the Opposition in their
approach to this legislation. I support the passage of the Bill but I
regret that it is termed an agreement.
If, Mr. Speaker, your wife or your
daughter were held with a gun at
her back or a knife in her ribs
and then raped, she would not be
a·ccused of entering into an agreement, but that is ·ana'lagous to what
has oecurred to the State Government which has produced the agree·ment now under dis cussion. What
has been held at the back of the
Government ,is a $70 million dagger
which represents the interest differential. The Government has been told
if it signs the agreement the Com·monwealth Government will charge
only 4 per cent interest but if it
is not signed the Commonwealth
Government ·will charge the State
Government the going interest rate
which is ~currently a·round 8 per cent
or 8 · 5 per cent. That is the key
to the so-·called agreement. No State
Government can affor-d to reject
money which it is offered in the prevail:ing .financial situation confronting
the States. If the State did not sign
the agreement it would be faced
with interest charges amounting to
an extra $70 million.
1

In this so-called agreement not
only is the interest differential introduced, but the agreement goes
further. The Commonwealth Government says to the State Government, "Yes, you can have the
money and we will give it to you
under section 96 so that we can
call the play. We can say where
and how .it will be spent". The
Commonwealth Government is further saying to the State Government,
" You ·can have the money which
you can use to construct houses but
no more than three out of every ten
houses ·constructed can be purchased
by the folk who occupy them ". The
.whole basis of this dictation and of
the agreement shows a complete lack
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of appreciation of the Victovian housing scene. Since 1955 at least 50
per 'cent of the homes built by the
Housing Com·mission have been pur·chased by their present tenants.
Mr. RoPER.-And there is still a
long waiting list.
Mr. REESE.-The reason for that
waiting list is that there has been
~insufficient finance avaHable for housing, just as in other areas. Honorable
members should look at the position
in the right perspective. Since 1955
the people of Victoria have shown
their appreda:tion for the policy of
this Govern·ment in allow,ing them to
purchase their homes. I represent an
area which includes a substantial
Housing Com·mission development.
·Mr. WILKES.-There are no high-.
rise bui'ldings, however.
1Mr. REESE.-There are no highrise buildings in ~my electorate, but
of the homes ·constructed by the
Housing Comm,ission there at least
two-thirds are being pul'lohased by
the people who live in them. That
means that two-thirds of Housing
Commission tenants are satisfied
with the policy of this Government,
especial'ly if voting trends since 1955
are any indication.
Since last December, honorable
members have heard a lot about mandates being given by the people. However, honorable members have not
heard much about the mandate given
last May and repeated within the
last week or two in the electorate
of Greensborough, which contains
many Housing Gom·miss:ion homes.
No doubt the tenants are 'happy w'ith
the Government's policies that have
enabled them to purchase their
homes.
If honorable ·members further exam·ine this so-·caUed agreement, they
will see that it limits the grants
that co-operative housing societies
·can make to the lower-income people
in this State. Since the first 'housing
co-operative ·was formed in 1945 or
thereabouts, the co-operative movement has played an important part
in housing. About 80,000 homes have
been built under this method of
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financing. After our Socialist friends
in Canberra had suggested a reduction from 30 per cent to 20 per cent
of the money made available to the
co-operative societies-which incidentally was not included in the
so-called agreement be!cause it was
left at 30 per ·cent-the general
·climate fo'llowing the agreement
seriously reduced the ability of home
owners ·to make use of the co-operative housing movement. I believe this
reacts to the detriment of future
home-owners. A situation has been
·created 'in which for the first time
a needs test is introduced into the
agreement made between the Commonwealth and the State. The needs
test appHes to a person who earns
a gross income of $100 a week,
~induding overtime. From· that amount
the pur-chaser is required to repay
about $80 a month. The terms 'laid
down in this so-called agreement
show a real lack of understanding
by the Federal Minister for Housing
and the agreement is having an
effect on the 'CO-operative housing
movement because of the amount
of money made available by the
Commonwealth Government under
terms which it has dictated.
llf 'honorable members look objectively at the submiss-ions which have
been ~made, they wi'l'l see showing
through very ·clearly the basic philosophy that motivates the Socialist
Govern·ment in Canberra. Honorable
·members also see clearly the imputation in this statement by the Federal Minister for Housing which was
quoted by the Deputy Premier tonightI am not interested in people buying
Housing Commission homes which are going
to make them wealthy in the future.

The Federal ·Minister for :Housing is
not interested in providing an opportunity to every Australian to better
himself. Statements made by ·Mr.
Johnson indicate that a person
who passes the needs test and obtains a Housing Commission home,
but who later by his ability improves
his position so that he no longer
qualifies for a commission home,
should move and make room for
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somebody else. The Commonwealth
Government believes he should
not hav~ an opportunity of bettering himself. Further, if he rents
a house and subsequently wants ito
puvchase the house, he wiU find that
he is unable to do so because his
income exceeds .the magica'l $·1 00
needs test. With the current inflation
in the .com:munity which Js to a
large extent generated by policies
emanating f~om Canberra, honorable
members will find that this :figure of
$100 which applies every week and
every month becomes more and more
unrealistic. A person who is a tenant
today :but who wants to pur·chase
tomorrow will find that under the
terms dictated by M·r. Johnson he is
not eligible to purchase. This is the
degree of sympathy shown by the
Opposition to the agreement which
is dire·cted against the average wage
earner in this country. However,
there is sympathy in the porkies of
this Government whi,ch has he'ld
office since 1955 and wiH rem·ain
there for some tilme yet. ·
I ret_urn to the bas'k princip-le
that this measure must be •ratified
as the Government has to have
access to this money. The Com·monwealth Government in 'Canberra has
dictated that the State Government
cannot receive the funds at less than
current interest rates-which inciden!a!ly are ~eing raised with great rapIdity again as a result of policies
dictated from Canberra-unless the
State agrees to certain conditions. The
State ·can only obtain the additional
finance on a $70 million dagger bas'is
determined, di.ctated and laid down
by this Socialist Miin'ister for Housing
in Oanberra.
Mr. WILKES {Northcote).-After
three brilliant speeches by three honorable me:mbers of the Opposition
this evening, I am encouraged to
enter into the debate for no reason
other than the incredible situation
which has developed this evening.
I do not know of any Parliament in which a Government introduces a measure and then appears
to adopt the ro'le of the Opposition
in relation :to it.
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Mr. JONA.-The reason has been

e~plained.

Mr. WJ:LK·ES.-If it has been exI apologize .for not being
·able to understand the reasons advanced by the Government. I always
understood that if a Government
1introduced 1egislation it was prepared to stand up for it. But three
al?us'ing . situ~ati?ns have developed.
Firstly! _In his Int·roductory speech,
the Mmtster of Transport, acting on
behalf of the Minister of Housing,
devoted the whole of his time to
saying that the Government did not
want the legislation. This to me is
incredible as t!he proposed agreement
is the legislation. Honorab'le members then heard the Deputy Premier
on what he thought about the le·g'islation. He was not happy about it. I
pay a ·COmpHment to the honorable
member for Moorabbin be·cause he
was the only member of the Government party who was prepared to be
honest in his endeavours by saying
that he supported the legislation.
No honorable member on the Government side was prepared to support
it. If it were not for members of the
Opposition, the Government would
have been in the dilemma of not
knowing what to do with its own
amending legislation.
1

~la'ined,

The only criticism that has been
levelled at the agreement by the Government is that it was introduced by
the present Federal Minister for
Housing as distinct from the agreements introduced by the two former
Federal Ministers for Housing, Dame
Annabelle Rankin and the Honorable
Kevin Cairns. The present Federal
Minister for Housing realizes that
there is a demand in Victoria for
rental accommodation as distinct
from high-rise flats. The former
Minister of Housing, now the Minister of Transport, was generous
enough to say three years ago that
he did not like high-rise development.
The Deputy Premier, when he was
Minister of Housing, could not build
enough high-rise flats and he still fails
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to acknowledge that the basic need in
Victoria is for rental accommodation
other than high-rise accommodation.
A week never goes by without
requests being made to honorable
members representing inner-metropolitan electorates to assist people to
rent houses rather than flats. This
constitutes a big demand. People do
not want to rear their children in
high-rise flats, with the attendant
problems of children falling from the
windows and the social difficulties
that are created. It is beyond the
capacity of this Government to do
anything about those problems.
The obvious solution is to provide
houses for rental. Because the Federal
M'inister for Housing, Mr. Johnson,
wants to write that into the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
it seems to stick in the neck of the
State righters, who now believe that
he may be right in saying that a
proportion of the houses built by the
Government should be made available
for rental as against the accommodation that the Government wants to
sell.
I refer now to what previous Federal Ministers for Housing did. The
Honorable Kevin Cairns said that the
terms of agreement were made
known in the Budget speech by the
then Prime Minister and the State
Ministers were called to Canberra
and told what the agreement was ;
they were not asked to negotitate an
agreement. At least Mr. Johnson
called the State Ministers together
to discuss the agreement.
Mr. STEPHEN.-You have shifted
ground under pressure.
Mr. WILKES.-That is a matter
of opinion. The Premier has been busy
in other spheres and has not been
present in the House, but he would
realize that it is incredible for a Government to walk away from its own
amending legislation. If it had not
done so, it would not have signed the
agreement.
Mr. STEPHEN.-That is not right.
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Mr. WILKES.-Of course it is. If
the Government really believed what
the Minister said in his second-reading speech, it had a clear duty not
to sign the agreement, The Opposition supports the agreement and the
Government's amending legislation.
Mr. BuRGIN.-In every part?
Mr. W~LKES.-Yes, in every part,
because It realizes that there is a
demand in Victoria for rental housing. Unfortunately, under our social
system, there will always be a large
number of people who will never be
able to purchase their own homes,
whether on the promise of the Premier to enable them to do so without
deposit or in other ways, because they
w~ll not b~ able to pay $86 a month,
With an Income limitation of $100.
That is the crux of the matter. If one
listened to Government supporters
tonight, one would assume that every
wage earner in the State wants to
purchase a home from the commission. The fact is that many people in
the community will never be in a
financial position to purchase a Housing Commission home, because they
will be unable to meet the repayments. The amount of the deposit has
nothing to do with it.
I shall not cover the ground already
canvassed by the honorable member
for Broadmeadows. The valid cases
that he quoted were a clear illustration of why there will always be
many people in the community who
will be unable to purchase Housing
Commission homes. These people
have a desire to rear their families
in a Housing Commission dwelling
other than in a high-rise flat. That
fact is well known to the Premier
and to the Minister of Transport.
They realize that large numbers of
high-rise flats in the inner-metropolitan area can never be sold ; they will
always be there, so the Government
can say, " There is rental accommodation but it is in high-rise flats. If
you want dwelling accommodation
for rental, you cannot have it ".
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The Minister of Transport knows
that if a commission home becomes
vacant, it is made available for purchase and not for re-rental. That is
the policy of the Government and of
the commission; they have high-rise
flat accommodation for any person
who is unable to purchase a home.
Leaving aside the old centralist Government versus States argument, I
point out that the agreement provides
that houses should be available for
rental.
Mr. BURGIN.-What is the percentage?
Mr. WILKES.-The percentage has
not been defined.
Mr. MEAGHER.-It has.
Mr. WILKES.-The percentage for
sale has been defined. The Minister
knows that this cuts across his Government's policy of not building
dwelling houses for rental. There is
no doubt in my mind that if a number
of people want to purchase dwelling
houses from the commission, the
agreement will not deny them that
right.
Mr. MEAGHER.-It will for 40 per
cent.
Mr. WILKES.-That is not so. The
honorable member for Moonee Ponds
has already stated that there is a
shortage of villa units because of this
stupid policy of the Government
of building high-rise flats. It is not
the fault of the Federal Government
that this Government has, stupidly,
not built enough villa units. It was
selling Housing Commission land in
Broadmeadows when it could have
built villa units on the Jacana estate.
If the Government had been able to
. build more villa units or the new type
of house for which the Minister was
responsible, the Government would
not have thought of opposing this
agreement. It now finds itself in a
predicament.
It seems incredible that the Government should oppose its own
amending legislation. It is equally incredible that it should fail to acknowledge that there are people in the
comm:unity who, because of their
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social standards, will never be in a
financial position to purchase a Housing Commission home, and the only
accommodation that will be forced on
these people will be high-rise flats. If
the Government had the foresight to
build more dwelling houses, it would
have accepted this agreement. Mr.
Johnson is more concerned about the
people who cannot afford to buy
Housing Commission homes and who
do not want to live in high-rise slums.
Mr. MEAGHER.-He is so concerned about them that he wants to
restrict them.
Mr. WILKES.-Of course he wants
to restrict high-rise development.
Mr. MEAGHER.-lt is not the·
high-rise development he wants to
restrict. That is not mentioned in the
agreement.
Mr.
WILKES.-The
honorable
member for Moonee Ponds took 30
minutes to describe the agreement.
Unless one knew who the Minister
was, one would have thought that it
was an Opposition reply to a Government proposal. The Government cannot have it both ways ; when one
considers the Commonwealth-State
agreements over the past eighteen
one
realizes
that
the
years,
Government has had a birthday.
It has been given an addiwhich
it
tional
$14
million,
will accept without qualification.
The only objection the Deputy Premier had to that was that the State
should be able to do what it wants
with money lent to it by the Commonwealth under the agreement. If the
Commonwealth
Government
increases the amount lent under the
agreement by $14 million, surely it
has the right to express what it believes to be the housing needs in
Victoria.
Mr. BURGIN.-Would the Commonwealth Government know?
Mr. WILKES.-The Federal Government was certainly in Opposition long enough · to see what
the
Victorian
Liberal
Government did with moneys lent to
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it under Commonwealth-State housing agreements. For those reasons
there is no doubt that if restrictions
are written into the agreement, they
should be readily accepted by the
Victorian Government. It should
stop fooling about with its own legislation. If it believed the agreement
was unsuitable, it should not have
signed it. However, the Premier
signed the agreement without hesitation. The Government should provide
rental accommodation in houses for
people who wish to rear children
without being pushed into high-rise
development. The Government should
efficiently use the additional moneys
made available to the Ministry of
Housing through the agreement. The
present situation is a disgrace; I have
never seen its like in this Chamber
before. I hope I shall never see this
spectacle again.
Mr. AMOS (Morwell).-The Deputy
Premier tonight had the gall to speak
about the Government's record on
housing. When the honorable gentleman was Minister of Housing, the
result of his policy was that Victorians should be put into more
little boxes than all the undertakers in Melbourne could put together. Without repeating complaints
that have already been canvassed by
other speakers in this debate, I refer
to some remarks made about the new
agreement which directly affected the
operations of the Housing Commission in the Latrobe Valley. Honorable
members have been told about past
and present Government policy on
high-rise flat accommodation. Because a tenant cannot purchase a
high-rise flat, the total number of
Housing Commission dwellings in
Victoria available for rental is reduced.
Some time ago I asked the Minister
of HousingHow many applications had been .received as at 31st August, 1973, for Housing
Commission homes in Morwell, Traralgon
and Moe, indicating rental ·and purchase applications, respectively?

On 12th September, the Minister
supplied the following figures: Marwell, 116 families; Moe, 104 families;
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Traralgon, 64 families. Of the 116
families in Morwell, 89 wanted rental accommodation and 22 wanted to
purchase
Housing
Commission
In Moe, of 104 applihomes.
cants for homes, 73 families desired rental accommodation and
only 6 wanted to purchase Housing Commission homes. In Traralgon, of 64 applicants, 44 families
wanted to rent accommodation and
only 17 wanted to purchase homes.
That indicates that in the Latrobe
Valley alone the majority of applicants want to rent accommodation.
In Victoria 17,000 families are waiting for Housing Commission homes
-not high-rise flats, but villa-type
accommodation. The Latrobe Valley
contains the largest Housing Commission estate outside the metropolitan
area and Geelong. It is a good example of the number of people wanting to purchase homes, compared
with those who want to rent accommodation.
Over the years the Government
has unjustifiably wasted the resources
made available to it by previous
Federal Governments. Earlier this
year it was made known to the Parliament, by a question on notice to
the former Minister of Housing,
that in Dandenong, the Latrobe Valley and Geelong, even though the
Housing Commission employs officers
for the collection of rentals, the sale
of Housing Commission homes was
conducted by selected real estate
agents. I asked the Minister how
many real estate agents in Geelong
and the Latrobe Valley respectively
sold Housing Commission homes and
how much commission was paid to
them for that purpose. I asked a further question on how much commission had been paid to real estate
agents for the sale of Housing Commission homes throughout Victoria.
The Minister replied that in the Latrobe Valley $213,871 had been paid
in commission to real estate agents
for the sale of homes. A further
$156,048 was paid to real estate
agents for the collection of rents.
Throughout Victoria a total of $1 million was paid to real estate agents
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by the Government for commission
for the sale of Housing Commission
homes. More than $1 · 125 million
was paid to those agents in commission for rents collected. It is interesting to note the type of work done
by real estate agents in the collection
of rents for Housing Commission
homes.
Mr.
Ross-EowARDs.-Some
of
them do a very efficient job.
Mr. AMOS.-1 admit that, but the
Housing Commission should use its
own office, which is adequately
staffed with sufficient numbers
of efficient officers, in a suitable
location so that people wanting
to purchase a · Housing Commission home do not have to walk past
the door of the office and continue
for several miles down the road to the
office of an estate agent to buy a
home. All the real estate agent does
is to keep a waiting list. The legal
transactions associated with the sale
are carried out by the Housing Commission, not by the real· estate agent.
Similarly, rents are not all paid to the
real estate offices. The real estate
agents do not chase delinquent accounts. They do not issue eviction
notices or do the other work involved in collecting the money due
to the Housing Commission. Officers
of the Housing Commission carry out
this responsibility. Therefore, real
estate agents are being paid substantial sums of money simply for keeping waiting lists.
Mr. Ross-EnwARns.-That point
is valid in areas where a Housing
Commission office exists.
Mr. AMOS.-It is interesting to
note where this occurs. Persons requiring Housing Commission accommodation in Dandenong could just as
easily deal with the central office.
People in Geelong have the services
of a well-equipped and serviced Housing Commission office. Applicants for
Housing Commission homes in the
Latrobe Valley are very well served
by an efficient office. The Government is paying large sums of
money to estate agents for no
apparent reason. In the Latrobe Val-
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ley, $470,000 has been paid in commission to real estate agents. Nobody
can rent a Housing Commission home
in Churchill except through the
Teacher Housing Authority or the
police housing authority. All the
homes there have been built with subsidized low-interest finance made
available by the Commonwealth
Government. The real estate agent
who has sold those homes in Churchill has netted $30,000 simply for
keeping a waiting list.
Who are the real estate agents to
whom I have referred? Mr. G. R.
Billingsley has been appointed by the
Housing Commission and has carried
out the work for the past sixteen
years. Mr. Williams has carried out
the work for four years. The firm of
Cameron Davies Pty. Ltd. has carried
out the work for fifteen years.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! H escapes me
how the real estate agents' commissions which the honorable member
mentioned can be in line with the
contents of the Bill. The honorable
member is straying wide of the mark.
Mr. AMOS.-Mr. Speaker, I am
endeavouring to illustrate to the
House how funds allocated to the
Housing Commission have been misused. The funds were received by the
Government through the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.
and if steps are not taken to prevent their misuse they will continue
to be misused. I direct attention to the unnecessary . procedure of paying commiSSion to
real estate agents for performing
tasks which could be more readily
and efficiently done by Housing Commission officers. One estate agent in
Churchill has sold homes in an area
where houses have been constructed
with funds provided under the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.
Those homes are not available for
rental to any applicant in the Latrobe
Valley. One of the estate agents is
Mr. G. R. Billingsley. One might well
ask who that gentleman is. He is a
prominent member of the Liberal
Party who donates generously to
Liberal Party campaign funds.
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The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I suggested to the
honorable member that the fees for
collection of rents and to whom they
were paid had little bearing on the
contents of the Bill before the House.
I ask the honorable member to return
to the terms of the Bill.
Mr. AMOS.-I mentioned the collection of fees in a passing reference
to one of the real estate agents concerned. It does affect the cost of
housing.
Another matter which affects the
proposed Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement is the move to be
taken by the Premier of Victoria to
negotiate with Federal authorities a
new deal for housing in the Latrobe
Valley area as a result of the Government's decision to destroy the
Yallourn township.
In another debate I alluded to the
fact that the Minister for Fuel and
Power and the Minister of Housing
are preparing a submission for the
Premier to put to the Prime Minister.
One clause of this Bill provides for
the Commonwealth Minister for
Housing to grant special exceptions
to the agreement. It is possible that
the needs test can be expanded so
that additional homes may be built.
In the Latrobe Valley the State
Government is completely wiping
out about 1,000 homes because they
belong to one instrumentality.
Mr. MEAGHER !(Minister of Transport) .-I raise a point of order. I
have been fairly patient throughout
this debate, but the honorable member for Morwell is now talking about
the demolition of the town of
Yallourn, which is not referred to in
any way or even by implication in
this agreement.
Mr. AMos.-It was a passing
reference.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. K. H.
Wheeler).-Order! I have previously
asked the honorable member to
return to the Bill. It is in order to
make passing references, but passing
references are not lengthy speeches.
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Mr. AMOS {Morwell).-The point
I make is that already it has been
announced publicly in the Latrobe
Valley that the Minister for Fuel and
Power and the Minister of Housing
are preparing a submission for the
Premier to submit to the Prime
Minister. The provisions of the Bill
allow for such communication to
take place and for some straying
from the needs test. I made a passing
reference to the fact that one area of
housing was being denied by the
State, and yet another one was being
sought from the Commonwealth
because of the application of the
provisions of this Bill.
I refer the House to an article
which appeared in the Latrobe
Valley Express of lOth October,
stating that the Minister of Housing and the Minister for Fuel
and Power are preparing a submission to the Prime Minister pointing
out that few of the people who will
lose their homes because of the
destruction of Yallourn will qualify
for Housing Commission homes because few earn less than $90 a week.
It also stated that the Premier will
ask that the special circumstances of
the Latrobe Y.alley be taken into consideration and that some proportion
of the· Federal money allocated to
Victoria for housing lbe exempt from
the $90 a week stipulation. One may
well ask whether it is necessary for
this to be done. The need for it has
been brought about by the restrictions which apply, and which applied
on other agreements. Previously,
families with a total gross income of
more than $80 a week, and more than
two children, could not obtain a
Housing Commission dwelling, and
families with one child, with a total
gross income of more than $70 a
week could not obtain housing.
Now, because of ~Government action,
families from the Yallourn area
seeking accommodation elsewhere in
the Latrobe Valley will not qualify
unless special representations are
made to the Commonwealth.
Mr. MEAGHER.-That is only
because of this agreement.
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Mr. AMOS.-It is not ; these conditions applied previously to agreements which were made between the
previous Victorian Minister of
Housing and the previous Ministers
for Housing in the Commonwealth
Government.
Previous Commonwealth-State Housing Agreements
did not provide for any negotiation,
as the Minister of Transport is
aware.
Mr. MEAGHER.-It could be waived
at a moment's notice by the
Minister.
Mr. AMOS.-The Government is
attempting to lead honorable members to believe that this agreement
will create extra hardships in Victoria
for applicants seeking Housing Commission dwellings. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The State has
been treated more than generously
with the extra $14 million funds to be
spent during the period of the new
agreement. Furthermore, the restrictions about which the Government
complains were in effect previously
and were applied rigidly by the Minister of Transport when he was
Minister of Housing, and by the
Housing Commission.
I have already demonstrated that
in the Latrobe Valley area more than
three-quarters of the applicants are
seeking houses for rental, not for
purchase, and in excess of 93,000
families in Australia are seeking
homes for rental. It must be conceded that that is the greatest area of
need, and that in Victoria the 17,000
families
seeking
accommodation
should be provided with accommodation as speedily as possible.
1· commend the Bill. I believe it
deserves a speedy passage. The people
of Victoria have been waiting for
months, or years if they live in the
metropolitan area, for the benefits it
bestows, and they deserve speedier
attention than they have been accustomed to from this Government over
the past few years.
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Mr. ROPER tCBrunswick West).This debate has shown that
the Government is extremely reluctant to accept a priorities policy in
any area of its administration. It has
introduced this Bill-no member of
the Government party has said that
he intends to vote against italthough on a number of occasions
the Minister of Housing has said, or
threatened in the press, that he
would not comply with, or would
seek ways and means of getting
around the proposed agreement.
The basic idea behind the housing
agreement is the concept of needwhich is the neediest area in Australian housing and which is the area
requiring the most assistance?
One should remember that this is a
five-year agreement, an agreement
which will be renegotiated.
In
five years it will have served its
purpose and will have dealt
with one of the major problems. In
five years' time there may well be
other significant problems. However,
the agreement relates to the area of
low-cost rental accommodation and
deals with it for what it is, the
major problem facing the Australian
people in the housing area.
If any honorable member has any
doubts that this is the major problem, researches carried out in Victoria, and particularly in Melbourne,
in the past few years should
leave no doubt about it.
The
first study was carried out by
Professor Henderson, Professor Harper and Miss · Allison Harcourt;
it was a study of " People in
Poverty " in Melbourne. That document clearly showed that the basic
problem for low-income earners and
for large families was the very high
cost of housing. It also showed that
the same problem applied for aged
people. The high cost and low
quality of housing was the basic
problem facing these people in poverty and keeping them there.
The second study, of 150 lowincome families, was conducted
by the Brotherhood of St. Laurence. This showed that the basic
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problem of people who required
assistance was the high cost and low
quality of their accommodation.
They had many other problems but
that was the basic one. A number
of them lived in Housing Commission accommodation, but more than
half did not, and their problems of
the quality of accommodation and its
cost were seen to be far more
serious than those of other people in
the State. The third study-one can
only go on press reports and pirated
copies of the Doyle report on
poverty in this State, which has not
been published because it is an internal Liberal Party documentagain suggested that the cost of
housing and its unavailability contributed very substantially to poverty
and poor living conditions in Victoria. Members of the Government
party have carefully studied the
Doyle report, probably so carefully
that for one reason or another they
have decided not to make it public.
Poor families who, for one reason
or another require rental accommodation, suffer when attempting to obtain housing. When one looks at
the research material and then at
the figures which indicate what the
Government has done, one finds that
in the past four months the names
of more than 800 additional families
have been placed on Housing Commission waiting lists, in a period
when rents are rising astronomically.
The waiting list has become even
longer for families seeking rental
accommodation.
If any honorable member ·in this
House does not believe that at
present low-income families and
large families are going through a
grave crisis, they should visit my
electorate or many other electorates
in Victoria. Many families have
come to me in desperation ·over
the past five months saying that they
are being evicted and it is clear that
the practice is growing. A house that
once was available to a rental
of $22 a week is now costing $28;
a rental of $15 a week is .now increased to $22 a week. On behalf
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of a family in need, I was naive
enough recently to go to an estate
agent and ask about the cheapest
2-bedroom flat available in Brunswick at that time. I was told it
was $25 a week. That is the kind
of problem that thousands of people
are facing. The Government asserts
that this agreement does not
meet Victoria's housing problems.
The main housing problem in Victoria is the lack of cheap, adequa,te,
low-rental accommodation and this
Bill, which has been strongly supported by the Opposition, wHl enable
the State Government, even despite
its wishes, to provide much more
low-rental accommodation.
The last point I make is that
while all these ructions and confusions have been going on between
the Commonwealth and State Governments, rents in 'Victoria have
been increasing and the Victorian
Government has done virtually nothing to assist people who are on the
Housing Commission's waiting lists.
Landlords in Victoria laugh at the
fair rent legislation. Few tenants
complain about the rents they are
charged because there are no inspectors to investigate their cases.
The State Government is not
carrying out its responsibility to
provide low-rental accommodation.
This BiU puts Victoria's housing
policy for the first time where it
should be ~and will enable the Government to meet the highest need
and 'the highest priority. The iBill
does not encourage what has happened in. the past-skating around
socially difficult questions-and it
does not ignore those people in the
community who are facing difficult
circumstances.
The Bill tackles
those problems and, hopefully, five
years hence, when the Australian
Labor
Party
Government
renegotiates a new housing agreement,
this problem will be solved. and other
problems in the public housing field
will be tackled.
The motion was agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time
and committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Progress ·was reported.
ADJOURNMENT.
TRACTOR AcciDENTs-PRoPoSED PoiNT
ORMOND
RESTAURANT-CRIME
IN BRAYBROOK.
Mr. THOMPSON {Minister of Education).-! moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment.

Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of
the Country Party) .-1 raise a
matter with the Minister for Conservation following the announcement
today that a restaurant will not be
constructed at Point Ormond on a
magnificent site for recreation purposes for people living in the are~.
Having regard to the fact that ~n
1965 this Parliament made a certain
decision and that a contrary decision
is proposed to be made, will the
Minister for Conservation consider
offering financial assistance to the
St. Kilda City Council to restore this
area to some of its former glory?

Mr. SIMMONDS (Reservoir).-'!
direct the attention of the Minister of
Mr. BALFOUR.-It is the same now
Labour and Industry to the continued
as
it was 40 or 50 years ago.
incidence of tractor accidents within
Viotor1a. As repo~ted lin :tihe Age on
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-In recent
Monday, 29th October, Mr. Fre~erick years it has deteriorated and that is
Hugh Wiltshire, the vetennary understandable.
surgeon to the Victorian Greyhound
Mr. DIXON.-In what way has it
Racing Control Board, died in a
tractor accident on his property at deteriorated?
Lancefield, which is 42 miles north
Mr. ROSS-EDWARDS.-Doubtless
of Melbourne. His death oc·curred because of the threat hanging over
on Saturday, 27th October. 'Mr. it, the area has deteriorated as a
Wiltshire, who was 47 years of age, park. There is scope to develop it
was towing a tree, when i't snagged. with native shrubs and trees and to
As a result, the tractor flipped over make full use of it. Many people
and crushed him.
did not realize the potential of this
One can read of tractor accidents land until it appeared likely to be
in newspapers almost every week, lost to the ordinary person. I con'but many of them are not reported sider that the Government is under
in the press. Accidents suffered by an obligation to assist the St. Kilda
City Council to make this area a
colourful or well-known personalities showpiece on the foreshore of Port
are, and 'I suppose that is ·why 'Mr. Phillip Bay. I ask the Minister for
Wiltshire's death, as a result of a Conservation to confer with the St.
tractor accident, was reported. He Kilda City Council with the object of
had been involved in the sport developing the area.
of greyhound racing for fi.f.teen
Mr. FOGARTY (Sunshine).-! reyews 'and fior ·m:any yeal'ls lhe
was the greyhound ~acing corres- fer to the Chief Secretary a report
published in today's Herald attribupondenlt for tlhe Age newspaper. ting a statement to a person under
It is only when people of some the control of the honorable gentlenotability in the community are· in- man. The statement is of concern to
volved in this type of accident that the City of Sunshine and I believe it
reports are printed in the news- should be aired openly in this
papers. I ask the Minister of Labour Chamber. In the County Court
and Industry to investigate this and yesterday a detective is reported to
other accidents and to indicate what have saidsteps the Government . will take to.
It was unusual for a seventeen-year-old
prevent similar accidents from youth from Braybrook not to have a crimina]
record.
occurring.

Adjournment.
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The report also alleges that the
detective saidAlthough there are a lot of nice people in
Braybrook I feel it is to his, the accused's,
credit, to live there and not have a prior
conviction by the time he is 17.
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constructed.
I am sure that the
Ministry for Conservation will make
advice freely available to the council,
and the Government will co-operate
generally.

Mr. THOMPSON '(Minister of EduAs a representative of the people in
the City of Sunshine, I take strong cation) .-I shall be pleased to draw
exception to the statement made by to the attention of the Chief Secrethe detective. Many fine youths tary the matter raised by the
reside in the community and the vast honorable member for Sunshine.
majority of children of seventeen
The motion was agreed to.
years of age who live in a
The House adjourned at 11.42 p.m.
disadvantaged area are respectable p~rsons.
I ask the Chief
QUESTIONS ON NOTICE.
Secretary to investigate the allegation.
The Mayor of Sunshine
The following answers to questions
has made a statement on the article
on
notice were circulated:but I do not believe he went far
enough. I also ask the Chief SecreMOTOR REGISTRATION FEES.
tary to table the results of his
(Question No. 302)
investigation in Parliament.
Mr. ·RAFFERTY (Minister of
Mr. MciNNES {Gippsland South)
Labour and Industry) .-I believe the asked the Chief Secretaryinformation which the honorable
Whether he has received any requests to
member for Reservoir gave to the reduce or waive registration fees on
House is already known to the vehicles used by partially incapacitated
people similar to concessions extended to
Department of Labour and Industry. totally
and permanently incapacitated exThe honorable member would also servicemen ; where these vehicles are reknow that last year this Parliament quired in daily pursuits of business or living ;
enacted legislation relating to tractor if so, whether consideration will be given to
accidents. At present the Govern- such remission of registration fees?
ment has no intention of altering
Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).that legislation.
The answer isYes. The Government has received anumMr. BORTHWICK (Minister for
Conservation) .-I thank the Leader ber of requests of this nature over recent
and they have been given careful conof the Country Party for his sug- years,
sideration. However, the Government does
gestion. The Government, through not propose to extend .the present policy
the Ministry for Conservation, will l!n~er which concessions of this nature are
hmtted to totally and permanently incapacibe pleased to advise the St. Kilda tated
ex-servicemen.
City Council, which is responsible
for the Point Ormond area referred to,
FUEL.
on any works that it cares to under(Question
No. 318)
take. Point Ormond is a difficult
area to reinstate because of the sea
Mr. AMOS ·(IMorweH) asked the
winds that blow there. I point out Minister for Fuel and Powerto honorable members that the main·
1. How ·the royalty paid on brown coal
provision of the St. Kilda Land Act compares wi.th the royalty paid on natural
gas1965 was the construction of the
marina, the rental from which goes
( a) based on equivalent calorific values;
and
to the St. Kilda City Council, and
(b) based on a percentage of price?
from memory I think it is in the
2. Why results of research financed by
vicinity of $10,000 or $11,000 per
the Government were made available to
annum. The St. Kilda City Council Australian
Char Pty. Ltd.?
receives considerably more than that
3. What examination of the economics of
amount from the collection of rates producing
liquid fuel from brown coal is
from the land on which the marina is currently being undertaken and by whom?
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4. What is the estimated ceiling price of
crude oil before the production of liquid
fuel could be justified economically?
5. What examination of the economics of
winning clay at the base of the brown coal
in the Yallourn open cut have been carried
out, indicating who carried out such examinations and what results were obtained?
6. What other clays are found in the
brown coal seams at Yallourn which could
be suitable for commercial production?

Mr. BA·LFOUR {Minister for Fuel
and Power).-The answer is1. Royalty is paid at the rate of 4 cents
per ton on brown coal of calorific value of
6,000 B.T.U. per pound. This is equivalent to
·30 cents per million B.T.U. As the coal concerned is not marketed a value would have
to be assumed. Taking a value of $1.50 per
ton the royalty on a percentage basis would
be approximately 2·67 per cent.
Royalty is paid on natural gas under the
provisions of the Petroleum (Submerged
Lands) Act at the rate of 11 per cent of the
well head value of the gas. With the present
economics of gas production offshore, the
production costs exceed the revenues obtained. In these circumstances a nominal
value of ·27 cents per therm is placed on the
gas at the well head. Royalty would ·therefore be approximately ·29 cents per million
B.T.U.
In summary-for brown coal, the ·royalty
is ·30 cents per million B.T.U.s or approximately 2·67 per cent of value at the mine;
for natural gas, the royalty is 0·2976 cents
per million B.T.U.s or 11 per ·cent of value
at the well head.
2. The Government, as part of its policy
for the marketing of brown coal and
briquettes, has always, through the various
agencies involved, made freely available ~the
results of research into the chemical and
·physical properties of brown coal and
briquettes. It has also, where practicable,
provided assistance to organizations undertaking the development of commercial enterprise based on brown coal.
At various times over past years, the Gas
and Fuel Corporation of Victoria, the State
Electricity Commission .of Victoria and the
Brown Coal Research Laboratory of the Uniyersity of Melbourne, hav~ been actively involved in laboratory and pilot plant ·research
directed towards the production of char
.from brown coal.
The result of much of this research has
been published from ·time to .time in technical and other journals and is therefore
freely available to the public.
The ready availability of the considerable
expertise built up on char production over
the years was undoubtedly a ·significant factor in the decision by Australian Char Pty.
Ltd. to proceed with commercial development at Morwell. Without this assistance, it
is doubtful if this development would have
occurred.
·

Notice.

3. Confidential discussions have been initiated by the Government on this matter in
order to establish a large scale, effective,
research effort into this subject with the
State Government taking an active role. It
is too early to make a public announcement
concerning this as a number of matters have
still to be clarified.
4. There is no definite agreement on the
estimated ceiling price of liquid fuels extracted from brown coal at present due to
the uncertainty of current means of technology. As a broad guideline the consensus
of opinion at present is that the figure would
be in the order of three to four times the
current price of Australian indigenous crude
oil.
5. The State Electricity Commission has
not examined the economics of mining clay at
the base of the brown coal in the Yallourn
Open Cut. Although the commission has encouraged inquiries from various interests, no
proposal for the commercial development
of the clay has been received.
6. The commission is aware that deposits of
clay occur in the coal seams. However, it has
not undertaken any investigation into the
suitability of the clays for commercial production.

MARI·BYRNONG RIVER BRIDGE.
(Question No. 390)

Mr. EDMUNDS {Moonee Ponds)
asked the 'Minister of Transport!. What stage plans have reached in the
construction of a new bridge across the
Maribyrnong River at Fisher Parade, Ascot
Vale?
2. When it is expected that work will commence and how long construction will take?

Mr. MEAGHER t(Minister of Transport).--The .answer is1 and 2. This· bridge· is the joint responsibility of the cities of Essendon and. Footscray. The Country Roads Board is preparing the plans and specifications for the
replacement of the bridge at the request of
the Essendon City Council.
The design of a new bridge on the south
side of the present bridge was well advanced, but was suspended early in 1972 because of a proposal for the future development of the Footscray Institute of Technology which would require deviation of
Farnsworth Avenue. A new location is proposed for · the bridge which will permit a
road alignment to fit in with the present
route of Farnsworth Avenue and would permit realignment of Farnsworth Avenue to
suit the institute's proposals. The preliminary
design of a bridge and approaches on this
new alignment has now been completed.
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An amendment to the planning scheme
showing the altered road alignment and
proposals relating to the Footscray Institute of Technology is required before work
can proceed.

Notice.
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Mr. MEAGHER t(IMinister of Transport).-The answer isI will ask the Country Roads Board to investigate your suggestion.

LEVEL CROSSINGS IN
BRUNSWICK WEST ELECTORATE.

BUSH-FIRE PUMP SUBSIDIES.

(Question No. 411)

Mr. CURNOW ·(Kara Kara) asked
the Chief Secretary-

Mr. ROPER (Brunswick West)
asked the Minister of TransportWhether the Abolition of Level Crossings
Committee has considered grade separation
for any level crossings in the electoral district of Brunswick West?

Mr. MEAGHER (Minister of Transport).-The answer isNo.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS STAFF.
(Question No. 416)

Mr. CURNOW {Kara Kara) asked
the Minister of Transport!. How many persons are employed by
the Railway Department?
2. How many welfare officers and psychologists, respectively, are employed by the
department?
3. Whether it is planned to employ additional welfare officers and psychologists ; if
not, why?

Mr. MEAGHER '(Minister of
port).-The answer is-

~rans

The information requested by the honorable member is contained in the following
statement supplied by the Victorian Railways Board.
1. 24,996.
2. Two officers are engag.ed solely on
staff welfare and rehabilitation. In addition
staff welfare forms a significant portion of
the function of other positions, for example
the Supervisor of Apprentices.
No qualified psychologists are employed.
3. No. The railways consider that the existing provision for staff welfare is adequate.

MILEAGE POSTS ON
HIGHWAYS.
(Question No. 417)

Mr. KIRKWOOD {Preston) asked
the ~Minister of TransportWhether the Country Roads Board, when
replacing the present mileage rosts on highways with kilometer signs, wil -replace them
with posts showing the distance from Melbourne and the distance from the nearest
towns, similar to what is. done in other
States?

(Question No. 418)

(Question No. 417)
1. Whether he has approved any applica-

tions for subsidies in this financial year for
pumps ·to be used by farmers in case of
bush fires ; if so, how many?
2. How many applications are on hand but
not approved and when they will be approved?
3. Whether all applications for subsidies
submitted before the end of the ·summer fire
danger period will be approved ; if not, why?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The answer is1, 2 and 3. The Government has allocated
$250,000 from the works and services account for payment of these subsidies in the
current financial year. Five hundred and
thirty-nine applications have already been
approved and one hundred and twenty applications are on hand. The position will
be kept under review as the financial year
proceeds.

GRANTS TO DISADVANTAGED
SCHOOLS.
(Question No. 434)

Mr. FORDHAM (FootsC'ray) asked
the Minister of Education!. Whether the Government recently
made supplementary direct grants to -disadvantaged schools for the year 1973-74 following the provision of funds for the purpose
by the Commonwealth Government ; if so,
which schools have received these grants,
indicating how much in each case?
2. What criteria were used in the establishment of these grants?

Mr. THOMPSON ·CMinister of Education).-The answer is1 and 2. Supplementary grants have been
made to approximately 200 schools in the
Melbourne metropolitan and Geelong areas.
These schools were selected by a departmental committee after consideration of information provided by the Commonwealth
arising from census returns.
Grants for individual schools were calculated on the basis of school enrolment
multiplied by factors, derived from the
Commonwealth information, which were assumed .to reflect the socio-economic characteristics -of the communities from which the
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schools draw their enrolment. Grants ranged
from $450 in the case of a small primary
school to almost $6,000 for one of our
largest city high .schools. The payment of
these grants to date has accounted
for 35 per cent. of the $1 million
made available in the State Budget for disadvantaged schools.
Because it is acknowledged that there are
many other schools in the city and schools in
the country which are entitled to financial
support on account of particular disadvantages, the remaining 65 per cent will be
distributed over the next few months af.ter
further investigations of needs.
Arrangements will shortly be announced
whereby schools will be able to make application to .the special committee for supplementary grants, and the department is
presently appointing field consultants to
visit schools on request to assist in the
identification of disadvantages and to advise
on the preparation of applications.

.STATE ELECTRICITY
COMMISSION VALUER.
(Question No. 438)

Mr. AMOS {Morwell) asked the
Minister for Fuel ,and PowerWhich land valuer in the Latrobe Valley
is engaged by the State Electricity Commission for land valuation purposes, indicating-

( a) how long this valuer has been so engaged by the commission ;
(b) the terms and conditions of his appointment;
(c) how much money has been paid for
his services in each of the years
under appointment ; and
(d) on what basis he was first appointed?

Mr. BALFOUR '('Minister for Fuel
and Power).-The ans·wer isThe Commission from time to time has
engaged the firm of G. R. Billingsley P.ty.
Ltd., 26 Commercial Road, Morwell, to carry
out land valuations in the Moe, Morwell and
Traralgon Districts. It is understood that Mr.
George Billingsley, principal of the firm, is
the only person resident in the Latrobe
Valley who holds a certificate to practise as
a valuer for the whole of the Latrobe Valley
area.
(a) Current records indicate that G. R.
Billingsley Pty. Ltd. was first engaged to act as valuers in 1965.
(b) G. R. Billingsley Pty. Ltd. is not appointed nor is it under contract to
the commission, but is engaged as
and when required to provide valuations of freehold land or assessments of compensation for the acquisition of easements for transmission lines in the Latrobe Valley.

Notice.

(c) Fees paid to the company for free-

hold assessments are in accordance
with the basic scale of valuation
fees prescribed by the Real Estate
and Stock Institute of Victoria.
With respect .to easement compensation assessments the fees payable
are determined having regard to the
particular circumstances, such as
time and travelling involved.
The total amounts paid annually to G. R.
Billingsley Pty. Ltd. since 1965 are as
follows:-

$
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973
24th October, 1973

288
1,814
2,740
900
946
339
1,487
1,043
2,085
843
2,786
2,083
1,567
5,493
3,717
1,717
1,895
2,645
34,288

(d) G. R. Billingsley Pty. Ltd. has been
engaged because of its detailed
knowledge of the real estate market in the Latrobe Valley.
In the instances where the commission
desires a second valuation the firm of C. H.
Burnham and Associates of 380 Russell
Street, Melbourne, and/or the ValuerGeneral have from time to time been instructed.

·LICENCE FEES FOR
COMMERCIAL VEHIOLES.
(Question No. 442)

Mr. CURNOW (Kara Kara) asked
the 'Minister of Transpo~tWhat is the present rate of licence fees
for all commercial goods vehicles including
ED., El., and discretionary licences?

Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transport).-The answer isSection 14 of the Commercial Goods
Vehicles Act 1958 provides that the annual
licence fee for all
commercial goods
vehicle licences is $4, with 'the exception of
ED licences which is 50 cents per annum.
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SHARE FARMERS.
(Question No. 451)

Mr. MciNNES ·CGippsland South)
asked the Chief Secretary!. Whether the State Accident Insurance
Office has a clear definition of a share
farmer as opposed to a direct employee, for
the purposes of the Workers Compensation
Act 1958?
2. Whether the owner of a farm is required to cover a share farmer under the
provisions of the Act?
3. What was the total premium revenue
received by the office from workers compensation for farmers and how many farmer
policy holders ther·e were in each of the
past five years?

1973.]
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Mr. MEAGHER {Minister of Transport) .-The answer is1. Approximately 6 per cent has been allocated for preliminary expenditure in the
current financial year and provision made
for a further 3 per cent during the balance
of the period to which the Bill relates.
2. The Country Roads Board, which is
constructing authority for the project, advises that actual construction work is expected to commence late in the 1974-75
financial year. However, in the meantime expenditure will be incurred on land acquisition, and possibly on relocation of services
and acquisition of materials.

COUNTRY FIRE AUmORITY.
(Question No. 455)

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secretary).The answer is-

Mr. CURNOW t(Kara Kara) asked
the Chief Secretary-

1. The legal standing of a share farmer
under the Workers Compensation Act 1958
is not clear and is dependent upon the terms
of the agreement in each case. Because of
the resultant problems in determination of
liability, the matter has been considered by
the working par.ty on workers compensation
set up by the Government in 1971. Members
of the working party are examining amending legislation which will clearly define .the
entitlement or otherwise of share farmers.

What amount the Country Fire Authority
will receive in 1973-74 from the Treasury
and insurance companies, respectively?

2. It is possible that the Workers Compensation Board would find that ·a share
farmer is deemed to be a worker under subsection (6) of section 3 of the Workers Compensation Act 1958 as it did in the case of
Hyland versus Humphrys (W.C.B. reports
1901/1962). Farm owners should therefore
seek indemnity against potential liability
under the Act.
3. Gross premiums received for farmingincluding dairying and hop and tobacco
growing-were : $

1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72

124,086
110,607
106,910
122,817
113,161

The number of policies involved in these
figures is not available.

CAMP ROAD OVERPASS.
(Question No. 453)

Mr. WILTON {Broadmeadows)
asked the Minister of TTansport1. What percentage of the $130,000 listed
as item 106 in the table of the Railway
Works and Services Bill currently before
Parliament will be spent on the Camp Road
overpass at Broadmeadows?
2. When work will commence on building
the above overpass?

Mr. ROSSITER (Chief Secre1tary).The answer isThe following amounts have been allocated to the Country Fire Authority for
the 1973-74 financial year:Insurance
Municipalities.
contributnon
Assistance Fund
4,204,160
2,102,080 ..
•

0

AVONDALE HIGH SCHOOL.
(Question No. 465)

Mr. GINIFER '(Deer Park) ·asked
the !Minister of EducationWhen the Education Department plans to
fence the boundary of the Avondale High
School?

Mr. THOMPSON (Minister of Edu·cation).-The answer isA contractor has been selected .to carry
out the fencing of the Avon dale High
School site. The Public Works Department
expects that the work will be put in hand
within one month.

•HOSPITALS ASSOCIATION.
(Question No. 466)

Mr. CURNOW {Kara Ka~a) asked
the Minister of Health!. Which bodies or organizations comprise
the Australian Hospitals Association?
2. What authority the association has to
recommend that the Bush Nursing Association be integrated into ·the Hospitals and
Charities Commission?
3. Whether he will give an assurance that
the operations and structure of the Bush
Nursing Association will not be changed?

